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WHENWE BEGAN NEGOTIATIONS WITH McLAREN
about joining the P1 test team at the Ring, it was expected that
the ultimate lap time would be achieved and revealed in time for
this issue. At the last minute, I got a text from McLaren that read:
‘I have a conclusion on the Ring question. And not sure if you’re
going to like it.’ A few minutes later, I was on the phone to Woking.

During the conversation that followed, it was explained that (spoiler alert!) the
P1’s lap time would never be revealed and that the official line was that McLaren
‘had achieved its objective of a sub-seven minute lap of the Nordschleife’. My first
feeling was disappointment because I’m sure many of you will be expecting the
time, and we can’t give it, but my second feeling was relief. Here’s why…

I couldn’t give a monkey’s about the cult of the Nordschleife lap time. Never
have. The chase for a notable lap time has become a form of motorsport in itself,
but a motorsport without a governing body, without appropriate safety measures,
without independent adjudicators, and a motorsport that is governed by the
‘competitors’ themselves. The result is a pissing contest, a trivialising of the Ring’s
history and a chase for lap times that puts lives at risk.

And for what? A marketing message? Well, turn to page 74 to find out what two
prominent supercar customers think of the ‘allure’ of the Nürburgring lap time and
the (lack of) effect it has when signing a cheque for the best part of £1million.

Dickie Meaden goes into this in more detail in his excellent column on page 53 –
a man who I trust more than any other to deliver an opinion on the Green Hell. It is
the most honest, sensible, measured piece about the Nordschleife I’ve ever read.

McLaren may be pilloried for not announcing a lap time and you may think that
it has dodged the bullet because it couldn’t beat Porsche. Either way, I’m glad we
can put this to bed: had McLaren announced a quicker time there’s no doubt that
everyone and his brother would attempt to beat it. But how many of those would
exercise the same duty of care as McLaren or Porsche? After Sean Edwards’ death,
and evo columnist Dario Franchitti’s terrifying accident last month, the world of
performance motoring – and the Nordschleife – does not need any more tragedy or
any more controversy.

The Green Hell’s role in improving driving dynamics and driving
pleasure cannot be jeopardised by the chase for even faster lap times.
When you feel its true effect on driving, you can really feel it. I had the
privilege of experiencing it this month on eCoty. On a particularly tricky
left/right/left-over-crest that turned a few other cars inside out, the
sublime Aston Martin V12 Vantage S – a car partly developed at the Ring
– carved through imperiously, leaving an experience of near-perfect
chassis behaviour indelibly inked in my memory. That’s the Ring
right there. Not three numbers separated by a colon.
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p14 ALI’S
ZENOS
DREAM
Ex-CaterhamCEO
reveals cost-effective
carbon sports car plans

This
month

Lamborghini to build nine open-top versions
of its crazy 740bhp, £2.8million special

Words: Mike Duff

IT FELT LIKE

somethingwas

missing at the

recent Frankfurt

motor show. The

Lamborghini stand didn’t feature one

of the ultra-limited ‘specials’ that have

becomeone of the brand’s hallmarks.

The ones that draw crowds five deep

and steal the headlines.

It had originally been planned

to have one of these – the Veneno

Roadster – in Germany, but the

company changed itsmind, not

wanting to distract attention from

theGallardo Squadra Corse.Which it

would have done. Indeed, you could

park the VenenoRoadster next to a

solid gold Bugatti Veyron and safely

expect the outrageous Lambo towin

most of the attention.

This car, an open version of the

equally barking Veneno thatwe sawat

theGeneva show inMarch, butwithout

even a temporary roof to protect you

from the rain, is as gloriouslymad as

you’d expect a Lambo ‘special’ to be.

If you’re tempted then Lamborghini

will be selling nine examples, priced at

£2.8million each before local taxes.

Much of the Roadster is predictably

similar to the Veneno. Despite the

ultra-limited production numbers,

its styling is the result of extensive

I
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First look The low-downon a star car of the future
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1-series coupe
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wellies and head for
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p21 METCALFE
MEMORIES
With our editorial director
heading off to pastures
new, we recall some of
Harry’s highlights

wind-tunnel time, with the shape

of the nose designed towork like

an enormouswing element. The

underbody is completely smooth and

the combination of amotorsport-spec

adjustable rearwing and a sizeable

rear diffuserwill push and pull the car

onto the road respectively.

Prettymuch thewhole structure is

made fromcarbonfibre, with carbon

body panelsmounted to amonocoque

made from the samematerial.

The car’s pushrod suspension is a

development of that on the Aventador,

as is themid-mounted 6.5-litre V12,

which produces 740bhp– a 50bhp

increase over the Aventador. Power is

supplied to all fourwheels through a

single-clutch seven-speed automated

transmission, andwe’re told the car

weighs 1490kg ‘dry’, the 40kg increase

over the coupe put down to extra

structural reinforcement.

Despite the difference inmass,

Lamborghini claims the two cars

are identically fast, sharing a 2.9sec

0-62mph time and 221mph top speed

(thiswithout a roof, remember). The

cabin is even trimmed in a lightweight

material called CarbonSkin to trim

weight further. The colour in these

images is a unique red called Rosso

Veneno, but buyerswill be able to

choose any paint colour theywant.

The decision tomore than double

the production of the Roadster over

the coupe is an indication of how

important Lambo’s ‘special cars’

are becoming. The programme

began because of CEOStephan

Winkelmann’s desire to produce

somethingmore relevant than pure

motor show concepts – leading in

2007 to the spectacular Reventón.

But it quickly becameobvious that

therewas demand for these ultra-rare

models from rich collectors.

Winkelmann admitted to evo that

the limited production of the Veneno

coupemeant he had to turn down

twopotential orders on the stand at

Geneva.Which is presumablywhy

therewill be nine roadsters.L
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2014
Definite
‘LP724’

TheGallardo’s replacement – long rumoured
to be called the Cabrera –will be unveiled
at Geneva next year. It’s being developed
alongside the next-genAudi R8 andwill use a
carbon and aluminium structure. Powerwill
come fromaV10 capable of passing EU6 tests
and likely to produce at least 600bhp. The car
will also get the revised first-generation R8’s
twin-clutch transmission.Whether therewill
bemanual versions is unknown.

‘TheVenenoRoadster isas
gloriouslymadasyou’dexpecta

Lambo“special” tobe’

Lamborghini:
the next five years

2017
Definite
Urus

Lamborghini’s controversial SUV has obvious
business relevance – the company reckons
it’ll sell between 3000 and 4000of them
a year. The final carwill be spun off the
architecture that underpins the next Porsche
Cayenne, Audi Q7 and the production Bentley
9F. It’s likely to be powered by a twin-turbo V8
with at least 600bhp.

2014?
Maybe
Aventador SV

Weknow there’s a hotter version of the
Aventador coming: Lambo told us asmuch
as the carwas launched, admitting that the
V12’s 690bhpwas the least the enginewould
produce. It’s a safe betwe’ll see a version
boasting at least the 740bhp of the Veneno.
It should be lighter, too. Butwhatwill it be
called? The familiar Super Veloce is our bet.

Never
Front-engined GT/
diesel engines
Despite speculation that Lamborghini was
planning a front-enginedGT car similar to the
Estoque concept (pictured), the firm has no
plans to produce one. ‘It [the speculation]
was invented, invented out of the blue,’
StephanWinkelmann told us in Geneva.

Definite 

Left:despite the lack
of a roof, the Veneno

Roadster is claimed to
be capable of 221mph

    



ANSARALIWASnever

going to stay out of the

sports car industry for

long. And two years after

leaving his role as Caterham’s CEO ‘by

mutual consent’, here’swhat he and

his small teamhave beenworking on.

Zenos, co-founded by Ali and

former CaterhamTechnology and

Innovation headMark Edwards, is set

to build a range of three light, low-cost

sports cars. The first of these – a

roofless, doorless special currently

called the E10 – is slated for a debut at

the Autosport show in January.

Production deadlinesmeanwe

can’t bring you a picture of the finished

car, butwe have seen both the

engineering prototype and renderings

of the final design at the company’s

base in Hethel, next door to Lotus.

And given both the project’s clever

engineering andmarket aspiration,

such a location iswholly appropriate.

All three carswill be built around

a backbone chassis, with a rigid

2.1-metre extruded-aluminium spine

running down the centre of the car and

a composite tub sitting on this. Front

suspension components aremounted

directly to this spine, with double

wishbones and pushrod-operated

springs and dampers. At the back, a

A

Top: E10 features lightweight body of
recycled carbon�bre and plastic.Above:
Ali and former Caterham tech guru Mark
Edwards (below) are Zenos’s co-founders

sub-frame holds the engine, gearbox

and rear doublewishbones.

The tub and bodyworkwill be

made out of a newmaterial that uses

recycled carbonfibre over a core of

plastic tubes (think something like

fast-food drink straws laid end-on).

According to Edwards, this is up to 70

per cent as strong as pure carbonfibre

but far cheaper, and alsomeans the

E10will weigh just 650kg. Bodywork

will also bemade fromcomposite and

has deliberately been designed around

multiple smallermouldings rather than

bigger clamshells, for ease of repair.

This is a car intended to be used on

track aswell as road.

The engine in all three carswill be

a 2-litre naturally aspirated Ford unit,

described as the closest thing the

BlueOval still does to theDuratec

that Ali and Edwards introduced to

Caterham. This unit will be tuned to

produce around 200bhp in the E10 and

cooled by a front-mounted radiator

that passes its pipework through the

central spine.More powerful versions

are possible, including ones using

forced induction. A five- or six-speed

transverse gearbox then drives the

rearwheels via a limited-slip diff.

Asmuch effort has been given

to creating the company and the

business plan asmaking the car

itself, andwe’re promised thatwe’ll

find the E10’s price ‘very surprising’

when it’s announced nearer the

launch date. Zenoswon’t set up aUK

dealer network; instead it will sell cars

directly via itswebsite and ‘pop-up’

showrooms at events and trackdays.

‘We didn’t want to be seen as one

of those brands that turns up at the

RACClub, rolls back the sheet and has

a Formula 1 driver there to endorse it,’

says Ali. ‘Themarketwe’re going after

is peoplewho understandwhatmakes

a good performance car.’

After the bare-bones E10, we’ll see

the E11, a roadsterwith doors, and then

the E12 coupe. Zenos hopes to produce

between 150 and 200 cars in the first

year, building up to annual production

of 500 cars once all threemodels

are on stream. Those are numbers

Ali admits are ‘bullish… butwe’re

confidentwe can achieve themwhen

people see the car and the price.’L
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Ex-Caterhamboss
revealsZenosplans

Ansar Ali’s new firm to create trio of lightweight
sports cars. Launch of the open-topped E10

scheduled for January
Words:Mike Duff

‘WE’REPROMISEDWE’LL FINDTHEE10’SPRICE
“VERYSURPRISING”WHEN IT’SANNOUNCED’

    



    



    



RENOWNEDBMW-

fettler Alpina has

introduced a newdiesel-

powered version of the

3-series, said to be good for 173mph.

TheD3 Biturbo uses a tweaked

version of BMW’s twin-turbocharged

straight-six diesel, producing 345bhp

and 516lb ft of torque. In addition to

the headline-grabbing top speed,

those outputs also result in a claimed

4.6sec0-62mph time alongside official

consumption and emission figures of

53.2mpg and 139g/km respectively.

The previous D3wasAlpina’s first

diesel-powered car, and used a version

of BMW’s 2-litre four-cylinder engine,

tuned to 211bhp and 332lb ft. The new

engine raises the bar by a considerable

margin, andwe’ve already sampled it

in the XD3 (evo 188).

The D3 gets a subtle visual

makeover, including the usual Alpina-

branded front airdam, plus 19inmulti-

spoke alloys. An eight-speed auto

gearbox is standard, as is adaptive

M-sport suspension, while any BMW

factory option can be specified. UK

prices are £46,950 for the saloon and

£49,950 for the Touring.L

BMWHASRELEASED

pictures of the new

2-series Coupe and

4-series Convertible.

Both are set to go on sale next year.

The 2-series is the coupe version

of the 1-series, with the same engines

and commonunderpinnings. It’s bigger

than the 1-series Coupe it replaces,

andwith a less notchy side-on profile.

Pricing is predictably robust – this

is BMW, after all – stretching from

£25,040 for the basic 220i to a very

solid £34,250 for the range-topping

M235i – some£3680more than the

three-doorM135i. Four-wheel-drive

versionswill follow later, aswill a

cabriolet.

This neatly brings us to the

open-topped version of the recently

launched 4-series Coupe. Like the

previous 3-series Convertible, the

new car uses a retractable hard-top

rather than a fabric roof. Thatmeans a

substantial weight penalty of around

300kg over the coupe, enough to add

half a second to the 435i’s claimed

0-62mph time (5.6sec versus 5.1). Such

is the price of fashion, it seems.

Engine optionsmatch those in the

coupe, with a four-cylinder petrol 428i

and a twin-turbo in-line-six 435i. But

the four-cylinder 420d diesel will, as

always,make up themajority of UK

sales.We can also expect anM4 cabrio

to follow later next year.L

B
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2-series Coupe and 4-series
Convertible set for 2014 release
Words:Mike Duff
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News in brief

Nissan has confirmed itwill unveil

a hotter version of the JukeNismo

at the LAmotor show inNovember.

Full details haven’t been released,

butwe know theNismoRSwill get

more power than the standard

Nismo Juke (pictured), which has a

197bhp version of Nissan-Renault’s

1.6-litre turbocharged engine.

We’d figure on about 230bhp. The

upgraded powerplantmaywell also

find itsway into a quicker version of

the Renaultsport Clio, which uses

the samebasic unit.

Strange times inMalvern, as

CharlesMorgan has been forced

out of the company that bears

his name afterwhat looks like

a boardroombust-up.Morgan

is the grandson of company

founder HarryMorgan, andwas

the company’smanaging director

until earlier this year, when hewas

replaced by SteveMorris. Morgan

kept an ambassadorial role, but

that has nowended inwhat seems

like acrimonious circumstances.

Morgan, who remains a shareholder

in the business, is reportedly

planning to fight his removal.

JukeNismoRS
on theway

Morgan out

BMWmakes
thingseven

World’s
fastestdiesel
production
car emerges
fromAlpina

Above:4-series
cabrio carries extra

300kg. Left: 2-series
coupe comes at
a premiumover

1-series equivalents
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REASONS

TOGOTO

RALLYGB

5
With a heavily revised
route, an ex-F1 star in
a World Rally Car and
a new champion, the
season-closing Wales
Rally GB on November
14-17 could be the most
exciting in years
Words:DanMcCalla

The recovery of F1 race winner Robert

Kubica after his near-fatal rally

accident in February 2011 has been

remarkable, to the point that he went

into Rally Spain with a great chance of

clinching the WRC2 championship as

this story went to press. The factory

Citroën team has rewarded the Pole

with his first top-flight WRC drive in

Wales, in a DS3 WRC, and he stands a

decent shout of securing a full works

drive in 2014. With plenty of F1 fans

missing the attacking flair that took

Kubica to the top of the F1 podium

in Montréal in 2008, he’s sure to gain

plenty of support among neutrals.

A sheer rock face on one side. A drop

to the Irish Sea on the other. Hordes

of fans peering down from above.

The Great Orme stage, held on a high

limestone headland, offers a dramatic

spectacle to complete the rally and the

season, as the remaining crews tackle

the 2.9-mile ribbon of tarmac that

snakes around its edge. Take the hike

up from Llandudno town centre and

see it – it’s worth the climb.

Rally GB’s organisers have received

plenty of stick in recent years for

confining Britain’s WRC spectacular

to a tiny pocket of South Wales. Well,

armed with renewed sponsorship from

the Welsh Assembly Government,

the rally has bid Cardiff and Margam

Park farewell and decamped to the

northern half of the Principality.

With the service park based at the

Toyota engine manufacturing plant

on Deeside next to the A55, classic

North Welsh stages like Penmachno,

Clocaenog and Dyfi all feature on the

four-day itinerary.

The full retirement of Sébastien

Loeb, who bade farewell to

the sport at Rally France in

early October, has made Rally GB a

much more open affair compared to

recent years. And while Volkswagen’s

Sébastien Ogier (pictured) has

dominated this year, wrapping up his

first WRC title with two rallies to spare,

his record in Britain is dreadful: in five

previous Rally GB appearances, he’s

never finished in the top ten. This gives

young hotshots like M-Sport’s Thierry

Neuville a golden opportunity to

challenge for a maiden WRC win.

If you’re worried that there will be a few

too many Fiestas and DS3s for your

liking, fear not. The supporting Rally

GB National – which will run through

Friday, Saturday and Sunday’s stages

in between the two runs for the big

boys – features 100 clubman entries.

The model names on the entry list are

sure to get you excited: Escort Mk2,

911, Chevette, Lotus Cortina, Mexico,

Talbot Sunbeam, Impreza and more.

Kubicaback
at the top

3

TheGreat
Orme

4

HelloNorth
Wales

1

Loeb-free
zone

5

Thehistory
boys

2

M-Sport boss Malcolm Wilson still

harbours dreams of running an all-

British WRC team as he attempts to

keep hold of promising Welsh driver

Elfyn Evans (featured on page 96).

The Cumbrian outfit operated as

the works Ford team for 16 years until

it lost its backing from the Blue Oval at

the end of 2012. This year it has run its

Fiesta WRCs with funding from Qatar,

but that deal has yet to be renewed.

‘Our sponsorship from Qatar was a

12-month deal, so we’re in discussions

with them [about an extension] at the

moment,’ Wilson told evo. ‘Elfyn could

be the British driver we need to revive

the sport, and I’d like nothing more

than to be able to field a two-car all-

British team. I think that would really

help WRC’s popularity in the UK.’

Ten years ago, there were plenty of

works drives in the WRC but no new

British drivers to fill them. Now the

opposite is true, with numerous drivers

approaching the top flight but only

three factory teams entered for 2014.

British success would be a real shot in

the arm for rallying in this country, but

it needs more carmakers to commit to

the sport before that can happen.

Wilson’s British team dream
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and performance.
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SUMMER 2000,

Tuscany.We’d taken

a group of theworld’s

greatest supercars,

including some flashy new upstart

called a Pagani Zonda, towhat can

only be described as God’s own

playground. At the end of each

blissful day, whenwe’d had our fill

of driving, we’d repair to the boss’s

hillside villa for the night. I can

remember drinking chilled beer under

the starriest sky you’ve ever seen,

thenwaking the nextmorning to find

Harry tending to the pots of coffee

bubbling on the stove. If Carlsberg

did group tests, theywouldn’t have

been half as good as this.

Funnily enough, it wasn’t always

like that. For every sun-drenched

Tuscan valley, therewas a bleak,

rain-lashed Yorkshiremoorland or a

bitingly coldWelshmountainside. Or

more likely the umpteenth late night

in the office, racing to beat the next

deadline, fuelled only by coffee, pizza

and doughnuts. Butwhen it was

good, it was very, very good indeed.

Working on evo in the early days

wasn’t likeworking anywhere else.

For a start, therewas just a handful

of us. The officewasn’t in some

anonymousmodern block, but in

converted farmbuildings around a

gravelled courtyard. Reception didn’t

have a fancy coffeemachine, but it

did have a huge PlayStation rig with

the latest version ofGran Turismo on

permanent play.

An awful lot of thatwas down to

HarryMetcalfe and theway he does

things. Harry (only his father calls him

Harrison) first entered our lives in the

mid-1990swhen hewrote a letter (no

emails back then) to Performance Car,

where John Barker, RichardMeaden,

Roger Green and I were thenworking.

Wouldwe, hewondered, like to try

his newMaserati Ghibli? SinceMaser

itself didn’t have a press fleet in the

UK at the time, we bit his hand off.

Later, when he got a Ghibli Cup, he

started to contribute long-term test

reports, and in 1997 he brought the

Cup along on Performance Car of

the Year.

By then, however, PCwas

damaged goods, having been driven

downmarket bymanagement

drunk on the success of the recently

launchedMaxPower. The circulation

nosedived and in the spring of 1998

wewere told themagwas to close.

It was on the very last PC group test

that John Barker and DickieMeaden

askedMetcalfe if he’d consider

launching a new title.

Meaden recalls: ‘I can remember

sitting on a benchwith Harry, looking

out to sea, waiting for the right

moment to pop the question. I’d

pilfered the PC budget sheet, which

he took away to peruse. Fortunately

he had the nous to realise that by

stripping out all the big-company

costs, therewas a decent profit to be

made froma smallmag.’

And so it began, first with a

‘dummy issue’ to get the industry and

key advertisers on board, thenwith

the renting of the aforementioned

offices and the appointment of key

editorial and advertising staff to get

the first few issues out.Whatwe

didn’t know at the timewas that

Harry had secured a £275,000 loan on

S

As our editorial director drives away from evo Towers
for the last time, Peter Tomalin leads the tributes
Words: Peter Tomalin, RichardMeaden andHarry Metcalfe

‘TOESTABLISHEVO,
HARRYSECUREDA
£275,000LOANONTHE
BASISTHAT ITWAS“TO
BUILDANEWGRAIN
FACILITY”ONHISFARM’

Goodbye
HarryMetcalfe
evo1998-2013

Above: ‘LordMetcalfe’,

as hewas a�ectionately

known, with his pair of

Lambos outside the

actual Harry’s Garage

    



the basis that it was ‘to build a new

grain facility’ on his farm. Goodman.

There was a real feeling of us

against theworld, everyone mucking

in and working silly hours to produce

themagazinewe all believed in.

Fortunately, when issue 001 hit the

shelves onOctober 8, 1998, evo found

an audience.

Harry’s feel for themagazinewas

almost unerringly right, though as

Barker says: ‘We did have to ease

him gradually into the real world

with the odd car under £50k.’ There

was no ‘mission statement’ pinned

to thewall – just a photocopy of the

announcement by our old bosses at

Emap that therewas no future for PC,

whichwas being absorbed intoCar. If

therewas one thing that drove us on

through those earlymonths, it was

the thought of proving themwrong.

When evo’s circulation overtook

that ofCar a few years later it was a

deliciously sweetmoment.

Just four issues in, however, it

almost ended before it had begun.

We’d just put issue 004 ‘to bed’ and

were about to leave the office for a

well-earned festive breakwhenHarry

addressed the troops. The gist of his

Christmasmessagewas: ‘We’re in the

shit andwemight not be here in the

new year. Oh, and happy Christmas.’

Motivational speeches weren’t quite

Harry’s thing perhaps.

Fortunately, balance sheetswere.

The problemwas thatwe’d had all

the costs of producing four issues,

but the revenues had hardly begun

to trickle in from issue 001. Harry

slashed the overseas print run, the ad

teamappliedmaximumpressure to

advertisers to pay up and somehow

we got through. We returned in the

new year to find that issue 003 – the

very first eCoty – had flown off the

shelves. evowas here to stay.

Harry’s astuteness served the

magazinewell. As Barker observes:

‘Nothing escaped his gimlet eye,

and he only spentmoneywhere it

really counted. He’d never waste it on

market research. It was all done on

gut instinct – his and ours.’

Harry certainly looked after the

pennies, both themagazine’s and

his own.Many was the timewewent

out for a pub lunch andHarrywould

pat his pockets themoment the bill

arrived, mumble something about

having come outwithout his wallet,

and someone elsewould pick up the

tab. But at other times he could be

incredibly generous. Several of us had

holidays in one of Harry’s cottages in

the West Country or at Sasso Corvo,

his villa in Tuscany, and the team had

some great ‘blue sky’ days down at

his place near Burford,mostly spent

bombing around the fields in one of

his Volvo 340s.

Hewas also turning out to be a

prolific writer, if at times something

of a challenge for the subs desk,

and his love of an adventure led to

some of evo’s most memorable

features. Driving a 340R half-way

across Europe to storm the daunting

Klausen Pass (021), lapping the

Nordschleife in aMaybach limo (059),

tackling snow and ice on an Alpine

pass in an early Murciélago (056) –

these andmanymorewere classic

Metcalfe features.

His naked enthusiasm shone

through those yarns, even though

hewas the first to admit hewasn’t

a ‘proper’ journalist. In print – and

occasionally in speech too – Harry

022 www.evo.co.uk

‘HARRYBASICALLYSAID: “WE’RE INTHESHIT
ANDWEMIGHTNOTBEHERE INTHENEWYEAR.
OH,ANDHAPPYCHRISTMAS.”MOTIVATIONAL
SPEECHESWEREN’THARRY’STHINGPERHAPS’

Far le	:back in the early

days.Above le	: closure of

Performance Car led to Harry

funding the birth of evo.Above

and right:Maybach at the Ring

and 340R on the Klausen Pass

were classicMetcalfemoments.

Below:Harry’s Espada
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was capable of somewonderful

malapropisms. Top-speed runswere

attempted on the German ‘autobar’.

Petrol-electric carswere always

‘hybreds’. For the duration of one

eCoty, the Ruf engineer’s girlfriend,

Astrid, was addressed by Harry as

‘Ostrich’.

Therewere some absolute gems in

Harry’s unsubbed prose, too. Here’s

one examplewhere he describes

the recipe for a hot hatch: ‘Install

themost powerful engine you can,

beef up the suspension and brakes

accordingly, add a pair of decent

seats and viola, you have the perfect

hot-hatch.’

And fromanAsk the Expert: ‘I’m

a now a big fan of having projective

film applied to venerable areas.’Well,

who isn’t?

Occasionally the smuttyminds of

the editorial teamwould imagine filth

where nonewas intended. ‘Next job

was to get the 308 properly detailed,’

wrote Hazza in a recent Fast Fleet

report, ‘for which I booked in Richard

Tipper of Perfection Valet for a full-

on two-man all-day session.’

In another long-term report, he

penned thewords that became an

evo office legend: ‘The next day, I

grab the first coffee of the day and

wander over to the barnwhere I

parked the Zonda late last night.

Just standing there inmy dressing

gown, staring at the beast in the early

morning light is enough to giveme

goosebumps.’

Behind the chuckles therewas

respect and affection, for Harry

was unfailingly good company. His

slightly-bumbling-English-eccentric

personamasked a keenmind –Harry

clearly is the Boris Johnson of the

motoringworld. His easy charmhad

industry figures and PR bosses in

his spell. To observe aMetcalfe in

full schmoozemode is towitness

something touching on genius and

it would serve themagazinewell on

many occasions.

And nowhe’s landed a dream job

at JLR. Good news for Harry – and

good news for all car enthusiasts, I

reckon, because above all else Harry

is ‘one of us’, and it has to be good

that someone like himwill nowbe

helping shape the carswe’ll be driving

in years to come.

Meanwhile, themagazine he

founded and helped shape enters

a new era. There are different

challenges now–mostly to dowith

the advance of digitalmedia – but so

long as it stays true to its core values,

there’s no reasonwhy it shouldn’t

surmount them. But I doubt it’ll ever

be asmuch fun towork on as it was

in the early days. Personally and

professionally, the early years of evo

were themost demanding and the

most rewarding I’ve ever had, and I

know thatwas true for all of us.

I feel incredibly fortunate to have

been in on the birth of evo, and none

of it would have happenedwithout a

certainMrMetcalfe.

Harry, it was a privilege. PT

TWOWEEKS. For two
longweeks in the spring
of 1998, John Barker
and I waitedwhile Harry

crunched the numbers thatwould
ultimately decidewhether he could
get behind themagazine conceptwe’d
been courting himwith formonths. It’s
fair to say thatwhen he came back to
uswith an unflinching ‘yes’, none of our
liveswould be quite the same again.
The beauty of Charles Harrison

Metcalfe is thatwhen he sets his
mind to something, big things tend to
happen. In the beginning, thatmeant
Hazza focusing on grown-up stuff
like paying for everything, while the
original team (that’s to saymyself,
Barker, Damian Smith, Allan Pattison,
Peter Tomalin and Stuart Gallagher)
concentrated on crystallising our ideas
into a dummy issue of themagazine
thatwe could show to the industry.
Just a fewmonths after the euphoria
of issue 001 (pictured) hitting the
newsstands, Harry had to dig deep
once again, pledging homes, kids and
probably a kidney to his bankmanager
in order to releasemore funds to keep
the dreamalive.When it comes to
balls, H has a pair of space-hoppers.
It wasn’t all a bed of rosesworking

with Harry; indeed therewere
timeswhen he could be absolutely
infuriating. I can still recall the evening
he didmy head in so completely I
decided I either had to kill him or leave
the office. So I left, with 6000rpm
showing onmy RSClio 172’s tacho
and a shower of gravel inmywake. I
returned nextmorning to find next
door’s officewindows being replaced…
I’m not surprisedH hasmoved

on. He’s always busied himself with
enough projects over the years to
keep him in yachts and Italian V12s.
Themotor industry bewitched him
fromday one and I knowhe’s thrilled
at his new rolewith JLR. Yes, things
will be different around here, but as
Harry himself would acknowledge,
evowas built around an ethos, not an
individual. There are plentymore thrills
to seek andwe’ll continue to share
themwith you – and our new reader,
Mr HMetcalfe – as bestwe can. Same
as it ever was. RM

Ful�lling
Dickie’sdream

T

    



WHAT’S THAT FAMOUS

saying about time flying

when you’re having fun?

Well, the past 15 years at evo Towers

have flown by, although, to be

honest, it was impossible not to have

fun given the teamweput together

and the carswe got to test.

Of course, over those 15 years

ourworld of performance cars

has changed dramatically. In the

early days, ABS brakingwas rarely

standard-fit, paddle-shifts were in

their infancy and today’s ubiquitous

ESP buttonwas a twinkle in the eye

of some boffin inMunich. These days,

engineers have to grapplewithways

to keep tailpipe emissions downwhile

still creating carswewant to drive.

But as a glance through any recent

issuewill reveal, there are still plenty

of new cars to get excited about.

Sowhy have I decided now is the

time to stop getting paid to drive

the best cars on the planet?Well,

just as launching evowas a once-

in-a-lifetime opportunity, another

opportunity camemyway thatwas

simply too good tomiss.

It came about after a conversation

I had at this year’s Goodwood Festival

of Speed. I was there as a guest of

Jaguar Land Rover and I put it to one

of their chaps that JLR’s little-known

internal division ETO (Engineered To

Order) had real potential to become

a separate premiumbrandwithin

JLR, like AMGatMercedes but not

only focused on pure performance

variants. It was suggested I putmy

ideas in an email, so Ralf Speth (CEO

at JLR) could have a look too.

The next thing I know, I’m

in Dr Speth’s office discussing

the proposal inmore detail and

discovering he’s been thinking along

the same lines for some time. A

week later, I’m offered the chance to

become part of the teamcharged

with setting up a newdivision at JLR.

It’s not often you’re at the very start

of something potentially this big and

that’s why I simply had to jump ship.

As I write, I’m threeweeks intomy

new role, and I report directly to the

newly appointedMDof the Individual

Products Division, John Edwards,

onways to create exciting new ETO

variants of current and future JLR

models. One day Imight beworking

up a proposal for extreme versions of

the Land Rover Defender, the next it

could be ultra-sporting Jaguars. Make

nomistake: there are big plans at JLR

to build a raft of exciting carswithin

the recharged ETOdivision. I can’t

spill the beans just yet, butwe’re

hoping to have something special at

Geneva next year.

Butwhatever the next chapter

holds, evowill always be incredibly

special tome and I will always

be grateful for the support and

encouragementwe’ve received from

you, our readers. I’ll never forget the

avalanche ofmail we got in theweeks

after issue 001went on sale. ‘Big

thanks for such a great newmag– all

the best bits without the boring bits,’

wrote one reader in November 1998.

We ended up collating your letters

and comments into a big folder we

called ‘the happy book’. If I ever felt

down, all I had to dowas pick it up,

read a fewpages and be reminded

whywewere doingwhatwe did. It’s

still onmy desk today: it’s a little tatty

now, but it remains one ofmymost

treasuredmementos. Amore recent

surprise has been the amazingly

supportive comments formy evo

Diaries on YouTube; they’re another

thing that I’m going tomiss badly.

Thank you all formakingmy time

at evo so very special. I can honestly

say it wouldn’t have happened

without you. HM

Fromtheman

himself…

W

FromevotoETO
HARRY’S CAREER SWITCH EXPLAINED BY YET ANOTHER TYPINGMISHAP

HYBRED FUTURE

JLR’s new petrol-electric models revealed

MARKET CRASH!

Bank of England forced to print more
money as Harry’s expenses come in

COUNTACH VALUES
SET TO COLLAPSE!

‘HOW
MUCH?!’

Harry pops out for milk

HAT’S LIFE

Nutkins lookalike now available
for personal appearances

ALL SET
FOR JLS

Rumours of boyband career
dismissed as tweet typo
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Above: as is a tradition here at e�o, we created a ‘leaving cover’ for Harry; just this once, we thought we’d share it with you…
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ASTON MARTIN
VANQUISH VOLANTE

Range-topping Aston
supercar loses its roof

AUDI RS Q3
quattro GmbH makes its

RS-badged SUV debut

BMW i3
First drive of electric-powered

hatchback

PORSCHE PANAMERA S
E-HYBRID

Plug-in Panamera with 71g/km
official CO2 figure

BIRDS BMW M135i
Rear-drive hot hatch gets

LSD and other upgrades

RENAULT TWIZY F1
KERS-equipped Twizy with
acceleration of RS Mégane

MG3 STYLE
104bhp hot(ish) hatch

priced under £10k

BMW M6 GRAN COUPE
v AUDI RS7

Rival 550bhp supercoupes
go head-to-head

Thismonth

Every new evo car that matters, rated

AstonMartin

Vanquish Volante
New-generation Vanquish gets soft-top treatment,

but can it match the coupe’s performance?

Test location: Palm Springs, California, USA GPS: 33.83029, -116.54529

p32

p36

p42

p39

p40

Thetestteam

NICK TROTT
Editor

‘V12 Vantage RS concept. At Paul Ricard,
it was as quick as the DBR9 works racer
down the Mistral.’

MIKE DUFF
Motoring editor

‘The DB7 V12 – big and crude by modern
standards, but looks brilliant and
brimming with character.’

HENRY CATCHPOLE
Features editor

‘The DBR1. Never driven one but it’s been
my dream car ever since I watched Peter
Hardman racing one at Goodwood.’

JETHRO BOVINGDON
Contributing editor

‘Vanquish S. Glorious to look at, superb
balance and a V12 noise they’ve not
bettered since. Love ’em.’

RICHARD MEADEN
Contributing editor

‘Le Mans-winning DBR9. Fabulous engine,
brilliant brakes, lots of aero and that
famous Gulf livery. Perfect!’

Between them, our road test team have driven the vast

majority of post-war Aston Martins. To celebrate the

!rm’s centenary, they pick out their favourites:

DAVID VIVIAN
Contributing road tester

‘For its beauty, its exhaust note and
its Linn sound system, it has to be the
original Vanquish S.’

p26

p44

p46

 AUDI RS7     
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YesterdaY, cruising

at 38,000ft somewhere over

Greenland, I settled down to

watch a �lm called The Bling

Ring. Rather erroneously

I’d thought it was going to be an interesting

documentary about the doomed attempts at

commercialising the Nürburgring by building

roller coasters, casinos and suchlike. Emma

Watson was at the top of the cast list, so I

assumed that, in a typical Hollywood-style leap

of the imagination, she’d been given the role of

Sabine Schmitz.

Anyway, fairly quickly it became obvious

that I was very much mistaken (although I

think So�a Coppola should seriously consider

my proposal for her next directorial effort).

The plot in fact revolved around the true story

of a bunch of bratty teenagers who broke into

famous people’s houses in Los Angeles (where

my�ightwas heading)while the famous people

were out being papped at premieres or charity

bene�ts. The young scoundrels would then go

round the temporarily vacant properties, trying

on clothes, jewellery, watches, etc. before

pinching a certain amount. Their thinking was

that the famous people wouldn’t miss a few

items from amongst the many. It worked for a

while, too, meaning they were able to taste a

lifestyle they couldn’t afford.

Y

    



I’m rather conscious of being like one of those

teenagers today (without the burglary bit). The

VanquishVolante�ts right inas it slopes through

Palm Springs. I, on the other hand, do not. I’m

merely playing at being a Vanquish owner,

and not very convincingly. This desert resort

may not quite be the Hollywood hangout that

it once was when Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra

and Bob Hope were building houses here, but

it still has an air of wealth and glamour about

its boulevards, and the Aston’s beautifully

muscular bodywork and eye-catching

paintwork have an appropriately salubrious

swagger for the surroundings. However, in a

town where people don’t seem to have a hair

out of place, I have a barnet that wilfully rejects

combs like a feline coughing up furballs. So,

as we glide through the traf�c, roof down, my

tousled mop being gently dishevelled anew by

the slipstream, I realise I’m fooling no one.

What I’m more concerned about is whether

the car will turn out to be a fraud when we

�nally escape into the mountains nearby. The

roads up thereare excellent and an exacting test

of a chassis (it’s where we did the V12 Vantage S

drive in the last issue), so if by going Volante the

stiffness of the Vanquish has become more akin

to a wet noodle, we will be able to tell pretty

much instantly.

The Volante is endowed with the same

updated 5.9-litre V12 as the coupe, which

means headline �gures of 565bhp at 6750rpm

and 457lb ft at 5500rpm. In these days of

730bhp F12s, these are not numbers to make

jaws hit �oors but they still compare reasonably

well with those of what might be seen as rivals.

The Bentley Continental GT Speed has more

power at 616bhp but also weighs 2320kg, so its

0-62mph time of 4.2sec is a tenth slower than

the Aston’s. However, the Volante isn’t exactly

a lightweight itself at 1844kg, so the SLS

Roadster, which has similar outputs (563bhp

and 479lb ft) but weighs 184kg less, manages to

trump it in the 0-62mph sprint, at just 3.8sec.

One area in which the ‘AM11’ engine can

easilyhold itsownis in thesound itorchestrates.

In the same way you can pick out a Ferrari V8 or

Porsche �at-six at a thousand paces when you’re

in London, there is something about the deep,

comforting, slightly lazy burble at idle that

is instantly recognisable as Aston. It’s a very

melli�uous, distinguished sound, not as raw

as that of some cars in its class and somehow

beautifully be�tting.

What’s not quite so tasteful is the interior. I’m

not sure how many Smurfs were slaughtered to

create the effect but I really don’t think it was

worth it.Thequiltingontheseats isalsodubious

as far as I’m concerned, but no doubt some of

you think it all combines to create the nattiest

cockpit since TVR went under. That’s the point

of personalisation. The square steering wheel

isn’t the easiest on the eye either, but as soon as

you take hold of it you are instantly won over,

because in your palms it feels like the perfect

size and shape.

028 www.evo.co.uk

    



There are also a couple of other practical

things worth mentioning, one of which is the

satnav. Whilst the screen still rises slightly

awkwardly from the dash, it is at last packed

with decent Garmin software and so is worth

using. What’s more, if you plan on plugging in

a destination on the other side of a continent,

then you’ve got a decent amount of room in

which to pack luggage for the trip. The boot is

50 per cent larger than the one in the DBS and

isn’t affected by the roof being stowed. The rear

seats are also available for extra luggage space

– because you’re certainly not going to �t any

human beings in them.

Although I’ve been enjoying the early-

morning sunshine with the soft-top down (14

seconds for the transformation from open to

closed and visa versa), the mercury is now

rapidly heading towards 100deg F (38deg C),

so it’s a relief to �nally leave the city behind,

increase speed and get some decent quantities

of the sti�ing air moving around. There are

AstonMartin Vanquish Volante

‘Perhaps it’s a consequence of having the
roof down, but the Vanquish Volante feels
stunningly quick between the corners’

Far le�: interior can be
specced in any one of

32 colours; test car’s is
‘True Teal’.Thispage,

top le�: leather-trimmed
paddles bat through
automatic gearbox’s

six speeds.Above le�:
venerable 5.9-litre V12.

Top right: 398mm front
discs are taken from the

One-77.Right: don’t
expect to sit people in

the rear seats

Specification
Engine V12, 5935cc

CO2 n/a

Power 565bhp @ 6750rpm

Torque 457lb ft @ 5500rpm

0-62mph 4.1sec (claimed)

Top speed 183mph (claimed)

Basic price £199,995
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three damper modes – Normal, Sport and

Track – which are selected via a glass button

in the bottom-left sector of the steering wheel.

I’d argue that for spirited driving on the road,

Track mode is actually the one to go for. It’s not

as stiff as the same mode on the V12 Vantage

S and it keeps the Vanquish tied down and

agile. Even in this stiffest setting, there isn’t any

appreciablewobble or shake from the structure,

which is very impressive. Aston claims that the

Vanquish Volante is 14 per cent torsionally

stiffer than the DBS Volante, and it feels every

bit of that andmore.

It’s a big car, so the extra width of the

Californian roads undoubtedly helps the

Vanquish, but the steering is also beautifully

accurate and has a surprising amount of feel,

so you’re always con�dent of placing the car

where you want. You can feel the weight

of the Vanquish in the corners, but it’s well

controlled and you certainly don’t notice it

under acceleration. Perhaps it’s as much a

consequence of having the roof down and the

exhaust noise rebounding off rock faces, but

the Vanquish feels stunningly quick between

the corners. You feel the weight again as you

hit the brakes and lean the car on the huge

398mm front discs and six-piston calipers

(lifted from the One-77), a sensation which

could be disconcerting given some of the drops

off the side of the road. However, Aston does

some of the very best carbon-ceramic brakes

in the business in terms of feel, so through the

ball of your foot you get a reassuring sense of

howheavily the pads are biting, and you always

know how near the limit you are.

With the coupe, the only major blot on its

dynamic copybook is the gearbox, which never

feels like it is �tting for a car meant to be at the

pinnacle of the company’s range. The Volante

has the same six-speed auto and it certainly

doesn’t have the snap of the best twin-cutch

’boxes available. However, the speed of the

shifts certainly doesn’t seem obstructive

either. The �owing nature of the roads here

undoubtedly helps, as it’s easy to plot your

course a decent way ahead and therefore plan

the gearchanges in advance, but I never feel

frustrated by the ’box in the same way that I

sometimes have in the coupe.

In fact, I’d go so far as to argue that Volante

status suits the Vanquish rather well. As a

coupe I’m never quite sure where the Vanquish

is designed to fall – as the top of the Aston

tree, it clearly wants to be a supercar, but

largely because of the automatic gearbox, its

demeanour is more fast GT. Lop the top off

the body, however, and there seems to be less

ambiguity about its character and less need for

it to be considered as an out-and-out hardcore

thrill-seeker battling against Aventador

Roadsters, 458 Spiders and the like.

It’s still mighty fast and very capable, but as

a slightly softer-looking car (I can’t think of a

convertible that doesn’t look less aggressive

than its hard-top counterpart), it feels more

comfortable in its carbon�bre and canvas skin,

because the driving experience now more

closely matches the image it’s projecting.L

Henry Catchpole (@HenryCatchpole)

Verdict

+ Beautiful engine sound, accurate steering

- Edged by rivals in the power stakes

evo rating:;;;;4
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MORE THAN A FINE SWISS TIMEPIECE, A MOVADO WATCH IS A GIFT OF MODERN ARTISTRY AND ACCLAIMED DESIGN. THE DIAL WITH

A SINGLE DOT AT 12 WAS CONCEIVED BY BAUHAUS-INFLUENCED ARTIST NATHAN GEORGE HORWITT IN 1947. WHEN HIS

ORIGINAL DESIGN WAS SELECTED FOR THE PERMANENT COLLECTION OF NEW YORK’S MUSEUM OF MODERN ART IN 1960, IT

BECAME THE FIRST WATCH DIAL EVER AWARDED THIS DISTINCTION. TODAY, MOVADO WATCHES ARE IN THE COLLECTIONS OF

PROMINENT MUSEUMS AROUND THE WORLD INCLUDING THE VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM IN LONDON, AND EXCITING NEW

EXPLORATIONS OF THIS TIME-HONOURED DIAL DISTINGUISH AN ENTIRE COLLECTION OF EXCEPTIONAL MOVADO TIMEPIECES.
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Audi RSQ3
For the first time, Audi gives an SUV the RS treatment. Is the Q3 worthy of the badge?

Test location: B662, Cambridgeshire, UK GPS: 52.41016, -0.43763

So the regular Q3 iS

inoffensive and unexceptional

in vanilla spec. This much we

know. But when Audi slaps an

RS badge on its rump and slots

the stonking 2.5-litre �ve-cylinder turbo motor

from theTTRSandRS3beneath its bonnet, our

interest can’t fail to be piqued.

And then there’s the added intrigue that

comes from this being a product of Audi’s

notoriously hit-and-miss RS high-performance

division, which yo-yos between brilliance and

bloody awfulness with infuriating regularity.

On the face of it, this should be yet another

underwhelming RS variant to �le under ‘What

were they thinking?’, but experience suggests

quattro GmbH is consistently inconsistent with

its range-topping derivatives. This alone makes

the RSQ3worth a try.

Styling is a subjective quality, so I’ll leave you

to decide how successfully you think the Q3

wears Audi’s traditional RS cues. Suf�ce to say

the lowered stance, bold intakes, brushed alloy

brightwork and optional 20in chariot wheels

(£195) lend it plenty of on-road presence,

albeit in a rather conspicuous fashion. There’s

no disputing it looks like a premium item both

inside andout: in�awless SepangBlue andwith

plenty of supple leather wrapping comfortable,

supportive sports seats, the feel-good factor is

successfully ramped up before you even start

the engine.

Press the starter button and you immediately
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discover the RS Q3wears its heart on its sleeve.

Its thumping �ve-banger has been the core

of the TT RS and RS3’s appeal, but perhaps

because its gruff warble is more incongruous

in the Q3, the effect on your psyche is one

of childish delight. Its outputs – 306bhp and

310lb ft – are more adult, if slightly down on

the TT and RS3’s. Put to the tarmac via Audi’s

familiar Haldex clutch-controlled quattro four-

wheel-drive system andmated to a seven-speed

S-tronic paddle-shift DSG gearbox, the RSQ3 is

a gifted sprinter, punching to 62mph in 5.5sec

and on to a limited top speed of 155mph.

In line with its Q3 �agship status, the RS gets

Audi’s Drive Select system, which gives you

the choice of three modes – Comfort, Auto and

Dynamic –which control the damping, steering

weight and response, and the sharpness of the

power delivery. There’s no Individual mode

Specification
Engine In-line 5-cyl, 2480cc, turbo

CO2 206g/km

Power 306bhp@ 5200-6700rpm

Torque 310lb ft @ 1500-5200rpm

0-62mph 5.5sec (claimed)

Top speed 155mph (limited)

Basic price £43,000

‘You can accurately and enthusiastically
hustle the Q3 down a challenging B-road’

allowing you to pick and mix settings from

Comfort and Dynamic, but as the �rst few

miles pass beneath the RS Q3’s fat wheels, you

discover that isn’t the issue youmight fear.

More often than not, an RS Audi can

be characterised by dead, arti�cial-feeling

steering and all-or-nothing damping, but the

Q3 immediately confounds that stereotypewith

clean, linear, intuitively responsive (if a fraction

too light) steering and a pliant, controlled ride

in Comfort mode. To be honest, you could

superglue the Drive Select button to Comfort

and live quite happily with this setting, for you

can accurately and enthusiastically hustle the

Q3 down a challenging B-road without ever

wanting for tighter body control, signi�cantly

weightier steering or sharper throttle response.

However, moving to Auto mode doesn’t

ruin the show. Indeed, it does what you’d

Top: fat 8.5 x 20in wheels
give the 1655kg RS Q3
plenty of grip; ride feels well
controlled.Above right:
add-ons aren’t as subtle as
on some RSmodels
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hope, enabling the Q3 to up its game or let

down its guard, depending on your pace and

the demands of the road. Dynamic is the most

contrived of the settings, adding resistance to

the steering and sharper edges to the damping,

but you still might be tempted to indulge on the

smoother, faster leg of a solo drive.

In terms of outright pace the RS Q3 is one

of those cars that has the potential to make

many a hot hatch or sports car driver’s day.

It’s a cliché, but because you’re perched a little

higher you have a more commanding view of

the road ahead. This matters on fast country

roads, where enlightening glimpses through

corners or over hedgerows aid your con�dence

and increase safety margins. The broad spread

of power and torquemeans the Q3 builds speed

rapidly and never feels caught between gears,

and a crisp up- or downshift is only ever a �nger

stretch away in any case. The brakes – 365mm

at the front and gripped by eight-piston calipers

– have major-league stopping power, and while

they have a fraction too much bite on initial

Verdict

+ Engaging, fun to hustle, lovely to live with

- It has serious and seriously tempting rivals

evo rating:;;;;4

application, they’re easy to modulate at low or

high speeds and have superb outright ability.

Asyoucanprobably tell, theRSQ3 isacaryou

�nd yourselfwarming to despite an underlying,

instinctive mistrust of something so unnatural

as a top-end hot hatch on stilts. The weird

thing is that although there are compromises –

body roll is noticeable, ultimately limiting the

pace and enthusiasm with which you can lob

the Q3 into any given corner – grip levels and

therefore cornering speeds remain high. The

body roll simply means you have a welcome

extra sensory touchstone with which to gauge

your pace. You feel connected to the car and

understand its physics, and because the Q3’s

engine is mounted low and transversely, it is

spared the worst plough-on effects of the more

nose-heavy models in Audi’s RS armada. It’s

tidy, fun and indecently rapid point-to-point.

Life has a habit of pulling the rug from under

your low-slung, two-seat aspirations. Kids and

�at-pack furniture all need transporting, and

(if you know what’s good for you) partners

sometimes need appeasing, at which point

the RS Q3 suddenly makes sense. With decent

rear leg- and headroom for two or three adults,

proper luggage space and a towing weight

of just under two tons (perfect for a nag, or a

trackday toy) the RS Q3 answers a lot of those

questions. Crucially, it also cuts it as a source of

entertainment.

Of its ilk, it’s far more appealing than the

carbuncular Cooper S Works Countryman or

equally ugly (and stupidly named) BMW X1

xDrive35i. If you want to be more creative with

your £50k budget, then a used Cayenne Turbo

or ML63 AMG might prove tempting, while a

rapidly morphing market throws up another

all-wheel-drive alternative in the shape of

AMG’s ballsy A45 superhatch.

It feelswrong tobewriting this, but theRSQ3

is a far more successful and enjoyable machine

to drive than the RS3, 4, 5, 6 or 7. Quite how

Audi’s engineers can so consistently drop the

ball with such potentially brilliant cars, then

stick one in the back of the net with something

as unpromising and irrelevant as the RS Q3 is

totally baf�ing, yet that’s preciselywhat they’ve

done. The Neckarsulm enigma continues.L

RichardMeaden (@DickieMeaden)

Le�:£1495 Technology

Package and other options

push this RS Q3’s as-tested

price to £49,965.Below:

Nappa leather is standard;

Drive Select’s Comfort mode

suits most situations

‘The RS Q3 is a car
that has the potential
to make many a hot
hatch or sports car

driver’s day’
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BMW i3
The first-of-its-kind electric hatchback is finally here. But can it justify its £25k price tag?

Test location: Amsterdam, Netherlands GPS: 52.37751, 4.91165

Will We look back in

�ve years’ time and say that this

was where the future started?

Or will the BMW i3 join the

growing list of electrically

powered turkeys that are struggling to manage

even small fractions of their over-optimistic

sales targets?

There are two ways of looking at the i3.

On one hand it’s a seriously impressive piece

of engineering, and is set to nick the Alfa

4C’s short-held title of the cheapest carbon-

structured car on the market. On the other, it’s

basically a supermini that costs £25,680 in its

cheapest form, and that’s with the hard-bitten

UK taxpayer chipping in a �ve-grand subsidy.

The technology is pretty immense. BMW has

openedanew factory inAmerica just toproduce

the quantity of carbon�bre it needs to make

the i3’s passenger compartment. Onto this are

bolted lightweight plastic panels, aluminium

suspension and – at the back – an alloy

subframe containing the powertrain. The basic

electric-onlymodel –whichwe’re testing here –

just has a 125kW motor (or 168bhp, as we said

in the olden days of internal combustion). This

drives the rear wheels through a single-speed

reduction gear. The ‘Range Extender’ version

adds a tiny 647cc, 37bhp two-cylinder petrol

engine, which isn’t connected to the wheels

but serves solely as an onboard generator to

recharge the battery pack on themove.

The lightweight construction means that,

despite the mass of the 18.8kWh battery pack

under the �oor, the electric-only i3 weighs

just 1195kg, and the range-extender version

1315kg. By electric-car standards, that makes

them dieting supermodels: the Nissan Leaf is

nearly 300kg heavier than the electric-only i3.

The i3 feels like a real quality item, too.

The upright, narrow design is pretty much the

opposite of BMW’s customary combination of

low and wide, and it’s fair to say the space-age

detailing won’t appeal to everyone (although it

certainly helps the car stand out on the street),

but the cabin feels classy: taller and lighter than

the 1-series’ gloomy interior. You sit high on

thin, lightweight seats facing a narrow-rimmed

steering wheel and a small instrument screen,

with the gear selector a strange little joystick on

the side of the instrument binnacle.

The �rst surprise is the lack of any motor

noise when you move away. Both the Leaf

and the Tesla Roadster whine like tube trains

under acceleration, but the i3 barely whispers.

At urban speeds it feels properly quick,

surging off the line with the motor’s seamless

delivery intensifying the feeling of gathering

momentum. With a 0-62mph time of 7.2sec it’s

pretty much a rocketship by EV standards.

But like all electric cars, it struggles

when asked to go faster. Our test is based in

Holland, where hitting 30mph often feels like

W
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an achievement, but a brief run on a Dutch

autoroute con�rms that acceleration really falls

away beyond the 70mph mark. Top speed is

limited to 93mph, as higher speeds devour the

battery pack. At an indicated 80mph cruise on

straight and level motorway we are losing two

miles in range for every mile travelled. But in

town the i3 can be driven normally and stay

true to its claimed 80-mile ‘real world’ range.

Recharging takes about ten hours from the

mains, or four hours from a high-speed charger

that BMWwill be selling alongside the car.

Dynamically, it’s confusing. The i3 drives

well enough – just not like any other BMW

Group product. The ride is noticeably �rm even

on super-smooth Dutch tarmac, so it will be

interesting to see how it copes in the UK. And

the tyres are surprisingly noisy considering

their tiny 155 width – although that might well

be because of the absence of any engine sound

(BMW has, fortunately, opted not to create a

fake soundtrack). The steering is accurate and

has a modicum of feel, but the modest limits

are �agged up with understeer; the electronics

refuse to give the rear wheels enough torque to

have any in�uence on the cornering line.

The oddest part of the experience is BMW’s

decision to give the i3 what’s described as ‘one

pedal’ operation. There are two pedals, but you

rarely need to use the brake for anything except

staying still. When you lift off the throttle the

electricmotor switches to regenerative braking,

turning the motor into a generator, and the i3

slows down as if you have given it a reasonably

�rmshoveon thebrakepedal.Theeffectdoesn’t

diminish as you slow, even as the motor stops

regenerating at low speed, and it will actually

stop the car dead if you let it. If youwant to keep

rolling, or even slow down at a slower rate, you

have to press the throttle, which feels deeply

odd, even after two days in the car.

By the standards of electric cars, the i3 is a

good one – quick, light, clever and far funkier

than its utilitarian rivals. But it doesn’t get

much closer to answering the fundamental

‘why would you?’ question than any of the

slow-selling models already out there. Eco-

puff aside, this is a very expensive way to cut

your fuel bills.L

MikeDuff

Specification
Engine 125kW electric motor

CO2 0g/km

Power 168bhp

Torque 184lb ft

0-62mph 7.2sec (claimed)

Top speed 93mph (limited)

Basic price £30,680 (£25,680 after UK EV grant)

Verdict
+ Fast, well built, carbon tech

- Expensive, uncomfortable outside town

evo rating:;;;22

Top: futuristic looks
make it clear that
this is something

di�erent. Below: i3
has no B-pillars, and
the rear doors open
backwards for easy
access to the rear

‘It feels properly
quick, the seamless
delivery intensifying
the feeling of
gathering momentum’
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and the number slowly falls as the petrol engine

generates charge for the battery andhas to push

around the weight of said battery. For us, the

E-Hybrid eventually settled at around 26mpg

for general usage: a long way off real-world

diesel Panamera �gures and around the same

as the standard petrol V6 car.

To conclude, the Panamera E-Hybrid nails

the New European Driving Cycle test and little

else. The of�cial mpg and CO2 �gures collude

to a point where the E-Hybrid costs similar to

a BMW 320d Ef�cient Dynamics in company

car tax. If your commute is short, includes a

congestion charge area and has a power point

at either end, then the E-Hybrid makes some

sense. But if you enjoy driving, the £62,992

Panamera Diesel is a far better option.L

Nick Trott (@evoNickTrott)

ThePanameraSe-hybrid

is Porsche’s �rst plug-in hybrid

(the second will be the 918

Spyder, due later this year).

It replaces the previous-

generation, non-plug-in Panamera Hybrid and,

like its predecessor, is a parallel hybrid – in

other words its (rear) wheels can be driven by

the car’s combustion engine, its electric motor,

or a combination of both.

Combined power from the E-Hybrid’s

supercharged petrol V6 and electric motor is

410bhp, of which 94bhp is delivered by the

electric motor. Fuel consumption and CO2

emissions are claimed to be 91mpg and just

71g/km respectively. The 0-62mph sprint takes

just5.5sec, and theE-Hybrid can reach167mph.

It quali�es for London Congestion Charge

exemption and reaches full electric charge in

four hours. The E-Hybrid could also, in theory,

complete a lap of the Ring on electric power: its

claimed ‘E-Power’ range is 11-22miles.

Now for the drive. Initially, the E-Hybrid

doesn’t feel like a Porsche. The familiar

creaminess of the controls, consistent brake

pedal feel and alert responses are dimmed

slightly. The sole remaining echo of that

signature Porsche feel is in the taut body

control: disappointing, but unsurprising when

you consider the E-Hybrid weighs 2095kg

– 285kg more than the regular Panamera S

(which also has a petrol six-cylinder).

E-Power mode is the default on start-up,

delivering lazy but adequate performance.

Re�nement is off the scale, as you’d expect.

The electric motor is virtually silent, with just

a muted rumble from the tyres reminding you

that you’re connected to the road surface rather

T

Petrol-electric saloon claims 91mpg. But is it Porsche enough?

Photography: Dean Smith

PorschePanameraSE-Hybrid
Test location: B662, Cambridgeshire, UK GPS: 52.40498, -0.42092

than !oating just above it.

You can reach 84mph on E-Power alone, but

thepetrolengine isalwaysprimedforadditional

urge, and likewise when in petrol-enginemode

the electric motor can boost performance on

kickdown of the eight-speed Tiptronic auto

’box. The most impressive aspect of this from

a driver’s perspective is the synchronicity of

the combustion engine and electric motor

– the powertrain shuf!ing is detectable but

never intrusive. Also mightily impressive is the

coastingmode,whereby the petrol engine shuts

off and the Panamera maintains velocity via

gentle intervention of the electric motor.

In terms of handling, the E-Hybrid offers

balance and security but little of the connection

we expect of Porsches: the steering is direct but

vacant, andbrake feel is poor.Ultimate grip and

agility ishigh,but trying toextractperformance

from the E-Hybrid is a joyless experience. The

diesel Panamera is markedlymore alert.

In terms of fuel consumption, it’s easy to

be impressed initially. If the salesman points

to the trip readout after a few miles of a test

drive, you’ll witness an astonishing number.

But continue beyond the initial electric phase

Verdict
+ Coastingmode, overall refinement

- Limited appeal, doubts over real-worldmpg

evo rating:;;;ââ

Specification
Engine V6, 2995cc, supercharged,

plus 70kW electric motor

CO2 71g/km

Power 410bhp (combined)@ 5500rpm

Torque 435lb ft (combined)@ 1250-4000rpm

0-62mph 5.5sec (claimed)

Top speed 167mph (claimed)

Basic price £88,967
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Birds has also installed a Hartge ECU in this

car (£2028�tted),which is claimed to lift power

to 362bhp and torque to 383lb ft while not

affecting the CO2 output. To be honest, though,

the standard M135i feels punchy enough

already and the increases seem to sacri�ce

some smoothness in the way the engine comes

on boost, so I’d be inclined to leave it standard.

So the differential and the exhaust are the

bits to go for. They may be just the icing on

the sort of cake that would have already won

considerable praise on The Great British Bake

Off, but I do like a bit of icing.L

Henry Catchpole (@HenryCatchpole)

We’re big fans of the

BMW M135i. The package

is a simply brilliant blend of

performance, useability, fun,

frugality and quality, wrapped

up in bodywork that some people quite like

and others say scares small children. The one

�y in the ointment as far as we’re concerned is

that with so much accessible torque from the

turbocharged 3-litre straight-six, the rear axle

really needs a limited-slip diff. Traction in itself

is pretty good, but it’s when you push beyond

the limits of the Michelin Super Sports that the

M135i becomes a bit scrappy, messily spinning

up its inside rear wheel in a �are of revs.

Enter Birds and the Quaife ATB LSD (£1681

�tted). The ATB is a torque-biasing differential

that uses an internal gear mechanism rather

than the more commonly found clutch system.

The principal reason for this is that it’s a less

aggressive method of locking, which, while not

perfect for all applications (in a rally or race

car you’d generally go for the clutch-type diff),

should suit a road car better and last longer.

This particular M135i (�tted with the

excellent eight-speed auto ’box and adjustable

suspension) belongs to a Birds customer who

has kindly lent it to us for a day down in Surrey.

The �rst thing to say is that if you’re concerned

that the addition of an LSD might morph the

M135i into some sort of graunching, stuttering

recalcitrant during low-speed manoeuvring

(like a GT-R), there’s no need to worry. You

W

LSD upgrade improves an already impressive rear-drive package

Birds BMWM135i

Test location: near Iver, Buckinghamshire, UK GPS: 51.46408, -0.68253

simply don’t notice the new addition to the rear

axle during normal pottering.

Where you do notice a difference is with the

DSC off. On a tight, wet uphill bend where the

standard car would have just felt untidy and a

bit frustrating, this car simply spins up its rear

wheels in unison and arcs round in an easily

gatherable slide. Even better, the transition

to oversteer isn’t snappy, and with a healthy

amount of lock in the steering you can let it go to

fairly big angles without worrying. It would be

interesting to see how the diff copeswith longer

slides on track, but on the road it’s brilliant.

Another addition to this particular car is

an M Performance exhaust system, which

also seems like a very worthy addition. It’s an

of�cial BMW product (£840 plus �tting) that

has chrome-plated stainless-steel pipes with

discreetMbadges etchedonto the ends of them.

It certainly injects a bit of extra character to the

engine note, with the added gentle burble at

idle particularly pleasant.

Verdict
+ Completes theM135i package

- Shame the LSD doesn’t come as standard

evo rating:;;;;;

Specification
Engine In-line 6-cyl, 2979cc, turbo

CO2 188g/km

Power 362bhp@ 5900rpm

Torque 383lb ft @ 2950rpm

0-62mph 4.7sec (estimated)

Top speed 155mph (limited)

Basic price See text
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Estimated fuel economy figures for the Porsche 918 Spyder in mpg (I/100km): Urban N/A (N/A), Extra Urban N/A (N/A), Combined 85.6 (3.3). CO2

emissions: 79 g/km.

The mpg and CO2 figures quoted are sourced from internal test results using pre-production vehicles, are provided for comparability purposes and may not reflect your actual driving experience. Fuel
economy figures obtained in combined hybrid power train mode using a battery charged from mains electricity. *Fastest ever lap of the Nürburgring Nordschleife for a car with global road homologation,
set 04 September 2013. 20.6 km lap covered at an average speed of over 111 mph by Porsche factory driver Marc Lieb.

Charged Performance.

6:57, the time the Porsche 918 Spyder took to set a new world record*. To take the

Nürburgring crown by 14 seconds was surprising. To do so with a plug-in hybrid is

revolutionary. It is a performance milestone and a perfect expression of our founding principle.

The principle of Intelligent Performance.

The 918 Spyder.

The DNA of the sports car has evolved.
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wheel slip and a serious thump, the KERS unit

whizzing awaybehind like it’s about to explode.

To prove its performance, there’s an RSMégane

alongside and on the short, straight-line course,

the Twizy matches it every step of the way. So

0-60mph is circa 6sec. Brake hard at the �nish

and the front splitter scrapes the tarmac, and

when trying to turn around you realise the

slicksmake foranoil tanker-style turningcircle.

TheTwizyF1 is a fun, technically challenging

project. It also suggests that a range of

Renaultsport hybrids can’t be far away. But it’s

no Espace F1.L

Jethro Bovingdon (@JethroBovingdon)

I’m wrItIng thIs just

after the Korean Grand Prix.

Sebastian Vettel has won again

and Renault engines have

locked out the podium. Power

outputs of Formula 1 engines are still shrouded

in secrecybut one thing’s for sure:Renault’swin

more F1 races than the competition’s combined

at themoment and they never seem to fail.

And yet Renault hardly ever crows about

its achievements. Renault’s bread-and-butter

sales are a million miles from the savagely

competitive world of F1. So how do you relate

a 2.4-litre V8 that revs to 18,000rpm and

produces somewhere north of 750bhp to a

Clio dCi 90 Eco2 Expression+ Stop & Start

(yes, I had to look that up)? Well, you have to

get creative. Remember the wonderful Espace

F1? An MPV with a carbon chassis and a mid-

mounted 800bhp 3.5-litre V10 engine. A car

capable of 0-124mph in 6.9sec. Well this is its

bastard offspring. A Twizy with, erm, 97bhp.

Of course there’s no V8 here: just a KERS

system comprising an electric motor, a control

unit and lithium-ion batteries, supplementing

the standardTwizy electricmotor andbatteries.

A huge amount of engineering was required

to get the 60kW KERS unit, which spins at

36,000rpm, to work with the standard 12kW

motor that rotates at 10,000rpm.

The project was handled by Renault Sport

Technologies (which heads up all Renault’s

non-F1 motorsport programmes as well as

I

Electric city car gets the full Renaultsport concept treatment

Renault Twizy F1
Test location: CERAM, Mortefontaine, France GPS: 49.14106, 2.59775

the development of electric cars like the Zoe

and standard Twizy) in collaboration with

Renaultsport F1. The Twizy F1 is intended to

demonstrate the power of the KERS unit and

how electrical assistance could be used as a

performance-boosting aid instead of just a way

to duck under stringent CO2 targets. Power is

up from 17bhp to 97bhp, while the kerb weight

jumps from 470kg to 564kg.

On chunky slicks from the Formula Renault

2.0 single-seater and with (meaningless)

carbon�bre aero addenda, the Twizy F1 looks

the part. It feels pretty cool when you hop in

behind the button-festooned steering wheel,

lifted straight fromaFormulaRenault 3.5 racer,

while the little clunk andmanic whirring when

you turn on the KERSunit, which sitswhere the

passenger seat usually would, is exciting. To

launch, you simply pull both of the carbon�bre

paddles behind the steering wheel (usually

used to change gear) and jump on the throttle.

The Twizy F1 scampers off with a chirrup of

Verdict
+ Looks fun, sounds fun

- After KERS boost, it’s just a standard Twizy

evo rating:;;;4â

Specification
Engine 12kW electric motor, plus 60kW KERS unit

CO2 0g/km

Power 97bhp (using KERS)

Torque n/a

0-62mph 6.9sec (claimed)

Top speed 68mph (claimed)

On sale Never
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Charge Exempt.

The new Panamera S E-Hybrid is the first plug-in hybrid in the luxury segment. Thanks to CO2

emissions of just 71 g/km it is also exempt from both road tax and the London congestion charge.

It uses Porsche’s E-Hybrid technology to deliver the thrilling driving experience you would expect,

alongside a level of efficiency you might not. The figures speak for themselves: 416hp and 0-62mph

in 5.5 seconds, yet 91.1 mpg on the combined cycle and up to 21 miles on electric power alone.

The new Panamera S E-Hybrid.

The DNA of the sports car has evolved.

Official fuel economy figures for the Porsche Panamera S E-Hybrid in mpg (I/100km): Urban N/A (N/A), Extra Urban N/A (N/A), Combined 91.1 (3.1).

CO2 emissions: 71 g/km.
The mpg and CO2 figures quoted are sourced from official EU-regulated test results, are provided for comparability purposes and may not reflect your actual driving experience. Electric range is

dependent on driving conditions. Power output, performance and fuel economy figures obtained in combined hybrid power train mode using a battery charged from mains electricity.
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The grip generated by the 195-section

Goodyear Ef cientGrip tyres is modest and

the front washes wide if you push too hard.

But at less than max attack there’s a decent

dynamic balance, the Three tightening its line

predictably if you lift off mid-corner. Behind

an over-light pedal the brakes have reasonable

bite, despite using drums at the rear.

It’s well priced, although depreciation

will likely be fairly brutal. It’s a simple,

unpretentious little performance car, and if that

doesn’t earn it the right to wear an MG badge, I

don’t knowwhat does.L

MikeDuff

I probably shouldn’t

admit to this in public, but I

used to own an MG Metro. As

a penniless student in the mid-

1990s the lukewarm hatch

made a decent case for itself, with tiny running

costs and hit-it-with-a-hammer  xability. It was

reasonably entertaining to drive, too – at least,

it was when the 17mph-per-1000rpm gearing

wasn’t meltingmy brain.

Which is why I’m giving the Chinese-built

MG3 a fair go. For all MG’s historic association

with chaps in cravats driving leaf-sprung

roadsters between country pubs, those of us

under 40 are just as likely to associate the brand

with go-fastered ’80s Austins. And with its low

price tag and above-average performance, the

Three is basically trying the same trick.

It’s generic Far Eastern supermini in design:

you’d probably think it was a Kia or Hyundai

from a distance. The most interesting thing

about our test car was the optional stripes, but

the overall effect is inoffensive, if lacking in any

hothatchaggression. The cabin iswell designed

andwell stockedwith kit, but thematerials feel

– and smell – cheap up close. Opening the door

is like entering the paint aisle of a DIY store.

Power comes from a 1.5-litre four-cylinder

engine producing 104bhp and delivering a

claimed 0-60mph time of 10.4sec. It’s no rocket

ship, but it is noticeably quicker than all its sub-

£10,000 rivals. Indeed, for the younger buyers

MG is targeting, there’s anunarguable appeal in

I

Chinese-built hatchback offers 104bhp for a pound under £10k

MG3 Style

Test location: B660, Cambridgeshire, UK GPS: 52.44575, -0.34675

the combinationof lowprice,warmishpace and

an insurance grouping of four. Could this be a

Saxo VTR for the new generation?

Let’s not get carried away. The MG3’s engine

is gutless at anything but full thrash, and it’s

loud and coarse when revved. The gearing is

relatively tall – there are only  ve speeds – and

the anaemic bottom end means it tends to bog

downwhen you change up. There’s lots of wind

and road noise at cruising speeds, too.

But the chassis shows promise. Although

built in China, the MG3 was largely developed

by a UK-based engineering team, and British

cars have been further tweaked to account for

our dreadful tarmac. The chassis is on the  rm

side, but the dampers keep everything in check

and body roll is well contained given the car’s

relatively narrow track. The steering is good,

too, with old-fashioned hydraulic assistance

combining nice weight with decent feel. It’s

far better than the feedback through the cheap

electric systems  tted to rivals.

Verdict
+ Decent chassis, performance and price

- Thrashy engine, cheap cabin

evo rating:;;;ââ

Specification
Engine In-line 4-cyl, 1498cc

CO2 136g/km

Power 104bhp@ 6000rpm

Torque 101lb ft @ 4750rpm

0-60mph 10.4sec (claimed)

Top speed 108mph (claimed)

Basic price £9999
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Test location: B671, Cambridgeshire, UK GPS: 52.54736,-0.39422

for sheer presence and spec-

sheet appeal, few cars short of specialist

mid-engined exotica are more compelling

than the new breed of four-door coupe,

represented here by Audi’s imposing RS7

and BMW’s lithe M6 Gran Coupe.

This, then, is a supercoupe slugfest. In the red corner,

the RS7 Sportback: a huge, tightly tailored �ve-door

coupe based on the underpinnings of Audi’s formidable

RS6 Avant. In the blue corner, the M6 Gran Coupe: a

lavish, long-wheelbase four-door evolution of the two-

door M6 Coupe, which in turn is an evolution of BMW’s

M5 four-door saloon. Confused? Me too.

We’ll get onto the all-important driving impressions

in a moment, but for now ruminate on this: an M5 with

a few options is approximately £80,000. As tested, this

M6 Gran Coupe is £118,050. Whether or not you fell

backwards off your chair at this revelation is perhaps the

most accurate indicator as to whether you’re a prospective

M6 GC customer. Personally my head is still reeling. The

spec-sheet for this particular car reveals that the basic

price of £97,700 has been in�ated by a further £20,350

of options, the headline-grabbers being £7395 for carbon

brakes, £1865 for M multi-function seats, £5635 for BMW

Individual Merino leather and £1995 for Tanzanite Blue

metallic paint. That’s big bucks for a Beemer.

The RS7 is pretty punchy, too, when it comes to pricing,

though at least Audi has the good grace to keep the price of

the RS6 within spitting distance. Dropping six �gures on

any car is a serious display of wealth, but I suspect that’s

precisely what these cars are designed to do. They might

wear familiar mainstream badges, but their combination

of bulk and bling ensures they never go unnoticed. Not

always in a good way either, as photographer Dean Smith

can testify after a completely unprovoked gesticular

drive-by on the M1. What the RS7 (or Dean) had done

to deserve The Bird is anyone’s guess, but it’s a sad truth

that both these cars seem to attract admiration and

resentment in equal measure.

Not so long ago, either of the powertrains concealed

within this svelte pair would happily have graced a

supercar. Both have prodigious power and torque from

twin-turbo V8 engines, the Audi’s displacing 4 litres

and developing 552bhp and 516lb ft of torque, the M6

boasting slightly greater swept volume at 4.4 litres and

making 552bhp and 501lb ft. Such �repower makes

light of their near-two-ton masses, the Audi just nudging

beneath the magic 4sec barrier from zero to 62mph, the

traction-limited M6 GC taking a few tenths longer. Sadly

top speeds are electronically limited to 155mph, but

would doubtless nudge 200mph given free rein.

Transmission-wise both have double-clutch gearboxes

Driven twin test:

BMWM6GranCoupe
v Audi RS7

The latest supercoupes are prodigiously powerful, stupendously quick

and eye-wateringly expensive. But are they any fun to drive?
Words: Richard Meaden Photography: Dean Smith

Le�: both M6 Gran
Coupe and RS7 pack

near-supercar levels of
�repower beneath svelte

fastback bodywork,
and with room for four
fully grown adults. So,

what’s not to like?

Specification bmwm6GrancouPe audi rS7

engine V8, 4395cc, twin-turbo V8, 3993cc, twin-turbo

co2 232g/km 235g/km

Power 552bhp @ 6000-7000rpm 552bhp @ 5700-6600rpm

Torque 501lb ft @ 1500-5750rpm 516lb ft @ 1750-5500rpm

0-62mph 4.2sec (claimed) 3.9sec (claimed)

Top speed 155mph (limited) 155mph (limited)

basic price £97,700 £83,495

F

BMWM6GranCoupe vAudi RS7
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with paddle-shifts. Likewise, both have

sophisticated driver-con�gurable dynamic

modes that adjust the responses of the

suspension, steering and throttle. When it

comes to transmitting all that performance

to the road, however, the similarities end, for

both brands have remained true to type: the

RS7 boasting quattro all-wheel drive, the M6

GC remaining resolutely rear-drive.

For Millennium Falcon-style acceleration

and a sense that you could steamroller an entire

continent into submission, the RS7 is hard to

beat. It delivers power and torque in a more

linear fashion, and you feel the full force earlier

in the rev-range. It’s an addictive delivery that

has you yearning for a long journey. And no

speed limits. It’s beautifully re�ned, slipping

through the air with minimal rustling from the

window seals and a distant, creamy pulse from

the V8. It’s a soothing, satisfying car to spend

time in, whether you’re stuck in traf�c or eating

up themiles.

Where things unravel is when you start to

explore the RS7’s performance away from the

motorway network. Yet again Audi appears to

havemisjudged its damper settings, so Comfort

feels a little bit wallowy and Dynamic feels

like it has concrete springs. When left to do its

own thing the RS7 begins to feel a little more

together, but the steering is horribly arti�cial so

you never feel connected to the car. When the

car in question is the size and weight of an RS7,

that’s not a good thing.

Worse,whenyoureallypushintothethrottle’s

travel you get torque-steer as the front wheels

battle to share the workload. Combined with

the uneasy damping and detached steering, it

results in a cumbersome experience. I wouldn’t

expect the RS7 to have M3-like urgency or

agility, but it shouldn’t feel as reluctant and

�at-footed as this on entertaining (but not

unfairly challenging) roads. Quite how Audi

continues to get this stuff wrong in its �agship

performancemodels is mystifying.

Swapping from the Audi to the BMW, it’s

immediately clear theM6GCcanmatch theRS7

interior’s feel-good factor. I’m not sure about

the colour of the pale cream leather option,

but there’s no doubting its quality. The controls

for the dynamic settings (a row of individual

switches arranged next to the gear selector) are

much easier and speedier to use than theAudi’s,

as you don’t have to enter a sub-menu to make

adjustments. There’s a head-up display too,

which naturally appeals to the wannabe �ghter

pilot inme.

There’s a greater sense of urgency in the M6.

Its responses aremore alive andalert. Critically,

there is a more natural, connected – though

far from analogue – feel to the steering and a

tighter, more controlled quality to the damping

in every dynamic mode. It’s a big car, but one

with de�nite sporting overtones to the way it

goes down the road. Not only does that make

it easier to place with accuracy and con�dence,

but it encourages you to drive in amore spirited

fashion. That it also matches the Audi – and at

times surpasses it – for ride quality highlights

the �aws in the RS7’s set-up.

As with the M5, the M6 GC has a slightly

annoying engine noise synthesiser, which gives

it a Wookie-like warble under wide throttle

openings. I don’t mind the sound it generates,

but it is a shame that it’s not the engine’s natural

voice. No matter, for it’s a mighty powerplant
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with much of the Audi’s low-down thump, but

with a bit more �zz as the revs rise. As you’d

expect, traction can be an issue, especially on

damp, greasy roads, but the stability control

system copes admirably, blending out of the

power as smoothly as possible, then feeding it

back in so you get maximum forward motion

with minimal wheelspin. The carbon brakes

have terri�c stamina and better pedal feel

than the Audi’s.

Foroutrighthandling, theM6GCis inanother

league to the clumsy RS7. It turns in better and

remains more neutral through the corner. And

of course you don’t get the distracting torque-

steer tugging through the steering wheel on

corner exit. Disable the stability control and

you can hustle the M6 GC like an M3, albeit one

that will �ll both lanes if you get it completely

sideways. That’s not something you’re going to

do everyday, but it’s an extreme expression of

the essential difference between the two cars.

In the Audi you soon learn to surrender all hope

of working in partnership with the car on a fun

road. Actually you’re more likely to seek main

arterial routes. In the BMW you know you’re

going to feel part of the process, so you’re more

inclined to make the effort. Yet if you’re tired

or just want to get home it is equally adept at

munching through the miles on a motorway.

It won’t come as a great surprise to learn

that of the pair the M6 GC is an in�nitely more

exciting and dynamically capable machine, yet

no less comfortable or re�ned. I also happen to

think it’s the more handsome of the two (and

it has a funky carbon roof!), but that’s purely

personal taste. Is either worth comfortably

north of £100k? In terms of their outright

performance, you’d have to say yes, but there’s

no question they test the elastic limits of these

premium brands as never before.

Walk into a Bentley or Aston Martin

dealership with £120k burning a hole in your

Experian credit rating and I’d be very surprised

if you couldn’t walk out with the key to a new or

at least pre-registered (but barely used) Flying

Spur or Rapide S. Both go like stink, deliver

another level of opulence and carry far more

top-end luxury kudos than Audi or BMW can

muster in a month of Sundays. Whether these

quirky four-door and �ve-door coupes can

act as springboards that help ful�l the lofty

aspirations of both German marques remains

to be seen. A niche too far? Only time – and

sales �gures – will tell.L

RichardMeaden (@DickieMeaden)

Verdict

bmwm6grancoupe

+ Fast, feelsome and genuinely entertaining

- Crazy money for an M5 in a couture frock

evo rating:;;;;2

above le�: 4 litres of
twin-turbocharged Audi
might.above right:
carbon-ceramic brakes
are an (expensive) option
on both cars. Le�: BMW
also boasts carbon in its
roof panel.below: quick
but rather uninvolving

‘Disable the stability control and you can hustle the M6 GC like an M3,
albeit one that will fill both lanes if you get it completely sideways’

Verdict

audi rs7

+ Monstrous mile-eating ability. Quality

- Joyless to drive

evo rating:;;;22

BMWM6GranCoupe vAudi RS7
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Shinola Runwell
Price: from £525 From: shinola.com

Shinola is a newly launched brand that has risen from the
ashes of the decimated Detroit motor industry. It specialises
in luxury leather goods, retro bicycles and watches, the
latter being assembled by former car plant workers in the old
‘Argonaut’ building that once housed General Motors’ research
lab. Each watch is hand-built using components made by the
Swiss company Ronda, with straps cut from leather produced
by Horween of Chicago, one of America’s oldest tanneries.
The 41mm Runwell is a simple, retro-look three-hander that
suggests we can expect great things from Shinola.

1

Bulova
Worn by: Tazio Nuvolari

Although Eberhard now makes
a range of watches in memory
of the great Tazio Nuvolari (see
above), he is known to have owned
a Bulova given to him by writer and
daredevil Gabriele D’Annunzio. The
watch fetched £4600 when it was
auctioned by H&H in 2010.

Edox Chronorally
Worn by:Martin Prokop

Czech rally star Martin Prokop
has been spotted wearing one

of the chunky ‘Chronorally’
automatic chronographs by Edox,

which was designed specifically
for the sport. The Swiss brand is

also the official timing partner of
the Dakar Rally

Now&Then

This month, a watch from Detroit,
a Tazio Nuvolari tribute and a
Swiss-made drivers’ timepiece
Words: Simon de Burton

Thewatch ‘glass’

Watchtech

Much is made by watch brands
about the toughness of anti-shock
movements and the resilience
of cases hewn from high-tech
materials such as ceramic, carbon
and titanium, but the most
vulnerable component of any
watch is usually the ‘crystal’ that
protects the dial.

In the early years of the
wristwatch, crystals were made
exclusively from mineral glass,
which was prone to being scratched
and could be broken easily. Various
measures were taken to protect
watch glasses in those days,
ranging from the metal grilles often
fitted to officer’s ‘trench’ watches
during the First World War to the
ingenious flip-over case made
famous by the Jaeger-LeCoultre
Reverso.

In the mid-20th century, makers
of the first true ‘sports’ watches
began to adopt acrylic or Plexiglas
as a protective material because
of its high impact resistance and
because its flexibility made it
suitable for fitting tightly to the
case of a waterproof watch, with
the use of a tension ring. The
downsides of acrylic, however, are
that it scratches easily (although
it can be polished), it ‘yellows’
and it can give a distorted view of
the dial.

In the early 1970s Rolex began
to fit its models with synthetic
crystals, and these are now used on
the vast majority of luxury watches.
These are laboratory-grown and
sliced into the appropriate size
with a diamond-coated saw before
being ground and polished. The
result is a tough, heat-resistant
covering that is an excellent
transmitter of light and which
scores nine on the Mohs scale of
hardness, second only to diamond,
which scores ten.

While sapphire crystal is highly
scratch resistant, it does shatter
relatively easily. And if you do
succeed in scuffing it, marks can’t
be polished out.

NOW THEN

Watches

Saint Honore World Code
Price: €719 From: saint-honore-paris.com

Another day, another drivers’ watch made from car-inspired
carbon and ceramic. French-based St Honore’s Swiss-made
World Code is, in fact, brimming with car-watch clichés, from its
carbonfibre dial to its tachymeter scale and urgently coloured
chronograph hands. But everything has been thoughtfully put
together to create what we think is a very successful design. The
affordable price is partly accounted for by a quartz movement,
but there has been no skimping on the 43mm case, the well-
engineered notched bezel or the high-quality bracelet, all of
which are made from scratch-resistant ceramic.

2

Eberhard Tazio
Nuvolari ‘Naked’

Price: £3650 From: classic-time.co.uk

This ‘Naked’ addition to Eberhard’s Tazio Nuvolari Vanderbilt Cup
collection is so called because the self-winding chronograph
movement can be seen through the sapphire case-back, which
carries a facsimile of the Italian racing legend’s signature. The
watch was launched at September’s ‘GP Nuvolari’, the rally that
pays homage to the Gran Premio Nuvolari, a special section
of the Mille Miglia established in 1954, the year after Nuvolari’s
death. The black dial, white numerals and triple chronograph
counters give the 42mm watch a classic look, which works best
with the leather strap rather than the bracelet.

3
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A new round of Ring one-upmanship
leaves Meaden unimpressed

B

t@DickieMeaden
Richard is a contributing editor of evo

and an experienced Nordschleife racer

BACK IN 2000 WE RAN A COVER STORY

entitled ‘Eight Minute Heroes’, in which we

gathered together the handful of road cars that

had lapped the Nürburgring Nordschleife in less

than, you guessed it, eight minutes. It was quite a

collection of cars, amongst them the Jaguar XJ220, Porsche 996

GT3, R33 Nissan Skyline GT-R and a Caterham R500, in which I

foolishly agreed to have a passenger ride alongside Robert Nearn,

who’d set Caterham’s sub-8 time.

Back then there was a bit of mystery about the place, and a sub-

8 lap in a road car seemed genuinely mind-boggling. Nowadays

any brand worth its marketing budget has taken some kind of

lap record and written a kiss-and-tell press release. Hot hatches

and small sports cars are now squabbling in the low-8s; 991

Carrera Ss romp round in times that left Walter Röhrl

breathless in the previous-generation GT3; the 991

GT3 is as quick as the Carrera GT, and Nissan GT-

Rs apparently achieve times that challenge every

law of physics. As for the Nordschleife itself, this

once majestic old lady of the Eifel has become the

village bike: everyone’s had her and boasted about it

to anyonewho’ll listen.

Don’t get me wrong. If a car has the power, stability and

stamina to excel at the Ring, then its capabilities are far in excess

of anything you or I will ask of it in the real world. Trouble is, ego

has now become the driving force, reducing a once intriguing and

worthwhile process into vulgar corporate cock-swinging.

Fittingly it’s the latest GT-R Nismo time that re-opens the can

of worms. The very public spat between Nissan and Porsche

some years back exposed how seriously manufacturers take

Nürburgring bragging rights, and how readily they’d engage in a

mud-slinging contest. Can a 600bhp, c1700kg road car complete

the 12.9-mile lap in 7min 11sec? Every shred of common sense

and experience suggests not, yet the claim is out there so it’s up to

others to beat it – or question Nissan’s integrity by suggesting the

car was running big boost or a cunningly concealed JATO rocket.

The whole Nürburgring nonsense has reached a new and

farcical levelwith thebattlebetweenthemakersof the latestbreed

of hybrid hypercar. Porsche has simply got on with it, sending out

a prototype with a handy German racer at the wheel, setting a

time and posting the footage for all to see. Ferrari hasn’t quoted

any figures, instead uploading evocative footage of LaFerrari at

Fiorano to distract the YouTubers. Meanwhile McLaren has been

tying itself in knots trying to live up to its boast that the P1 is

the fastest hypercar around any given race track. To not issue a

definitive lap time from the Ring, even though everyone knows

you’ve been busting your balls formonths to set one, is foolhardy

at best. Yet that’s exactly what McLaren has done with its

uncharacteristically casual ‘sub-sevenminutes’ claim for the P1.

What are we left to conclude from this ambiguous claim?

Chris Goodwin dropped his stopwatch through the Tiergarten

compression? That releasing a definitive lap timewill only result

in themen fromMaranello claiming LaFerrari has gone a second

or two quicker? Such paranoia is perhaps understandable given

the rivalry betweenWoking andMaranello, but rather overlooks

the fact that some simple, unedited over-the-shoulder GoPro

footage of the entire lap is all that’s required to prove who did

what. Until we see that fromMcLaren or Ferrari, Porsche has the

moral high ground and the fastest hybrid.

What does it all mean and where will it all end? I honestly

don’t know. Worse, I don’t really care, despite counting the

Nürburgring as one of the finest places on Earth to drive a car

fast. I’ve driven there dozens of times, for trackdays, tourist laps,

VLN races and N24 epics. If you’ve been too you’ll know every

lap is special. But lap times set in prototype road cars, running

in anundisclosed state of tune andpoliced by nothingmore than

the conscience and integrity of the manufacturer? The whole

process is so open to abuse that any resulting lap time doesn’t

mean a thing.With every published claim (honest or otherwise),

the impact, significance and relevance of anything before or

since is further eroded.

Thankfully there’s still one Ring lap time that remains sacred:

the late Stefan Bellof’s 6min 11sec outright lap record. What

that man achieved at the wheel of his scrutineered, race-legal

Porsche 956 is a lesson in what can be achieved with lots of

downforce, a massive pair of spuds and limited imagination.

It’s also a chilling reminder of how fine the line can be between

genius and insanity. Hadhe lived to see it, I doubt a claimed ‘sub-

7min’ lap in any car, let alone a 900bhp hypercar built by an F1

manufacturer andbenefiting from threedecades of engine, tyre,

chassis and electronic development would impress himmuch.

‘The whole process is so open
to abuse, any resulting lap time
doesn’t mean a thing’

OutsideLine
b y R ICHARD MEADEN
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IF THERE’S ONE THING THE FRENCH ARE

very good at, it’s being French. Go into any village

in France and there they’ll be: French men and

women getting on with the business of being

French. Young people wander the streets with

fresh baguettes tucked under their arms; old men play boules

in the square; a rural chap with a face like a deflated basketball

enjoys a cheeky pastis outside a café. The inhabitants of the French

countryside are just two berets and a string of onions shy of being

straight out of Hollywood central casting.

Yet, whilst the French themselves are good at being unself-

consciously French, the same can’t be said for French cars. It’s a rot

that started with the Renault 9, a car so carefully designed to be

inoffensive that it ended up as bland as a daytime TV presenter.

And after that low water mark, French cars started losing some of

their vim until we ended up at the Citroën Xsara. Not a

bad car to drive, but so wilfully generic that trying to

recall its standout feature is harder than remembering

what you had for lunch fiveWednesdays ago.

Thereturnswingwas,ifanything,evenworse.French

car companies realised they’d become too generic and

started making efforts to be more individual. As a

result, we got bustle-backed Renaults, sliding-doored

Peugeots,andCitroënswitha1989Saishohi-fibolted to

the central boss of the steering wheel. Trouble is, in the

sameway that anyonewhoopenly describes themselves as ‘wacky’

is in fact a crashing bore who should be strangled to death with

their ownHomer Simpson tie, any car company desperately trying

to be left-field with no customer benefit just looks like it’s trying

too hard. And now, having spent too long gazing at their navels,

French carmakers appear to have no ideawhat they’re supposed to

be. Their cars are confused, their customer base is shrinking and

thewhole industry is sliding down the pan.

How to solve this problem? Well, look at the perma-smoking

gentlemen you see strolling through your average Place de la

République. He doesn’t mutter ‘oh-eoh-eoh’ under his breath

whilst chewing cloves of garlic like gum. That would be a silly,

self-conscious attempt at Frenchness. Much like the Renault

Avantime. But his dailywander into the village to buy bread, that’s

just taking care of the practicalities of everyday French life. And

the practicalities of French life are exactly what French cars need

to reflect.

Let’s start with the basics. Rural French roads are often quite

narrow and yet French motorists have a buttock-puckering

devotion to keeping it pinned when a car comes the other way. So

let’s make this car a sensible and wieldy width. There’s actually

a good reason why French drivers will risk losing a door mirror

rather than backing off: they were raised on 2CVs, 1.1-litre

Peugeots and other small-engined cars in which maintaining

momentum is key. So our true French car needs to havemasses of

grip and superbhandling so that every bend canbe takenflat out.

French back roads are often pretty rough and, to paraphrase the

lateLJKSetright,what’s good for ride is alsogood forhandling, so

let’s give it soft suspension, all the better to soak up amid-corner

potholewithout skipping into the path of an oncoming lorry.

I’ve also noticed that when they do have to use the middle

pedal, the French like to leave it late. Alain Prost, with his early-

and-gentle braking technique, was known worldwide as Le

Professeur. Having watched the way his countrymen drive, I

can’t help thinking at home he was thought of as un wuss. So a

true French car needs excellent brakes.

Withtheelements inplacetoallowspiritedprogress, theengine

itself can be small and thewhole car can be light, especially since

it will be stripped of non-essential equipment. Modern French

cars seem to be stuffed with gadgets yet, with the best will in the

world, PSA and Renault are not famed for the integrity of their

automotive electrical systems, sowhy should theymake life hard

for themselves? There’s a good reasonwhy villages fromBrittany

to Provence remain packed with old Peugeot 205s and yet you’ll

struggle to see a single 1007with its idiotic and over-complicated

electric doors. The French like simplicity, and their cars should

be simple too.

Andtherewehave it.Acompact, lightweight, simplehatchback

with a lusty motor, sublime handling, a great ride and strong

brakes. That’s the car the people of France reallywant. I think the

rest of us could get on board with it too, saving the beleaguered

French car industry in the process. You have to admit it sounds

appealing.Almost as appealing as spendingyourdays strolling to

the village for boules, bread and a cheeky pastis.L

The car industry in France is struggling. Could Porter’s
recipe for a perfect French car help save it?

Petrolhead
b y R ICHARD PORTER

I

t@sniffpetrol
Richard is evo’s longest-serving columnist

and the keyboard behind sniffpetrol.com

‘Frenchmotorists have
a buttock-puckering devotion
to keeping it pinned’
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THE ULTIMATE IN

PERFORMANCE UPGRADES.

AT DMS AUTOMOTIVE

WE’VE BEEN UNLEASHING

AUTOMOTIVE PERFORMANCE

FOR OVER 18 YEARS.

PORSCHE

997 TURBO/S 3.8 INC PDK » 611 BHP
997 TURBO 3.6 » 625+ BHP

997 GT2 RS » 670+ BHP

996 TURBO/GT2 » 600+ BHP

997 CARRERA S PDK » 400+ BHP

997 CARRERA S » 376+ BHP

997 CARRERA PDK » 368 BHP
997 CARRERAGTS » 435 BHP
997 GT3 UP » 436 BHP
BOXSTER 3.4S » 336+ BHP

CAYMAN S » 342 BHP
CAYENNEGTS » 440 BHP
CAYENNE TURBO 4.5 » 565+ BHP

CAYENNE TURBO 4.8 » 578+ BHP

CAYENNE TURBO S 4.8 » 600+ BHP

CAYENNE 4.2 DIESEL » 450+ BHP

CAYENNEDIESEL » 300+ BHP

PANAMERA TURBO » 600+ BHP

PANAMERADIESEL » 305+ BHP

BMW

M5/M6 F10 » 620+ BHP

M5 V10 » 548+ BHP (205 MPH)

X5M / X6M » 618 BHP
1M » 411+ BHP

M3 E90/92 » 445 BHP (+DE-LIMIT)

M3 E46 » 370 BHP (+DE-LIMIT)

F10 520D » 221 BHP
F10 530D » 296 BHP
F10 535D » 358 BHP
335i/135i/X6 » 370+ BHP (+DE-LIMIT)

123D » 252 BHP
330D E90 » 296+ BHP

320D E90 » 215 BHP
730D » 290+ BHP

X5 4.0D / 740D » 370 BHP
X5 3.0D » 296 BHP
X6 X50I 4.4 » 500+BHP
535D / 335D / X5 SD » 355+ BHP

M135i Please call

MERCEDES-BENZ

'63' 5.5 Bi-TURBOALLMODELS » 600+BHP
'500' 4.7 Bi-TURBOALLMODELS » 498+BHP
SL65 BLACK » 720+ BHP (+DELIMIT)

SL65 AMG » 690 BHP (+DE-LIMIT)

'55' AMG KOMPRESSOR » 580+BHP
C63 AMG » 530+BHP (+DE-LIMIT)

SL63 AMG » 560+BHP (+DE-LIMIT,

RE-MAP & LOWER ABC SUSPENSION)

CL600 Bi-TURBO » 580+ BHP

SLK55 AMG » 389 BHP (+DELIMIT)

SLK 350 » 328 BHP
220 CDi ALLMODELS » 210+ BHP

250 CDi ALLMODELS » 259+ BHP

320 CDi V6 » 274 BHP
350 CDi V6 » 312 BHP
420 /450 CDi V8 » 358 BHP

EXOTIC / MISC

FERRARI CALIFORNIA » 487 BHP
FERRARI 599 » 647 BHP
FERRARI 430 » 525 BHP
GALLARDO » 546 BHP
LP560 » 600+BHP
LP640 » 707 BHP
MURCIELAGO LP640 » 707 BHP
MASERATI GT/QPORT » 438 BHP
MASERATI GT S / MC » 479+ BHP

ALL 2014MASERATI’S Please call

AUDI RS6 4.0 T V8 Please call

AUDI RS6 V10 » 680+BHP +DE-LIMIT

AUDI R8 V1 » 592+BHP
AUDI RS4/R8 B7 » 439 BHP + DE-LIMIT

AUDI RS3 » 420+ BHP

AUDI Q7/A8 4.2 TDi » 400+ BHP

AUDI 3.0TDi (ALL MODELS) » 300+ BHP

AUDI S3 / GOLF R » 317+ BHP

ALL 2014 RANGE ROVERS AVAILABLE

RANGE ROVER 4.4 TDV8 » 395 BHP
R ROVER SPORT 3.0D » 305 BHP
EVOQUE 2.2 DIESEL » 240 BHP
BENTLEY 4.0 T V8 » 600+ BHP

BENTLEY CGT / F-SPUR (INC 2013) » 660 BHP
GT SPEED / SUPERSPORT » 680+ BHP

FOR ALL OTHERMAKES ANDMODELS,

PLEASE CALL US.

DMS 1M (EVOMARCH ‘12)

“THERE’S A REAL RIP TO THE WAY THE REVS PILE ON ABOVE 4000RPM”

DMS SL65 BLACK SERIES (EVOOCTOBER ‘10)

“IT FEELS LIKE THE LOVE CHILD OF AN SL65 AND A PORSCHE GT2”

DMS 135I (BMW CARMAY ‘09)

“THE STANDARD CAR IS GREAT BUT DMS HAVE SOMEHOW

MANAGED TO TAKE IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL”

DMS 997 TURBO 3.6 (EVO SEPTEMBER ‘08)

“IT’S EPIC, HILARIOUS AND ADDICTIVE IN EVERY GEAR,

YET DOCILE WHEN CRUISING”

DMS 997 TURBO 3.8 PDK (EVO JUNE ‘11)

“DELIVERY IS ALMOST UNCOMFORTABLY FORCEFUL”

WWW.DMSAUTOMOTIVE.COM

UK: 0845 850 1845 INT: +44 845 850 1845

E: SALES@DMSAUTOMOTIVE.COM

/DMSAUTOMOTIVE FOLLOWUS FOROUR LATEST NEWS!

BELOW IS A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR MORE POPULAR MODELS TO

UPGRADE. WE ARE ABLE TO UNLEASH PERFORMANCE FROM SMALL

FOUR CYCLINDER DIESEL ENGINES UP TO V12 SUPERCARS:
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AS SOME OF YOU MAY KNOW, MY

brother Dario had an enormous crash on the final

lap of the Houston Grand Prix at the beginning of

October. I’d been racing in Virginia the day before

and was driving back to Washington airport to fly

back to London when it happened. I’d just pulled into the Hertz

rental car lot and I was listening to the last-lap commentary. I

was willing on Scott Dixon (Dario’s team-mate) to win the race

and then I just heard their voices saying: ‘There’s been a massive

crash.’ I’ve always had this sixth sense with Dario and I just had

this feeling that it was him straight away. There was hardly any

information at first so I just said to myself: ‘Right, well he’s either

injured or worse, so I need to go there.’ So I went into the airport,

booked a flight to Houston and jumped on a plane.

In many ways he was incredibly lucky. He had a broken ankle,

two fractured vertebrae and concussion. I’ve watched

the accident once (and once only) and it’s horrific. It’s

just incredible that he’s still with us, and that, in time,

he’llbebackto100percent.Tothatend, Ioweamassive

thank-you to Dallara and IndyCar for the safety of the

cars. A few weeks on, he’s doing well, and as I write,

everything’s healing and he’s due to get the stitches out

of his ankle tomorrow. The concussion’s improving too,

but he asked me if I could write this column for him…

As a Ferrari 250 GTO has just been sold in America for a barely

believable £32million (making it the most expensive car in the

world), and as I’ve been lucky enough to drive Nick Mason’s car a

few times, I thought I’dwrite a fewwords about that. I first drove it

at the Goodwood Revival in 2008 with Nick, and although it was

an absolute pleasure to race together, I’m not going to deny that it

was very intimidating, simply because it’s a piece of history that’s

so revered and so valuable. You have to treat it like any other car,

though, because if youdrivewith apprehension or fear then you’re

more likely to get yourself in trouble. You’ve got to forget what it

is and just drive the car to its limits (or your limits), react to what

it does and drive with the talent that you have. If you do anything

else then that’s when you start getting in trouble.

The 250 is a legend for a reason and it’s not just because it’s

a beautiful car to look at: it also drives so beautifully. From the

moment you first drive it around the paddock it’s light and easy.

Then you take it on track and it’s the same. It just talks to you

and does exactly what you want it to do. That quite high, open-

gated gearshift is just wonderful, too. I’m sitting here doing

the movement with my hand: the perfectly sized and rounded

gearknob, that lovely dogleg first, and then you’re into the meat of

it… it’s just lovely. In fact, it’s not until you have a big moment in

With Dario injured in an IndyCar crash, brother Marino
stands in to share his love of the Ferrari 250 GTO

the car that you actually think about what you’re doing and that

maybe you’re getting a bit toomuch of a slide on. When I drove

it that first time, and as I got faster and faster, Nick didn’t know

whether to put my times or the present value of the car out on

the pit board…

Strangely, I actually enjoy the car more when it’s in road spec,

on road tyres and with the original damping. Driving it up the

hill at the Festival of Speed like that was wonderful because it

rolled a lot more, lifted up an inside wheel and felt more like I

was getting the original experience of the guys that drove it back

in the early ’60s. It started pissing with rain when we were in the

assembly area one year and so I was just sitting in the GTO on my

own, waiting, for about 40 minutes. It was wonderful because

it was a chance just to drink it all in. When you look at it, the

steering wheel has engraving on its face almost like a Beretta

rifle with those lovely little triangles. Where the spokes are, you

can see it’s all worn away just on the edges where people have

held it and it made me think about all the things that car had

been through, all the famous races it had done, all the things it

had achieved and the people that had driven it.

There is one other reason the 250 GTO means a lot to me, and

it’s also why it was especially intimidating the first time I drove

it. I’d been going out with Nick Mason’s daughter, Holly, for a

couple of years when he first asked if I’d like to race the GTO, and

I almost said no because I was thinking: ‘I want to ask this man

for his daughter’s hand in marriage. What if I damage his car?!’

It was even more nerve-wracking when I raced it again the

following year, because by then it was my wife-to-be giving

me the strict instructions not to damage it. The reason? Only

a few weeks later, her dad drove her to the church in the GTO

for our wedding and then I drove us away in it after the service.

Holly had to wrap herself in a blanket, because it’s a proper car

and there’s oil and dirt everywhere and she was trying to keep

the dress clean. But an unsilenced 250 GTO in the middle of

November in the UK, when just married? It was perfect.L

‘Nick Mason didn’t know whether to
putmy times or the present value
of the car out on the pit board…’

Champ
b y MARINO FRANCHITTI

A

t@mfranchitti
Marino is a long-established star of American

sportscar racing and is Dario’s younger brother
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I 4C trouble
When I first read the spec sheet
of the Alfa Romeo 4C (evo 189), I
was optimistic that the unassisted
steering might give feedback
something like that of Nick Trott’s
Porsche 911 SC. I do not suppose
allowing the car to ‘walk’ with cambers
is an option, but having to make
small inputs (corrections) to drive in
a straight line is undesirable to say
the least.
Richard Meaden ended his feature

with something I entirely agree on: ‘It
doesn’t feel like it would take much
to add a pinch of feel to the steering.’
Are there companies out there that
can re-engineer caster, camber, toe,
bushes, (steering) boxes, gearing
and level of assistance? Or to put it
another way, tweak the whole kit and
caboodle to give us what we desire?
If money was no object I’d love to

be the entrepreneur to do that, and
there certainly seems to be plenty of
candidates out there to attend to.
Peter Hassett

Magical Maser
I quite agree with Harry (evo 188) – not
only is the Maserati GranTurismo the
most beautiful GT car available, it’s
also a fast, comfortable four-seater.
I bought a low-mileage GTSMC in

March and having driven it in Comfort
mode and almost complete silence to
Magny-Cours in France for a classic
racing weekend, it then transforms
into a loud track racer at the touch of
the Sport button. And the sound!
Anyone who dismisses the Maserati

should try one first. All those little
mid-engined cars are all very well, but
the Maz has more style – and luggage
space for two.
James Sutcliffe

Collectormania
Harry Metcalfe’s column on supercar
prices (evo 188) really hit themark, but
in ways that he perhaps didn’t expect.
There are two key reasons why

classic car prices are so elevated:
the world is awash with money from
all the money printing that has gone
on, andmodern cars are having
all the joy regulated out of them.
Carmakers are no longer giving their
customers what they want. The likes

Who’s driven your old Merc this month?
Inbox

 letters@evo.co.uk t@evomagazinef www.facebook.com/evomagazine evo, 5 Tower Court, Irchester Road,Wollaston,Wellingborough, Northants NN29 7PJ

of VW are suffocating aspiration and
homogenising their products through
innovations such as automated
braking, lane keeping, etc. It won’t
be long before new cars have speed
limiters, and that really will be the end.
Harry’s article has givenme a sense,

for the first time, that investors in
‘classic’ cars may be onto something.
It may be difficult for regulators to
impose speed limiters and auto-
controls on older vehicles on two
levels. First, it would be technically
difficult if not impossible for pre-
electronic cars, and secondly, it might
be politically difficult, too. That would
mean that many will flock to pre-
electronic-era vehicles (although such
vehicles might be punitively taxed),
potentially driving prices out of the
reach of the genuine enthusiast.
Hywel Rees

Hired fun
After becoming increasingly frustrated
by the lack of value-for-money from
recent driving experiences, I was
looking for a newway to get maximum
thrills on aminimal budget, and I think
I’ve cracked it.
For £80 and a tank of fuel, I recently

hired a BMW 330dM Sport for 24
hours. After planning a route on roads I
knewwould do the job, I got up at 3am
and was off. For three hours it was just
me, empty roads and a very capable
motor. It was fantastic!
I implore fellow petrolheads to

do some digging around on the web
and see what is out there for hire,
because for me, this was really what
it’s all about.
Matt Bindon

Senna’s surprise
I enjoyed Mike Duff’s article on Ayrton
Senna’s 190E (evo 185). I thought
youmay be interested to know that
shortly after Senna won the famous
race at the Nürburgring, he purchased
an identical road-going version of the
car he raced.
Fortunately for me, he decided to

sell the car prior to his relocation from
Surrey to Monaco when signing to
McLaren from Lotus. I later purchased
the car from that buyer, a friend of
Senna’s manager, and have now had
it for 20 years. I even took it with me
when I emigrated to Australia.

Above: you can’t limit classics, says Hywel
Rees.Below:Matt Bindon had fun in 330d

Above:GranTurismo is a hit with James Sutcli e.Below:Dean Stopford’s ex-Senna 190E

Above:Peter Hassett thinks there’s amarket for improving cars like Alfa Romeo’s new 4C
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The RoadAngel Gemautomatically
updates its safety camera database
as you drive and allows users to share
the locations of ‘live’ camera vans and
changed speed limits.

ThestarletterwinsaRoadAngelGemsafety
camera&blackspotalertdeviceworth£129.99

Letter of theMonth

Treat Caterham
with caution

I think evo 189 should have had some kind of Caterham

special edition tag on it!

When I saw the TCoty feature and a Caterham on the list,

I thought: ‘Ohwell, there’s another third or fourth place for

them.’ But no, you’ve surprisedme! Finally Caterham has won

something in yourmagazine, and about time too.

But my heart sankwhen I read the ‘WhenHarrymet Tony’

article. Talk of private-equity funding, stock-market flotation,

brand transformation and lots of newmodels in the pipeline

smacks of future collapse and bankruptcy. I’m thinking along

the lines of TVR, Lotus, Marcos, Jensen and other dying or

dead British sports car firms.

I hope I’mwrong, but that result seems to bemore common

than the success Tony Fernandes is hoping for. He does seem

to have a better business model thanmost, but the fact he isn’t

using his ownmoney doesn’t fill mewith confidence.

PeterGarforth
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There was a interesting story told
by Peter Warr, previous Lotus F1 team
principal. When Lotus was trying to
sign Senna, he was invited to Norfolk
and took the 190 Cosworth up there.
While he was being shown around
their facility, the mechanics went out
to the car park and chocked the car up
a fewmm off the ground.

At the end of the visit, the whole
team came out to wave him goodbye
and Senna decided to give the car
an F1-style departure by burning the
rears. You can imagine the laughter
as he revved the engine, dropped the
clutch and went nowhere.
Dean Stopford

Without a paddle
A fewweeks ago I did my first true
‘balls out’ trackday in a friend’s 997
Carrera S, on the Nürburgring GP
circuit nonetheless. Lucky me!What
struck memost about the experience
was not the fantastic lack of red tape
(turn up, pay, go flat-out) but what
happened as I barrelled into the very
first corner for the very first time in his
left-hand-drive machine.

As I flailed around for the gearlever
to change from third to second while
desperately trying to ‘find the apex’,
there was only one thought in my
head. I wanted a paddle-shift. Peeling
off into the pits at the end of the
(admittedly awesome) session, I was
still thinking the exact same thing.
MarkWalton

Support supercars
With high fuel and insurance costs,
the possibility of road pricing, and
increasing environmental pressures,
the factors against ownership of
an enthusiast’s car are building.
Moreover, the national psyche in
this country is unfortunately more
anti-interesting car than in many
other countries. Recently, I noted
with dismay hand gestures made by
a pedestrian towards a youngman in
an orange 12C inWest London. Public
antagonism towards the fast car is
another knock to those whomight
consider buying one.

As someone who appreciates
seeing interesting cars being driven, I
encourage evo readers to counter this
negativity by showing appreciation for
your fellow car enthusiasts. I’ve begun
such amovement and now regularly
demonstrate my approval when I
see a car deserving of it. A cheeky
thumbs-up for the chap in the Mégane
R26.R on ClaphamHigh Street, a ‘nice
car’ to the girl who commutes through
the Elephant and Castle in her S2
Elise every day, or a wave of the arms
to the chap in the Morgan Plus-4 out
for a Sunday blast: anything to show
my appreciation for these machines
and the individuals who, despite the
pressures, have the conviction to buy
and drive them for us all to see.

Join me in supporting your fellow
petrolheads and encouraging the
regular use of these cars for their (and
our) enjoyment!
AndrewMcCormick

Youropinions
matter
I appreciate that your letters page
would be largely redundant if evo
readers didn’t express opinions over
why their car choice is best, but it
seems pointless. We typically bond
with and naturally defend our choice
of car, even if we know it’s flawed.

I’ve owned 15 cars and drivenmany
more. Most have been featured in
evo and plenty have been criticised
in group tests you’ve run, but I’ve
loved every one to varying degrees.
Automatic v manual is a hot topic at
present, which boils down to personal
preference. I currently run a DCT
BMW, and I think the gearbox suits
the low-torque/high-revving engine.
During a recent service visit I drove
amanual 1-series courtesy car and,
after the DCT ’box, changing gear
manually felt like the equivalent of
getting up to change channel on a TV
after using a remote control. Despite
my preference, I enjoyed driving the
1-series and appreciate why another
reader would defend it.

What is it they say about opinions?
Andy Bullock

Above:MarkWalton loved his Ring experience in a 997 Carrera S, but wanted paddle-shi� too
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MARV

TheMk7 has had somepretty good
reviews, though it still lacks the outright
handling of theMéganeRSandothers,
apparently.

ALAN

I’ve driven one. It is a very good car and
verywellmade. Not sure it needs the
PerformancePack, despitewhatmost
reviews say, unless you are driving it
very hard.

JOHNMCS2000

ThanksAlan.Was thinking of adding
thePerformancePack and the adaptive
chassis just tomaxout theperformance
side of things (and to try and lessen the
comedown in performance a little).
I’malsowonderingwhether theDSG is
worth it, orwould I be better sticking
with themanual?

ALAN

Theone I drovewas amanual. In fact

itwasprettymuch abase carwith no
leather, PPorDSG. I think themanual
suits this type of car verywell, and in
fact the basic onewith fewoptions is
probably the one to go for.

SCOTTA

Themk6Edition 35 isworth a look. It’s
got a detuned version of the ‘R’ lump.
Simple remapand it goes to 300-ish
bhp.

ERICPISCH

Dual-clutch is for driving in traffic, when
you’re tired or forwide-open throttle,
full-speed corner cog changes.Manual
is for those that havemastered heel-
and-toe.

DAVID_YU

Drove one at anSMMTevent andnearly
fell asleepwith boredom, sorry. Dull
exterior, duller interior. Unexceptional to
drive. I wish I’d tried the Fiesta ST that
was there, although that is a size smaller.

The originator of the best evo forum thread
wins a fabulous Jorg Graywatch. Jorg Gray
has quickly become one of theworld’smost

sought-after brands and is found in fine
jewellery stores throughout the UK.

www.jorggray.co.uk

JOHNMCS2000

‘Mk7Golf GTI. Any good?’

For all your insurance needs -
car, motorbike, van, multi-vehicle, home & travel

Car
Insurance

Be Wiser...
Save Money

Freephone:

0800 298 9649
Online quotes at: www.bewiser44.co.uk

®

®

l The best policy at the best price

l We search over 30
insurance companies

l FREE Breakdown Cover

l FREE legal protection

l Instant cover and instalments

l Good credit rating?
Save up to 40%!

Threadof theMonth

Threadof theMonthwins
a JorgGraywatch

Doanyof youownor have youdriven amk7Golf
GTI? I’mconsidering sellingmy996 to get back to
something a littlemorepractical and cheaper to run,
but I still would like abit of fun to thedrive. Anyof
youwith experienceof themandadvice ofwhat to

specor not, please chime in.

From the forums: community.evo.co.uk
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Give your driving a sporty edge with MICHELIN Pilot Super
Sport tyres fitted to your car. With Michelin Total Performance
you can enjoy high performance and optimal safety together
in total confidence.

THOROUGHBRED
PERFORMANCE

When it comes to high performance, Porsche and Michelin share

the same passion for perfection. So when the uncompromising

new Panamera needed a new level of contact with the ground,

Porsche and Michelin worked shoulder to shoulder to craft, test

andfinally homologatea truly exceptional newtyre. It’s simply the

latestchapter inthefiftyyearsthepairhavespenttogetherpursuing

excellence on the road and in motorsport. No wonder that today,

Michelin is Porsche’s one and only strategic partner for tyres.

MICHELIN TAKES YOU INSIDE THE ACTION.
GET ACCESS AT:
ROAD-TO-PERFORMANCE.MICHELIN.CO.UK

MICHELIN PILOT SUPER SPORT,

THE REFERENCE TYRE FOR THE NEW

PORSCHE PANAMERA GTS.
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p1
by DaviD viv ian

Themost powerful British road car ever put into production faces
the most formidable race track ever built. We get strapped into the
McLaren P1 for a flat-out lap of the Nürburgring Nordschleife    
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McLaren P1 at the Ring

I LIKE TO THINK I’M

a good passenger. Just as

world-class sprinters have

the advantage of being born

with fast-twitch muscles, I

have the ability to place my

imagination inside a hermetically sealed lead

chamber and lower it through a fissure in the

ocean floor so deep not even James Cameron

would go there.

This allows me to recalibrate my comfort

zone to accommodate any and all passenger

experiences with wide-eyed, child-like wonder

and relish: James Hunt drifting a Mercedes

190E 2.3-16 Cosworth through Donington’s

Craner Curves one-handed while talking about

Austin A35s, or Stefan ‘Yellow Bird’ Roser

refusing to drive anywhere without an armful

of opposite lock and smoking rear tyres in a Ruf

911 BTR. Or how about Colin McRae hurtling

flat-out towards a house-sized pile of logs in a

Subaru Legacy before flinging it sideways at the

last moment andmissing it by half amicron? Or

skimming past a wobbly, slow-moving VW Golf

at 202mph in a Lamborghini Diablo on a narrow

two-laneAutobahnwith advanced driving guru

John Lyon at the wheel? Actually, with that last

one, Lyon later admitted to giving himself a

good talking-to in themirror of a service station

toilet to psyche himself up before the run.

If I’m counting, there have been more

close shaves over the years than a Gillette ad

campaign. Maybe I’ve been lucky in more ways

thanIknow.ButwhenI’minvited to takea trip to

theNürburgring for a shotgun ride inMcLaren’s

£866,000, 903bhp P1 hybrid hypercar as it sets

out to make good on Ron Dennis’s promise of a

sub-seven-minute Nordschleife lap, I don’t have

to check the diary. My inner child has already

thrown it out of the window.

We arrive late morning on a sunny, dry day

inmid-August. AsMcLaren doesn’t have its own

garage at the Ring, the silver P1 (codenamed

Experimental Prototype 2 Revised – XP2R for

short) is parked up at its tyre partner Pirelli’s

facility, a five-minute drive from the circuit.

Predictably, it’s in bits and hoisted up to eye

level on hydraulic ramps. The scene is genially

chaotic asMcLaren techniciansbusy themselves

around the core of the car.

Denuded of several body panels and

its wheels, the P1 takes on the unsettling

appearance of an anatomically exposed,

carbon-tissued sculpture that wouldn’t seem

out of place amongDamienHirst’smore visceral

excuses for modern art. Those Akebono mirror-

finish carbon-ceramic discs, coated in silicon

carbide, look the business, though.

McLaren’s press officer, Dave Eden, assures

me that XP2R will pull itself together and get

out on track soon. While that’s happening, I

have an opportunity to look right inside and

try to fathom the almost fractal approach to

‘DENUDED OF BODY PANELS ANDWHEELS,
THE P1 TAKES ON THE APPEARANCE OF AN
ANATOMICALLY EXPOSED SCULPTURE’

I
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McLaren P1 at the Ring

functional minimalism that dictates every

aspect of the P1’s design from surface to centre.

It was a guiding principle in Gordon Murray’s

McLaren F1 and it’s arguably even more vital

here, as it has to offset the weight imposed

by the 176bhp electric motor and its plug-in

rechargeable battery pack. It isn’t just that

the P1’s clamshell bodywork, via the magic

of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), has

been shrink-wrapped onto a fabulously stiff

carbon�bre ‘MonoCage’ chassis that weighs

just 90kg, there literally isn’t a gram of excess

weight anywhere.

‘If it’s not doing something, it’s not on the car,’

Eden says. Minus their minimal padding, the

carbon-shelled seats weigh just 5kg each. ‘And

if you’ve got a really keen eye,’ he continues,

‘you’ll notice that the interior carbon doesn’t

have a top layer of lacquer. That alone saves

1.5kg.’ Obviously every little helps – even the

bits you can’t see.

All right, let’s have a think about this. At

1395kg dry, the P1 weighs 258kg more than

the F1, but it’s a much bigger car. Some 132kg

of its bulk is accounted for by the electric motor

and battery pack. Of the three hybrid hypercars

currently bidding for world domination, it’s

comfortably lighter and more powerful than

the Porsche 918, but trails the LaFerrari by

around 95kg and 47bhp.

These stats are re�ected in the claimed

straight-line performance �gures. The 918’s

proposed 0-186mph (0-300kph) time of 27sec

looks pretty damn respectable (about the same

as a McLaren 12C’s). But with its Ricardo-built,

mid-mounted turbocharged 727bhp 3.8-litre

petrol V8 providing serious mid- and high-end

shove, and with the electric motor plumping

out the torque curve as the jumbo-sized turbos

spool up, the P1 gets there a whole ten seconds

sooner. That’s �ve seconds quicker than an F1

couldevermanageand just2.5secbehindafully

lit Bugatti Veyron Super Sport. Remarkable.

However, the Ferrari would be looking

down the 1183bhp Veyron’s drain gutter-sized

exhaust, trailing by just half a second. And

that’s plain nuts. The Bugatti bowls on to slug it

outwith the likes of theKoenigseggAgeraRand

Hennessey Venom GT for ultimate 250mph+

laurels after that, of course. But for the Porsche,

McLaren and Ferrari hybrids (electronically

pegged at 203, 217 and 217mph respectively),

it seems the bragging rights may be decided on

the full-body workout that is the Nordschleife.

And when McLaren Automotive’s boss, a man

not noted for imprecision, sets a bogey time

for his best car on the world’s most challenging

circuit, I guess you hop to it. As we now know,

Porsche hopped a bit faster but, back in August,

no one hadmade amove.

There are a few reasons why The

McLaren guys reckon I’m about to have the ride

of my life. One is that McLaren chief test driver

Chris Goodwin, who’s just turned up and is

talking to the boys at the back of the garage,

‘active aero is

where the p1

departs from

every other road

car in the world’

Thispicture: active
rear wing can extend by
300mm, providing 600kg of
downforce at 161mph, while
ride height lowers by 50mm
in Racemode (top le�).
Le�:Vivian gets strapped in
beside test driver Goodwin
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looks in particularly high spirits. The key man

in the P1’s dynamic development, Goodwin is a

trim, terminator-class GT3 racer and Ring ace

who smiles and chuckles at the very notion of

driving the P1 to within an inch of its life with

me on board.

The other reason is what insiders sometimes

refer to as the P1’s secret weapon: active aero.

This is where the P1 departs from Formula 1

(where it’s banned), the 918, LaFerrari and

every other road car in the world. In ‘Race’, the

most extreme of its multiple driving modes, its

active rear wing can generate an astonishing

600kg of downforce at 161mph, working in

conjunction with the rear diffuser and the

active side �aps on the front wing. The double-

element rearwing is arguably the P1’s crowning

glory: from sitting �ush into the bodywork,

it extends and adjusts its angle to increase

downforce as the P1 ups its pace.

A DRS (Drag Reduction System) can be

activated by a button on the steering wheel –
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Above:P1 passes 200mph down

the Antoniusbuche straight.

Right:McLaren chief test driver

Goodwinwon the Formula Ford

Champion of Brands title in its

1980s heyday

as in F1 – to �atten the wing and reduce drag

by 23 per cent on the straights. Race mode

also lowers the adaptive electro-hydraulic self-

levelling suspension’s ride height by 50mm and

increases roll stiffness by 350 per cent, gluing

the P1 even more securely to the road and

allowing it to corner and brake on road tyres at

an unprecedented 2G.

Goodwin wanders over for a quick chat

before my lap of truth. As he’s the only person

who’d really know, I ask him if the P1will feel as

extremeandphysicalasa lapinhis12CGT3race

car. ‘The P1 is slightly heavier than the GT car,

but not by much,’ he says. ‘There’s considerably

less tyre grip – road-legal rubber versus slicks

– but the P1’s powertrain is obviously quite a

big deal. And the active aero adds a massive

amount to the dynamic performance. What the

P1 loses in mechanical grip it makes up in aero,

and it gives the car a different character.

‘Driving the P1 at the Nordschleife is an

event. In a GT3 car, you have to push yourself

‘The shock of The P1’s acceleraTion

has Pulledme so far ouT of my

comforT zone i can hardly swallow’
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quite hard to get to the pace. It’s satisfying to

do a good lap time – that’s the thing that gives

you the buzz – but subjectively it’s a duller

experience. In the P1 you’re feeling it. It’s loads

more fun, and that’s what it’s all about.’

As air guns noisily torque up the last of the

P1’s wheel nuts, it’s helmets on and a little

less conversation. I duck under the swing-up

dihedral door, ease down into the wafer-thin

but amazingly comfortable carbon bucket seat

and haul on the full harness straps until I can

barely breathe. It doesn’t matter. I’m feeling a

bit giddy with anticipation anyway.

The P1 gurgles out of the Pirelli garage and

into the sunshine. Goodwin is keen to showme

its cuddly side, so the triple-clutch transmission

(the third is between the gearbox and the

electric motor) is doing its feathery-soft auto

thing as we head down the road to the Ring.

The ride is supple and forgiving, too, �ltering

out small bumps and ripples just as calmly

and quietly as a 12C would. The business-like

carbon-swathed cut of the cabin is similar to

the 12C’s too, butwith a lighter, airier ambience

thanks to its vast windscreen, stem-slender

A-pillars and glass roof. The driving position

and control layout look �ercely driver-centric.

‘That was the �rst part of the project: to work

out the sight lines and visibility,’ Goodwin

explains. ‘You really can pinpoint the stone

you want to land on at the apex. We’ve carried

over the steering wheel pro�le from the 12C

but increased the paddle dimensions, which

makes them easier to �nd at times of over-

exuberance. There’s a subtle repositioning

of some of the controls, too, but it’s a similar

design philosophy. We wanted to put the most

important, dynamic controls high up, so you

don’t have to look down. This is a fast car: you

need to focus on the job in hand.’

Goodwin points to the DRS button on the

left steering-wheel spoke: ‘It’s to trail off a bit of

drag on the straights.’ It’s mirrored on the right

by the button for the KERS-style Instant Power

Assist System(IPAS): ‘Whereweget the 176bhp

boost fromtheelectricmotor– it’s a sort ofpush-

to-pass button if you’re driving the P1 in normal

circumstances.’ But today it won’t be needed.

‘We’ll put the hybrid power onto Auto for this

lap,’ he says, ‘which means we’ll automatically

get the maximum power all the time.’ It’s an

industry testing day at the Ring, sowewon’t get

a clean lap. But that’s not a bad thing. There are

a few tasty-looking Astons out on track to act as

speed differentialmarkers and thatwillmake it

easier to gauge relative performance. Goodwin

presses the buttonmarked Race.

Some perspective: I’ve sat next to fast drivers

in fast cars round the Nordschleife before –

most recently, and perhaps most impressively,

in a one-off lightweight 600bhp M5 CSL

driven by racer Claudia Hürtgen on a sub-8:00

mission. That experience was brutal: a raw

quest for preserved velocity that used every last

inch of the track’s width, scavenged grip and

braking power seemingly out of thin air and

McLaren P1 at the Ring
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cut themargins for error to virtually zero. That,

to the best of my memory’s ability to recall, is a

formidable benchmark.

Before the end of Hatzenbach, barely 30

seconds into the P1’s lap, it’s been forgotten.

Everything I’ve ever experienced inside a

supercar has been forgotten. The hermetically

sealed chamber protecting the runaway

scenarios of my imagination has been smashed

open and they’re spilling out. The shock of the

P1’s initial acceleration – a neck-wrenching

slam delivered with an almost digital kind of

immediacy and a tough, hard, unromantic V8

howl – has pulled me so far out of my assumed

impregnable comfort zone I canhardly swallow.

And I badly need to. My ears are popping and

the cabin pressure changes seem to be more

transient than elevation related, caused by

the rate at which we’re gaining and shedding

speed. And any hope of taking some hand-held

smartphone video have vanished, along with

the phone, which was forced to my lap by the

compressionGonthedownhill run toFlugplatz,

then to the footwell through Aremberg.

Goodwin’s steering inputs are fast and

accurate, and if a smooth approach has been

sacrificed for sheer speed, the managed

violence seems devastatingly effective. The

P1’s ride is almost unbelievably hard, yet the

car is absolutely pinned to the circuit’s far-from-

friendly tarmac. There isn’t much understeer

in the tighter turns, either. The P1 seems every

inch an extension of Goodwin’s determined

attacking style. It’s doing his bidding and, apart

from a couple of reflex-caught slides at the

start of the lap when the tyres were cold, it isn’t

fighting back.

By the time Goodwin and the P1 have made

the notoriously tricky Bergwerk – where Lauda

had his big one – seem no more menacing than

the Kingston bypass, my neck’s aching and

I’ve rubbed some skin off my right knee from

forcing it against the door to brace against the

lateral G-force. But the early feeling of being

McLaren P1 at the Ring

The918benchmark

Porsche’s record-breaking 6:57 lap of the Ring
emphatically threw the gauntlet down to McLaren
and Ferrari. Indeed, we may now never know how
quick the P1 and LaFerrari can lap the Nordschleife.

All power to Porsche for that, but watching
the 918 in-car footage reveals a hugely impressive
but rather joyless lap. Don’t get me wrong: Marc
Lieb is one of the quickest Ring specialists and his
commitment is undoubted. But the clinical manner
in which the 918 tackles the Ring’s blind crests and
ballsy fast corners is not the stuff of YouTube legend.

Clearly you aren’t going to break the 7:00 barrier in
a car that has to be chased and hustled every inch of
the way, but if it remains so composed while having
its neck wrung on the toughest track of them all,
what chance is there of accessible on-road fun for us
mere mortals? RM

‘SEVERAL PHOTOGRAPHERS

SAY THAT THEY’VE NEVER

SEEN ANY ROAD CAR MOVE

AS FAST AS THE P1’

Right: extra downforce

keeps P1 pinned through the

corners.Below:McLaren set

a target of sub-7:00 around

the Ring for the P1, butmay

not publicly release a time
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Specification

MclarenP1

Engine V8, 3799cc, twin-turbo, plus 131kW electric motor
CO2 194g/km

Power 903bhp (combined) @ 7500rpm
Torque 664lb ft (combined) @ 4000rpm

Transmission Seven-speed dual-clutch gearbox,
rear-wheel drive, Brake Steer

Front suspension Hydro-pneumatic proactive suspension,
adaptive roll control

Rear suspension Hydro-pneumatic proactive suspension,
adaptive roll control

Brakes Carbon-ceramic discs, 390mm front,
380mm rear, ABS, EBD

Wheels 9 x 19in front, 11.5 x 20in rear
Tyres 245/35 ZR19 front, 315/30 ZR20 rear

Weight (dry) 1395kg
Power-to-weight (dry) 658bhp/ton

0-60mph 2.8sec (claimed)
Top speed 217mph (limited)

Basic price £866,000
On sale Now

overwhelmed is abating and I’m beginning to

get a handle of the magnitude of the P1’s faster-

everywhere advantage over other industry

traf�c. A skilfully driven Aston Vantage is

rapidly closed down, does its best to not get in

theway throughWippermann, then disappears

into the P1’s slipstream as if being yanked

backwards by a giant bungee. A couple of hot

VWGolfs present themselves as littlemore than

amoving slalom. It has been tweeted by several

photographers who have virtually set up home

on the banks of the circuit that they’ve never

seen any road carmove as fast as the P1.

‘It comes alive in the high-speed corners,’

shouts Goodwin, at last able to relax a little

as the P1 begins winding out to over 200mph

on the �nal Antoniusbuche straight with the

left-hand kink (a little lift today) a mite over

halfwayalong. ‘Witha car capableof generating

this amount of downforce, that could make it

quite pitch-sensitive at higher speed, especially

when you’re running low in Race mode. But

controlling the big downforce number with

the active aero and the adaptive damping helps

open up the operating window massively. For

instance, we were really rocketing up the long

climb from Bergwerk. It’s an awful bit of road:

cambered, bumpy and you’re picking up a

lot of speed. In a passive car you’d really start

bouncing around at the top of the hill, but we

could trail off damper stiffness as we got to

those high speeds to gain some compliance.

And that means you can keep your foot in.’

Goodwin does so for the remainder of the

lap and as we peel back into the pit lane, I’m

convinced, as is he, that the P1 isn’t just a seven-

minute car but one that will go comfortably

under that.Wemaynever�ndoutbyhowmuch,

though. While McLaren will later con�rm that

the P1 did indeed beat its 7:00 target, it will

reveal no more than that. However, if the stars

aligned, and Goodwin kept his foot in, you can

bet the lapmade the Porsche 918’s mark of 6:57

seem a little pedestrian.L
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by PETER TOMALIN

Forza Motorsport 5, the biggest racing game of 2013, is about to launch – and just
as McLaren’s P1 is a supercar game-changer, so Forza 5 will transform the way we

think about racing sims. Here’s how

YOU’LL KNOW BY

now just what an

extraordinary machine

the McLaren P1 is. As

evo’s David Vivian has

been finding out, it takes

the supercar to a whole

new level with a raft of dazzling new

technologies that deliver thrills like nothing

else that we’ve experienced. All of which

makes it the perfect poster car for a racing

simulator that is also, in every sense, a

game-changer.

Forza Motorsport 5 arrives on November

22, coinciding with the launch of the Xbox

One. Not that it’s a coincidence at all, of

course. Forza 5 is the ideal showcase for the

phenomenal capabilities of the new platform,

including its ‘cloud’ computing support, which

enables multi-player gaming in a way we’ve

never seen before. More on that in amoment.

The Forza Motorsport series has always

been a firm favourite with the dedicated

petrolhead. So you’ll be relieved to know that

in the safe hands of developers Turn 10, its

core values have remained intact. But it now

takes the interaction and the immersion in the

wholegamingexperienceintoanewdimension

– and throws in an even wider choice of great

cars and brilliant tracks, all rendered with a

level of detail and realism never before seen on

a games console. This, then, is the world

of ForzaMotorsport 5.

As one of XboxOne’s exclusive launch titles,

Forza 5 was always planned as a showcase for

the new platform, whose cloud computing

support effectively boosts the console’s specs

by the power of three. If youwant to play Forza

Y

FORZA 5
M E E T S

P1
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Advertising Feature

‘TheDrivatarsystemisan
AI learningfeaturethat
createsyourowndigital
drivingpersonalitybased
on in-gamebehaviour,and
sharesthatpersonality

overthe internet’

5 straight out of the box without going online,

that’s fine. You’ll get a stunning line-up of cars,

circuits and gameplay, and you’ll be able to

race against pre-programmed AI (artificial

intelligence) drivers.

But if you connect to the internet you’ll

also, of course, be able to play in multi-player

mode, up to 24 players at a time – and this is

where Forza 5 gets really innovative.

One of the most important ways it uses the

cloud is the new Drivatar system – an AI

learning feature that creates your own digital

driving personality based on your in-game

behaviour, and shares that personality

automatically over the internet.

Using the near-limitless power of cloud

processing, Forza 5 will watch your behaviour,

learn how you race, and when you’re not

playing, your Drivatar will carry on racing

around the world without you, making

decisions,copyingyourmomentsofaggression,

caution and – who knows?– maybe even the

odd flash of brilliance!

As you learn the tracks and the cars, and as

your driving improves, so does that of your

Drivatar. Next time you fire up the XBox One,

you’ll see just how the digital you has

performed–andhowmuchprizemoneyyou’ve

accrued!Conversely, if youwant to raceagainst

your Forza-playing mates, but they’re not

actually available to play, you can call up their

Drivatars. As lead gameplay designer Rhett

Mathis puts it: “With a system like this, we can

race together, even when we’re not together.”

Turn 10 creative director Dan Greenawalt

adds: “We can build a profile of you that can

go anywhere. So I can race him on the tracks

I like even though he hasn’t been there, and I

get to see the cars he’s using.”

What’s more, the whole system will grow

and evolve the more people use it. “Every day

that people race is going to make the Drivatar

set that much more accurate, that much more

diverse, that much more interesting.”

However, the innovation doesn’t stop there.

Forza 5 also makes full use of the Xbox One

controller’s Impulse Triggers – new rumble-

motors placed into the triggers of the new

controller that work alongside the standard

ones in thebody toprovideevenmoreprecision

feedback to your fingertips. So you’ll be able

to feel things like the ABS pulsing, or the tyres

starting to lock up.

Combined with new levels of realism in

both the cars (see Page 76) and the circuits

(Page 82), it all adds up to the ‘generation-

topping racer’ that Turn 10 has been promising

since development began. Racing, it’s fair to

say, will never be quite the same again.
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Le�: McLaren’s P1 has raised the

bar in terms of what we expect

from a hypercar, and Forza 5 will

do the same for racing simulators
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P1 customers

P1. In case we were

in any doubt, the name

says it all. McLaren’s tech-

�red successor to the F1

has no intention of playing

second-best to the other

hybrid hypercars on the block from Porsche

and Ferrari. We can’t pick a winner from that

particular scrap just yet, but we have spoken

to a couple of people with enough faith in

McLaren’s track record and ambition to have

already signed on the dotted line.

PaulBailey,racingdriver,evocontributorand

‘modern supercar collector’ (his description),

took delivery of his Volcano Orange P1 just

before  ying to Spain. He specced it with the

Stealth Pack, exposed glossy carbon�bre and

the upgraded Meridian hi-� for those trans-

Continental trips when you need a musical

massage rather than your scalp tingled. When

we speak to him, he’s desperate to get back,

take it on track and ‘drive it until the weather

becomes so bad that I can’t any more’. He’d like

to drive it through the winter too, if McLaren

could supply winter tyres. They aren’t available

yet, but one reason Bailey has dived in with an

early P1 (despite the 27 recalls on his equally

early 12C coupe) is his belief in McLaren’s can-

do attitude and, in his experience, its peerless

after-sales customer care.

It’s a theme re ectedbyevo’s Secret Supercar

Owner, who won’t take delivery of his P1 until

2015 but is thinking more along the lines of a

low-key approachwithmuted colours (probably

no orange). But he is con�dent he’s made the

right decision: ‘I think McLaren considered me

as a 12C Spyder owner with a long history in

supercars and not someone they could extract

a consistent amount of cash from,’ he says. ‘I’ve

been very well looked-after and that’s certainly

a factor inmy decision to buy a P1.’

There’s got to be more to it that that, though.

You don’t stump up £866,000 for a P1 just

because you’ve got a 12C. Bailey’s insatiable

need for speed will eventually see a Porsche

918 and a LaFerrari join the McLaren in his

garage, but he calls the P1 his hypercar of

choice. ‘I’ve been so impressed by the 12C that

it’s impossible for the P1 to be anything other

than a totally awesome car,’ he says. ‘I intend

to use it to the full. The �rst questions I asked

were: “What’s the service interval?” and “Can I

get spare parts if I bash it?” That’s the reason I

got the car: I’m going to drive it. I’m not going

to stick it in the garage and polish it. I also can’t

believe it’s the only car I’ve ever bought that has

zero running-in. McLaren runs in everything –

the gearbox, the differential, the suspension.

Even the carbon-ceramic brakes are bedded in.

You can literally wait for the car to come up to

temperature and cane its arse if youwant to.’

The SSO says he never seriously considered

the 918 or, perhaps more intriguingly as the

owner of an F40 and an F50, the LaFerrari: ‘For

me, it came down to who has produced the best

supercar ever. In my estimation, that crown’s

by daVId VIV Ian

The people the P1 needs to impress most are those paying £866,000 to buy one.
We speak to onemanwho’s already got his, and another who is on the waiting list

P

M c L a R E n P 1
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held by the F1. So as the P1 is the natural

successor to the F1, I decided to go with the P1.

That was one aspect; the other was that I never

really bought into the whole Ferrari thing of

having to buy X, Y and Z before you could be

considered for a LaFerrari.’

But what if the P1 manages to beat the 918’s

6:57 lap of the Nordschleife only to be buried

by LaFerrari? ‘I think it’s a total nonsense,’

says Bailey. ‘If you had three different drivers

and raced the three cars, the result would have

nothing to do with the cars, it’d be about the

drivers. I think the Ring time is important to

people who spend their time on the internet.

Peoplewhobuy the P1won’t base their decision

on the P1 being 1sec faster than this or that.’

The SSO concurs: ‘I absolutely couldn’t care

less. In termsof it affecting apurchasedecision,

it’s completely irrelevant, though all the

internet coverage is amusing. But how it relates

to the way the car actually performs in the real

world, I don’t think it’s relevant. I’ll probably

use the car for a combination of long multi-day

road trips and occasionally scaring myself silly

on the track. I don’t intend to use it every day.

The 12C is much better-suited to that.’

Bailey perhaps takes a harder line when it

comes to extracting the most from his P1, and

despite his ongoing success driving a Ferrari

430 in the British Endurance Championship,

he intends to participate in McLaren’s driver

training programme for P1 customers: ‘Any

driver training you can get, I think, is critical.

I believe one of the reasons I’ve had such a

successful racingseason thisyear isbecause I’ve

got a full-time coach. I believe that coaching is

what makes people really quick.’

The SSO �nds resonance with McLaren’s

Formula 1 provenance – ‘it’s probably one of the

reasons I’d rather have a P1 than a Pagani or a

Koenigsegg’ – andwould love to take part in the

training if he can �nd the time. But �rst he’s got

to sit down and think about how he’s going to

spec his P1. Luckyman.L

‘The firsT quesTions i
asked were: “whaT’s The
service inTerval?” and
“can i geT spare parTs
if i bash iT?” ThaT’s The
reason i goT The car: i’m

going To drive iT’

Le�: Paul Bailey’s

Volcano Orange P1 is

one of the rst to be

delivered. Bottom:

endurance racer

Bailey rates McLaren’s

customer service
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Forza!

by Peter tomalin

Supercars, Group B rally cars, Formula 1 cars… Forza Motorsport 5 has them all,
and with a level of tactility and realism we haven’t seen – or felt – before

Advertising feature

It’s the cars, stupId. For all

the talk of Forza 5’s game-changing

arti!cial intelligence and cloud

computing, as an evo reader what

you’re really interested in is, of course,

the metal. it’s hard to imagine there

has ever been a more mouthwatering

selection of machinery put at your disposal in a racing sim.

and they’ve been rendered in such extraordinary detail

that you can almost see the pools of drool forming on their

lustrous paintwork.

We’ll get to the modelling in a moment. First, let’s just

consider the cars that you’ll be able to slip your virtual behind

into from november 22. the roll-call reads like an evo

reader’s wish-list. literally hundreds of the most exciting

road and race cars ever built, from hatchbacks to hypercars

and everything in between, from classics like the mercedes

300Sl Gullwing to modern evo icons such as the nissan

Gt-r and Ferrari 599 Gto.

the list of hypercars alone includes the Pagani Huayra,

Bugatti Veyron, Koenigsegg agera and, of course, the brand

new mclaren P1. not a bad little evo group test right there.

and the really dedicated petrolhead will appreciate the

additions of Group B heroes like the Ford rS200 evolution

and nürburgring legends such as the ruf Ctr ‘Yellowbird’.

Forza 5 also sees the debut of open-wheel racing cars

for the !rst time in the series’ history. they’ll include current

and historic Grand Prix cars, and race cars from the indyCar

series, too. a special mention here for the mclaren m23 and

the Ferrari 312-2 driven by niki lauda and James Hunt,

I
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‘The roll call of cars featured reads like an evo reader’s wishlist. Literally
hundreds of the most exciting road and race cars ever built, from hatchbacks
to hypercars and everything in between, from classics like the Mercedes 300SL

Gullwing to modern evo icons such as the Nissan GT-R and Ferrari 599 GTO’

respectively, during the 1976 Formula 1 season. now

immortalised on screen in the movie rush, they will be

available as a free download to all Forza 5 players at launch.

So far, so very good indeed. But developers turn 10

have also promised a “generation-topping racer from day

one”, with new car physics and “scintillatingly modelled

imperfections”. thankfully they were happy to explain

themselves. turn 10 creative director Dan Greenawalt

explains: “Developing and improving the driving physics

has, in many ways, become the central pursuit for the

Forza motorsport series.

“We are always chasing that perfect simulation where

we can accurately recreate the in!nite variables of driving

in the digital world. at the same time, that pursuit is

always tempered by the limits of what we know about

the science of vehicle dynamics and the properties of

high-performance materials.”

So, during the development of Forza 5, pallets of tyres

were sent to Calspan, an automotive industry research

facility in Buffalo, new York, where researchers collected

data on how heat, friction and pressure affect rubber

performance and wear at track speeds.

“For Forza motorsport 5, we have an incredibly powerful

console at our disposal in the Xbox one,” continues

Greenawalt. ‘to make the most of that power, we had to

Top and above: Icons from the likes of Pagani, Ford, Audi and

Aston Martin are all featured, and rendered in extraordinary

detail. The developers say that Forza 5 showcases more

realistic designs than ever before because it now includes cars’

imperfections, such as the notorious ‘orange peel’ paint e�ect
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Above: Feel the power of Huayra’s cutting-edge engine

Above: The stunning detailing of Pagani is unmistakable

Above: Kerb an alloy and Forza 5 will now show damage

collect data on tyre variables that have never

been isolated – to refactor our understanding

of tyre technology through the lens of a much

more powerful console; one that could handle

the increasingly complex formulae of heat,

slip and weight transfer that our increased

understanding demands.

“thanks to the power of the Xbox one

and our Calspan partnership, we are

implementing truly cutting-edge scienti!c

understanding of tyre physics, suspension

geometry and aerodynamics – we’re not

implementing the recommendations of last

year’s text books, we’re running the tests that

will write the vehicle dynamics text books

of the next several years.”

impressive stuff, and Forza 5 players will be

able to feel – quite literally – the bene!ts of all

that research, thanks to the Xbox one

controller’s new impulse triggers. these are

rumble-motors actually mounted inside the

triggers themselves, which will allow you to

feel when the tyres are on the point of lock-up,

and the aBS starts working.

a similarly rigorous attention to detail has

also been applied to the engine and exhaust

notes, capturing everynuance, every changeof

volume and timbre to re#ect the environment

– open circuit, cityscape, tunnel, mountain

pass – and the throttle openings.

then there’s the look of the cars. “the new

generation is about more than poly count and

texture resolution,” says Greenawalt. “We’ve

transcended that. it’s about the details that

make things feel real.”

and the key to making the cars look even

more realistic is that rather than striving for

perfection, the developers at turn 10 have

actually modelled the cars’ imperfections.

John Wendel, content director, explains their

thinking. He says: “People have asked, your

cars were perfect in Forza 4 – so how are you

going to make them better?

“Well, the answer we found is actually

making them less perfect, bringing in some of

that imperfection that you see in the realworld.

a coat of paint never goes on perfectly evenly;

even on a million-dollar car, there’s what we

call orange peel. it’s a slight imperfection, you

see it in the re#ection of the car.”

So now your virtual lamborghini or

mitsubishi will come with a slice of orange

peel. interestingly, the one car you won’t see

imperfectionson is theP1.apparentlymclaren

employs a wet-sanding specialist, so its P1 has

a nearly perfect surface in the game.

ontheotherhand, if youkerb it, thedamage

will be there for all to see. Yep, that’s another

Forza 5 !rst: scuffed rims. Still, you can always

blame it on your Drivatar...
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Interview:Mr Forza

Canyouexplainhowyoumodel the

physicsofacar?

People tend to approach physics and simulation

from a driver perspective. The issue is that from

a driver perspective you’re dealing with the

testing of a car, which is actually the end result

of all the physics, but it’s not the physics itself.

So for example,what thatmeans is thatwedon’t

simulate understeer, we simulate suspension

architecture, tyre dynamics, heat in the tyres,

air pressure in the tyres, body roll, body stiffness

– and those result in understeer.

Soyou’renot simulating thecar’s

behaviour, you’remodellingwhat

causes thebehaviour?

Exactly. People ask me how I recreate the

understeer in a car, and it’s like, I just recreate

the car, and the car understeers.

Canyougiveusanexampleofhowyou

workedwithmanufacturers?

In Forza Motorsport 4, we had a very novel

approach to doing tyres.Weworkedwith Pirelli

and they gave us test data, and we changed our

tyre simulation so that we could input the data

withoutanymanipulation fromus.Thatmeanta

player was literally driving test data, which was

very cool, and other games are now mirroring

that approach. There was one issue, though: it

seemed that the methodology for doing the test

did not isolate out heat, it didn’t isolate outwear,

andasyou’re running the tyre test, the tyreheats

up, so that tyre curve ismuddy.When I talked to

the Pirelli engineers, I asked them about how I

could isolate all of these variables. Their answer

was that you can’t isolate the variables, don’t

worry about it, that’s just how it is.

Thatmusthavebeen frustrating?

We’re perfectionists on the team so we decided

to go to the source, andwe startedworkingwith

a company in Buffalo called Calspan. If you’re

not an engineer you probably haven’t heard of

Calspan, but the test that Pirelli was running

on its tyres – those are called Calspan tests. So

we went to Calspan and asked them the same

question and their answer was, that’s really

interesting – we don’t know the answer to that

either, but we might be able to come up with

tests to isolate these variables.

So I sent out a bunch of tyres, and they took

twoweeks to test them,andtheysentusmillions

of data points. What it means is that we now

have a level of isolation on all these variables –

tyre, heat, wear. Our tyres heat up on the inside,

the outside and the middle, plus you have the

core temperature when the tyre heats up the

carcass and keeps it from cooling down, the gas

expanding as it heats up. All of this is simulated

in our game.

Whatdoes thismean for theplayer?

Now every variable can be isolated, we’re able

to simulate to the player a level of depth that

power-wise wasn’t possible on last-generation

hardware. It’s not just power, it’s the approach.

We now know more about tyres than the tyre

manufacturers know about their own tyres.

So,with theopen-wheelers inForza5,

do thebrakesheat the tyresas theydo

in real racesituations?

You got me! No they don’t, but we do simulate

how much rolling friction heats up the tyre,

howmuch the air cools the tyre down at higher

speeds vs lower speeds, all of that stuff.

Howmuchdoyou relyon

manufacturerdata?

Sure the manufacturers send us data, and

we thank them politely, and we put it to the

side. Because what we found is their data is

not usually sent to us by their engineers, but

by the marketing and licensing departments.

Because that’s who creates the press packets,

so we’re getting the same press packets that

by NICK TROTT | PHOTOGRAPHY by DEAN SMITH

As creative director at Turn 10 Studios, Dan Greenawalt is Mr ForzaMotorsport. Here he
talks about physics modelling, deep partnerships and the game’s appeal to French women
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you get. Now we do deep partnerships with

certainmanufacturers, and that’s great because

when we do a deep partnership we’re able

to talk to their engineers. And when we talk

to their engineers we’re able to get a broader

understanding, not just of their car, but of

cars, so we’re talking about general suspension

kinematics, and yeah, the Audi engineer knows

the Audi kinematics, but guess what – he knows

the BMWkinematics as well. He knows how the

double A-arm suspension’s gonnamove, how it’s

gonna get camber, the length of the different

arms, pushrod, MacPherson, all these different

types of suspension geometry. So every version

of the game, we use our partnerships with the

race teams and manufacturers to make the

overall simulation better.

Does thisapply tosuppliersaswell?

Doyouspeak to them?

Yes. When it comes to reconstructing

an individual car, we go to the original

manufacturers of the parts. We might go to a

Zytek or a Prodrive or a Quaife and  nd out, for

example, what is the weight of that driveline

so that we can get the moment of inertia. Or it

might be body stiffness. You know some of that

through building a complex math model by

working with engineers, sometimes engineers

from a race team, to not just simulate their own

carsbutactuallyunderstandwhat typeofbodies

are going tohavemoreor less !ex, basedonhow

they were welded and built up. So we research

what a particular body was made of and then

our simulation can recreate the !ex of it because

that’s how thosewere.

Performancecar technology ismoving

forwardatan incrediblepace. This

mustpresenta fascinatingchallenge

for yourdevelopers?

What’s happening right now is the rebirth of

the hypercar. It’s basically been ten years since

we’ve had a real reboot of the hypercar, and

you’re right, the 918, the P1 and the LaFerrari

are absolutely in a different league than the

Enzo, Carrera GT and the F1.

Understanding how they do torque-vectoring

and hybrid assist, how they architect their

geometry, these cars defy physics. They’re fast

in away anddriveable in away that shouldn’t be

possiblewith 900bhp. The front tyres on that P1

are nowhere near wide enough, and yet the car

handles amazingly, so we actually doworkwith

them to update our physics in the game because

they’re learning things about the physics of cars

that weren’t known two years ago.

It’s actuallyquitehard toenjoy the

performancecar today,with rising

costs, speed limits, social acceptance,

etc. Is Forzaasubstitute?

The thing I love about working on Forza is that

it’s different things to different people andwhat

I love about car people in general is that most

of the ones I know are hugely opinionated. I

love arguing about cars, but in my position I

actually have theperspective tounderstand that

nobody’s really right, just really opinionated

about it. So what we’ve got is a game where we

never compromise on the physics. Never. We’re

always pushing and pushing, to learn more and

implement it. But then we add assists that make

it easier to drive. And that means that when

you’ve got someone who’s ready, they can drive

it with a wheel, raw simulation, but you also

have  ve-year-olds that play. And almost 40 per

cent of our players in France arewomen.

That'sasurprise...

This is the diversity that cars bring in. What I

found is that most people think that everyone

who plays Forza is like them: ‘Yeah, I’m a car

guy and I play Forza and all my friends that play

Forza are car guys.’ Well it’s just not true. What

I love is I want people who are really into cars to

feel like it’s their home, like a hand in a glove,

it  ts so well, and I want a  ve-year-old to have

room to grow and have a great time smashing

cars, and I want a woman in France to express

her passion for cars through our game.

So do I see it as a substitute? For some people

it is. For some people it isn’t. For race drivers it’s

a practice thing. Stéphane Sarrazin came to our

studio before Petit LeMans and took twodays of

practice in our game at our studio – he just lived

at our studio, ate lunch with us, practised and

thenwent toPetit LeMans andgot poleposition.

So we’ve got fans like that, and we’ve got  ve-

year-old kids playing split-screen, smashing up

cars. What I can say is that for the  ve-year-old

kid it’s replacing Matchbox cars, for Stéphane

it’s replacing track time and for everyone in

between you have some kind of fantasy.L

‘So what we’ve got

iS a game where we

never compromiSe

on the phySicS.

never’    
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by PETER TOMALIN

Epic new circuits and a new dimension in realism – wherever you want to race,
Forza Motorsport 5 will put you right there on the tarmac. We get the inside line

Advertising feature

O B S E S S I V E

attention to detail. Not

something that you’d

necessarily admire in your

tax inspector, but in your

game developer it’s most

de nitely A Good Thing.

For Forza Motorsport 5, developers Turn 10

Studios haven’t just gone the extra mile, they’ve

rendered that mile in extraordinary detail and

allowed you to see and feel every pimple on

the tarmac.

New tracks for Forza 5 include a number

of  rm evo favourites – Spa Francorchamps is

brand new, while Laguna Seca is back, fully

updated to take advantage of Xbox One, as is

Britain’s very own Silverstone.

There’s also the legendary Australian

Bathurst circuit for the  rst time, all of them

laser-scanned down to the last ripple in the

blacktop and the last tooth on the kerbing. Spa,

Laguna Seca and Bathurst are well known for

their dramatic elevation changes, and with

legendary corners such as Spa’s Eau Rouge and

Laguna Seca’s Corkscrew, a fast lap could feel

more like a roller-coaster ride.

But it won’t stop there. Connect the Xbox

One to the internet and you’ll also be able get

all the very latest content – further new tracks

and new cars – as soon as it’s available.

And in January, that will include arguably

the most challenging circuit on the planet –

the Nürburgring Nordschleife. Well known to

evo readers, the ’Ring has become the ultimate

performance benchmark, a lap time the supreme

arbiter of a supercar’s talents.

From January, you’ll be able to compare

your times with the test drivers from McLaren,

O

M A K E R S
CirCuit
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‘Thegoal is togiveplayers
not justthe lookandfeel
ofthetrack itself,butto
bringto lifeeverything
thatmakesthecircuit
sospecial.Ofcourse,
thismeansgettingthe
smalldetails right’

Pagani and all the others. You could even get

to race against evo’s ownDrivatar... The process

of capturing the detail of all of these circuits

is both painstaking and fascinating. Take

Mount Panorama at Bathurst, the spiritual

home of Australian motorsport and one of the

world’s great tracks. Turn 10 content director

John Wendl explains: “Mount Panorama has

been one of the most highly requested tracks

for years for the ForzaMotorsport series.

“In the past, we simply didn’t have the

technology to properly capture and render

this unique circuit. Now, with digital laser

scanning and our all-new graphics engine on

the Xbox One, we  nally do.

“It’s a beautifully complex and technically

challenging circuit. It’s known for its extreme

elevation changes and the subtle camber

differences throughout the track. To capture

all of this intricate detail, we’re now utilising

cutting-edge digital laser scanning technology

that allows us incredible precision on both

the vertical and horizontal axis.”

In 2012, Turn 10 sent a six-man crew to the

circuit for three days. They captured not only

the racing surface, but the surrounding areas,

including walls, trees and grandstands.

ContinuesWendl: “Our goal is to give players

not just the look and feel of the track itself, but

to bring to life everything that makes the

circuit so special. Of course, thismeans getting

the small details right – the cracks in the

asphalt, the track signage, and even things like

the TV camera towers correct.

“Beyond that, however, we want to provide

playerswith a real feel forwhat it’s like being at

the track, what the light looks like at eight

o’clock in the morning...” On the Xbox One, all

this is rendered at a glorious 1080p resolution

and 60 frames per second. What’s more, cloud

computing will allow Forza 5 to preserve high-

de nition performance, despite the power-

guzzling trackside effects.

Mark Skaife, star of V8 Supercar racing and

a Bathurst regular, put the digitally rendered

Mount Panorama to the test at a special

preview. Afterwards, he was clearly extremely

impressed and told reporters: “I was blown

away by howwell they had captured the track.

The racing line takes you through at the right

angles to attack the corners.

“The camber changes on the Mountain

Straight are captured perfectly. And the

markers that I’ve used for years – like the grate

in Reid Park – are all there in the game. When

you play the game you can truly understand

what it’s like to challenge themountain.”

Corners to lookout for?According toSkaife,

it’s The Dipper. “The game really captures the

adrenaline rush you feel shooting through the

Esses and into The Dipper,” he said.

“Also, at 300 km/h, the Chase is the fastest

touring car corner in the world. You need to go

"at out in the Conrod Straight and hit the drive

line perfectly. You don’t want tomiss this one.”

So there you have it. Chances are, in a few

months’ time, we’ll be talking about The

Dipper and The Chase in the same awed tones

currently reserved for Eau Rouge and The

Corkscrew. That’s the Forza effect.

Le: Classic Australian track

Bathurst will feature on new

Forza Motorsport 5 game

Below: The unmistakable

Silverstone, home of the British

GP, is also set to be included
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Caterham Seven 160

    



SimpleSeven
Just threemonths after we tried the fastest Seven ever
(the 311bhp 620R), Caterhamhas gone to the other
extreme and created a true back-to-basicsmodel – the
80bhp, three-cylinder-engined 160.We head toWales
to find outwhy it’s every bit as rewarding to drive

by JETHRO BOV INGDON

PHOTOGRaPHy by DEaN smITH
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We’re 604 miles

west of the Nürburgring

and the harsh autumnal

sun is slowly burning

away stubborn morning

dew. The Black

Mountains have rarely

looked so beautiful and the road haphazardly

�ung across them is quiet save for the odd

gaggle of bikers enjoying the last remnants of

sunshine before winter sets in. It’s the perfect

place and the perfect day to get our �rst taste

of a car with lofty ambitions – to get to the very

essence of the thrill of driving.

Its arsenal to meet that target? Three

cylinders, 660cc, 80bhp, a �ve-speed manual

gearbox, some aluminium bodywork and four

skinny 14-inch steel wheels wrapped in 155/65

Avon ZT5 tyres. The exciting but ultimately

pointlessquest to lap theRingevermorequickly

might aswell be taking place in another galaxy.

So this is the Caterham Seven 160, the new

entry-level model that weighs in at just 490kg

and £17,995 fully built (or £14,995 in kit form).

There’s no active aero, no electrical assist other

than an intermittently faulty fuel gauge, and

even when you ‘push to pass’ the throttle you

need quite a long straight to �zz past slow-

moving traf�c. I suspect you’d need a calendar

rather than a stopwatch to record its lap time

around the Nordschleife. Even so, sliding

down behind its tiny Momo steering wheel

and fumbling and scraping my left knuckles

trying to insert the key into the ignition barrel

feels pretty damn exciting. The idea of a super-

lightweight, narrow-tracked Seven on trailer

tyres and with a revvy little Suzuki-sourced

turboboosted engine sounds like heaven tome.

Locked into the driver’s seat the view out is,

of course, very familiar. Ahead is that dinky

steering wheel framing a rev counter, which

reads to 8, on the left and a speedometer on

the right, optimistically marked to 160mph.

Beyond that is the classic paper-thin louvred

aluminium bonnet, the cycle wings that bobble

and shimmy with the road, and two chrome

domes that form the back of the headlights and

cast an odd but hypnotising �sh-eye re�ection

of the Seven and the sky behind it as you wend

your way along.

With simple rocker switches for most of the

major controls and slim toggle switches for high

beam and the indicators, all set into a crackle-

black dash, it’s a rudimentary environment.

Cosy too, what with your right arm resting on

the sill, your left brushed by the transmission

tunnel and your feet squeezed into a tight

footwell with tiny and close-spaced pedals.

However, compared to the cramped and

exposed cabin of the Morgan 3Wheeler, whose

success the 160 would love to emulate, it feels

snug and natural. You feel instantly focused on

the road ahead and ready to go.

Twist the key, wait for the red light in the

middle of the dash to stop �ickering, signifying

that the immobiliser has disabled, and twist

again. Now the little three-cylinder engine

catches with a rorty boom. It’s a good start, but

the initial �ourish settles quickly into a quiet,

�uffy idle that parps out of the peashooter

exhaust rather limply. The 660cc turbocharged

engine was originally designed for Japanese

Kei-car applications and it certainly has awhite-

goods feel at idle. Still, theremight be surprises

in store, as it produces its peak 80bhp (up from

64bhp) at 7000rpm and the limiter doesn’t kick

in until a promising 7700rpm. Torque is rated

at 79lb ft at 3400rpm. For the record, Caterham

claims that the 160 will reach 60mph in 6.5

seconds and run out of puff at 100mph. By way

of comparison, the Roadsport 125’s 1.6-litre

W

Caterham Seven 160
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‘ThequesTTolap
TheRingeveRmoRe
quicklymighTaswell
beTakingplace in
anoTheRgalaxy’

Right:back-to-basics look gives the

160adelightfully retro vibe that gets

all the right kind of attention.Above:

exhaust is spindly compared to those

ofmore powerful Sevens.Top:Welsh

weather plays ball for this test
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Ford Sigma engine delivers 0-60mph in 5.9

seconds and 112mph for £22,995.

The black anodised shifter is cold to the

touch and it requires a good shove to select

�rst. As soon as the car is rolling you’ll need

second and then third in short order. The 160

is very short-geared to make the most of its

80bhp, with second all done at 45mph and

third not quite reaching 70mph. So you’re

immediately busy and engaged, and within

maybe 300 yards you’re a bit of a fan of that

tiny engine. It has a distinctive three-cylinder

thrum and rumble up to around 3500rpm but

there’s little chance to enjoy it as you always

seem to be up at 5500rpm or so, where the

exhaust’s deep howl has subsumed it. It zips

around to 7500rpm and just labours slightly

to the limiter, but wring it out like this and the

160 really �ies along. Turbo lag simply isn’t an

issue due to that short gearing. Between 40

and 80mph it’s a genuinely quick little car, and

more importantly the power-to-grip ratio feels

just about spot-on. Like the gearing, the chassis

keeps you rather busy…

Beneath and poking out from the simple

aluminium skin is a standard Seven chassis

not so much downgraded as back-dated. So at

the front it has standard wishbones rather than

the longer Superlight versions we’ve become

accustomed to, meaning that the track is

narrower. Just below your backside is a drum

brake-equipped live axle insteadof theDeDion

unit that has also become a Seven mainstay

in recent times. It’s there because it’s light,

simple and helps to keep the price down, too.

On smooth tracks live-axle Caterhams are no

problem at all (just ask Dickie Meaden, whose

old �yweight Caterham Fireblade – just 369kg!

– used a live axle), but up here on gnarly roads

it could be an issue. Especially when paired

with tyres that would pass for space-savers on

an average family hatch these days.

Sure enough, this most basic of Sevens

demands a period of acclimatisation. Even

after a solid four hours with the little engine

roaring away at 5500rpm in �fth, the heater

burning my legs and the odd roundabout and

slip road to explore, the �rst time the road

opens up over the mountain and I start to

lean on the 160, it’s a bit of a shock. Where a

Superlight would have rock-solid control and a

‘Forgetthe“accessibility”oFagt86oranyhothatch
youcaretomention,this isproperlyaccessible’
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Caterham Seven 160

real senseofprecision, the160wandersaround

on its sidewalls, and the softer suspension/live

axle combination seems to serve up a strange

mix of roll and heave matched to occasional

shuddering thumps thwacking through to your

seat. On a really bumpy road your backside/

seat relationship mirrors the rear axle’s �ight

off the ground almost exactly. For these �rst

few miles – and absurd as this sounds – the

engine feels too much for the chassis and the

160 is actually quite intimidating. Did I just

write that? Oh dear… but it’s true.

However, this initial shock is like an ice

bath after a raging sauna – heart-stopping but

ultimately good for you. And after a few miles

all that’s left is a warm glow of satisfaction and

a sense of real achievement. You’ve relaxed

into the car, stopped wrestling it and started

trusting it to grip at the front and then swing

elegantly at the rear in a neat arc to minimise

your steering input. This pattern is the key to

the 160 and takes practice to master. It always

slides just a little at the rear and initially you

�nd yourself trying to scribe a smooth arc

around a corner but instead darting straight

to the perfect racing apex – often on thewrong

side of the road. The rear axle literally ‘over

steers’ the front of the car onto a tighter line

than required. To account for this the initial

steering input needs to be clean but minimal,

and as soon as you commit to the throttle you

can wind off the lock and dance through in

a proper old-school four-wheel drift. It’s the

best and most satisfying technique, but just

occasionally you’ll give the little three-cylinder

engine its head and revel in the transition

from neutral to a tail-led stance, too. There’s

no limited-slip diff, but only on second-gear

hairpins do you really miss a locker.

What’s really special about this constantly

shifting balance and the way the 160 demands

to be steered on the throttle is that it really is a

constantprocess.Whether you’redoing30mph

in third or 60mph in fourth, you will be micro-

managing the balance, thinking about every

little input that you make and driving close to

or beyond the limit. Forget the ‘accessibility’ of

a GT86 or any hot hatch you care to mention,

this is properly accessible. A GT86 feels like

an over-tyred monster in comparison and

requires much less respect for speed limits to
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Caterham Seven 160

Top:660ccSuzuki engine puts out 80bhp, but as the car it’s inweighs just 490kg, thatmeans apower-to-weight ratio of 166bhp/ton–hence,with a bit of rounding down, the name ‘160’

‘It’saneducatIon InchassIsdynamIcsplayedout
InslowmotIon,but ItremaInsachallenge’
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truly come alive. Here the Caterham grants you

a great freedom. You can drive the steel wheels

off the 160 and never leave your lane even on

narrow roads; you can smash into the limiter in

second and third and use all the grip available,

and other road users – cyclists and walkers

included – will just give you a cheery wave… It

is simply brilliantly liberating.

But for how long? That’s the key question,

isn’t it? Can 80bhp – even in just 490kg – really

keep you challenged and entertained for more

than one or two passes over a lovely mountain

road?There’sno simpleanswer to thatquestion.

I love the 160’s delicacy and theway it demands

constant attention, the sensation when you

nail a sequence of corners without ever really

feeling like you’ve had to turn the steering

wheel, even the need to thrash it mercilessly

to get the performance from it. I also like that

it punishes you for mistakes and will roll into

oversteer should you take too much speed into

a corner whilst still hanging on the brakes. It’s

an education in chassis dynamics played out

in slow motion, but it remains a challenge, and

driving the 160 hard is not a simple process –

not compared to a modern hatch with fat tyres

and stability control.

Even so, therewill bemoments,maybewhole

days, when you’d like a little more stability, a

shade more grip and a heap more acceleration.

In the wet the 160 can be quite a lairy little

thing through quicker curves and a bit scrappy

in slower corners due to the open differential. I

suspect itwouldbe terri�c funona trackdaybut

also a mite frustrating when it comes to trying

to pass slower traf�c. And yet it perfectly ful�ls

its brief: it feels quick enough at road speeds

and never fails to entertain… plus it looks

gorgeously retro, too. It doesn’t have the sheer

sense of occasion of the Morgan 3 Wheeler –

what does? – but it’s a much better car to drive

on the road and has a far sweeter balance.

So the short answer is that 80bhp is enough.

That this little car sucks you so completely into

the process of extracting what performance it

has that any notion that you might get bored

with it seems crazy. It’s a hoot and one that can

be maximised on UK roads every day of the

week. However, there is still one thorny issue

that must be addressed. The 160 costs £17,995

fully built. Add paint to that and the price rises

to £19,145. Then you’ll want the ‘On the road

package’, which includes IVA inspection, 12

months’ tax, registration and delivery, and

bumps things up to £19,705. Oh, and there’s the

weather equipment (windscreen, doors, hood)

at £1250, and if you’re a soft southern shandy

like me the heater (£300) is essential, too. So

the optimum fully built, painted and useable

Seven 160 is £21,255. This is not a cheap car by

any stretch of the imagination and the lure of

a barely used Superlight R300 sets your mind

wandering.

That price is writ large in my mind as I go

for one last blast over the mountain before the

long slog back to Northamptonshire. It really

is the perfect day for this car and the road is a

match for the cloudless sky and vast scenery. It

climbs quickly with smooth black tarmac and

then gets more ragged and narrower as it starts

to plateau. Many of the corners are blind or you

get wrong-footed by gravel car parks on each

side that can look like the path of the road from

a distance. In many ways this is the 160’s worst

nightmare – a nasty surface to send the live axle

skimming and blind turns that can leave you in

the wrong gear at any moment. Then the road

runs fast and almost straight for a timewith just

a couple of fast kinks and a long left-hander to

really load up the chassis.

I’m well dialled-in to the way the 160 deals
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with the road now and the slightly wandery

sensation seems to distract much less. Instead

I focus on executing my gearshifts and turn-in

points correctly andmaintaining speed, letting

the rear slide but not so much that the wheels

spin up messily. It feels sensational. Despite

drum brakes the middle pedal has great feel

and progression, understeer only takes hold

if you massively misjudge the corner, and the

way the 160 telegraphs its intentions through

steering and seat is so transparent. After

the lovely, close-stacked lower ratios, only

the bigger jump from third to fourth gear

disappoints, killing the intensity of the engine’s

delivery and just occasionally betraying the

car’s turbochargedmake-up.

There’s body roll, some dive under braking

and plenty of squeal and slip, and I’m busy

reading the road, trying to work out the right

gear for each corner, but once again it’s the

economy of steering input that really strikes.

To so consistently be dictating the car’s attitude

with the throttle is just fantastic fun and

incredibly satisfying.

What price do you put on that level of

engagement? That sense of achievement?

These questions are the very crux of the issue

and everyone will have their own take on it.

In the end I just stopped worrying about what

the 160 can’t provide but instead focused on

its unique qualities – qualities that can be

enjoyed on real roads every single day. A rare

commodity indeed. Suddenly the price didn’t

seem an issue at all.

Caterham Seven 160

Specification

caterham seven 160

engine In-line 3-cyl, 660cc, turbocharged

CO2 TBC

Power 80bhp @ 7000rpm

Torque 79lb ft @ 3400rpm

Transmission Five-speed manual, rear-wheel drive

Front suspension Double wishbones, coil springs,

dampers, anti-roll bar

Rear suspension Live axle,

coil springs, dampers

Brakes 245mm solid discs front, drums rear

Wheels 4.5 x 14in front and rear

Tyres 155/65 R14 front and rear

Weight (kerb) 490kg

Power-to-weight 166bhp/ton

0-60mph 6.5sec (claimed)

Top speed 100mph (claimed)

Basic price £17,995 (fully built)

On sale Spring 2014

evo rating:;;;;4

‘TosoconsisTenTlybedicTaTingThecar’s

aTTiTudewiThTheThroTTle is jusTfanTasTic

funandincrediblysaTisfying’
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Swissmovement, English heart

C70 DBR1 CHRONOMETER

Historic 100 Piece Limited edition

Made in Switzerland / Back-plate incorporates metal from historic 1959 Le Mans winning
Aston Martin DBR1/2 / Worldwide limited edition of only 100 pieces / Thermo-compensated
ETA 251.272 Chronometer / 1/10ths second split-timing / 316L marine-grade stainless steel
case / Anti-re�ective sapphire crystal / Signed provenance certi�cation / Vintage leather strap

with Bader deployment / Deluxe presentation case and Special Edition owner’s handbook
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Since ColinMcRae andRichard Burns left theWorld Rally Championship,
British interest in the sport has collapsed. Now on the fringes of the top
flight, youngWelshman Elfyn Evans could be about to change all that

ABOVE
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RemembeR the days when the woRld Rally Championship

rivalled Formula 1 for the affections of the British motorsport fan? When Colin

McRae, Richard Burns and their ilk were familiar names even to the average bloke

down at the Rose and Crown? Feels like centuries ago, doesn’t it?

The decline of theWRC’s popularity in this country in the decade since the ‘Colin

and Burnsie’ era has been astonishing. The series has plummeted from healthy

seven-�gure audiences on Channel 4 to barely scraping �ve-�gure ones on digital channels so far

down your Sky Guide that you’d never noticed them before.Will the glory days ever return?

Elfyn Evans, the 24-year-old Welshman on the cusp of hitting the big time, could be a crucial part

of the sport’s recovery. Fresh from two sixth-place �nishes in the WRC this season, Evans is in pole

position tobecome the successful Britishdriver hebelieveswouldbring rallyingback into thenational

consciousness. ‘Part of the reason for the lack of interest is that there hasn’t been a British “idol” in the

world championship for a very long time,’ he says. ‘Colin and Richard were the last two that we had.

Richard’s title win was 12 years ago now, and it’s been a long time since we’ve had a British driver

winning rallies and �ghting for the championship. Of course, we always hope to get more of a British

following anyway, but maybe it needs one person to have that success to rekindle the interest.

‘It would actually be great to see more than one person [from Britain] getting to the top over the

next few years. We’ve got a really strong crop of talent in Britain at the minute, and there are some

really good drivers coming through, so I hope we can get an opportunity to show everyone what us

Brits can do.’

If a star rally driver being called Evans rings a distant bell, it’s with good reason. Elfyn is the son of

Gwyndaf Evans, former British champion and all-round rallying legend, who has guided his progeny

through the lower ranks of the sport to the fringes

of the WRC. Although Evans Sr perhaps can’t

offer the same level of expertise at world level as

he could when Elfyn started rallying in 2007, the

bond between them remains strong.

‘It’s not necessarily advice in the same way now,

but he’s still always there for an opinion if I need it,’

the younger Evans explains. ‘He’s someone I really

like to have aroundwhen I’m competing andwhen

I’mpreparing for rallies. OK, he doesn’t compete as

much now as he used to, but you have to make the

most of having someone so close to youwho has so

much knowledge about the sport.’

His father giving him a solid grounding in

motoring mechanicals has helped Elfyn’s sporting

progress enormously. Until earlier this year, he

combined his rally duties with a day job as service

manager at his father’s Ford and Suzuki dealership

Previous page: Evans made
his WRC debut in Sardinia.
Right: he won four WRC
Academy rounds in a row in
his front-wheel-drive Fiesta
R2 en route to the 2012 title.
Far bottom right: co-driving
with Giovanni Bernacchini in
Sardinia took Evans out of his
comfort zone. Below left:
father Gwyndaf (left) has
taught his son well

in Dolgellau. That, combined with Gwyndaf’s exploits in Escorts and Sierras,

has fostered a strong sense of ‘brand loyalty’ towards the Blue Oval in Elfyn.

That’s continued through his rallying, the vast majority of which has been

conducted in Fiestas in varying levels of speci�cation, although he says that’s

purely coincidental.

‘We startedwith theFiesta STback in2007, andwe’veprogressed inFiestas

because that was the route that was most logical for me and my career,’ he

says. ‘I had a season in a Subaru in 2011 as part of the Pirelli Star Driver

programme[Elfynwona freeBritish championship campaign inan Impreza],

and aside from that we were planning to get into the WRC Academy, which

also happened to use the FiestaR2 I also had. It’s just happened that the series

that have suitedme best have all required Fiestas.

‘The family has been involved with Ford cars for decades, so there is a

strong link toFords there.Thatdoesn’tmean to say that Iwon’t driveanything

else, but there’s de�nitely a strong personal link there. It’s nice to be able to

continue rallying them as well.’

That’s all well and good, but the problem is that ‘Fiesta’ doesn’t scream

brutal, exciting rally car in the same way ‘Stratos’ or ‘Quattro’ does. One

criticism frequently levelled at modern-day rallying is that watching four-

wheel-drive hatchbacks haring across the countryside just isn’t as exciting as

the over-powered �re-breathing drama that came with the Group B cars of

the 1980s. Evans is �rm in his defence of modern rally machinery, however,

insisting that the likes of Fiestas and Citroën DS3s still have the wow-factor

and pose just as signi�cant a challenge to drivers.

‘For sure, the cars have changed, but what people have to realise is that

technology has comeon somuch,’ he says. ‘If people actually get to the stages,

they’ll see that the speed the cars are carrying through the corners now is

absolutely mind-blowing, even if the cars don’t have 500-600bhp like the

GroupB cars did. It’d be good if people could experience it for themselves and

appreciate what we have now rather than the �re-breathingmonsters of old.

‘One of the biggest challenges driving themodern car is that it isn’t dif�cult

to drive up to a certain standard, but the capability of the car is so high that

it’s hard to commit to drive at a high speed and to extract all that capability.

That level of commitment needed to be competitive iswhatmakes it exciting.’

Evans’ progression through Fords (and winning the WRC Academy title

last year) helped him land a full-time job with M-Sport, Malcolm Wilson’s

Cumbrian out�t that builds and runs rallying Fiestas from entry-level all

R

Elfyn Evans
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‘Evans is in polE
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bring rallying

back into

thE national
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Elfyn Evans

the way up to World Rally Cars. As well as testing cars and working on them at the

factory, Evans also drives an M-Sport Fiesta R5 (as tested in evo 186) in the WRC2

series – effectively the GP2 of rallying.

Although he’s been hit with some unreliability in his WRC2 campaign, his role at

M-Sport made him the ideal candidate to step into the breach when the full WRC

team needed a last-minute stand-in. When Nasser Al-Attiyah was tied up with

business commitments in his native Qatar in June, Evans was drafted in to take his

place on Rally Italy alongside Al-Attiyah’s regular co-driver Giovanni Bernacchini.

Despite it being his fullWRCdebut on one of the series’ roughest gravel events, Evans

�nished an admirable sixth, earning himself huge plaudits and marking himself out

as a rising star to watch.

‘I’d met Giovanni previously but we’d never even sat in a car together until the day

before the recce started,’ Evans recalls. ‘Normally you work with your co-driver for

days and days preparing before you get to a rally, so imagine sitting with someone

new, whose �rst language isn’t English, when you’re making your World Rally Car

debut on an event as tough as Sardinia. It really doesn’t �ll you with con�dence! It

was an unforgettable experience, though. Giovanni is a world-class co-driver and he

was a huge help tome all the way through the event.’

The good news for British fans is that Evans’ heroics in Sardinia (and Germany,

where he took another sixth overall driving the R5) has put him in the frame when

it comes to works drives in 2014. With returning marque Hyundai increasing the

number ofmanufacturer teams to three (alongside Citroën andVolkswagen,without

taking the Qatar-backedM-Sport team into consideration), a shake-up is expected in

the driver market. Evans, who is not contracted to anyone for 2014 as yet, is keeping

his options open.

‘We’re not sure where we’re going for next year at theminute, andwe’re still in the

early stages of discussions, but I certainly hope I’ve done enough to earn a place in

the team for next year,’ he says. ‘Whether we’d have to bring some funding to make

a deal, I don’t know at the minute. The biggest thing is to get experience of all the

WRC events, and in a competitive car. If we could learn all the rallies and get the

experience ready for a full assault in 2015, that would be ideal.’

If Evans can follow throughon that plan andwin a rally in 2015, the recovery of the

WRC in Britain will have well and truly begun. Here’s hoping.L

Wilson’s view

MalcolM Wilson, as head of the M-sport
organisation that runs Elfyn Evans’ Fiesta R5 and
has built most of the cars he’s ever rallied, has seen
the Welshman’s progress at close quarters. and if
Evans is rated by a man of the stature of Wilson,
British champion as a driver and world champion as
a team boss, you know he must be good.

‘nowadays drivers need the whole package to be
successful, and Elfyn has got huge dedication and
commitment,’ says Wilson. ‘His experience in junior
two-wheel-drive cars has helped, because that’s
made his style very neat and tidy, which is the
quickest way to drive the modern 4wd cars.

‘My one regret is that we couldn’t get him
started at this level earlier. i’ve been really
impressed with what i’ve seen this year. He put
in a very sensible drive in sardinia in difficult
circumstances, with a new co-driver and so on,
and delivered a great result. on top of that his pace
in Finland and Germany was very impressive, and
ahead of our expectations for him.’

Wilson has long dreamt of guiding a British
driver to WRc glory and hopes that, if he can hold
on to him for next year, Evans could be that driver:
‘i’d like to think we can find a way to keep him in a
Fiesta. our first priority is to make sure we can keep
the team running, which hasn’t been easy since the
decision from Ford [to pull its official WRc backing]
last year.’
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With nearly 30 years experience, Parr is the UK’s leading Porsche

specialist. As the official importer of Cargraphic tuning products we offer

a wide range of parts for your Porsche and other marques.

From simple tuning and upgrades to bespoke modifications, performance

engineering with style is as much a part of our DNA as our passion for all

things Porsche.

+44 (0) 1293 537 911 // PARR-UK.COM +49 63 41 968 911-0 // CARGRAPHICTS.COM

FOR YOUR PORSCHE

THE PERFECT

TUNING // SERVICING // MOTORSPORT // STYLING // SALES // RESTORATION

PARR

Specialists In Porsche

5 The Faraday Centre, Faraday Road,
Crawley, West Sussex RH10 9PX

United Kindgom

CARGRAPHIC THOMAS SCHNARR

Tuning Programs For Prestige And Sportscars

Wieslauterstraße 20,

D-76829 Landau, Germany
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It’s been an incredible year for performance cars. After
much deliberation, elevenwere deemedworthy of a shot at
the 2013 eCoty title, with two rounds – one in the UK, one in

France – necessary to find awinner. Place your bets…

Forget all that Keats nonsense about mists and

mellow fruitfulness, autumn surely only means one thing to a right-headed

person: evo Car of the Year. When we sat down on a selection of hard

chairs in a hot meeting room back in the summer and started compiling

the list for 2013, it was immediately obvious that this was going to be an

exceedingly good batch. Richard Meaden has been involved in (nearly) all

of the previous 15 eCoty tests and can’t remember there ever being a more promising line-up

(he can’t remember where the keys to his 964 are, either, but that’s a different matter).

This year we’ve got a !rst round in the UK, where a shortlist of seven cars will be whittled

down to four. This quartet will then board a Eurotunnel carriage and head to France to meet

a big-hitting, had-to-be-there trio coming from their home markets in Italy (Ferrari F12) and

Germany (MercedesSLSAMGBlackandPorsche911GT3).The intriguingAlfaRomeo4Calso

gets a bye to the second round because it’s so fresh out of the oven it will be coming straight

from the launch in Italy. This !nal eight will then spend three days on and around the glorious

Route Napoleon being rigorously assessed for ‘the thrill of driving’ in order to !nd the winner.

If you’re only going to read one test this year, then it should probably be the Veyron versus

Huayra one we did back in the spring (evo 185). But if you missed that, then pour yourself a

drink, !nd a comfortable chair and immerse yourself in what follows over the next 38 pages.

The weather’s probably all misty outside anyway.

F
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YOU’VE PROBABLY

heard a lot about the Jaguar

F-type this year. Perhaps

seen an ad campaign or

two, or read a road test or

three? If you haven’t been

exposed to the extraordinary marketing hype

that surrounded its launch, then tellme: how is

the weather on themoon?

Suffice to say, the evo team was excited

when, in early April, a pair of F-types arrived

at the office. One was a V6 S with 375bhp, the

other a V8 S with 488bhp. Having savoured

the performance of a range of increasingly

powerful Jaguar sports and saloon cars, if not

the driving involvement, we hoped the F-type

would hit us with the type of dynamic edge

that Porsche has sharpened over the years. The

F-type simply could not claim to be a sports car

if it rode like a tractor, sounded like a washing

machine and responded like an octogenarian

goalkeeper. But the first impressions were

good. Very, very good.

TheF-typedoesanexcellent jobofdelivering

its manifesto the moment you climb in. The

joystick gearlever falls to hand, the dashboard

has a colour, finish and details that wouldn’t

look out of place in Lockheed Martin’s latest

warplane, and the engine (either V6 or V8)

starts with a scream and a crackle that’s part-

Neolithic wolverine, part-porn actress. There’s

even a grab-handle for the passenger.

The seduction continues on the road. The

engine note extends its reach and range, the

responses are good, the steering sharp and the

performance more than adequate. In our first

test, the V6 S was defeated by the Porsche 911,

but the manic V8 S beat the Aston Martin V8

Vantage. The V8 S was our overall choice: a

greater entertainer than the V6 andwith awild

side missing from most modern Jaguars. ‘The

Jaguar disrespectfully exposes the Aston’s age

with sharper dynamics, more focused appeal,

and a chassis that allows the driver to be more

expressive,’ said, erm, me in the conclusion to

the twin test (evo 183).

But does this sparkle and genuine driver

appeal allow theV8S to reach thefinal of eCoty

2013? You’d think so, wouldn’t you? Read on…

Y

Jaguar F-type V8 S

Engine V8, 5000cc, supercharged
Power 488bhp @ 6500rpm

Torque 461lb ft @ 2500-5500rpm

Weight (kerb) 1665kg
Power-to-weight 298bhp/ton
0-62mph 4.3sec (claimed)

Top speed 186mph (claimed)

Basic price £79,985

Specification

by NICK TROTT

    



The R8 made iTs

�rst eCoty appearance back

in 2007. Since then it has

continued to evolve and

improve with every passing

year, each small step adding

further lustre to an impeccably polished

machine. On the face of it, the V10 Plus was yet

another subtle incremental step, but from the

moment we drove it on the launch we knew it

was something very special.

Less weight, more power and �rmer �xed-

rate passive dampers created a tighter dynamic

focus for an added pinch of aggression.

Retention of a six-speed manual gearbox

showed Audi understands the needs of the

purist, while adoption of a new double-clutch

S-tronic transmission �nally gave the R8 a

worthy paddle-shift ’box.

Since that �rst drive, we’ve only become

more smitten by the ultimate R8. It may

sound strange – especially for an Audi – but

there’s a real mellowness and warmth about

this 550bhp V10-engined machine. Where so

many supercars concentrate on setting new

benchmarks for acceleration and lap times,

the R8 provides a welcome antidote to the

increasingly frenzied willy-waving practised

by brands that should know better.

The R8 has always been refreshingly

understated, but in the V10 Plus this subtlety

belies an assured con�dence that makes it a

unique, desirable car. It’s truly accomplished

in every respect: a fully formed, perfectly

rounded car that’s effortless to use, yet one

that can give you moments of true inspiration

whenyouextend it. Stable and communicative,

beautifully measured, stonkingly quick, yet

cool and calm for maximum con�dence, it’s a

cerebral, grown-up take on the supercar.

So high is our regard for the V10 Plus thatwe

con�dently pitched it against theMcLaren 12C

and Ferrari 458 for a group test (evo 183). We

knew it couldn’t compete for sheer bravado, but

we wanted to look beyond the showmanship,

instead exploring their relative abilities as real-

world supercars. That the R8 could match the

McLaren and Ferrari’s point-to-point pace on

challenging moorland roads, and was by far

the most accomplished car to live with despite

costing barely half themoney, secured its place

here in the eCoty eliminator round.
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Audi R8 V10 Plus

Engine V10, 5204cc
Power 542bhp @ 8000rpm

Torque 398lb ft @ 6500rpm

Weight (kerb) 1570kg
Power-to-weight 351bhp/ton

0-62mph 3.5sec (claimed, S-tronic)

Top speed 197sec (claimed, S-tronic)

Basic price £128,710

Specification

by R ICHARD MEADEN
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THE FIESTA ST WAS

one of 2013’s freshest

breaths of air. Back in the

spring we knew that it was

one of three new junior

hot hatches that were set

to reach the market almost simultaneously.

The early hype focused on the other two, the

Renaultsport Clio 200 Turbo and to a lesser

extent the Peugeot 208 GTI, and on paper the

ST looked set to be an also-ran: down on power

at 179bhp and (we thought) likely to stick to its

predecessor’s combination of a decent drive let

down by lukewarm performance.

Wewerewrong.Boththe208andClioturned

out to be damp-squib disappointments, the

feel-free Renault particularly so with its dull-

witted double-clutch gearbox. The Fiesta was

the revelation:pure, double-distilledessenceof

hot hatch. We fell in love with it from our very

first encounter, when David Vivian returned

from an early drive at Ford’s Lommel test track

with his adjectives stretched. And once we’d

got it onto British roads, it was clear the STwas

something properly special – grippy, agile and

with a tireless enthusiasm for being worked

hard. The ST’s turbocharged 1.6-litre engine

might be down on power, but its revvy nature

and rorty soundtrack give the car a keenness

that makes its rivals feel characterless.

The Fiesta’s group-test encounter with Clio,

208andalucklessNismoJuke(evo184)turned

into a bloodbath. Not only did the ST rout the

competition on road, it also put in the quickest

lap on track at the Bedford Autodrome, besting

themore powerful cars through its lightweight

construction and chassis agility. And when

Ford announced the Mountune pack shortly

afterwards, the factory-approved tuning kit

boosting power by 33bhp for just £599, the

Fiesta’s status as a blue-collar performance

herowas secured.Apologies for thehorrendous

cliché, but – in terms of new-car purchases –

you can’t go faster for themoney.

But can it stand a chance in eCoty?We know

from experience that even the most talented

hothatches can struggle tomake their presence

feltwhen surrounded bymega-powerful rivals.

Is the Fiesta good enough?

Ford Fiesta STMountune

Engine In-line 4-cyl, 1596cc, turbocharged

Power 212bhp @ 6000rpm

Torque 236lb ft @ 2750-3500rpm

Weight (kerb) 1088kg
Power-to-weight 198bhp/ton
0-62mph 6.6sec (claimed)

Top speed 140mph (claimed)

Basic price £17,594

Specification

by MIKE DUFF
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I
I t ’ s n o s e c r e t

that we’re massive fans of

hardcore hot hatches here

at evo. So when the Mini

John Cooper Works GP

was of cially con rmed,

we were more than a little excited. Then we

delved into the speci cation a little deeper and

rejoiced in the detail.

Even a standard Cooper S is a fast and

seriously feisty little car, but the GP promised

something altogethermore serious. Apart from

the stickers and the aero kit (which actually

reduces drag by six per cent), it bene tted

from a radical programme of upgrades: new

adjustable-ride-height coilover suspension

(with inverted dampers at the front) providing

increased camber and reduced front toe-in

for greater agility, an all-new braking system

featuring six-piston calipers and 330mm

front discs, GP-speci c and super-sticky

trackday tyres, and recon gured stability

control functions including a more aggressive

Electronic Differential Lock Control. Oh,

and no rear seats. Far from a simple aesthetic

makeover, theWorks GP had all themakings of

a new hero hot hatch.

Then we drove it. For the  rst few miles, its

manic, furious, sometimes unruly character

seemed too much for most roads. It’s a stiff,

hyper-agile car and with plenty of torque-

steer and even more lift-off oversteer, the

GP is something of a shock when you  rst

experience it. However, with time you start to

revel in the sheer enthusiasm and focus of the

car and admireMini for allowing something so

uncompromising tomake it to the showroom.

Even against competition as exceptional

as the Ford Focus RS500, Audi A1 quattro

and Mégane R26.R (evo 181), the GP shone

 ercely, and on track it outperformed even

the completely stripped-out Renault. After

two days in its company we’d forgotten that

its 215bhp 1.6-litre turbocharged engine

produced just 7bhp more than the standard

JCW for a £5000 premium. Instead we just

wanted to celebrate the fact that it existed at all

and to drive it until the tank ran dry.

So put any cynicism you might have to one

side and for ‘Works GP’ read ‘Giant Killer’.

Surely it deserves its shot at the big boys on the

greatest roads on Earth?

evo Car of the Year 2013

Mini John CooperWorks GP

Engine In-line 4-cyl, 1598cc, turbo

Power 215bhp @ 6000rpm

Torque 206lb ft @ 2000-5100rpm

Weight (kerb) 1140kg
Power-to-weight 192bhp/ton
0-62mph 6.3sec (claimed)

Top speed 150mph (claimed)

Basic price £28,790

Specification

by JETHRO bOv InGDOn
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Y
YOU MIGHT WELL

be wondering what the

Vantage is doing here. This

is a car that, in its basic form,

is close to its tenth birthday,

and is here in a test reserved

for 2013’s ultimates. However wonderful the

venerable Aston might be, surely it doesn’t

stand a chance in this company?

Yet there’s no element of sympathy or pity

in the Vantage’s inclusion here; rather an

acknowledgement that, on the right day and

on the right road, this remains one of the

most entertaining cars on the planet. Because

although its basic design might be nearing

the end of its first decade, the V12 S stands

as glorious proof that Aston’s evolutionary

approach really does let the company punch

well above the weight its modest development

budgets should earn it.

And don’t forget that the standard V12

Vantage has always been pretty much our

favourite contemporary Aston: lighter and

more lithe than the Vanquishwhile sharing the

same sublime engine. The fact the V12 came

onlywith amanual gearboxmerely heightened

its appeal.

Which is where the new ‘S’ is different, of

course: more power, a sharper dynamic focus

when you really up the pace, and the sole

transmission option of Aston’s single-clutch

‘Speedtronic’ automated shifter, now re-

engineered to deal with the V12’s output. This

’box can’t come close to matching the speed or

refinement of rival twin-clutch systems, but the

rest of the car really is so good that, after a few

minutes of acclimatisation, you learn to ignore

the onethousand-twothousand pause between

asking for a gear via the steering paddles and

feeling it arrive.

It’s the combination of pace and grace that

makes the Aston feel so special: a devastating

full-attack mode (accompanied by what

remains one of the best soundtracks in the

business) combined with ultra-comfortable

cruising. It’s old, but it’s definitely still game.

And can you think of another car that

manages to still look this good, and this fresh,

after nearly a decade of exposure?

AstonMartin V12 Vantage S

Engine V12, 5935cc
Power 565bhp @ 6750rpm
Torque 457lb ft @ 5750rpm

Weight (kerb) 1665kg (estimated)
Power-to-weight 345bhp/ton
0-62mph 3.9sec (claimed)
Top speed 205mph (claimed)
Basic price £138,000

Specification

by MIKE DUFF
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A
As I ’m sure you

remember, last year the

ExigeSbecamethe rst-ever

joint eCoty champion along

with the Pagani Huayra.

And while the intervening

12 months haven’t been the rosiest for Lotus,

the chaps in Norfolk have managed to release

a roadster version of the Exige.

‘But a roadster version of the Exige is surely

an Elise?’ I hear you ponder. And how right

you are, but let’s not get mixed up in naming

semantics here. All that matters is that the

wide body looks fantastic (albeit slightly less

aggressive than the coupe, as it’s been denuded

of someaero), thesuperchargedV6still putsout

a stonking 345bhp and 295lb ft, and everyone

apart from Jethro likes a car without a roof.

Back in June (evo 186), the six-cylinder

roadster took on an all-star cast in Wales. The

basic Jaguar F-type V6 didn’t even get a look in.

Neitherdid theSLK55.DavidVivianeventually

chose the Porsche Boxster as the better all-

round ownership proposition for £50,000, but

he also said that in pure driving terms ‘the

Exige gets what really matters so right that it

delivers more sublimemoments than the other

three cars put together.’ High praise indeed.

On one of my favourite test routes, the

Exige S Roadster feels stunningly quick, to

the point where the claimed 0-62mph time

of 4.0sec seems almost conservative. It might

not have the most charismatic V6, but it has an

addictively rich seam of punchy torque thanks

to that supercharger. The dampers have been

wound back a smidge and the geometry has

been slightly tweaked for the Roadster, but it

still has a ride and steering that leave you in no

doubt about the road surface you’re travelling

over (I actually take off at a point where I don’t

ever remember leaving the ground before, at

which point I admittedly have no idea of the

road surface underneathme).

So despite the slight softening of its looks

and suspension, and despite the addition in

this particular car of a cup holder (I mean,

really!), the Exige S in roadster form remains

a surprisingly focused, some might even say

hardcore proposition, but we love it.

A topless version of a past champion – surely

that’s a shoo-in to go through to the  nal

shootout…?

evo Car of the Year 2013

Lotus Exige S Roadster

Engine V6, 3456cc, supercharged
Power 345bhp @ 7000rpm

Torque 295lb ft @ 4500rpm

Weight (kerb) 1166kg
Power-to-weight 301bhp/ton
0-62mph 4.0sec (claimed)

Top speed 145mph (limited)

Basic price £52,900

Specification

by HENRy CATCHPOLE
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F
FOR SO LONG THE

911’s poor relation, Porsche

pulled out all the stops

with the new-generation

Cayman. The result is a

car with an intoxicating

blend of silken powertrain, feelsome steering,

breathtaking poise and keen pricing.

So the Cayman S is a compelling car in many

ways, not least because it signals a shift in

Porsche’s attitude towards its sub-911 coupe.

With the 911 pushed unashamedly upmarket,

the Cayman has been allowed to mature into

a more credible and desirable model in its own

right. Confidently emerging from the 911’s

shadow as a brilliant all-round package that

needs no excuses, it actually eclipses the 991

Carreras for feel, cohesion and enjoyment.

Where the 991 Carrera and Carrera S are

frustratingly numb and aloof, the Cayman S

deliversavibrant,engagingdrivingexperience.

It’s beautifully polished in everything it does,

feeling as at home in everyday driving as it does

rollicking along your favourite road. You can’t

help but fall for its fabulous flat-six engine,

especially when it exhales through the optional

sports exhaust. Spinning sweetly to 8000rpm

with a glorious howl, it’s a superb motor with a

soundtrack to match. Likewise the chassis is a

mid-engined masterpiece. Taut and controlled

but with all-important pliancy, it manages to

revel in smooth tarmac yet shrugs off lumpy

B-roads. The way it flows through corners

is magical, the manner in which it nurtures

novices and entertains experts is genius.

Fitted with the optional PDK transmission it

is surely the ultimate effortless daily driver, but

for purity and complete sensory immersion you

can’t beat the exceptional six-speed manual,

which has one of the slickest shifts you’ll

ever experience. There’s even an automatic

throttle-blip function, which makes everyone a

heel-and-toe hero, though this being a Porsche

you’re free to do the fancy footwork when you

disable the driver aids.

It’s not as extreme as some other eCoty

contenders, but its depth of ability, infectious

character and shining quality books the

Cayman S a place in this first round.

Porsche Cayman S

Engine Flat-six, 3436cc
Power 321bhp @ 7400rpm

Torque 273lb ft @ 4500-5800rpm
Weight (kerb) 1320kg

Power-to-weight 247bhp/ton
0-62mph 5.0sec (claimed)
Top speed 176mph (claimed)
Basic price £48,783

Specification

by R ICH A R D ME A DEN
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Above: Exige cupholder
clearly designed to

hold more lightweight
co�ees.Above right:

designer Will Beaumont
uses a spare wiper

to dry septet for
photography. Right:

chair gives Smith extra
height for photography

Left: all the driving for
eCoty took place on the
road, but we went to a
wet Bedford Autodrome
to shoot our �rst-round
contenders. Far left:
without a spare wheel,
the F-type’s boot space
is almost acceptable.
Below: Aston’s 398mm
front discs dwarf the
350mm items on the
Cayman (top left)
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Theselection

by NICK TROTT

WE’VE BEEN DRIVING

the contenders all week:

slithering our way around

local roads, driving them

back-to-back, taking notes,

having disagreements. But

now’s the time to trim seven down to four.

eCoty is not about finding the best: it’s

about finding the best of the best. Each of the

cars you’ve just read about is among the finest

performance cars of the year, but only four can

graduate. It’s times like this when we remind

ourselves of The Thrill of Driving, our central

tenet. After a week’s testing, it’s all about

picking the cars that are capable of taking on

– and possibly beating – the fabulous foursome

that await in southern France.

The first to find itself booked on the 8.50am

Eurotunnel is theMini GP. It radiates The Thrill

of Driving to an extent where we’re all sensing

a major shock come final judging. This punchy

little Brit-built hooligan has made it absolutely

clear that when it comes to providing outright

driving joy, it has few rivals. Ferrari, Porsche,

Mercedes and Alfa should be worried.

Sadly, it isn’t all rosy for the Brits. The Lotus

Exige S Roadster is one of the best cars of the

year, but the edge of the hard-top version has

been softened slightly and its rivals prove just

too good. And the F-type V8 S? A sublime first

effort,but there’sa sense itneedsanothercouple

of years of evolution before it can graduate to

the final of an eCoty. Also, we remind ourselves

that we’re choosing cars that have a shot at

winning overall, and hand-on-heart, none of us

feel that way about the F-type.

Conversely,we’re innodoubt that theAudiR8

V10Plus and the PorscheCaymanS canwin the

BigOne. Both yield visceral driving experiences

on any road and in any weather and both are

evolved to perfection. Both qualify.

Now things get tough. Only one ticket to

France is left… and the Aston just nabs it over

the Fiesta. That Ford’s firecracker canbe spoken

about in equal terms with Aston Martin’s best

road car is a testament to the Fiesta’s brilliance

– be in no doubt that the Fiesta Mountune is

an exceptional car. However, we feel that the

V12 Vantage S – having raised its game and

absorbed a little of the One-77’s manic energy

– stands a better chance of winning.

And so with that, the Mini, Cayman, Audi

andAston form an unlikely convoy to one of the

greatest driving roads in Europe.

W
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arEamongthE finEstof
thEyEar, butonly four
cangraduatE’
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From supercar
superstars to giant-
slaying hot hatches, each
of these eight finalists can
stake a credible claim to being
crowned evo’s top car of 2013.
A thorough examination on
and aroundRoute Napoleon in
Francewill determinewhich is
deserving of the accolade
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The yowling and

howling exhaust pipes

disappear up the road, the

distinctive sounds fading…

fading… until at last they’re

subsumed into the mundane

cacophony of Digne-les-Bains going about its

business on a Tuesday morning. Suddenly I feel

quite lonely. As I glance around the car park of

the Hotel Campanile (think French Travelodge,

then ratchet back the luxury levels a bit), the

only things left are a diesel Peugeot 307 and a

purple Fiat Panda (last-gen). Given the choice

I’d go for the Panda, but I don’t have the keys, so

I go back tomy room towait.

The GT3 was meant to emerge from the

back of a truck here at 8am, but by 9.30am

it still wasn’t here, so the others have set off

without me. A couple of phone calls later and

it seems the lorry driver ran out of hours last

night somewhere near Lyon and has only just

got going again. So I’m twiddling my thumbs,

staring out of thewindowat an industrial estate

and jumping up every time I see a lorry big

enough to conceal a wide-bodied 991.

After supper lastnight, Ihadawanderaround

all the other cars before I toddled off to sleep.

The coloursweremuted in theweak glowof the

streetlights and the engines lay silent, but itwas

like looking at the presents under the tree on

Christmas Eve, only with a much greater level

of anticipation and no tree. Having travelled

out with the Aston, Audi, Cayman and Mini,

their shapes were familiar, but they’d been

joined by the monstrous Ferrari F12, which

Mike Duff had picked up from Maranello, the

huge Mercedes SLS AMG Black Series that

Jethro Bovingdon drove down from Stuttgart

and the beautiful little Alfa 4C, fresh from its

international press launch. Today it feels like

all the other children have unwrapped their

toys and are playing with them outside, while

I’ve got towait patiently for uncleHildebrand to

turn up. The hours pass like days…

Then at around 2pm, just as I’m nodding off,

it’s here: a Guards Red body riding on the most

insanely beautiful wheels is being backed off

the transporter. Papers are signed and before I

know it I’m behind the Alcantara wheel andmy

left leg is stupidly but instinctively stamping at

evo Car of the Year 2013
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Above: Aston chases a pair of Italian exotics – the 4C

and the F12. Right: roads near the Route Napoleon

o�er stunning backdrops for eCoty shootout

fresh air, looking for a third pedal. Twist the key

set in its traditional position on the dash near

the door and the 468bhp !at-six engine starts

with a more muted version of the familiar GT3

clatter. Select ‘D’ and begin manoeuvring out

of the car park, however, and the feeling of the

tight diff on full lock and the slight chuntering

grumpiness of the drivetrain at low speeds

signals that this is a car with only a thin layer of

civility cloaking its race car internals.

A couple of wrong turns and a couple of

bewildered laps of roundabouts later, the oil

is warm just as I �nally �nd my way onto the

Route Napoleon, heading south. It’s at least

half an hour to where the others are based

and the famous N85 is dry, so progress is swift

through the �rst few miles of fast, sweeping

turns. Despite the numbers on the speedo, the

GT3 only feels like it’s cruising to the grid on a

warm-up lap, such is the grip available from this

991 chassis. It’s catching traf�c and exerting

almost disconcerting G-forces on my body

without even trying, which is a bit scary, yet

even though I’m barely scratching the surface

of its talents, it still feels poised and alert. The

steering is weighty but calm, transmitting all

the lateral-grip loadings through your palms

to your forearms. The throttle is instantly

responsive. The �xed-back buckets lock you

into the chassis’ tautness. It all feels supremely

honed, if a little more aloof than GT3s of old.

There’s a group of half a dozen motorcycles

ahead, leapfrogging the traf�c. They’re only

BMW tourers but a couple of them are making

decent progress and clearly aren’t expecting

company. Just after the town of Barrême

you thump over a railway line and there are

then several extremely long straights. As the

tracks pass underneath, I pull out left and

give it everything in third gear. Instantly I

know I should have gone for second and then,

seemingly at the same moment I have that

thought, we are in second. In the same amount

of time it took for the my brain to register the

�nger-pull of the left-handpaddle, the revs have

risen with a bang and the GT3 is �ring forward

even faster. The downshift was so quick that

I thought it must have been an ECU-led kick-

down rather than a response to a request from

me. But no, the lever is clearly clicked across
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Above: Audi R8 Plus

is in a class of its own

when it comes to

wet handling. Right:

controversial new

911 GT3 faces sti�

competition; test

Cayman runs optional

carbon-ceramic discs

    



and locked inmanual mode. Extraordinary.

The bikes are long gone by this point. One

brie y kept up but understandably chickened

out as the Porsche swept imperiously through

the �rst bend at well over 220kph. Minutes

later, just as the hairpins arrive, the rain comes,

and by the time I’ve splashed my way along

another 20km to the lay-by where the others

are waiting, there’s a full-on thunderstorm to

herald my arrival. Even though the GT3 has

now turned up, it transpires that we’re still one

car down: the Ferrari got a puncture earlier

from a stray sharp rock (of which there can be

many, thanks to the big cliffs at the sides of the

roads). So with the F12 on its way to the farrier

in Cannes and the weather not playing ball, we

decide to head to the nearby town of Castellane

and seek out coffee and hot chocolate.

The Audi’s seems like a good seat to head for

and I get in just as the SLS Black starts up in

front, neatly disguising both a clap of thunder

and, more impressively, one of Dickie Meaden’s

gastric rumblings. The Audi feels instantly

different to the 911. This R8 might have a Plus

after its name, but gone is the simmering race

car angst of the Porsche, replaced by an almost

creamy sense of polish. You sit much lower, but

the ease with which you can simply drive away

and seamlessly slice downa road lulls you into a

more relaxed frame ofmind. Speed is increased

as smoothly as turning up the perfectly damped

volume control on a high-end stereo.

The R8’s double-clutch gearbox is every bit

as quick in its upshifts as the GT3’s, the change

in sound just as bewilderingly instantaneous.

However, it takes fractionally less effort in the

Audi because the paddles are smaller items

with the sort of travel that makes a light-switch

feel long-winded. The V10 also seems to deliver

in a way that’s less stressed. It’s ferocious,

intoxicating and feels every bit of its 542bhp,

but even at over 8000rpm, it never feels like

the rubber band has been stretched to the point

of snapping as it does with some of the others.

Whether these are good traits or not is really

personal preference, but it certainly creates

a less highly-strung attitude in the R8. A long

road race would surely be its forte.

What’s also instantly obvious is how happy

the R8 is in the wet. Jethro had already

mentioned to me that this car has a little more

understeer than ones we’ve tried previously,

but nonetheless it is wonderful the way you can

head hard into a perilously wet downhill bend.

Windscreen wipers  ashing back and forth,

and with the steering and damping giving you

the con�dence to lean on the front end all the

way through the corner, it’s secure where an

Aston skitters and plantedwhere an SLSmerely

tiptoes gingerly over the sodden surface.

Rather than clogging up the small town

centre with lots of cars, we leave some of them

outside a supermarket just up the road. The

thought of a hot chocolate is mighty tempting

as I watch a miniature waterfall cascade off the

nearest endplate of the GT3’s wing, but as I feel

like I’m playing catch-up, I tell the others to go

on ahead. A quick run up the hill in the Cayman

seems in order.

Apart from mid-engined layouts, the

similarities between Cayman and Audi R8

might not be immediately obvious from the

outside, but there is de�nitely something of the

same silky depth of talent in both cars. As Mike

Duff comments rather neatly: ‘They’re both

spherical in their talents, no particular aspect

stretched to dominate the rest’. One thing that

does stand out in this company, however, is

the Cayman’s manual gearbox. It’s perfect. The

stubby lever itself is positioned quite high and

close to the wheel, and the short, precise throw

across the H-pattern is smooth and quick yet

has enough movement and weight under your

palm to feel engaging. But it’s not just the lever.

The springing in the clutch pedal allows you to

be perfectly precise as you bring it through the

biting point, and the throttle response is such

that the 321bhp engine’s revs always climb as

quickly as you can  ash your hand through a

downshift. Throw in the spiky yowls of the blips

and it makes you feel like a heel-and-toe hero.

And I’m not even out of the town yet.

Heading back up the road through the

same medium-speed corners that the Audi

demolished, the Cayman feels twitchy by

comparison. You can balance it on the edge,

but only really by experience, because in the

wet there’s a certain amount of guesswork as

to exactly when the limit will arrive. As with

its big brother, the 911, the electric steering is

the problem, because while the lovely rate and

precision remain intact, the reduction in grip in
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‘The Audi’s V10 is ferocious,
inToxicATing And feels eVery
biT of iTs 542bhp’
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the wet means feedback from the road surface

is markedly reduced. To be fair to the Cayman,

though, everything but theAudiwould struggle

in these conditions: the rain is atrocious and the

road is so glassy that I wouldn’t be surprised if

thiswas the  rst time inmonths that it had seen

any precipitation. Time for a chocolat chaud.

Theothers are sittingoutside arounda couple

of tables under a large canopy.

‘Alreet?’ says our resident Mackem, Stephen

Dobie, as I wander over.

‘No, I was in the Cayman, not the Audi,’ I

reply, leaving us both slightly perplexed.

Meanwhile, Dickie has been grappling with

the SLS: ‘It is wild, but I’ve been spending a lot

of time with it today and it’s also beautifully

nuanced.’ Intriguing. David Vivian is struggling

with its appearance, though: ‘Every time I look

at it, I just picture Vin Diesel getting out of it.’

Up the other end of the table I can hear

Mike and Nick Trott discussing the Ferrari.

‘Maranello must be incredibly pleased with

that engine,’ says Trott, ‘but it’s too much in the

wet.’ Duff replies: ‘On the way here from Italy

yesterday, I used full throttle twice. And both

times it was in a dry tunnel.’

With the heavy pitter-patter of rain not

subsiding and the occasional fork of lightning

seemingly the only brightness in an otherwise

leaden sky, we decide to call it a day and head

the 40km back to Digne.

‘What do you want for the drive back?’ asks

Jethro.

‘Well,’ I reply, ‘I really ought to try theMini…’

‘Pussy!’

‘What are you going to take?’

‘That tricky, four-wheel-drive R8…!’

Jethro’s right, of course. Getting into a small

hot hatch should be a comforting thing on a day

like this.Butahothatchwearingsemi-slicksand

with a personality so manic it arguably needs a

shot of Valium in every tankof unleadeddoesn’t

really feel like the warm, fuzzy option. There’s

just something about the Mini that makes you

want to drive absolutely "at-out and I bundle

out onto the road at the head of the queue with

Duff, Meaden and Bovingdon behind me in the

GT3, SLS and R8 respectively. The  rst section

twists back and forth through hairpins where

you’d expect theMini to drop the big hitters, but

with somuch water on the roads it’s easy to  zz

the front tyres if they aren’t in a straight line out

of the corners, so the advantage is small.

As the road opens out down the same long

straights where the GT3 dispatched the bikes

earlier, I’m expecting to get passed by the

trio behind. But no. The GP’s engine may not

have a character to compare to the others (4C

excepted) but boy is it effective, and 215bhp

feels like a considerable underestimation.

Through the quick, linking corners, the chassis

feels edgy, with such a responsive set-up that

you feel it could spin like a top in its own short

length if you turned in too hard. By the time

we reach Digne, I’m sure I wouldn’t be more

wired if I was in any of the three cars behind,

and judging by the yo-yoing distance of their

headlights in the mirror I don’t think I’d have

been travelling any faster either.

Over supper, there is all sorts of talk about

monster rooster tails and wheelspin at three-

 gure speeds. But that’s just videographer Sam
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C A R O F T H E Y E A R

1320

PORSCHE
CAYMAN S

Engine Flat-six, 3436cc

Power 321bhp @ 7400rpm

Torque 273lb ft @ 4500-5800rpm

Weight (kerb) 1320kg

Power-to-weight 247bhp/ton

0-62mph 5.0sec (claimed)

Top speed 176mph (claimed)

Basic price £48,783

PORSCHE
911 GT3

Engine Flat-six, 3799cc

Power 468bhp @ 8250rpm

Torque 324lb ft @ 6250rpm

Weight (kerb) 1430kg

Power-to-weight 332bhp/ton

0-62mph 3.5sec (claimed)

Top speed 196mph (claimed)

Basic price £100,540

AUDI
R8 V10 PLUS

Engine V10, 5204cc

Power 542bhp @ 8000rpm

Torque 398lb ft @ 6500rpm

Weight (kerb) 1570kg

Power-to-weight 351bhp/ton

0-62mph 3.5sec (claimed, S-tronic)

Top speed 197sec (claimed, S-tronic)

Basic price £128,710

ASTONMARTIN
V12 VANTAGE S

Engine V12, 5935cc

Power 565bhp @ 6750rpm

Torque 457lb ft @ 5750rpm

Weight (kerb) 1665kg (estimated)

Power-to-weight 345bhp/ton

0-62mph 3.9sec (claimed)

Top speed 205mph (claimed)

Basic price £138,000

MINI
JCWGP

Engine In-line 4-cyl, 1598cc, turbo

Power 215bhp @ 6000rpm

Torque 206lb ft @ 2000-5100rpm

Weight (kerb) 1140kg

Power-to-weight 192bhp/ton

0-62mph 6.3sec (claimed)

Top speed 150mph (claimed)

Basic price £28,790

MERCEDES-BENZ
SLS AMG BLACK

Engine V8, 6208cc

Power 622bhp @ 7400rpm

Torque 468lb ft @ 5500rpm

Weight (kerb) 1550kg

Power-to-weight 408bhp/ton

0-62mph 3.6sec (claimed)

Top speed 196mph (claimed)

Basic price £229,985

ALFAROMEO
4C

Engine In-line 4-cyl, 1742cc, turbo

Power 237bhp @ 6000rpm

Torque 258lb ft @ 2200-4250rpm

Weight (dry) 895kg

Power-to-weight (dry) 269bhp/ton

0-62mph 4.5sec (claimed)

Top speed 160mph (claimed)

Basic price £45,000

FERRARI
F12 BERLINETTA

Engine V12, 6262cc

Power 730bhp @ 8250rpm

Torque 509lb ft @ 6000rpm

Weight (kerb) 1630kg

Power-to-weight 455bhp/ton

0-62mph 3.1sec (claimed)

Top speed 211mph+ (claimed)

Basic price £239,352

Coffee chezAri

Specifications

‘I’m having coffeewith Ari Vatanen
tomorrow,’ saysMike Duff, casually.

And sure enough, 24 hours later we (well
I was hardly going to let him go on his own,
was I?) are outside the gates to a large
farmhouse not far fromDigne. Mike knows
the rallying legend because he’s done
someworkwith him in the past, but I have
absolutely no ideawhat I’m going to say,
and I realise that it could be a bit awkward.
I’m prepared to take the risk, though.

What follows is one of themost
surreally wonderful couple of hours ofmy
life. Utterly down to earth and relaxed,
Ari is happy to just sit in the sun outside,

drink coffee, eatmeringues and talk about
everything from his five dogs, to being an
MEP, to his favourite rally car (205 T16).
He’s off to Finland tomorrow, but has had
the house in France for over 20 years and
clearly loves it. After coffee he shows us
round, finishing up in a small room stuffed
with all his race suits, helmets, etc.

He then sayswemust sign the visitor’s
book and entreats us to pop in again next
timewe’re around. As I usemy hand to
shieldmy eyes from the low sun on
theway back, Mike says, ‘Well, they’re
wrong about nevermeeting your
heroes aren’t they?’ HC
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Riley in his hired Hyundai. Photographer Dean

Smith wants to get up early to make up for time lost

to the weather, and as I spent most of the morning

just waiting for a Porsche, I agree to an unsociable

alarm call. Nothing like an early-morning drive,

after all, but what to shatter the peace with…?

In the daytIme It looks bIg, but

lurking in the far corner of the car park in the

dark hours before dawn, the SLS AMG Black looks

monstrous. Just walking towards its sleeping bulk

you feel intimidated, like you’re approaching an

automotive version of the Jabberwock. Certainly

if anything was going to have eyes of �ame, go

whif�ing through the tulgey wood and burble as it

went, then this is it.

Blip the key and the doorhandles emerge ready for

you to lift up a gullwing. The seats are the raciest of a

racy bunch, yet they’re instantly comfortable as you

sink into them. Evenwithmy orangutan arms I have

to stretch to pull the door closed so I imagine Dickie

(famously 4ft 9in in his Cuban Sparcos) has to jump

from the sill. Press the glowing starter button on the

transmission tunnel to waken the 622bhp 6.2-litre

V8, enjoy the resulting eruption from the exhausts

underneath you, pull the stubby lever back to ‘D’ and

look around for some tug boats to help you steer the

vast acreage of bonnet out of the parking space.

Assumption is perhaps too strong a word, so let’s

call them expectations. Not having driven an SLS

Black before, I’d expected it would be very track-

biased. I’d expected traction to be tricky and I’d

expected that the ride would be unforgiving. It’s

lovely when your expectations are confounded.

The SLS is perfectly happy mooching along

through town and then cruising the �rst few miles

of the N85. The suspension button always has one

of its two lights lit and the ride is �rm, but there are

never any uncomfortable jolts or thumps. In fact it’s

compliant enough that I’d be perfectly happy if itwas

the only setting on a standard SLS. What gives the

Black its focused feeling is the short travel at each

corner, which means the whole car is hunkered

down and stays incredibly �at through corners,

tilting all of a piece with cambers. The steering’s

lovely, and the dual-clutch gearbox seems far better

than any otherMercedes ’box I’ve tried.

More light is seeping into the sky with every mile

but there are still big clumps ofmist hanging around

and the roads are still damp, so I’m being cautious

with the throttle. There’s much more traction than

you think, but there’s also enough front-end grip to

unsettle the rear on balance alone, and through a

third- or fourth-gear corner, a shimmywakes you up

quicker than a cold shower. It’s clearly not a car you

learnquickly, so for themoment I relax andenjoy the

view of the sunrise aswe descend towards one of the

turquoise lakes near our eCoty base camp.

After we’ve got a few photos in the bag, the

others begin to turn up with breakfast. They also

bring the F12 with them, which has been re-shod

overnight, but I’m going for the other Italian �rst.
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‘THE ENGINE IMBUES THE LITTLE
ALFAWITH DECENT, IF NOTICEABLY
SURGING TURBOCHARGED PACE’

Left: Alfa 4C’s engine

note leaves Catchpole

unimpressed. Below:

mixed conditions in

France put the eight

finalists through a

tough test. Right:

Cayman o	ers plenty of

handling precision

On looks alone I think we’re all agreed the 4C

is a winner – you could park it up next to pretty

much anything you care to name and it would

hold its own. Swing open the door, drop into

the interior and you can marvel at the wide

weave of the carbon tub. It’s very reminiscent

of getting into an early Elise (with the roof

on), except all the naked aluminium has been

replaced with naked carbonfibre. The controls

are a mixed bag: the pedals look and feel great

but the steering wheel is an awkward chunky

thing and the paddles are flexible and cheap.

However, even though it’s obvious where

money has been saved, it still feels like a very

special car… until you start the engine.

The 1742cc turbocharged four-cylinder just

sounds out of place in the Alfa. It’s not that a

four-cylinder is a bad idea per se, it’s just that

when you first twist the key, this one sounds

like it’s been lifted froma cheap ’80s hatchback.

It’s like taking your seat in the opulence of

the Royal Opera House and then James Blunt

appearing on stage (nice chap though he is).

With 237bhp, the engine is at least effective

and imbues the little Alfa with decent, if

noticeably surging turbocharged pace in

a straight line. Immersed in the process of

threading the car down the road, you don’t
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really notice what sound it’s making, so it’s less

of a problem. And the 4C certainly has some

pace through the corners: the alacrity of the

direction changes make it obvious how light

and stiff it is, while the levels of lateral grip it

generates are huge. Sitting low in the tub, you

feel right at the centre of the action, and as you

lean ever harder onto its tyres you just start

wishing the seats had some more support to

hold you and your internal organs in place.

The only slip you’ll �nd in the dry is at the

front, where the nose will just start to push

wide.Even if you lift sharplyat thispoint, there’s

just the subtlest movement from its beautifully

sculptedhips as theweight transfers rearwards,

the light little engine not having enough mass

to overcome the grip of the 20in rear wheels.

The unassisted steering is curious and seems to

be a bit inconsistent, so I haven’t mademymind

up about it by the time I get back to the car park.

I shall have to return to the Alfa.

Video �lming is in full swing when I return

and the Aston that I’d mentally earmarked is

doing its bit pouting for the camera alongside

Jethro (who always pouts). But the Cayman

looksmighty enticing, and as the roads are now

dry I feel I’ve got the perfect excuse to snaf�e

it away for half an hour to do some exploring.

Although everyone talks about the Route

Napoleon, it is in reality only a small part of

the tarmac story in this area of France. Turn off

either side of the N85 (as we have) and there is

awealth of wonderful roads �anked bymagical

scenery. What’s more, because the peaks don’t

soar like the Alps and a famous bike race only

rarely clutters it up in July, the whole area is

much quieter and more peaceful than other,

more famousparts of France. TheCaymanand I

headdownacrackingbit of road that eventually

winds high up along the side of a gorge. There

are a few more bumps on this section, but even

so, the Cayman almost needs to be in its stiffest

damper setting to give it a bit of edge.

As themiles pass, I discover somethinga little

disappointing: the Cayman has both a fantastic

engine and a stunning gearbox, but you can

only use one of them at a time. The engine will

rev all the way to nearly 8000rpm and does its

most sonorous andmost productive work in the

last 3000 of those rpm. However, if you hit the

limiter in second gear youwill be doing 85mph,

soonthese roads(mostofwhichare tighter than

you expect) you can simply leave the Cayman

in second. That seems like a waste, however, so

you throw in a couple of early upshifts to enjoy

the delicious manual shift, at which point the

performance starts to feel a tad �at. It’s a tricky

conundrum, though it’s a relativelyminor gripe

in what is basically a perfect display of poise

and precision.

The Aston has been freed from Bovingdon

duty by the time I return, so I plunge the small

glass block into its carbon dash, listen to the

loud, snargly start-up and get comfy in yet

another �xed-back bucket, this time trimmed

extravagantly in yellow and grey stripes

of Alcantara to match the exterior. There’s

something about the Aston, especially after

the SLS this morning, that feels just right. The

size, the power, the grip levels… all of them are

enjoyable rather than intimidating.

I head back up the road I’ve just been down

in the Cayman and instantly the 565bhp V12

Vantage is �ooding feedback though thewheel,

pedals and seat. There must be at least as many

set-up options as on the Ferrari or GT3, yet

somehow they seem less fussy in the Aston;

press the Sport button for more response,

set the three-stage dampers to the medium

�rmness and turn the stability control to Track

or completely off. Easy.

In new S form, there’s nothing complicated

about the balance of the V12 Vantage, either.

The weight of that crowded engine bay at the
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Above right: car
wash required its
own currency. Far
left: cheese and ham
sandwiches one of the
safer autoroute service
station lunch options.
Left: potato-themed
restaurant did a mean
strawberry mojito,
according to designer
Beaumont. Below
left:when not driving,
Meaden enjoys throwing
stones at inanimate
objects. Below: lack
of space at the hotel
meant the spare wheels
for the Alfa had to be
kept in Trott’s bathroom.
Bottommiddle:

Bovingdon tries ‘the
Catchpole look’. Below:
Vivian breaks the habit
of a lifetime and washes
a car (the 4C’s looks
have strong powers…).
Bottom: Smith wedges
his frame into the boot
of the Aston to gain
some tracking shots.
Opposite page,

top left: Alfa Romeo
technicians teach Mike
Du� how to smoke,
Italian-style
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Topmiddle:Meaden’s

impromptu disguise,

should he need to evade

the gendarmerie. Top

right: Focus ST long-

termer was extremely

useful for carrying a

colossal amount of

camera equipment,

and as a bin.Above:

frost in the mornings

was a surprise.Above

left:monopolising the

local supermarket’s car

washing facilities. Far

left: Viv checks out the

new evo app. Left: very

little travel on the GT3’s

suspension. Below left:

test team demonstrates

poor intelligence levels

by trying to keep pizzas

warm on the nose of

a mid-engined car.

Below: Bovingdon and

Dobie help push a local

man’s broken-down

Bertone Freeclimber

‘There’s a sense ThaT This is

simply going To come down To

personal preference’
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front has been miraculously tamed and the

car now turns into and then oversteers out of

corners exactly like you imagine a beautifully

set-up front-engined rear-driver should; you

link corners with the car always on its toes,

using the ample torque to ride out small slides,

all the time feeling utterly in control thanks to

that steering,which subtly lightens andweights

upwhile never losing its positivity.

Likewise, there’s a huge sense of reassurance

on the way into corners in feeling the beautiful

pressure of the brake pedal as you squeeze

it towards the bulkhead. It’s as satisfying an

underfoot sensation as sinking a spade into

good turf. The only niggling doubt is the

gearbox. The seven-speed automated manual

is �ne. In fact, it’s really good when you’re

driving with commitment. But the trouble is

that, rather like being the team-mate of anyone

called Seb, the Aston’s ’box inevitably suffers

a little by comparison in the context of this

eCoty. The saving grace is that none of us are

sure if the slightly analogue nature of the shift

(which requires a lift here and a �nesse there

at lower speeds) doesn’t actually rather suit the

Aston! What is beyond doubt is that this is the

best drivers’ Aston the �rm has built. It’s gone

straight to the top of my personal scoresheet.

The rest of the morning is taken up with

photography and Jethro using the F12’s rear

tyres like rollers to paint various hairpins black

(or ‘Railings’, as David ‘Farrow & Ball’ Vivian

refers to that particular shade).Now that people

have driven a few more cars, there are a lot of

opinions  ying around. The 4C seems to be

bemusing people, but otherwise everyone is

getting out of cars with huge grins.

‘I’ve never known a year like it,’ saysMeaden.

‘They’ve all got such likeable characters and

there’s nothing that’s desperately  awed,which

makes judging really hard.’ Nick is slightly in

awe of theMini: ‘It’s in a whole different league

to normal Coopers and JCWs. If a Cooper S is

a 911 Carrera 4, the GP is a 911 GT2. It’s night

and day.’ Jethro, meanwhile, is in awe of the

SLS’s bonnet: ‘It looks like a double bed, it’s so

big. Itwouldprobably benice andwarm to sleep

on after a good strop, too.’ Hoping for a more

useful quote that I can actually use, I ask the

usually eloquent Vivian about the F12, as this

is the �rst time he’s driven one: ‘Bloody hell,’ he

declares. ‘But seriously. Bloody hell.’

After lunch, Duff and I head off in the R8 to

go and visit a politician who lives locally (see

boxout) and it’s an illuminating drive. Although

the Audi shone in the wet, its real prowess is in

the high-speed stuff in the dry. No other car in

this test feels so mighty when the numbers are

big and you’ve got to turn into a corner. The

reason for this lies in a combination of factors:

the low centre of gravity, the clear view out

you get from sitting in front of the engine, the

planted nature of the four-wheel drive, the

calm steering, the beautiful damping – it all just

instils a reassuring con�dence in you as a driver

and as a result you �nd you can nervelessly

commit to crests and adjust angles when the

stakes are at their highest.

All of which is just as well really, because we

stay longer than we should at the politician’s

house (you would too) and need to cover the

distance back to Castellane rather quickly

to make it in time for the group static photo.

An hour later, as we arrive metaphorically

breathless in a  urry of perfect DSG

downchanges and hot carbon discs, it turns

out we needn’t have rushed. Dean has issued

his oft-heard lament that ‘the light’s all wrong’

(to be fair, the sun is behind a mountain) and

as a result, we’ll need to come back early the

followingmorning.
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I need and want to do more miles in some of

the cars, and so far the F12 is the only one of the

pack I haven’t driven at all, so I snaffle the keys

for the drive back to the hotel. By the time we

leave, it’s dark, and as I switch the ignition on

and the car goes through its pre-flight checks,

the full row of red LEDs in the steering wheel

lights up and almost blinds me. I press the

starter button and the V12 sparks into life with

a growl that’s similar to the Aston’s but with

just a touch more edge. Pull back the almost

comically big carbon upshift paddle, feed in the

throttle andwe’re away.

The first corner in an F12 is always a shock.

You simply don’t expect the relatively big nose

to jump at the apex so violently as you put in

what should be a normal amount of lock. Down

the next straight you almost need to slow down

andwaggle the steering wheel from side to side

like FernandoAlonso approaching the grid. Not

because you need to warm the tyres (although

a little display will tell you when you have) but

because you need to recalibrate your own inner

understanding ofwhat a degree of steering lock

equates to in terms of response. It’s as though

the chassis needs to jolt you into alertness with

all the violence of a sleep twitch, just to make

Opposite page:

Mercedes takes some

taming on the limit. Top:

5.9-litre V12 in the front

of the Aston makes

the rear swing out with

gusto. Left: F12 sounds

epic through tunnels.

Above: N202 links Nice

to Lake Geneva
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absolutely sure you’re ready to try and delicately

dish out 730bhpwith your right foot.

Mysynapsesmightbe tingling, but I’mnot entirely

sure I’m going to push the F12 to its limit in the next

half an hour simply because with no moon and no

catseyes, it’s so �ipping dark. The dip/full beam

button on the steering wheel isn’t helping either

because it seems to be positioned perfectly only

for people with an Anne Boleyn-like extra thumb

on their left hand. Then the hairpins arrive and I

can’t resist. Race mode is good, CT Off is better, but

Everything Off is de�nitely best. Unleashed from

the clever but constantly nibbling electronics, the

F12 is more than happy to cut loose and make full

use of that phenomenal powerplant just next to your

ankles. Best-ever drivetrain in a road car? Youwon’t

�ndme arguing.

Over the last miles coming back into town

I’m being caught. Not by one of the other eCoty

contenders, but a local in a people carrier. To be

fair, I don’t know the roads (where’s a co-driver with

some pace notes when you need them?) and like the

electrician for Area 51, I’m still struggling with the

lighting situation. Then again, as we go through a

village, I can just make out that he’s got a roofbox

to really augment the already atrocious CoG. Clearly

I don’t stand a hope. Pulling back into the hotel car

park, I see Dickie walking back to his room looking

slightly dejected. Turns out he and the SLS Black

were similarlyworkedoverbyanold lady inan Ibiza.

We both agree that we’ll never mention it again…

Over supper, Nick decrees that we’ve got to have

made up our minds by the time camembert meets

baguette at lunch tomorrow. There’s genuine

consternation at this (Mike nearly back�res his coq

au vin) because I don’t think anyonehas even settled

on a top three yet, let alone a winner. So good are

so many of the cars that objectively there’s really

nothing separating them. There’s a sense that this is

simply going to come down to personal preference

and that there’s still a lot of driving to be done.

I’m about to get Into the gt3 the

following morning when I see the 4C next to it.

Giving up the keys to a GT3 is not something you do

lightly, but the 4C’s siren-like looks make me decide

that I ought to have a longer journey in it, and so I

�ndmyself back in the small piece of Italian exotica.

If I’m honest, the initial part of the drive doesn’t

do it any favours, because at slow speeds you tend

to notice the four-cylinder engine more and at some

frequencies it buzzes through the carbon chassis, up

your spine and right into the centre of your head.

That said, I imagine its fuel consumption is more

impressive than the others’, so it’s admittedly not

without bene�ts (can you tell that I want to like it?).

The steering is still curious, though. Pushing the

nose hard in a smooth corner, it’s great and you can

enjoy the loaded wheel transmitting the grip back

to you. However, as the car reacts to bumps and

cambers, so the steering takes on a life of its own,

tugging your hands hard one way then suddenly
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going very light, almost like a powerful front-

wheel-drive car torque-steering. It’s a strange

sensation, and you expect to get out and see

some very aggressive camber on the front

wheels. As Jethro says later: ‘It certainly shows

that good steering isn’t achieved just by dialling

back the power assistance.’

The last part of the journey drops down off

the hills into a town and here the 4C shines

again. There is a set of second-gear turns linked

together so that you go immediately from full

load one way to full load the other. Commit the

4C fully and you get this wonderful sensation

of slaloming down the hill, carving hard turns

with lots of grip one way then the other. It’s a

clean, precise way of cornering and enjoyable

because the lateral limits are so high, although

touseaMeadenphrase, it isa touchprescriptive.

Half an hour later, the cars are being cleaned

and shuffled into position for the group shot on

the beach. Some shapes, like the R8 and Mini,

are familiar, representing the pinnacle of a

model’s development over time, while others,

like the F12 and Cayman, are fresh and new. I

love the diversity of the daytime running lights

too, with LEDs strung out in myriad different

patterns. It really is a cracking-looking octet.

Meanwhile, editor Trott is feverishly busy

Above: Alfa shines

through direction

changes. Far right:

turquoise lakes nearly

as jaw-dropping as the

cars. Top right: SLS’s

huge carbon bonnet

    



over by Dean’s Focus ST Estate. Bereft of proper

coffee for the last two mornings, Nick’s taken

matters into his own (trembling) hands and

has bought a portable coffee maker from the

local supermarket, which he is now anxiously

trying to hook up to the 12-volt supply. He’s not

an addict, you understand. He could give up

any time…

Once Dean’s waited for some light and

muttered something positive like ‘that’ll do’, we

all descend on the cars in what must look like

a really rubbish Le Mans start. Dean and I are

nabbing the Mini as he needs to do some more

photos with it and I want to drive it in the dry.

You can drive the little ball of fury smoothly

but it’s a real challenge, because that doesn’t

seem to have been the development engineers’

intention. Turn in quickly and early to a fast

corner and you’ll feel the nose grip and the

inside rear wheel lift as it scoots round. Turn in

even harder to the next bend and you’ll feel the

nose sink its tyres into the tarmac so strongly

that the light rear end starts to unstick entirely.

Thecornerafter that, you feel likeJeanRagnotti

in a Renault, with the littleMini crossed up and

sliding like a supercar.

It’s a bit of a leap of faith the �rst time you

slide it, but once you’ve discovered how fun it is,

the GP takes on a whole new dimension. It isn’t

the �rst hot hatch to three-wheel and oversteer

when provoked, but it is certainly the most

eager, adjustable and catchable. What’s more,

where the learning experience in a 205 was

generally picking yourself out of a hedge and

asking a bystander what happened, in the Mini

you can do it all in GPmode �rst, which lets you

slide but then catches you safely before it gets

toomuch. Then you can turn it all off and, if he’s

around, Dean Smith will lie in a verge and take

photos of you.

It’s one of the delights of eCoty that you can

jump straight from aMini into an SLS that costs

eight times the price and not know which you

are going to enjoy more. At �rst the SLS feels

eight times the size too, but as I head back up

the road and the pace builds and builds, so the

Black begins to shrink. I’d swear it’s getting

lighter too. It seems that the faster you go, the

more grip you �nd, the more it draws you in

and themore you feel thedifference thatweight

savings like the carbon bonnet make.

The engine is incredibly deceptive too,

because you think you’re going stupidly quickly

and then you discover you’re only using about

4000rpm, which isn’t even half the revs. So you

make a conscious effort to hang on to the gears

and yet still you �nd yourself changing up at

7000rpm with 1500rpm still to go. The reason

you pull the right-hand paddle early is arguably

because a small part of you is very scared by the

sheer force of the engine. The animal brutality

of it is almost literally breathtaking. What’s

even more shocking is that the SLS has got

the traction to deal with 468lb ft of torque, so

every stab of acceleration is a blow right in the

small of your back that hurls you up the road.

The assault is continued by an industrially loud

soundtrack that is part-P51 Mustang, part-

unsilenced Ducati Monster.

Occasionally, over a mid-corner bump or

ridge, it will suddenly break its seal of lateral

grip so that thewhole car leaps sideways,which

as Jethro says, ‘scares the crap out of you, but

also adds to the car’s no-bullshit character and

means you never forget what you’re trying to

hustle.’ Like the GT3, it really does feel akin to a

race car that has been lightly disguised for road

use, and although it sounds daft, you can easily

imagine yourself rolling through the gates and

parking it on the start line for the N24. Having

driven all the way there.

Heading back to our rendezvous point on top

of a hill, I catch the F12 also sauntering back,

cooling its brakes and trying to look innocent.
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It would be rude not to try the two big hitters

back-to-back, so as soon as we’ve parked up I

swap seats with Nick, who looks slightly shell-

shocked and simply stares at the F12 before

saying: ‘It weighs 1600kg but it’s as thrilling as

a Caterham 620R… How do they do that?’

A large part of the answer lies under the

aerodynamic bonnet. It’s hard to imagine an

engine that’s even more unhinged than the SLS

Black’s hand-built V8, but by the end of the first

straight it’s clear that the F12’s 6.2-litre V12 is

just that. The Ferrari can and will break traction

more than the SLS and at times every stab of the

throttle feels about as wild as throwing petrol

bombs into a bonfire from close range. No,

closer than that – so that your eyebrows are in

danger. There’s also some pitch and roll in the

chassis, which makes it feel like much more of a

road car than the AMG, although the damping’s

beautifully supported so you can actually lean

into it reassuringly and use the suppleness

to your advantage. When you’ve built a bit of

confidence, you find yourself getting on the

power early out of every corner so that the F12

feels closely related to the Aston, with that same

lovely front-engined rear-drive balance… but

with a sharper front end and an extra 150bhp

going down the propshaft.

Top: Catchpole is

mesmerised by the GT3.

Right: agile GP keeps

the more expensive

cars honest through

the twistier stu�…

Opposite page: …and it

loves going sideways

‘I THOUGHT THE GT3WAS TOO ALOOF. AND THEN IT

GOES AND DELIVERS PUREMAGIC LIKE THAT’

    



At �rst you don’t feel certain that you’ll be

able to harness the added sharpness and power,

but you quickly realise you can. On the far side

of one particular village there’s a great set of

fast, well-sighted bends that the Mini was huge

fun on earlier. Through the same bends in the

F12 you throw the car in hard with just a small

twitch of that hyperactive steering, then get on

the throttle immediately so that with the seat

of your pants you can feel the tyres over-rotate

and the rear begin to �oat underneath you. And

tome that’s the funof the F12: not the big slides,

but the longer, shallower ones that keep it all

�owing down a road. In some ways it would be

terrifying if thesteeringwasn’t so sharpbecause

you need that ability to micromanage the angle

of the slides as the rears unhook themselves

with disdain. As a balancing act you’re always

acutely aware of how quickly things could �are

out of control, but it’s a massive thrill trying to

tame and harness such rampant power.

Time is pressing on but there’s one car that

bothJethroand I still need todriveproperly: the

GT3. Jethro suggests that hedrives out and then

we turnaroundand Idriveback.This seems like

a splendid ideauntil about two corners in,when

I’m convinced he’s going to kill us. Obviously I

trust Jethro and being British I wouldn’t dream

of saying anything even if I didn’t, so I just sit

there trying to disguise my internal anguish as

we head much too fast into a downhill corner.

We change up going through what should be a

braking point. Then as we �nally do brake (him

using a real pedal, me pressing an imaginary

one in the passenger footwell), Jethro also

turns inhard (still downhill remember),which I

absolutely know is abad idea ina911.Somehow

wewhistle roundwith just a tadof opposite lock

for funon the exit and then rushheadlongat the

next corner of terror.

By the time we reach the turn-around point

at Castellane, Jethro’s whooping with delight

while I feel like I’ve just had the laws of physics

rede�ned. I say as much to him and he grins,

replying that it serves me right for doing the

same thing to him in the McLaren 12C this time

last year. I had no idea. Anyway, I’m convinced

that I won’t be able to drive the GT3 anything

like as discombobulatingly quickly back up

the hill. At least I’m sure until about 500 yards

into the drive, when I discover I’m now the one

doing the whooping. As soon as you have the

wheel in your hands you feel hardwired into the

chassis and every tiny shift it makes, which lets

you drive it like no 911 should be driven.

Front-end grip isn’t just astonishing for a 911,

it’s astonishing for any car. And although the

limits feel terrifyingly high from the passenger

seat, when you’re in control you �nd the car is

egging you on and encouraging you to drive

it not only up to the edge of adhesion but well

over it as well if you want. The breakaway that

you assumewould be snappy andunpredictable

is as readable as a Wodehouse short story. And

the stopping? Well, that’s just comical. I’m glad

to see out of the corner of my eye that Jethro’s

looking for my phantom passenger brake pedal.

After only a few minutes of driving like I’m

interviewing for Kobayashi Cabs, the GT3

has scrambled not only my mind but also the

mental scoresheet I’d been quietly happy with.

I thought the GT3 was too aloof, that it was too

focused on numbers. I had it in �fth position.

And then it goes and delivers a few minutes of

pure magic like that. Damn thing.

Back in what is currently the best lay-by in

the world, there are a lot of furrowed brows

as people write their �nal lists. It feels like

the Route Napoleon is silent for the �rst time

in three days. One by one, the pieces of paper

are handed to Nick with the solemnity of a

papal ballot. At least we won’t have a problem

generating the white smoke to show we’ve

chosen a winner…
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8th: Alfa Romeo 4C
There has to be a last place, and in this toughest

of years the 4C sadly stakes a very strong claim

to it. ‘Road presence as high as any car in the

test,’ said Trott, ‘and credit to Alfa for pushing

it into the lion’s den of eCoty for its �rst group

test. But it lacks the effervescent sparkle of

the considerably cheaper Mini, or the total

polish of the Porsche.’ Richard Meaden felt an

opportunity had been missed: ‘Film-star looks

and supercar construction ensure it’s a hugely

desirable car. Taut, controlled damping and

powerful brakes suggest expertise and skill

exists within the development team, but the

!atulent, laggy, lethargic engine is horrid and

the handling too inert to hold your attention.

What a shame.’ Add in the steering issues and it

was game over. Vivian summed it up thus: ‘The

4C is the futureand theAston,Ferrari andMerc,

magni�cent dinosaurs that they are, are the

past. But for now the car has toomany elements

that feel un�nished or un�t for purpose.’

7th:PorscheCaymanS
There’s probably a smaller gapbetween seventh

and �rst than there is between seventh and

eighth. The Cayman S is a truly fantastic car.

In fact it’s so good that in another year it could

have won. But 2013 is not a normal year.

Jethro said that its poise and creaminess

reminded him of the R8, before adding almost

reluctantly: ‘It just lacked �repower and a bit

of edge to emerge from the shadow of the big

boys.’ Firepower or not, Vivian was bewitched:

‘You get in, adjust the seat and steering, and

drive fast, immediately feeling in sync with the

controls and the road. No surprises, no jarring

distractions, just an easy !owand rhythm. That

it’s so beautifully built, designed and �nished

helps. And that sweet manual gearchange, of

course.’ The praise continued from Trott: ‘As

an everyday performance car, for the money, it

has no equal.’ Mike Duff went even further: ‘I

could drive the Cayman S every day for the rest

of my life and never get bored with it: so many

different answers to whatever you throw at it.’

Seventh heaven indeed.

6th:Mini JCWGP
‘This car proves why we should always give hot

hatches the chance to shine against supercars

on eCoty,’ said Meaden, and I couldn’t agree

more. Everyone had a tale of struggling to hang

on to the exhaust pipes of the GP or failing to

shake its massive nostril from the rear-view

mirror. But it wasn’t just quick: it was involving

too. ‘Nohothatch inmyexperiencehasbeen set

up with such an un!inching focus on response

and agility, to the point where you need to treat

it with as much respect as something with rear-

drive and 500bhp,’ Dickie added. Jethro was so

th

6th

5th
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smitten he was almost tempted to make it his

winner: ‘On!owingroadswith lotsof third-and

fourth-gear corners it’s exceptionally adjustable

and so precise. It takes no prisoners in the wet

but that’s the way a really focused front-driver

should be.’ And if you’re about to quibble on

price (£28,790), Vivian has away to justify that:

‘Look at this way: you could have a whole one-

make race series for the price of one F12 and the

Ferrari still wouldn’t be able to shake off the GP

on a twisty road.’ Man-maths or not, theMini is

a very special little car. Like the Cayman before

it, sixth seems a poor reward.

5th: Audi R8V10 Plus
The R8 is sheer class, always has been. But

it’s quite incredible how relatively subtle

improvementsmanage to keep it right at the top

of the performance car tree. Bovingdon said he

fell in love with the R8 all over again this week.

‘Every element of this car is so sweetly judged

and smooth it makes everything else feel

almost contrived and clumsy by comparison.

I want to own this car so badly it hurts. Audi –

please inject some of this subtle brilliance into

the rest of your range.’

VivianwasalsoenamouredandplacedtheR8

second: ‘For me, the Audi continues to astound

as a supercar that’s as easy to live with as it is

rewarding to drive in anger. Maybe the cabin

and instruments could dowith a freshenupbut,

overall, theR8 still hits it out of thepark.’ On the

score sheets it looks likeMike Duff was perhaps

the only one who didn’t really fall for the Audi

andyet evenhewas full of praise: ‘Great engine,

great gearbox, great chassis. It was only pushed

down by a relative lack of excitement compared

to everything else here.’ You’ll note the word
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rate.’ The chassis balance was lauded by Dickie,

too. ‘The front-end’s response is brilliantly

judged – not too quick, not too slow – and the

progressive way in which the tail comes into

play without the need for crazy commitment or

provocation makes the Aston’s limits far more

accessible on the road than some of the others’.’

‘Just a simple, honest and deeply well-

sorted drivers’ car,’ mused Bovingdon, adding,

‘The uprated engine really has found a new

sharpness too and it infuses the whole car

with more precision and more intent.’ Duff

agreed but also loved its versatility: ‘It seems

equally happy whether you’re trickling around

and enjoying the V12’s purring refinement, or

giving it absolute death. It’s a gentleman thug,

and it’s as happy in either role. But for the

gearbox it would have beenmywinner.’

3rd:Merc SLS Black
It’s fair to say that the SLS AMG Black was the

surprise of the group. There have been some

great Black Series cars in the past, but there

havealsobeen somestinkers, so therewas some

trepidation as to which camp the SLS would

pitch its tent in. Thankfully it’s the former.

Richard Meaden loved it so much that he

decided to select it as his winner: ‘Despite

appearances, it’s a nuanced machine. It’s vast

and looks totally unwieldy, but with time you

discover it’s exceptionally precise, with the

lightweight feel of something like a 911 RS.

It’s also surprisingly adept at going slowly.

Definitely one to make room for in the Meaden

Fantasy Garage.’ He wasn’t the only one to

make a Porsche connection, but Jethro had

his own reasons: ‘It reminded me of a GT2

in that it has superb control, lovely steering

and incredible grip and traction, but can just

occasionally threaten to kill you in one heart-

stoppingmoment.’

It wasn’t to everyone’s taste, however.

Wheelspin at 100mph in the wet unsettled

Vivian,who also thought it looked vulgar,while

Duff struggled with its sheer size: ‘It feels like

there’s about 20 feet of car in front of you.’ He

also felt the on-limit traits which Jethro thrived

on were a bit too abrupt for his tastes: ‘Grip to

slip is pretty much like flicking a switch.’ One

man’s meat, etc.

I was one of those that loved the SLS, but

I’ll leave the final words on the Black to Nick

Trott, who, like Dickie, had it top of his score

sheet: ‘I never thought I’d vote a Mercedes top

in performance car terms, and I never thought

I’d put it ahead of the GT3, but I found it more

thrilling more of the time. Of all the cars on

the test, it was the one I was mentally speccing

up in my head. Dark metallic grey, with all the

carbon, if you’re asking…’

4th

‘relative’ in that last sentence being redefined

in a way more shocking than anything said

by Einstein. And of course, if it had rained for

three days in France it might have all been very

different…

4th:AstonV12VantageS
If therewere a category for ‘steering of the year’

then the Aston Martin would undoubtedly

walk off with the three-spoke trophy. Trott

was fulsome in his praise: ‘Total linearity and

fabulous feedback – lovely tingles reach your

palms directly from the road surface.’ Meaden,

always the first to admire a good rack, said that:

‘The hydraulic steering is amongst the very

best for feel and consistency – as are the carbon

brakes – even though the assistance is variable-

‘THEASTON

WOULDHAVE

WALKEDA

“STEERINGOFTHE

YEAR” AWARD’

    



3rd
2nd: Ferrari F12
Just one point ahead of the SLS, the Ferrari F12

takes the silver medal. Just like the SLS and our

winner, the F12 topped two judges’ scoresheets.

One belonged to Mike Duff: ‘Wow. The most

exciting car here for me, by a fair margin. The

V12 is amazing: the fact it produces so much

power through nothing more than revs and

direct injection feels close to miraculous. I don’t

think the novelty of running it out to 8500rpm

and feeling the brutal gearbox bang in the next

ratio would ever wear off either. Every time I

got out of it I had an adrenalin high.’

Even those that didn’t place it at the top sang

the praises of the V12. ‘It is a total triumph,’

said Trott. ‘Ferrari should be honoured for

building arguably the greatest road-car engine

of all time.’ Vivian was equally effusive: ‘The

powertrain is surely the most remarkable,

exciting and addictive of any car on sale today.

It isn’t just the power, staggering as that is, but

the manner of its delivery. The �nal 2000 revs

to the red line and the speed of the shift to the

next gear are truly breathtaking.’

The only divisive factor was the incredibly

quick steering rack, which proved an acquired

taste.Nickwasunconvinced,aswasJethro,who

also expressed worries that he’d ‘go through a

set of tyres every 1000 miles’. Hooligan. Viv,

however, warmed to the rack: ‘You gradually

realise the steering is part of a mechanism that

endows the F12 with amazing agility.’

I was the other person to have the F12 as their

winner, and the memory of being in control of

something so fast, powerful and exploitable

has me grinning from ear to ear. Add in the

feral yelps from a couple of downshifts and the

endorphins are almost overwhelming.

2nd
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FIX. INEVITABLE. BORING. I CAN SEE

the tweets and emails now. Believe it or not, we

are very aware that Porsches do rather well on

eCoty tests(!), so with the absence of a manual

gearbox in the 991 and an apparently greater

focus on speed for its own sake, there was

perhaps a secret hope that this one might be

beaten. Amazingly, history also showed there

was a good chance it wouldn’t make the top

step, as neither of the 997 GT3s took home the

gong (bothhaving towait for theirRSversions).

However, when the scores came in, the

margin of victory was clear. Like the SLS and

F12, the GT3 only topped two people’s lists, but

the fact it made everyone’s top three clinched

the win. As Richard Meaden said (not for

the first time): ‘It plays the averages without

being in any way average.’ Both he and Duff

did question the sheer pace of the GT3, Mike

harbouring a suspicion that ‘with 90 per cent

of the straight-line pace and 80 per cent of the

lateral grip, it would actually be a better road

car’. Meaden even called it a ‘ruthless number-

chaser’ and used the word ‘clinical’… but still

put it second on his list!

Vivianwashavingnoneof that, however: ‘For

me it was all about connection. The GT3 made

me feel more connected with the road and my

ownabilities. Like amovie directed by someone

who wants to let the action do the talking,

there’s an honesty and focused intensity about

the GT3 that no other car in eCoty could get

close to. If it’s less of a “911” than the last GT3, I

don’t really care. It is simply one of the best cars

I have ever driven.’

Nick certainly wasn’t nostalgic either: ‘The

engine is out of this world – a suitably epic

follow-up to the Mezger. Jethro mentioned

that he misses the chunter and response of the

Mezger, but I’ll happily trade that for the top-

end zeal of the new engine.’ A bit of chunter

wasn’t the only thing Jethro lamented initially,

but in the end he was besotted: ‘I miss the old

’box…but thechassisonthis car isnothingshort

of scintillating. It grips harder than anything

else here and yet invites you to experience

everything it has to offer more regularly than

you’d dare in the SLS or F12. It feels small and

agile just when the others start to intimidate,

and the way you feel locked into the chassis’

every movement is something else. We might

be a bit disappointed that this car won eCoty,

but we’re not at all ashamed of the result.’

And me? About 56 hours after I’d stood

listening to the other seven leaving the Hotel

Campanile in Digne, I found myself standing

in near-darkness atop a remote hill listening to

the beautifully baleful voice of the GT3. As it

charged up from the valley below, the volume

increasing as it ticked off each of the nine

hairpins, there was a wonderful stillness, as

though theworldhad stopped to listen andhave

its collective spine tingledby theflat-six revving

to 9000rpm. Due reverence for a worthy

winner. In the gloaming I silently vowed to do

it as much justice on the way down.

‘WHEN THE SCORES CAME IN, THE
MARGIN OF VICTORYWAS CLEAR’

JB HC MD RM NT DV Score

Porsche 911 GT3 1st 2nd 3rd 2nd 2nd 1st 43

Ferrari F12 5th 1st 1st 5th 3rd 3rd 36

Mercedes SLSBlack 2nd 4th 6th 1st 1st 5th 35

AstonV12Vantage S 6th 3rd 2nd 3rd 5th 7th 28

Audi R8V10Plus 4th 5th 7th 4th 7th 2nd 25

Mini JCWGP 3rd 6th 4th 7th 4th 6th 24

PorscheCaymanS 7th 7th 5th 6th 6th 4th 19

Alfa Romeo4C 8th 8th 8th 8th 8th 8th 6

1st Porsche911GT3
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Left: another eCoty

victory for a 911, but

before you write in,

please remember that

a Porsche didn’t win

last year, or in ’09, ’08,

’06, ’05, ’02 or ’01. So

there. OK, you can click

‘Compose’ now. Right:

how the judges voted; a

first was worth 8 points,

a second 7, and so on
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Mix Porsche’s incredible 918 Spyder hybrid supercar with Michelin’s
ultra-advanced new Pilot Sport Cup 2 tyres and what do you get?

A new lap record on the legendary Nürburgring

Advertising feature

THE SECONDS KEEP

TICKING AWAY. TICK,

TICK, TICK… Behind the

Nürburgring’s pit wall,

excitement is growing

amongst the support teams

fromPorsche andMichelin.

Nervous tension, too. A record seems likely, but

you never know for sure until the clock stops.

Suddenly thematt black snout of the lowslung

Porsche 918 Spyder erupts into view, its Michelin

Pilot Sport Cup 2 tyres digging tenaciously into

the tarmac. It’s travelling fast. Hugely fast. And

the sound it’s making is magnificent. The hybrid

supercar flashes past the final timing beam and

for the briefest moment the world stands still; all

heads swivel towards the big digital timing board

as the lap time numbers flicker into place. And as

everyone simultaneously realises the significance

of the time just revealed to them on the board,

there’s a crescendo of cheering and a surge of

high emotion – the 918Spyder has just lapped the

legendaryNürburgringNordschleife in 6:57.00, a

new record for a globally homologated series

production car, and a whole 14 seconds quicker

than the previous record.

No wonder the Porsche and Michelin teams

are jumping in the air and high-fiving everyone

within reach. And to put the record into

perspective, in 1975 Niki Lauda lapped the track

in a Ferrari 312T Formula One car in a

time of 6:58.6.

Few would argue that the Nürburgring is the

most challenging race track on the planet. It’s

14.2 miles long. And according to the official

website, there are 33 left-hand bends and 40 to

T

RACE
AGAINST TIME
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Watch the record lap at

www.youtube.com/michelinpassion
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‘ThenewMichelin
Pilot SportCup2
provides stability,

balance, andgripon
wet roadsaswell as
improvedresistance
toaquaplaningwhen
comparedwith its

predecessor’

the right; hard to learn. Plus there are

big changes of elevation combined with a

track surface that in many places is far from

smooth. If your car shines here, it should

sparkle anywhere.

Which is why so many car manufacturers

put such great store in achieving a good

Nürburgring lap time. And what made the

iconic German circuit the perfect venue upon

which Porsche could conclusively prove the

mettle of its new hybrid supercar – powered

partly by a 4.6-litre V8 petrol engine working

in tandem with electric motors to aid its fuel

economy and emissions.

Yet as every serious sports car maker – and

race team – knows, you’re only as good as the

tyres that pin your car to the ground. Hence

Porsche’s 50-year collaboration with Michelin.

And why Michelin was involved from the

outset of the 918 Spyder’s development.

‘Wedecided todesign a completely new tyre

line, the Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2,’ explains

Project Manager Olivier Bouhet, who was

responsible for the development of this

important new tyre, ‘featuring a specific tread

pattern, a massive external shoulder to

maximise dry handling performance, and

specific dual-rubber compoundswith the inner

section reducing rolling resistance, and the

outer maximising lateral grip’.

Developing a tyre for Porsche’s 918 Spyder

– a car capable of 211mph, yet with its hybrid

drivetrain also focused on good fuel

consumptionand lowemissions–and its attack

on the Nürburgring production car lap record

created special challenges. ‘On this track we

need to design a really well balanced tyre,’

Olivier Bouhet continues, ‘because it’s not

only a matter of maximum grip, it’s also a

matter of stiffness. Because at theNürburgring

we have very high speed sections, where we

really need stability.’

There were other challenges, too. ‘In the

context of the lap time record, during which

you push hard on the tyres, temperatures can

beextreme;we can reachover 100ºC inside the

tyres, and more than 200ºC at the surface of

the contact patch. So managing properly the

tyre temperature is a key factor of success in

this context, because you need to have the best

performance throughout the lap.’

Cornelius Ter Braak, Michelin’s Technical

Account Director for Porsche, stresses the

importanceofthetwocompanies’ longstanding

relationship in smashing the Nürburgring

record. He says: ‘We understand their

(Porsche’s)philosophy,weput inour resources,

our elements and, as well, our solutions.

Whatwe can see today, the Pilot Sport Cup2, is

the tyre which delivers the record. In the

beginning we said “we can”, and now we can

say “we did!”’

The joint approach is seen as vital from

within the Porsche camp, too, as Vice President

of the 918 Spyder project, Frank Walliser,

underlines: ‘A key factor for the success (of the

record attempt) is that all the tyre tests have

always been jointly Porsche andMichelin tests.

This is very important for the project and for

the behaviour of the car. I couldn’t believe my

eyes when I saw the (timing) numbers on the

In associationwith

board. Unbelievable!’ The final word must go

to Porsche test driver, Marc Lieb, the man

behind the 918 Spyder’s wheel for the

recordbusting sprint. ‘We had a fantastic run,

the conditions were perfect. The car was very

well prepared, and we had a fresh set of

Michelin tyres on.Andwehada really good lap

time: six minutes 57 seconds in a street-legal

production car is absolutely amazing.’

One lucky Evo winner will win a Porsche driving

experience at Silverstone. This is a world-class

driverdevelopmentfacilitywhereyouwill receive

coaching from some of the country’s highest

qualified and experienced driving consultants.

And to top it all off, the winner will also receive a

16GBApple iPadmini.

To enter visit

http://michelin.evo.co.uk

WINAPORSCHE

DRIVINGEXPERIENCE

ANDAN iPADMINI!
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CluB

class

by Dav iD v iv ian | PHOTOGRaPHY by GUS GREGORY

In the late 1980s, Porsche stripped the 3.2-litre
Carrera of its creature comforts to create a rare
gem that starred on road and track. 26 years
on, does the Carrera Club Sport still shine?
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Porsche 911 Carrera Club Sport
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WECALLEDIT ‘THEMADMILE’.ARULER-

straight stretch of the A217 dual carriageway in

Surrey, between the Cheam traffic-light junction

and a roundabout on the outskirts of Sutton, it

was roughly a mile long and conveniently close

to Motor magazine’s late-’80s road-testing HQ.

Seeinghowfast a fast carwouldgo fromastanding start at the lights

to a braking point thatwould only just allow the car to negotiate the

roundaboutwithout crashingwas,well, highly enjoyable. Andmad.

I haven’t driven down ‘themadmile’ formany years butmy guess

is that its suitability as a drag strip by proxy has quite rightly been

locked down by every speed-enforcement measure known to the

law.Were evo Towers to be time-warped back to the shoe shop and

hairdressing hell that was Cheam 26 years ago, the mind boggles

at the standing-mile bragging stats that would be slapped down at

the officewater cooler after a quick strop in an F12 or, come to that,

the latest 911 GT3, which needs only a fraction more than seven

seconds to wind up to 100mph from rest.

But hey, it was the ’80s. Supercar performance against the
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Porsche 911 Carrera Club Sport

clock was no more violent than that of today’s

fastest hot hatches, we were young and we took

risks that we mostly got away with. Even so,

if anyone had good reason not to do the ‘mad

thing’ one sunny lunchtime in 1987, having

plucked the keys to a 911 Carrera 3.2 Club Sport

from the test-car drawer, it was me. I knew I

was susceptible to the corrupting charms of this

muscular 911 evolution. Worse still, I had ‘form’

with road-test 911s.

Four years earlier, a 911 Carrera 3.2 – the car

on which the lightweight Club Sport was based

– had managed to turn a lonely, late-evening

grind in the of�ce writing the road test about

it into an experience so existential I believed it

and I were invisible on my 50-mile drive home.

The start of the journey was unremarkable

enough: on the M25, a steady 85mph eased us

inconspicuously past slower cars. The Carrera

was good at a loping gallop. That glorious air-

cooled �at-six sounded sweetly sonorous and,

even on the mostly smooth motorway, the

steering felt gently alive with tiny twitches and

wriggles dictated by the imperfections of the

road surface.

Whenever the traf�c cleared, we tentatively

took a bite at something more interesting:

120mph or so to begin with, but as the outside

lane emptied, the accelerative lunges in

fourth and �fth became more addictive and

more sustained. Soon we were brushing an

indicated 150mph regularly and, I can’t deny

it, I was loving every second. Given my insular

state of mind, this wasn’t speeding. It was

‘making progress’ in an appropriately capable

and charismatic car. And, as my solicitor was

to claim in court some weeks later, it was

accomplished ‘in complete safety’.

The Carrera and I were just seven miles

into the trip – the 120mph-plus phase – when

we overtook a white 2.8-litre Ford Granada

police car. It was dusk and I simply didn’t see it

creeping along in the inside lane with the plug

pulled on its roof lights. It saw us, though, and

attempted to give chase. Unsurprisingly, its

ability to keep up was non-existent. In fact, it

couldn’t get within a mile of the 911’s bewinged

rump. Blue lights madly �ashing? Presumably,

but by this time I’d more or less given up looking

in my rear-view mirror. I was cruising towards

home and a beer.

What the cops later called a ‘pursuit’ went

on for 21 miles, giving them plenty of time to

radio ahead and organise a road-block at a set

of traf�c lights on the A21 in Pembury, just

outside Tunbridge Wells. Perhaps ‘road-block’

is over-dramatising it: they just switched the

lights to red and got some bloke in a mac to

stand in front of them waving a torch. I rolled to

a stop, wondering if the man had escaped from

a local psychiatric facility. Thirty seconds later,

the Granada slid to a halt behind and the penny

dropped. What followed didn’t exactly adhere

to the Dixon of Dock Green script writers’ style

sheet but, rather incredibly, I lost my licence for

only two months.

And four years later, on ‘the mad mile’? Let

me tell you about the Club Sport. Despite the

lingering negative associations of being hauled

Above: all bar one of the 53 UK examples of the Club Sport were �nished in Grand Prix White; with no air con or sunroof, the CS was a turn-o� for many Porsche customers in the ’80s

‘I knew I was susceptIble to

the corruptIng charms of thIs

muscular 911 evolutIon’
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Porsche 911 Carrera Club Sport

out of a car by my lapels, having my arms

slammedon the roof andmy legs kicked apart, I

wasstillbesottedwiththe911andwasplanning

towriteabookaboutit.The911Carrera3.2Club

Sport – in many ways the spiritual forerunner

of today’s GT3 – represented the pinnacle of the

road car story thus far and therefore had to be

driven in a spirited manner whenever possible.

Its name, emblazoned above the sills in red or

blue against the Grand Prix White signature

paint job, all but demanded it.

I didn’t need convincing. The prospect of

exploiting a lighter, harder, more track-focused

Carrera was an itch I simply had to scratch. For

Porsche’s race-bred dieticians, adding lightness

involved removing quite a lot of non-essential

luxuries. Some were obvious, such as electric

windows, rear seats, central locking, a rear

wiper and a radio. Others less so: pursuing

the racing philosophy that every gram counts,

opening mechanisms for the rear quarter

lights, door pocket lids, the passenger sun

visor, lighting for the engine and boot, some

sound-deadening, the coat hooks and even

the underseal were dumped (though UK cars

did retain some rust protection). And it didn’t

stop there. The manual heater controls from

earlier 911s were reinstated in place of the

regular Carrera’s more effective thermostat

system, and the car was �tted with a lighter

starter motor, a simpli�ed wiring loom and an

alloy spare wheel. At least the cabin carpeting

stayed. Some examples even had leather seats.

The upshot was a 40kg reduction on the scales,

the CS recording an impressively trim 1170kg,

making it only 95kg heavier than the legendary

1973 2.7 RS.

Mechanically, the CS retained the standard

3164cc  at-six engine, albeit �tted with

lighter, hollow inlet valves and located on

stiffer mounts. A revised engine management

system raised the rev limit from 6520 to

6840rpm but, despite it also being blueprinted,

Porsche didn’t claim any improvement over the

standard engine’s 228bhp at 5900rpm. There

almost certainly was, but not enough to be in

any danger of overwhelming the fat 7 x 15in,

215/60 VR-shod rear rims in the dry. That said,

the 0-60mph time dropped from 5.6 to 5.1sec

and top speed increased from 148 to 152mph.

The CS’s �ve-speed G50 gearbox delivered a

shorter-throw shift and taller fourth- and �fth-

gear ratios, while a limited-slip differential

was standard. As for the suspension, ‘uprated’

meant Bilstein gas-�lled dampers all round.

Long before it discovered it could get away

with charging more for its stripped-out,

lightweight models, Porsche did the proper

thingandasked less:£1187 less than theregular

Carrera in the case of the £34,389CS,making it

even cheaper than the company’s front-engined

944 Turbo. Only 340 Club Sports were built,

with 53 RHD examples coming to the UK.

We meet Steve – evo reader and friend, and

owner of the pristineCSyou see before you – for

a deeply disgusting breakfast at the Amesbury

services Little Chef near the junction between

theA303and theA345.Having ’fessedupabout

the 911 misdemeanours of my youth, I ask him

Above:weight-saving drivemeant CS’s windows had to be operatedmanually; 3.2-litre �at-six likely put outmore than the 228bhp of standard Carrera, although Porsche claimed it didn’t

‘adding lightness involved
removing quite a lot of non-

essential luxuries’
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if he would prefer me to go for the big one-�ve-o before or after

Stonehenge. He suggests doing so after he’s gone home.

For me, this is a kind of weird reunion with a car so exciting and

alluring that I was prepared to risk it all again on ‘the mad mile’

merely to experience the �eeting accelerative rush. For Steve, it’s

an ongoing love affair. He owns 21 cars and, ever since he bought

the Club Sport eight years ago with just 30,000 miles on the clock,

it has ranked among his favourites, keeping good company with a

Carrera GT and a 997 GT3 4.0 – both vastly faster and more thrilling

steers. But I detect a real soft spot in him for the CS. ‘Without a word

of a lie I’d always put the CS in my top three,’ he says as we head for

the hills behind Amesbury. ‘I’ve been a 911 fanatic ever since I �rst

drove one when I was 25. I just thought: “That’s it. That’s a drivers’

car.” The CS strikes the best balance between some modernity but

also that classic 911 feel. It’s quite demanding to drive but I also love

the fact that it’s just fast enough and got just the right amount of

horsepower, so you can actually properly drive.’

Steve is in the passenger seat so I decide that driving properly

is the best policy. Do the old memories of reckless exhilaration

come �ooding back? Not at �rst. Actually, not at all. Too many
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miles and too much horsepower have passed

under the bridge.When I �nally get to open the

taps in second and third, the CS feels usefully

brisk but not fast by current standards. What

did I expect? Well, maybe just a hint of that

‘mad mile’ naughtiness. But the goal posts

havemoved.

Steve has access to mind-warping

performancewhenever hewants butwould still

rather drive the CS much of the time. And as

we head for a particular section of road I know

well – used to assess the cornering chops of the

991-gen Carrera 2 when it was launched just

a few miles away from here at Thruxton – I’m

beginning to see his point. The weighting and

textural grain of every non-assisted control

surface seems perfectly matched, giving rise

to the feeling that I’m driving an organic,

cohesive whole rather than a collection of

interlinked, electronically calibrated systems.

To be honest, I’d forgotten that 911s used to

feel like that. I estimate that my best neat-and-

tidy speed through the open left-straight-right

combo I’d used for photography with the 991

is at least 30 per cent down in the CS. But the

satisfaction of getting it right, muscling the old

911 through with the necessary elevated level

of concentration and forearm torque, is at least

50 per cent up.

The gearchange is sweeter than a Gü Key

Lime pie, too, and what the engine lacks in

contemporary watermark grunt it more than

makes up for in pin-sharp throttle response

and a real, raw, resonant, unsynthesised

boxer-motor soundtrack. What once seemed

sensational isnowarepositoryof long-forgotten

feelings that makes you wonder if cars that can

go faster than a Japanese bullet train are really

such a smart idea after all.

I couldn’t quitemanage bullet-train velocities

behind the wheel of the Club Sport on ‘the mad

mile’ back in 1987. I did, however, get stopped

by the police (again) and received a severe

telling off.L

Many thanks toSteve for theuse of hisClubSport.

Porsche 911 Carrera Club Sport

Specification

Porsche 911 CLUB SPort

Engine Flat-six, 3164cc

Co2 n/a

Power 228bhp @ 5900rpm

torque 209lb ft @ 4800rpm

transmission Five-speed manual, rear-wheel drive, LSD

Front suspension MacPherson struts, coil springs,

dampers, anti-roll bar

rear suspension Semi-trailing arms, torsion bars,

coil springs, dampers, anti-roll bar

Brakes Ventilated discs, 283mm front, 290mm rear

Wheels 7 x 15in front, 8 x 15in rear

tyres 195/65 VR15 front, 215/60 VR15 rear

Weight (kerb) 1170kg

Power-to-weight 198bhp/ton

0-60mph 5.1sec (claimed)

top speed 152mph (claimed)

Price new £34,389 (1987)

on sale 1987-1989

evo rating:;;;;;

‘There’s a feeling ThaT
i’m driving an organic,
cohesive whole’
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BMWM6 GRAN COUPE
byNick Trott

Editor

Thismonth: It’s big, fast and a little
bit pricey, and it’s also on our 'eet.
Longest drive in a long-termer:
‘Took the C63 AMG to the Spa Grand
Prix and back. Not an epic distance,
but the perfect car for the journey’

ALFA ROMEO GIULIETTA
byRobGould

Art director

Thismonth:Gould gets a lesson in
weight management.
Longest drive in a long-termer: ‘To
Cornwall and back in the Giulietta.
Call it 300 miles each way’

TOYOTA GT86
byHenry Catchpole

Features editor

Thismonth: Catchpole takes over
the running of the rear-drive coupe.
Longest drive in a long-termer:
‘To Fife and back one weekend in a
Caterham R300 felt like the longest
– 1000 miles with no roof!’

JAGUAR F-TYPE V6 S
by Jethro Bovingdon

Contributing editor

Thismonth: The F-type arrives.
Longest drive in a long-termer:
‘Nürburgring to Northants isn’t that
far, but it sure feels it when you’re
in a stripped-out M3 that’s stuck in
fourth gear’

VAUXHALL VXR8
byDavid Vivian

Road test contributor

Thismonth: The super-rare
superestate arrives.
Longest drive in a long-termer: ‘To
the Lake District in a Mini Clubman
Cooper S – just the right size for all
those tight, twisty lanes’

FERRARI 458 ITALIA
by SimonGeorge

Contributor

Thismonth: A mishap on track…
Longest drive in a long-termer: ‘A
circumnavigation of eight European
countries in the orange Lamborghini
Murciélago; 6300 miles in three
weeks and still no backache!’

MINI JCW GP
by Ian Eveleigh

Production editor

Thismonth:On track.
Longest drive in a long-termer:
‘Nice to Cambridgeshire in an In&niti
G37S Coupe. Ideal car for the job.
The 902 miles took a leisurely 15
hours, including the ferry crossing’

McLAREN 12C
byMikeDu�

Motoring editor

Thismonth: The 12C does some
lapping for a good cause.
Longest drive in a long-termer:
See Audi RS6 Avant, above le(

OUT

PEUGEOT 208 GTI
by SamRiley

Film-maker

Thismonth: The intriguing French
hatchback enters the evo car park.
Longest drive in a long-termer:
‘From the Isle of Harris in the Outer
Hebrides to evo Towers in my 4x4
Skoda Yeti’

MAZDAMX-5 MK2
byPeter Tomalin

Contributor

Thismonth: A new stance.
Longest drive in a long-termer:
‘Estoril to Cambridge in the 350Z –
just over 1000 miles – with just a few
hours’ kip en route. Was quite tired
at the end’

AUDI RS6 AVANT
byMikeDu�

Motoring editor

Thismonth: The RS6’s real-world
abilities impress Du%.
Longest drive in a long-termer:
‘Berlin to Cornwall in a Merc E-class,
stopping only for fuel, Red Bull and
the Chunnel – 907 miles in 13 hours’

FORD FOCUS ST
byDeanSmith

Sta% photographer

Thismonth: The ST helps out at
Smith’s wedding.
Longest drive in a long-termer:
‘From Hitchin to Route Napoleon –
800 miles – in this very Focus ST for
eCoty 2013’

RENAULT CLIOWILLIAMS
by StephenDobie

Sta% writer

Thismonth: New rubber.
Longest drive in a long-termer:
‘To Italy’s Stelvio Pass in my Polo
GTI, via the Porsche Museum in
Stuttgart. Great way to warm to a
moderately talented car’

From 208 to VXR8, evo’s Fast Fleet is the biggest and most
comprehensive long-term section in the business. This month…

 fastfleet@evo.co.uk t@evomagazinef www.facebook.com/evomagazine Got amodel featured in Fast Fleet? Share your experienceswith us

Alsoontheevofleet:BMW M135i, Skoda Superb Outdoor, Jaguar XJR-15, Porsche 996 Carrera 2, Nissan GT-R, Ferrari 430 Scuderia, Ford Escort RS2000, Peugeot
106 Rallye, Porsche 911 SC, Mercedes 190E 2.5-16, Ferrari F50, BMW 2002, Lamborghini Murciélago, Ferrari F40.Comingsoon:Toyota Celica GT-Four

Living with evo’s
long-term
test cars

NEW

NEW NEW

JAGUAR XKR-S
byRichardMeaden

Contributing editor

Thismonth: The R-S has departed.
Longest drive in a long-termer:
‘An epic 18-hour, 1200-mile journey
home from Umbria in evo’s old Audi
quattro 20v a(er the launch of the
original Audi TT’

byRichardMeaden

Contributing editor

Thismonth:Meaden warms to the
yellow Renaultsport.
Longest drive in a long-termer:
See Jaguar XKR-S, le(

RENAULT CLIO 200 TURBO

NEW
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SO, WHAT IS IT? Like

Audi and Mercedes,

BMW has been

exploring the dark

hinterland between

niches of late, and the result is a

number of curious products. The

M6 Gran Coupe is one of them. The

M6 badge suggests two doors, but

the Gran Coupe has four, like the

M5. So it’s priced closer to the ’5,

right?Wrong. The M6 Gran Coupe

costs £24,195 more than the M5 – or

signi�cantly more if you’re looking

at nearly newM5s, prices of which

have dropped to around £53,000

for year-old cars in BMW’s Approved

Used scheme.

‘My’ M6 Gran Coupe cost £97,700

– well, it would have if the following

options hadn’t been �tted: automatic

four-zone air conditioning (£695),

Comfort Access (keyless entry and

push-button start – £665), internet

service (£95), carbon-ceramic brakes

(£7395 – gulp), multi-function seats

(£1865), BMW Individual ‘Merino’

leather (£5635), ‘Reversing Assist’

camera (£330), ‘surround-view’

cameras (£530), so�-close doors

(yes, honestly – £560), speed limit

display (shows the current applicable

speed limit – £250), sun-protection

glass (£335) and Tanzanite Blue

metallic paint (£1995). Yep, this car

comes in at an eye-watering £118,050.

In a fewmonths, you’ll be able to buy

two BMWM4s for that.

The M6 Gran Coupe is without

doubt an imposing car to look at. The

styling is menacing andmasculine,

but too leaden and not enough lead-

sled in my eyes. Neat details include

the sculptured carbon roof, a neat

‘Gran Coupe’ legend inside the rear

door aperture (and visible through

the glass), and simply gorgeous gold

brake calipers (indicating the �tment

of those carbon-ceramics).

The interior is equally imposing;

you sit within an arc of leather,

carbon�bre and buttons, cocooned,

snug and immensely comfortable.

The satnav screen is vast, the latest

iDrive is far easier to decipher than

previous generations were, and

your preferred choices amongst the

various switchable driving settings

are just a prod of one of the two ‘M’

buttons away. It is undoubtedly a �ne

S

BMWM6 Gran Coupe
The fearsomely

expensive, 552bhp
four-door coupe
M-car arrives on
our fleet. Editor
Trott says hello

BMWM6GranCoupe
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place to be, but then it should be –

the price (with options) is nudging

Bentley Continental territory.

The engine is BMWM’s 4.4-litre

twin-turbocharged V8 with 552bhp.

It’s a mighty motor, but customers

wouldn’t be out of line asking their

dealer why the signi cantly more

expensive M6 Gran Coupe isn’t

correspondingly more powerful than

the M5. Acceleration is impressive,

even stepping from the 12C. BMW

claims a 4.2sec 0-62mph time (0.1sec

quicker than the M5), with the seven-

speed DCT twin-clutch transmission

shi!ing with a neat punch in the ribs

and a cool pop as the ignition is cut.

Initial driving impressions? The

M6 Gran Coupe is vast – longer than

a Ford Transit SWB van and only

marginally narrower. On British roads,

this means you’re acutely conscious

of your road position and equally

conscious of the fact that if you

chose to get the car dancing around,

you need to have the space to play.

That loooong tail likes to step out…

We’ve got just over six months

with the M6 Gran Coupe – the

car that BMW says is the ‘M-car

driving experience at its most

exclusive’. It’s already proving to

be an intriguing companion, with

star quality, intergalactic pace and

true re nement. It has some tough

competition, not just fromwithin the

M family but also from the Mercedes

CLS63 and the Audi RS7. But I’m keen

to  nd out not if this M6 can stand

toe-to-toe with its direct German

rivals, but whether it can step up and

tackle the ultra-premium Bentley

Continental and Aston Martin

Rapide S. If it delivers, then the price

tag won’t look so absurd a!er all.L

Nick Trott (@evoNickTrott)

OBjeCTIVITy IS A

golden rule with

long-term test

cars, but I won’t

lie: seeing the

£106,000 XKR-S for the first time

after speccing it on jaguar’s online

configurator was a genuinely special

moment. yes, I got some stick from

my colleagues (mostly jethro) for

choosing Don johnsonWhite, and

yes, I did question the sense in my

colour choice once the rains came

and the building site I call home

resembled the Somme. But when

the weather played ball andmy

local hand car washers had just

done their thing, it never looked less

than fabulous.

I knew living with the XKR-S

would be indulgent and pander to

the side of me that likes to smoke

around in a big, fast, expensive car.

But still I wasn’t entirely convinced

the XK and I would bond, mainly

because I’ve never truly lusted after

a modern jag.

I needn’t have worried, for the

R-S is a car that wears its heart on

its sleeve. From the exuberant snort

as the engine fires, to the pulsing

idle and full-throttle Sport-mode

holler to wake the dead, this is a

car that unashamedly pulls at your

petrolhead heartstrings. I was

smitten from day one.

It tried hard in other areas, too.

The interior – no longer a homage

to jaguar’s walnut-and-leather

past –mixed colours, materials

and textures to create a sporting,

if rather ‘hot hatchy’ ambience.

Much like the exterior, if there’s a

flaw it’s a belief that more is more.

BMWM6GranCoupe

O

Jaguar XKR-S
Convertible

Richard Meaden reflects on a year with
the 542bhp supercharged V8 drop-top jag

END OF TERM

Driver’s log

Date acquired Sept 2013

Totalmileage 3346

Mileage thismonth 1511

Costs thismonth £0

mpg thismonth 17.6

Above:M6 GC’s styling and size are imposing. Below: interior wraps around the driver
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Above right:winter tyres helped
in snow. Below: 542bhp V8. Right:
white paint meant regular washes
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Jaguar XKR-SConvertible

The F-type demonstrates greater

stylistic maturity.

With 542bhp and an equally

chunky amount of torque from

a smooth and free-revving

supercharged V8 mated to a

six-speed paddle-shift automatic

transmission, the R-S delivered

monster performance. For the first

few months it’s fair to say I hardly

ever truly extended it much beyond

5000rpm, simply because I never felt

the need. Rare is the car that devours

the road ahead so effortlessly. When

I did venture towards the outer limits

of the rev range, the R-S revealed

a level of performance previously

beyond a series production Jaguar.

There’s no question it was

exciting, but it also exposed the XK’s

limitations. Traction was often in

short supply, and with Pirelli P Zero

summer rubber fitted it lacked

progression, especially in damp

or wet conditions. It was tricky to

sense when the torque was going

to overwhelm the rear tyres, and

the stability control didn’t have

sufficiently quick wits to catch it

smoothly. I lost count of the times

I unwittingly had a heart-pounding

moment in slippery conditions. Wet

roads or dry, my appetite to drive the

R-S beyond eight-tenths was limited.

The winter of 2012/13 was

unusually snowy in the UK. You’d

think that would have rendered the

rear-drive Jaguar immobile, yet when

fitted with Pirelli Sottozeros (£1200

for the set) it proved remarkably

adept. And when the snow melted,

the winter tyres gave some welcome

feel and progression, but still the

lightness of the steering, initial dead

travel in the brakes and a throttle

that gave too much too soon dented

the R-S’s credentials as a truly

focused drivers’ car.

Nevertheless I enjoyed life with

the XKR-S more than any other

modern Jaguar I’ve ever driven. The

performance and soundtrack were

totally addictive, it’s ability to turn

heads endless. I could never reconcile

the monster price tag, but judging by

the knee-buckling depreciation nor

can the trade. The car never missed

a beat and used less than a litre of

oil (£20). The winter tyres had plenty

of meat left on them after their five-

month stint, but the summer tyres

were getting pretty thin. Our year

was up just before the 15,000-mile

service was due, the cost of which

would have been around £300.

The XKR-S made life feel pretty

special, but it lacked the sense of

connection and depth of ability

to elevate the driving experience

meaningfully beyond that of the

regular XKR. That doesn’t make

it a bad car, but it does suggest

Jaguar needs to push well beyond

its comfort zone with future R-S

models.L

RichardMeaden

(@DickieMeaden)

‘Towards the outer limits of the rev range,
the R-S revealed a level of performance

previously beyond a series production Jaguar’

Driver’s log

Date acquired August 2012

Duration of test 12 months

Total testmileage 15,430

Overallmpg 18.9

Costs £1520

Purchase price £106,542

Trade-in value £67,000

Depreciation £39,542
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‘THAT’S VERYCOOL,

man.’ I didn’t have evo

staff photographer

Dean Smith down as a

surfer dude, but that’s

much respect from someonewho ran

anAudi RS4Avant for tenmonths.

Like Dean, you’ll doubtless have

seen our newVauxhall VXR8Clubsport

Tourer long-termer before. It’s the

same car that Henry drove andDean

snapped in theDriven sectionwhen it

was a bit newer (evo 187). As it’s the

only one of its kind onVauxhall’s press

fleet (possibly the only one in theUK),

just about everymedia Tom, Dick and

Harriet has had a go and a gratuitously

smoky skid in this £49,500 estate, so

it’s been optimally loosened up for its

staywith us.

It arrived in early Septemberwith

8431miles on the clock, a lightly

shagged set of Bridgestone Potenzas

wrapped around its dark-tint 20in HSV

alloys and, probably for the last time

during themonths it will spendwith us,

a brimmed-full tank of super unleaded.

Vauxhall PR SimonHucknall tellsme

it’s possible to get 34mpg fromaVXR8.

He’s a funnyman.

The deal is faintlymadbut

irresistible all the same. I’m only

just getting a feel for howmuch of

the 425bhp and 406lb ft of torque

developed by its naturally aspirated

6.2-litre LS3 Corvette V8 I can use

before I have to gowithout food.

What’smore, an appointment has

beenmadewith TomWalkinshaw

Racing to have a factory-approved

supercharger bolted on, whichwill

raise the headline number to around

550bhp, or about the same as the

supercharged new-gen, Aussie-born

Vauxhall VXR8 Clubsport Tourer
Rare V8-powered estate from Down Under joins the fleet

T

I STILL HAVEN’T had a great,

just-for-the-hell-of-it drive

in the Clio, but I’m pleased

to sayHN13 XYP and I have bonded a

littlemore since the first report. That

processwas helped by a few airport

runs and a five-day trip to Spa for the

Six Hours historic racemeeting.

The route through Belgium is not

what you’d describe as scintillating,

but the Clio stormed it, cruising at

elevated speeds on the autoroutes

for hours and comfortably swallowing

a huge racing kit bag that normally

requires seats to be folded down.

IRenaultsport
Clio 200 Turbo

Both the looks and
the driving experience

of the RS hot hatch
are starting to grow

onMeaden

NEW ARRIVAL
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VauxhallVXR8 Ferrari 458 Italia
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Above right: 197bhp
turbo 1.6 engine only just
manages mpg in the 30s

IT’S BEENANEVENTFUL

month for the 458, if only

because Imanaged to

foolishly spin it into a tyrewall at

60mph. Arriving into a shallow left-

hander on the Longcross test track in

Surrey, carrying a tad toomuch speed,

I instantly realised I’d overcooked it.

The 458was in Sportmode, and

so still offering full stability control,

but the greasy surface exacerbated

matters, sending us into the tyres. I

guess no amount of electronicswill

beat the laws of physics. But theGods

were smiling onme: damagewas

limited to a smashedwingmirror, a

scuffed spoiler and a bruised ego.

WX11 also had a bit of TLC at

Graypaul Nottingham recently. After

the nearside door glass jammed and

variouswarnings flagged up on the

dash, they fitted a new regulator under

warranty and had the car back tome

the sameday. Top effort.

Withwell over 40,000miles now

on the clock, the 458 still feels as tight

and as planted as it didwhen new. For

nearly a year the valves in the exhaust

have been jammedopen,making it

sound like it’s in Racemode all the

time, i.e. exceptionally loud. I’ve never

told the dealers, since that’s how I

reckon a Ferrari should be. Not suremy

neighbourswould agree, though…L

SimonGeorge

(@6gearexperience)

I

Driver’s log

Date acquired May 2011

Totalmileage 43,668

Mileage thismonth 1451

Costs thismonth £535 (tyres)

mpg thismonth 12.0

Ferrari458 Italia
The busy 458 has had
an unfortunate meeting
with a tyre barrier…

rebadgedHolden, which isn’t due here

until the end of the year.

No sensible person, having sampled

the standard VXR8’s performance

(0-62mph in 4.9sec, nicelymuted

Americanmuscle car soundtrack), is

going to think thatwhat this car really

needs is another 125 horsepower,

but then sensible people buy Skoda

Octavia estates.Me? I’m going to

challengeMike Duff and his Audi RS6

Avant to a drag race at Bruntingthorpe

and hang the fuel consumption.

Besides, I’ve alwayswanted a car that

rocks gently on its axis at idle.

This particular VXR8 connects on

other levels, too. It looks stunning – far

better than you’d expect fromphotos.

And the colour – that blue contrasting

with the chunky black bonnet louvres

and side vents – remindsmeof the

first performance Vauxhall I ever

clapped eyes on in amagazine as a

kid: a vividly blue BrabhamVivawith a

matt black bonnet.

On various visits toOz over the

years, I’ve alwaysmade a point of

driving aHoldenHSV and have added it

to the list of reasonswhy I’d like to live

there. Of course, none had ‘DE51 RED’

for a number plate. I’d have been

beaten up.L

David Vivian

Driver’s log

Date acquired Sep 2013

Totalmileage 8864

Mileage thismonth 433

Costs thismonth £0

mpg thismonth 20.4

Above: interior is utilitarian, but central display (below le$) boasts G and yaw meters, and a lap timer. Below le�: 425bhp 6.2 V8

Themodest petrol tankmeant

I didn’t quite have the range to get

frommy last UK fill-up inMaidstone

tomy hotel in Spa town centre, but

after a yearwith a Jaguar XKR-S it was

a pleasant surprise to find I’d used

roughly half the fuel I’d previously been

burning. That said, the Clio’s refusal to

domuchmore than 31mpg, however

andwherever I drive it, doesmake a

mockery of its claimed EU combined

average of 44.8mpg. A 1.6-litre petrol

turbomotor in a small(ish) hatchback

really ought to do better. If anyone out

there is running a 200Turbo, I’d love to

knowwhat you’re getting.

I’ve also started towarm to the RS’s

looks. I wasn’t sure about themat first,

but now I’m seeingmore good angles

than bad. It attracts attention and I

love the Liquid Yellowpaintwork – and

not just because itmakes the Clio easy

to spot in the sea of grey that is an

airport car park!L

RichardMeaden

(@DickieMeaden)

Driver’s log

Date acquired August 2013

Totalmileage 3340

Mileage thismonth 1118

Costs thismonth £0

mpg thismonth 31.4
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Jaguar F-type V6 S
It’s one of the most talked-about cars of 2013. Now we
welcome one to our fleet for its most thorough test yet

I gaVe aN old friend a lift to

Heathrow in the RS6. He’s a

former journo (and one-time

evo columnist) who has since moved

Down Under, taken the PR dollar, and

therefore now mostly travels in the

cheapish far-eastern hatchbacks he

gets paid megabucks to promote.

It was a Friday evening, raining hard,

and we hadn’t left quite enough time

for the journey. It was, in short, the

sort of challenge the RS6 was made

for – V8 rumbling purposefully as we

made safe-but-rapid progress through

the sodden conditions. Then the Bose-

upgraded audio system burbling away

as we spent 15 minutes sitting in the

inevitable M25 jam. ‘What a brilliant

way this is to end every day,’ mused my

mate, before trudging off to start his

26-hour journey in an airbus a380.

He was right. The key appeal of the

RS6 is just how adaptable it is, and

how much it keeps in reserve in the real

I

Audi RS6 avant
The powerful estate has been revealing its real-world strengths
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MazdaMX-5Jaguar F-type V6S

TheMX-5’S STandard

ride height is better suited

to a 4x4 than a sports car,

rather as though it’s been set up to

wade throughwater. not good. after

Imentioned this a couple ofmonths

ago, the very helpful chaps at eibach

got in touch and offered a set of

their Pro-Kit springs for evaluation. a

popular aftermarket fit tomk2 and 2.5

MX-5s likemine, they lower the ride

by around 25-30mm, so nothing too

extreme. and the clincher: according

to eibach they’remade from the same

material it uses for its F1 springs. Sold.

rrP for a set is £175, but you can

pick themup fromMX-5 Parts for

£163.35 including VaT. I had them

fitted bymy local garage, which added

another £160. The last time theMX-5

was there for itsMOT they’d noted the

rear discs and padswere badlyworn,

so I had those replaced at the same

time– £78.56 for the parts, £60 labour

– and all topped offwith some snazzy

new flexible brake hoses. Total garage

bill, including VaT: £290.40.

an expensivemonth, then, butwas

it all worth it?Well, beauty is in the

eye and all that, but I reckon the visual

transformation is almostworth the

money alone. I’m still exploring the

dynamics, but a cross-country blat

up to Bourne in Lincolnshire at the

weekend suggested the chassis has

been similarly transformed. TheMX-5

feels like it’s spent amonth in the gym.

It’s suddenly all beefed-up and broad-

shouldered. a smidge firmer, yes, but

not stiffer (a fine distinction, but an

important one). There’s little of the

crashiness and jiggliness that I’d been

fearing. Just amore robust,muscular

feel to theway it dealswith lumps

and bumps. Less dip under braking, a

tad less roll in the corners, and amore

all-of-a-piece feel when pushed hard

through a turn. That, I believe, is what’s

known as a result.

Peter Tomalin

I’d neVer uSuaLLy

deliberately

avoid driving a

significant new

performance car,

but having missed the initial F-type

group tests (evo 183) due to other

commitments, I was determined to

do just that. It wasn’t easy.

The new Jaguar was big news

and every time I popped into the

office for meetings there seemed

to be another bloody F-type to

tempt me. But I’d always walk

straight past. you see, I’ve known

for some months now that I’d soon

be running an F-type of my own,

so I decided to wait until ‘my’ car

turned up to experience Jaguar’s

new sports car. I wanted that day

to feel really special.

There was intense debate over

which F-type we should go for.

harry championed the V8 S for

its wild handling and charisma,

likening it to a modern-day aC

Cobra. Much as I liked the sound of

the V8 S, my head was saying we

should go for the V6 S – still with a

storming 375bhp and 339lb ft from

its 3-litre supercharged engine, but

priced at a sub-911 level at £67,520.

dickie also said the conventional

locking differential of the V6 S

was more natural in feel to the

V8’s electronically controlled unit

and that the less fearsome motor

allowed the chassis to really shine.

Model chosen, then. Time to head

to the configurator…

I didn’t want to go too mad. I

really didn’t. Then I saw the 20-inch

Blade wheels with carbonfibre

spokes (£2500). Tick. Who could

resist ‘Performance Seats’

(£2445)? Tick. and of course the

Super Performance Braking System

(£1255) was a must. This was a

slippery slope that also included

the Switchable active Sports

exhaust, sports steering wheel and

a few other goodies. To be fair, I

think I’d call our car ‘well specced’

rather than ‘fully loaded’. even so,

with gorgeous Salsa red paintwork

(BrG wouldn’t be right for a car

signalling a bold future for Jaguar),

our F-type comes in at nearly

£78,000. It goes without saying

that I hoped it would look, sound

and feel worth every penny…

Was I excited when it arrived?

Oh yes (even though Jaguar had

run it in to the tune of 4171 miles!).

do I think we got the spec right?

yes again. I love the colour and

the blade wheels are gorgeous –

although the thought of kerbing

them keeps me awake at night.

now I’ve tried it, do I get along

with the F-type? I think so. I

was delighted that the F-type

immediately felt very different to

the XK – firmer, more responsive

and with some decent steering

weight and feel, plus much

improved traction. It feels like a

sports car and it reacts like one

once you start driving it hard. I’m

looking forward to getting to know

it properly in the coming months

very much indeed.L

Jethro Bovingdon

(@JethroBovingdon)

I

T

MazdaMX-5 1.8i
uprated springs bring new life to the little roadster

Driver’s log

Date acquired april 2012

Totalmileage 115,224

Mileage thismonth 317

Costs thismonth £532.31

mpg thismonth 32.4

world. and having pointed out its lack

of involvement on track inmy last

report, it’s only right to highlight how

well it dealswith the real world.

It’s a point thatwasmadewhen

Imet quattro Gmbhboss Frank van

Meel, at the Frankfurtmotor show. I

asked how concerned he got about

the negative reaction of journalists

tomuchrS-branded product. his

response? ‘Wemake cars for our

customers, not for journalists.’

as an almost-customer sitting

in both camps, I’m beginning to see

his point.L

Mike Duff

Above le: new eibach springs.Above right andbelow: ride height before and a%er

Driver’s log

Date acquired July 2013

Totalmileage 5416

Mileage thismonth 811

Costs thismonth £0

mpg thismonth 22.1

Driver’s log

Date acquired Sept 2013

Totalmileage 5416

Mileage thismonth 1245

Costs thismonth £0

mpg thismonth 23.5
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After the solid

dependability of the

skoda superb (full

end-of-term report

soon), i needed a bit

of spice back inmy daily driving life.

one of the newest hot hatches on the

market is justwhat the doctor ordered,

and i amnow the keeper of the key to a

fabulously french Peugeot 208Gti.

Capable of 0-62mph in 6.8sec and

a top speed of 143mph, the basic 208

Gti comes in at £18,895, but the car i’ll

be running for the next sixmonths or

so is fittedwith two options. the first

is the huge panoramic sunroof (£400),

whichmakes this relatively small car

feel enormous inside. the second is

the integrated satnavwith Peugeot

Connect sos and assistance service,

which at £650 brought the total cost

ofmymachine to £19,945.

A different choice of colourwould

have pushed the price over the £20k

mark, but KV13UeMcamewith the

basic BiancaWhite paintjob, and in

fairness it looks pretty sharp as it is.

i probablywould have specced that

colour anyway given the choice, as the

other schemes all cost an extra £495

for no extra street-cred.

i have to say i was surprised (and

not in a goodway) about the cost

of the satnav/assistance option.

having had plenty of experience

of nav systems froma variety of

manufacturers, i’m leftwith the feeling

that Peugeot is lagging behind here.

this systemdoesn’t have full postcode

recognition – instead it forces you to

put in the first part of your destination

postcode and then choose froma

shortlist of streets. i’ve never been

a big fan of these systems and i’m

disappointed that a new car in 2013

can’t process full postcodeswhen

just about every smartphone on the

market canmanage it.

When itwas first tested in evo 183,

Mike duff found that the Pugwas

awell-engineered car that possibly

wasn’t quite rough enough around the

edges.My first impressions are that

thismay be the kind of car that takes

time towarm to. so far i’ve found

the sharp handling, controlled by a

bizarrely tiny steeringwheel, great

fun downB-roads, andwith 197bhp

and 203lb ft to punch just 1170kg

down the road, the 208 certainly feels

quick enough.

Peugeot hasmademuch of the

fact that this car is intended to be the

spiritual successor to the famous 205

Gti of the 1980s. timewill tell whether

that’s truly the case, but i’m verymuch

looking forward to finding out.L

SamRiley (@samgriley)

A

KeePinG WeiGht doWn

is really important. this

fact hit homeon theway

back from the office one day recently

when theGiuliettawas relegated to

the role of a taxi.With four adults in

the car, its sparkling acceleration had

disappeared alongwith the usually

agile feel of the chassis. Crunching

somenumbers revealedwhy…

the car’s quoted power figure is

232bhp and its kerbweight 1320kg, but

that latter figure iswithout a driver.

let’s say the average adult is 70kg.

if we calculate the power-to-weight

ratiowith a driverwe get 170bhp/ton.

But factor-in threemore people and

that figure plummets to 147bhp/ton.

for curiosity’s sake, i did the same

calculation for the 217bhpmk7Golf Gti

(1351kg)with a driver (70kg) and came

upwith 155bhp/ton. that’s lower than

the Alfa, but the VW is still quicker

to 62mph (6.5sec versus 6.8). i’ll put

that down to the slightly higher torque

output from theGolf’s 2-litre turbo

engine compared to the Alfa’s turbo 1.7,

andmaybe slightly different gearing.

Butweight is still clearly the all-

important factor here – andwhy the

Giulietta felt like a taxi that day.L

RobGould (@RobGould72)

KAlfa Romeo
Giulietta

Cloverleaf
Gould finds out that his
Alfa’s performance is a

weighty matter

Peugeot 208 Gti
the spiritual son of a hot hatch

pioneer joins the fleet

NEW ARRIVAL

Driver’s log

Dateacquired sept 2013

Totalmileage 8056

Mileagethismonth 1819

Coststhismonth £0

mpgthismonth 35.7

Above: Giulietta’s turbo 1.7 gives 232bhp
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Driver’s log

Date acquired december 2012

Totalmileage 16,391

Mileage thismonth 532

Costs thismonth £0

mpg thismonth 28.9
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SoourGPreturned

from lastmonth’s

evo track Car of the

Year contest with

its head held high,

having emerged as our favourite ‘road

car’. this came as no surprise tome,

as I’d already experienced just how

good the GP is on track at an evo track

evening a fewweeks earlier.

As the tCoty teamdiscovered,

the rate at which the GP can change

direction is quite astonishing. darting

left-right-left through the Bedford

Autodrome’s Club Chicane leftme

stunned lap after lap. I don’t think I’ve

ever driven a sharper front-driver.

With the unique ‘GPmode’ selected

–which relaxes the stability control

by a perfect amount – the electronic

limited-slip diff could be felt doing its

thing, too. unlike amechanical LSd, it

doesn’t shout about its presencewith

an obvious tug of the steering in the

direction you’re turning, yet the GP

could still pull itself out of tighter turns

without lighting up the insidewheel.

Subtle, then, but effective.

Add to this a punchy engine and

powerful, fade-free brakes and you’ll

understandwhy the GP barely spent

aminute in the pitlane all evening.

Whenever I climbed out, another

member of the evo teamhopped in,

the lapping only coming to a halt when

the once-full tank of super unleaded

had almost run dry.

the downside of all this track action

was that, by the end of tCoty, the GP’s

front tyres were illegal, while the rears

weren’t far behind. So a new set of the

trackday-spec Kumho ecsta V700s

(£150 each) has now been fitted.

It turns out these only have 5mm

of tread depthwhen new, rather than

the usual 8mmor so. Presumably this

is forminimum tread flex and extra

precision on track, but it also helps

explain why some ecsta users (with

other cars) are reporting getting just

4000-5000miles out of themon

the road. Gulp. Perhaps our GPwas

already on its second set when it

arrivedwith 4000miles on the clock…

I’ll keep an eye on how the new ones

wear – and perform onwinter roads –

over the comingmonths.L

Ian Eveleigh

If I StArtwatching a film

I find it incredibly hard

to tearmyself away. no

matter how cheesy itmight be or

how late in the evening itmight have

flickered onto the television, I will

generally prop open the eyelids and

see it through to its dénouement. I

imagine Jethro, on the other hand,

has no idea of the thrilling climax to

most Steven Seagal blockbusters.

Having been distracted by the soft-

topwiles of an f-type, Bovingdon has

abandoned the Gt86 halfway through

its timewith us. fortunately, withmy

M135i having returned to BMW (end-

of-term report soon), themusical

recaros have aligned such that I can

pick up his discarded toyota and see

the test through until the credits roll.

And after just a couple of drives,

I’m thoroughly looking forward to the

next fewmonths. the recently added

dunlopSportMaxxrts are proving

enjoyable, but I think thatwinters

could be theway to go…L

Henry Catchpole

(@HenryCatchpole)

Mini JCWGP

S

the GP’s been on track –
and got some new tyres

tHe Poor foCuS had

to take a back seat this

month as I called in a

favour from some Italian friends for

mywedding. Yet whilst themenacing,

dark-grey Lamborghini Gallardo

certainly looked, went and sounded

the part, there wasn’tmuch room in

the two-seat supercar for anything

other than themile and a half of

bunting that wemanaged to squeeze

in the front boot. therefore the St

estate and its large, easy-to-access

load spacewas the star behind the

scenes, carrying all of the excessive

wedding decorations that will no

doubt be listed on eBay any day soon.

Actually, I’m really impressedwith

the St’s boot space. the luggage blind

is a couple of inches taller than the

one inmy old rS4 Avant long-termer,

so I can stand some ofmy awkward

photography cases upright, leaving

the rear bench intact for five-up trips

to the Co-op for lunch. unfortunately,

though, it means thewife was right all

along – size doesmatter.L

Dean Smith (@evoDeanSmith)

T I

Driver’s log

Date acquired July 2012

Totalmileage 8029

Mileage thismonth 1488

Costs thismonth £600

mpg thismonth 32.3

MiniGP

Fordfocus St
Photographer Smith’s
wedding put the ford’s
practical side to the test

ToyotaGt86
Catchpole takes over the
running of our toyota –
and is already smitten

Driver’s log

Date acquired August 2013

Totalmileage 5113

Mileage thismonth 1251

Costs thismonth £0

mpg thismonth 27.5

Driver’s log

Date acquired May 2013

Totalmileage 7021

Mileage thismonth 1295

Costs thismonth £0

mpg thismonth 31.3

Above: new keeper, same sideways tricksAbove: try doing this with a Gallardo…

Above: the GP lives up to its image on a circuit, its ingredients combining tomake it a highly accomplished track car
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Fromacrossthe

desk, editor trott

wore the expression

of amanwho had

just found lastweek’s

winning lottery numbersmarked

on an unused slip. ‘I’ve been called

to London for ameeting tomorrow,’

he said, ‘but I wasmeant to be

taking themcLaren toGoodwood

to give passenger rides.’ It tookme

approximately 2.4 nanoseconds to

putmy hand up.

It couldn’t have been for a better

cause. the eventwas themission

motorsport Invitational trophy, run

on behalf of a charity that helps

to rehabilitatewounded service

personnel through participation in

racing andmotorsport, with the idea

being to give recovering troops fast

rides in a huge range of cars.

Getting theremeant picking the

12c up fromWoking, where it had

been receiving a service. the run from

there toGoodwoodwas a reminder

of just how capable themacca is in

the real world. It also revealed that

the rain that had been falling in surrey

was showing no signs of abating as I

got closer to the coast, and one of the

fastest circuits in the country. Gulp.

Driving into the paddock at

Goodwood, the first thing I sawwas

a 1929 Blower Bentley, the second

was a 997Gt3, and the thirdwas the

reassuringly familiar formof Dickie

meaden, standing next to a Lotus elise

club racer. clearly thiswas going to

be something a bit different.

missionmotorsport director Jim

cameron introduced himself and

explainedwe’d be running in different

batches –with Dickie andme among

the ‘modern supercars’. then I was

introduced tomy first passenger, a

former soldier called Jeremy,whowas

absolutely delighted to have scored a

ride in themcLaren.

thewhole daywas absolutely

brilliant – humbling and life-affirming

at the same time, and brilliantly run

by the guys fromGoldtrack. the first

couple of runswere fairly cautious

given the sodden conditions, although

they gaveme a chance to followDickie

as he attempted to drive the entire

circuit sideways in the elise. But as

the rain stopped and the track dried

out, speeds increased, and by the end

of the day themcLarenwas pulling

an indicated 150mphby the end of

the Lavant straight. all this, and it

managed to handle a traffic-clogged

m25 on theway home.

awesomeday, awesomeblokes,

awesome car. You can find outmore

aboutmissionmotorsport atwww.

missionmotorsport.orgL

MikeDuff

McLaren 12C

Driver’s log

Date acquired march 2013

Totalmileage 18,112

Mileage thismonth 901

Costs thismonth £1415

mpg thismonth 17.1

Driver’s log

Date acquired august 2010

Totalmileage 94,865

Mileage thismonth 345

Costs thismonth £402

mpg thismonth 34.8

McLaren 12c
mike Duff borrows the 616bhp supercar for some fast

lapping at Goodwood – all for charity, of course

RenaultClioWilliams

F

WIthtWooF theWilly’s

conti Premiumcontact 2s

past their best, I thought I’d

seize the opportunity to try somenew

rubber; something a little stickier and

sportier to reflect the car’s occasional,

fun-biased use. a quick natterwith our

tyre tester extraordinaire Kimadams

highlighted Yokohama’s advanNeova,

described by itsmaker as ‘the fastest

street tyre in theworld’, though it looks

like it’d be farmore at homeon track.

and, shall we say, interestingwhen this

winter’s snowpocalypse descends.

‘Bet thosewill put stress on the

suspension’ and ‘ooh, cool tread

pattern’ are two of the ‘helpful’ views

offered by colleagues. at £100 a

corner, I’m hoping formore than a

funky set of grooves.

First impressions, on a dry, warm

road, are of a firmer edge to the ride

(theNeova’s sidewalls have steel

inserts) and steering that’smore

direct, withwelcome extraweight on

initial turn-in. First impressions they

remain for now, though, asmy request

for awheel alignment check during the

swapwas quashedwhen one of tyres

Northampton’s ever-friendly fitters

diagnosed a next-to-knackered front-

offsidewheel bearing. that’s one job

added to nextmonth’smot, then…

StephenDobie

(@evoStephenDobie)

Renault
clio Williams
Dobie’s classic clio gets
treated to some new,
track-biased rubber

W

‘By the end of the
day the mcLaren was
pulling an indicated
150mph by the end of
the Lavant straight’
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SUPERCARS ARE ALL well and

good if you have deep enough

pockets, but what if you fancy

something with an exotic feel for

a much smaller sum of money?

Think ‘exotic’ and you’ll probably think

‘Italian’. Alfa’s GTV is tempting, and lower-

mileage examples with themust-have V6

engine start at around £2500. Then there’s

Fiat’s Barchetta, which instantly feels exotic

in the UK thanks to its steering wheel being

on the ’wrong’ side. Prices start at £2k, but

it’s now a hard car to come by, and with only

130bhp the performance could disappoint.

So what would you say to an Italian car

that offers more than 200bhp, has a sub-7sec

0-60mph time, tops out at 155mph and

costs around £1000? At the end of August,

a Fiat Coupe 20V Turbo crossed the block at

auction house Historics at Brooklands, where

it fetched a paltry £1064. This was no ordinary

20V Turbo, either, but a top-spec Limited

Edition model from 1998. For his (or her)

money, the buyer got a great-looking car that

had even benefitted from a new engine and

turbo within the past 45,000miles.

In reality, that £1000 auction car was either

a fabulous bargain – or a potentially huge

money pit. The very best, lowest-mileage LE

models can command £5000, but there are

plenty of well-cared-for 20V Turbos – with

the same 220bhp five-cylinder engine – on

themarket in the £2-3k range. Inadequate

maintenance, tired turbos, cracked exhaust

manifolds, worn-out suspension andmissing

electronic keys (each car was supplied with

one each for ignition, spare and ECU coding)

are all common problems.

Mechanically, however, the cars are

surprisingly tough if properly maintained –

and there are now specialists who can help,

with the annual/12,000-mile service costing

around £250. Rust is also less of a problem

thanmight be expected, because Coupe

bodies were fully galvanised. And with more

Turbos sold in the UK than any other version

of the Coupe, there’s no

need to rush into the first

one you see. Although

it might be hard to hold

back on a £1000 bargain

like the one sold at

Historics…

S

Simon de Burton

Entry-level Ariel Atom and
early Lancia Integrale stand out in

Anglia Car Auctions sale

THE SELECTIONOF lots at Anglia Car Auctions’ next sale
(November 9) is, as usual, eclectic to say the least.

The 2005Ariel Atom2 is an unusual auction star, being
one of the earliest Honda-engined versions. This particular
examplewas also specifiedwith the lesser-spotted
160bhpCivic Type-S engine.With an estimate of £18,000-
22,000, it is also one of the cheapest Atoms you can buy,
and is sure to attract some serious attention.

It’s slightly less extreme than the 220bhp Type-R-
powered versions, but don’t let that fool you into thinking
the basicmodel is a slouch.Weighing a shade over 500kg,
it still pushes out over 300bhp per ton. Having just had a
£12,000 rebuild at Ariel, it’s also a safe bet that there are
many years of track fun still to be had in this Atom.

And now for something completely different. The
Range Rover ‘In Vogue’model was the original ‘posh’
Rangie, featuring a number of fashionable extras, one of
whichwas a picnic hamper. More importantly, the interior
was trimmedwith high-qualitywood door cappings, and
carpetswith an even thicker pile – taking away slightly
from theworking nature of the original Range Rover. It
also received a high-compression version of the Rover
V8 engine. This fine-looking 58,000-mile, 1981 example is
expected to sell for £12,000-15,000.

Finally, there’s one of the rarest Lancia Integrales – the
original 8-valve version. Okay, it’s not quite original, having
been converted to right-hand drive and fittedwith a strut
brace and a 16v bonnet, but it will appeal to a lot of people.
Although at the time ofwriting there’s no guide price,
it could sell for anywhere between £4000 and £8000
depending onwho’s in the roomon the day.With nice
Evo 2s now selling for £30k-plus, it doesmake you think…
MatthewHayward (@evoMatthew)

Auctionwatch

Marketwatch

Above: Atom 2 has received a £12k rebuild, but has an
estimate of £18-22k; 8v Integrale could go for just £4k

Knowledge

£1k Fiat Coupe Turbo puts spotlight on Italian modern-classic

BARGAIN EXOTIC

MarketWatch
Insights into the used-car market
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Knowledge

MarketWatch
Insights into the used-car market

I owna 2005Audi S4Avant.
I love the soundof its V8 and
thebuild quality, and it’s a
nice place to sit, but it isn’t

that fun! It has a serious drink problem
too. I want to change it for something
really fun andabitmore economical.
Mybudget is £10k.
RichardGunn,Devon

Q

Theobvious choice
for somethingwith
similar spacebut amore
entertaining chassiswould

be an E91 BMW330dTouring. You’ll be
downa fraction onoutright pace, but
not by asmuchas you’d expect thanks
to over 400lb ft of torque from the six-
cylinder turbodiesel.
Slightlymore unusual options

include themk2MondeoSTTDCi

A

Ask theexpert

Just looking

Fantasygarage:£120,000challenge

Trader chat

‘The recent newsof a Ferrari 250GTOselling for aworld-record $52million is obviously good
for anyone in the Ferrari business, as it confirms the investment value of themarque and
demonstrates just howbuoyant themarket is. Buyers seemkeener than ever, andprices
are subsequently continuing to rise across all of the classicmodels. Even a lower-end car,
such as a 308GT4, for example,will now fetch £30,000-60,000,whereas itwould havebeen
£10,000-12,000 just three or four years ago.
‘The restoration side is also very strong. TheDino is one of our particular specialities, and

wehave already received theblue car that fetched£236,000at theBonhamsauction during
theGoodwoodRevival – it is not quite as goodas it looked, and the owner is about to spend
a further £10,000-15,000on it. But thatwillmake it an excellent example.
‘We’ve noticed, too, thatmanypeople buying their first classic Ferrari are not starting at

the bottom, but coming in at around the£500,000mark and going formodels such as the
330GTCor various 250s.Wecurrently have a stunning 1951 250PF coupe,which is being
treated to abare-metal repaint, and thatwill probably sell fairly rapidly at around£425,000.’

TonyGlym, Fosker’s Ferrari
www.foskers.com

Datsun240Z
€10,500
My favourite Scalextric
car as a kid, and even
better-looking in real life.
The period colour scheme
of this particular example
only adds to the appeal…

Porsche993
Turbo
£47,995
Theultimate air-cooled
911 is still blisteringly quick,
but practical too– and
the rearwing is almost
discreet. But not quite.

BentleyConti R
Mulliner
£62,000
Of course, there arebetter,
cheaper, less thirsty cars
for continent-crossing –
but none asmenacingly
majestic as this.

The pick of the classifieds this month

AudiRS4
£24,450

Hollybrook, County Antrim

www.hollybrooksportscars.com

028 9445 9446

This is increasingly looking like a rare thing
indeed–aperformanceAudi brimming
with involvement and tactility. TheB7Audi
RS4woweduswhen it arrived in 2006, and
hasn’t been surpassedby a fast four-ringed
saloonor estate since.
Available for littlemore than anew top-

specA1, this 2007 example atHollybrook in
Northern Ireland has covered adecidedly
modest 41,000miles, and looks pretty

mega in its Sprint Blue/black leather
combo. It also possesses perhaps themost
detailed adof anyRS4 currently on sale,
with a snappywalk-aroundof itswheels,
exterior and interior.
The rest ofHollybrook’s stock list is

wonderfully eclectic too, ranging froman
Escort RS2000 to a911 RSR recreation,with
anAlfa 90GoldCloverleaf in between.
StephenDobie (@evoStephenDobie)

Thismonth, we challenged ourmarket expert, Simon de Burton, to find a trio of

coupes for £120,000 amongst the ads at forsale.evo.co.uk

(great chassis) and the Zafira VXR, or if
you still want four-wheel drive for the
Devon lanes, you could try boosting
your adrenalinwith oneof the run-out
Subaru ImprezaWRXGB270Sport
Wagons (pictured). At 266bhp, it’s
well downonpower comparedwith
the 339bhpS4, but it’s considerably
lighter, too, so canmatch theAudi’s
accelerationwhile feelingmore ‘alive’. In
it’s ownway, the 2.5-litre boxer engine
sounds asmellifluous as aV8and,with
only 100GB270Wagonsmade, you
might (repeat,might) even have an
appreciating asset.
Admittedly, itwill be as thirsty as the

S4whendriven hard–but exercising
restraint should squeeze 30mpg. If you
can find one, somehardbargaining
should buy you a goodexample for
around£10k. SdB

1 2 3

JaguarXKR-S
£61,995

Targa Florio Cars, West Sussex

www.targafloriocars.com

01243 641117

Itmaybe two years old, but this Jaguar
XKR-Shas covered just 5800miles, and at
a smidge over £60k, it looks like incredible
value formoney. Good for its next owner,
as thatmeans abarely run-in Jagwith a
healthy discount. Not so good for its first
owner, as that price equates to around£6
permile in depreciation…
The car is in gorgeous FrenchRacingBlue,

withmatching stitching for the leather,

while underneath thebodywork is Jaguar’s
most potent current powertrain. A 542bhp
supercharged 5-litre V8does its best to
grenade the rear tyres in all conditions –
evenwith the traction control on!
It’s awild ride, theXKR-S, but in an age

of sports carswhere torque vectoring and
ESParewrestling control from thedriver, a
bit ofmadcapmuscle remainsmore than
welcome. SD
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Engine
The V8 is a sophisticated unit – all-
aluminium, two chain-driven overhead
camshafts per bank, variable valve
timing, dry sump – and according to
Andy McLeish of specialists APS (autops.
co.uk) it’s proving virtually bombproof:
‘The only issue we’ve found is that some
engines carbon-up over time, so check
for smoke on start-up, which could
point to it needing a de-coke at some
point. Otherwise as long as it’s serviced
properly – we recommend every year or
10,000 miles, whichever comes sooner
– it seems trouble-free.’ Alex Green of
Fontain Motors (fontain.co.uk) concurs:
‘High mileage isn’t a problem. In fact the
more these cars are used, the better
they seem to perform.’

Transmission
The gearbox and clutch are basically
the same whether it’s the manual or
the R-tronic, and again the experts say
they’re proving issue-free, though if you
do a lot of low-speed manoeuvring, the
semi-auto will wear the clutch faster.
It’s expensive to replace (c£2.5k), so
check carefully. Juddering with the auto
– or a heavy clutch and/or a high biting
point with the manual – are signs it’s on

the way out. A dealer or specialist can
tell how much clutch life is left via the
diagnostics port.

Suspension,
steering, brakes
Brakes are expensive – as much as £3k
to renew a full set of iron discs and
pads – so check there’s plenty of life in
them. ‘Ceramic discs should last forever,
but again the pads are expensive,’ says
McLeish. Tyres are pricey too (c£2k for a
set of OE Pirelli R01s). Listen for knocks
from the suspension – the rear arms
may need replacing (an upgrade to V10
items is common). MagneRide dampers
generally last as long as conventional
items, but again they’re pricey.

Body, interior,
electrics
It’s well worth getting a potential
purchase inspected – including removing
the underbody trays to look for signs
of damage or repairs. Interiors and
electrics are proving predictably robust.
There was a recall in August 2011 for cars
built between April ’09 and June 2011;
this was to inspect and protect a fuel
pipe that was at risk of chafing.

TwO PERSOnAL MEMORIES of the R8 from evo Car of

the Year 2007: being utterly blown away by its sheer

driveability on the roads of central France, and, later,

watching Meaden and Bovingdon drift it round the Mas

du Clos circuit, smoke curling from the rear tyres. After years of slightly

numb-feeling, nose-led Audis, the R8 was a revelation. Beautifully built,

properly quick and deliciously feelsome at any speed, it was an instant

hero, and six years on, the appeal is undimmed.

Closely related to the Lamborghini Gallardo under the skin with its

aluminium spaceframe andmany shared components, and hand-built

at a new facility at neckarsulm, the R8 went on sale in the spring of

2007. The engine was a dry-sumped version of the all-aluminium quad-

cam FSI V8 from the B7-generation RS4, generating 414bhp at a dizzy

7800rpm. The basic coupe with the six-speedmanual gearbox listed

at £76,725; the paddleshift R-tronic version was £81,925. Both were all-

wheel drive, but biased 70/30 in favour of the rear wheels.

The V10 arrived in 2009, and Spyder versions the following year,

but it’s the V8 coupe we’re focusing on here. Towards the end of 2012

a facelifted V8 was introduced, heralding the arrival of the S-tronic

twin-clutch gearbox and a number of detail improvements and

cosmetic tweaks, but the R8’s core appeal remained unchanged. It’s

a wonderfully ‘complete’ package, genuinely useable every day but

capable of serving up proper thrills on the road – and the track too.

Extended warranties are available from Audi (and other providers)

for total peace of mind (typically £1000-£1200 a year), but the R8 is

proving extremely reliable compared with most supercars. Running

costs are generally lower too. And while big bills can lie in wait for the

unwary, follow the advice of the experts and you could be driving a

junior supercar with all of the pleasure and none of the pain.

T

Overview

Early V8 R8s hold their value well – for a good
reason. For a blend of supercar thrills and

useability, nothing else comes close
Words: Peter Tomalin

Checkpoints

Audi R8 V8 coupe 2007-present

Knowledge

BuyingGuide
Your indispensable resource when buying used

1:manual and R-tronic transmissions share a common gearbox and clutch. 2: bodywork
has no real corrosion issues. 3: brakes, whether iron or carbon ceramic, are expensive

1

2 3
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Specification
Audi R8 (V8)
Engine V8, 4163cc
Max power 414bhp @ 7800rpm
Max torque 317lb ft @ 4500rpm
Transmission Six-speed manual
(automated manual option), 4wd
Weight 1560kg
Power-to-weight 270bhp/ton
0-62mph 4.6sec (claimed, manual)
Max speed 187mph (claimed)
Price new £76,725 (April 2007)

Parts prices
(Prices supplied by APS (www.
autops.co.uk) using Audi parts.
Tyre prices from blackcircles.com.
All prices include VAT but exclude
fitting charges)

Tyres (each) £198.70 front, £295.46
rear (Michelin Pilot Super Sport)
Front pads (axle set) £307.60
Front discs (pair) £588
Front damper, inc spring £303.21
Mag damper, inc spring £778.50
Exhaust front section (inc primary
cats) £1981
Exhaust, cat-back £2162.40
Set of spark plugs £119.71

Servicing
(Prices supplied by APS, inc VAT)
APS recommends 12-month/10,000-mile
intervals, whichever comes first
First service £298.39
Second service £344.74
Third service £617.95
Clutch change (inc all parts and
labour) £2417.08
Brake fluid service (all inclusive) £155

What to pay
Limited supply means R8 prices remain
strong. Approach sub-£40k cars with
caution. £40k-£50k is where you’ll
find most early V8s, with the price
dependent on history, mileage, condition
and spec. MagneRide, B&O hi-fi, satnav,
leather, heated seats, carbonfibre
blades and interior trim – all these will
boost the price. Don’t be put off if the
car has been used on track, or by a high
mileage – just make sure the servicing
has been meticulous.

Useful contacts
N unit20.org
servicing, upgrades
N r8talk.com
forums, advice, cars for sale
N autops.co.uk
independent specialist
N fontain.co.uk
independent specialist
N redlinespecialistcars.co.uk
cars for sale
N forsale.evo.co.uk
cars for sale

‘I bought my R8 two and a half years ago
from an independent specialist dealer.
It’s a 2008 car in Jet Blue Metallic with
silver blades and a black leather interior.
The key options I wanted were the B&O
stereo and the switchable Mag ride,
although having said that I rarely press
the button to stiffen the ride – it only
really comes into its own on track.

‘I’ve done just over 9000 miles in the
car – mostly long-distance journeys

within the UK and local blasts at the
weekend, though it’s equally happy to
be driven around town. It really is the
everyday supercar.

‘The car simply exudes quality
and power, and when driven hard the
handling is sublime, the acceleration
controlled yet breathtaking, and the V8
sounds lovely. But the main things I love
about the car are the relative exclusivity
– you rarely see them on the road – and

the looks. Even in a car park of Porsches
and Ferraris, the R8 always gets the
attention.

‘It’s proved to be very reliable indeed.
The only problems have been a flat
battery and a windscreen washer hose
breakage. The only large bill was to
replace the dampers – two were spent
so I had to replace all four. At £800 each,
that was £3200 for the parts alone, so
buyer beware!’

‘I boughtone’ Greg Bird

Whatwesaid
March 2007

‘Smoother and less animalistic than a
Gallardo’s V10, but more intimate and
muscular than a 911’s outboard flat-six,
the R8’s V8 soundtrack is civilised at idle
but simmers with potency and responds
immediately to every blip of the throttle.
The clutch is light and progressive, the
open-gate gearshift similarly delicate.
Even at low speed you know you’re in
something genuinely special.

‘The sense of occasion intensifies
as the R8 settles into a satisfyingly
broad-shouldered, no-nonsense gait.
You can feel the structural rigidity and
the sporting bias to the springs and
dampers, but there’s a subtle, rounded
feel to the ride that smoothes the
sharpest edges without isolating you
from what’s going on.

‘We’d expected terrific lateral
grip and traction. What we hadn’t
bargained for was such precise and
exploitable throttle-adjustability,
such a willingness to be driven below,
at or beyond the limit, and such
involvement and entertainment when
you do. If you’re looking for fun on
challenging, unforgiving roads, the R8
has all the consistency, progression and
predictability you could wish for.’

Above: R8 has quattro four-wheel drive, but a rear bias means oversteer is possible

In theclassifieds

2007R84.2 FSI
N 30,000miles
NDaytonaMetallic
N carbon sidebladesN satnav
Npart black leather
N full dealer history
N redlinespecialistcars.co.uk

Therivals
Porsche 911 Turbo (997.1)
£40-45k gives you a wide choice of ’06-
’09 Turbos, offering more pace (472bhp)
than an R8 but not quite the exclusivity.

Aston Martin V8 Vantage
Average Vantages are now under £30k.
For £40-45k you get the pick of ’07-’08
cars with low mileages and impeccable
histories.

Lamborghini Gallardo
R8 a bit too sensible for you? The Gallardo
shares many of the Audi’s underpinnings,
but with a 494bhp V10. Now dipping
below £60k.

2008R84.2 FSI R-tronic
N 38,000miles
NPhantomBlackMetallic
N creamnappa leather
NMag rideN satnav
N full Audi history
N speedsgx.co.uk

2008R84.2 FSI
N 10,552miles
N Ice SilverN cream leather
N satnavNB&Ohi-fi
Nparking sensors
N full Audi history
N stratstone.com

£45,995 £47,950 £49,784

1 2 3

Above le�: V8 has a reputation for reliability. Above right: interior is hard-wearing
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Experience
Classic American
Muscle Mustang
Experience
From £79.99
classicamericanmuscle.co.uk

1
Fancy trying some well-prepared
slices of Americana? The Classic

American Muscle Mustang Experience
has a range of Mustangs from the ’60s to
the ’90s, plus a C3 Corvette Stingray and
a Greenwood Corvette C4. With events at
Brands Hatch, Snetterton, Goodwood
and Dunsfold, deals range from a three-
mile blast for £79.99 to several laps in
three different cars for £299.

Brakes
Tarox BMW M3
brake upgrade
£950 en.tarox.com

2
This new two-piece brake disc
upgrade from Italian specialist

Tarox is a direct replacement for the
standard parts on E90/92/93 M3s and is
designed to work with the original
calipers and ABS system. The discs are
machined from steel billet rather than
cast iron for durability and the separate
bell helps dissipate heat to eliminate
warping. Its maker claims they have good
cold bite and work well on track and road.

Lights
Osram LEDriving Fog DRL
£349.99 osram.co.uk

3
Want to add daytime running
lights (DRLs) to your car but don’t

fancy cutting holes in the grille? This new
kit from Osram could be the answer. The
units are designed to go in existing 90mm
fog light mounts and act as DRLs when
the headlights are off. The DRL LEDs go
out when the headlights are on, and the
units also work as LED fog lights.

Model
Porsche 911
Sport Classic (1:43)
€39.95 www.schuco.de

4
With just 250 built, the retro-
looking 911 Sport Classic was an

instant hit, selling out very quickly in 2010.
If you like the styling but can’t justify the
£100k+ price tag of the real thing, this
superbly detailed Schuco model might
just do the trick.

Knowledge

Essentials
The best books, models, clothing, games, garage kit and tuning gear

32

Corkscrew
£25 t-lab.eu

The latest in t-lab’s
series celebrating
famous corners, this
shirt depicts the
terrifying Corkscrew
at Laguna Seca.

Bruce McLaren M7A
£35 gearboxgifts.com

An official McLaren
Heritage tee,
featuring the M7A
that delivered Bruce
McLaren his last GP
victory at Spa in 1968.

GT3 rear wings
£16.99 shotdeadinthehead.com

The latest evo
T-shirt features the
spoilers from the
996.1, 996.2, 997.1 and
997.2 versions of the
Porsche 911 GT3.

evoEssentialsTop3:T-shirts

1

4
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Armor All Insect
Remover
£4.49

www.armorall.eu

This revised Insect Remover from
Armor All is a goodway of keeping your
paintwork shining, claiming to take away
the hardwork of removing dead insects.

I reckon Armor All is right, too. Unlike
some bug cleaners that aremore like
liquid polishes and leave awhite spray
that’s a pain to remove from grilles and
trim, this spray is essentially clear. It clings
well, running off slowly and has a slightly
sticky feel. Leave it towork for aminute or
so, thenwipe off with awet cloth.

Compared to the usual bug cleaners,
this is certainly effective and thewet
cloth seems to helpwith stubborn stains,
making quick work of bugs and bird
droppings. It can also tackle tree sap
and be used as a pre-wash on stubborn
marks.While thewet cloth helps shift the
bugs, you do need to go over the area and
dry it to get a shiny finish.
KimAdams (@cargadgetguru)

Knowledge

Tried&Tested
The best motoring products, put through their paces by the evo team

MioMiVue 388
£199.99 www.mio.com

Dashboard cameras are all the rage at
theminute and can now be the deciding
factor in proving fault in insurance claims.
Digital Video Recorders are designed
to be left in thewindscreen of your car,
recording every journey in case evidence
is required in the event of an accident.

This MioMiVue 388 camera records
video in full HD quality, alongwith speed
and GPS location – and can also be used
to take still images post-accident. The
Mio differs frommost by giving accurate
speed camera locations, too.When sat
in itsmount, it’s actually quite a tall piece
of kit, taking up a substantial amount of
windscreen space. That could prove to be
a problem if youwanted to use a satnav
simultaneously, or if (likeme) you dislike
window clutter. It’s easy to set up, and the
menus and buttons are all fairly simple,
although it would beworth getting a
professional to hard-wire it into your
car to prevent the annoyance of cables
running across your dashboard.

I reviewed the footage of an average
commute andwas pleasantly surprised
by the quality – even in low sun. The
pictures appeared slightly dark, but
considering the difficult light conditions
theyweremore than adequate.
MatthewHayward
(@evoMatthew)

Trying to change a late-night puncture
last winter with only a torch propped on
the ground for light persuadedme to keep
a headtorch in the glovebox. And this new
Ninox II fromSilva will be the one in there
this comingwinter.

The LED revolutionmeans these tiny
torches are now seriously bright – you
really don’t want to look into onewhen

it’s on.With others I’ve used, thismeans
a narrow, sharply defined beam, but the
Ninox II spreads its 140 lumens of light
from two LEDsmuchwider, with no sharp
cut-off, in turnmeaningmuch less head
movement is needed. It’s powered by
three AAA batteries said to be good for 30
hours, although there is a reduced-power
mode that can triple that.

It’s comfortable too, with awide, soft,
elastic headband that has a rubber grip
on the inside, and at around 100 grams
you hardly notice it’s there. The torch can
be swivelled 180 degrees vertically so you
can get light where you need it. The only
drawback is the price, but if you use a
headtorch regularly, it’s easily justified.
KimAdams (@cargadgetguru)

It’s hard tomake a smartphonemount
look funky. I mean, they’re hardly the
most exciting things in theworld, are
they? Then the postman came along one
day and plonked a Breffo Spiderpodium
onmy desk.

This rubbery, arachnid-shaped creation
features eight long legs extending from
a small central base. Each leg has four
joints, meaning they can be individually
bent in any direction you like to hold your
phone (or indeed, any device of a similar
size). In a car, you canwrap three or four
legs around an air vent or similar to keep
the Spiderpodium in place, then use the

others to snugly secure your digital device.
We tried it in a Lotus Exige, where it held
a phone tightly in position for use as a
satnav. Themajor drawback, however,
was finding somewhere tomount it: we
had to resort to the cup holder.

Aswell as coming in a larger version for
tablets, the Spiderpodium is available in a
range of colours, but we recommend the
black one, primarily as ameans of scaring
people that suffer from arachnophobia.
Imagine the look on someone’s facewhen
their phone rings and a huge spider looks
like it’s clambering all over it…
DanMcCalla

Silva Ninox II

£50 www.silva.se

Bre�o SpiderpodiumOriginal
£14.95 www.bre�o.com
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The route

Where to stay
Oaxacawould provide a great base to

explore the roads both to the north and

south of the city. It is also a very attractive

place. TheHoliday Inn Express in theCentro

Historicomight not be themost imaginative

place to stay, but it should provide you

with a reassuringly clean and safe haven.

Importantly, it also has free parking.

Watchout for
Caracaras are sort of big black eagles and

one famouslywent through thewindow

of aGullwingMercedes in 1952, so I feel

duty-bound towarn you about them.More

seriously, avoid travelling at night and generally

keep yourwits about you as car-jackings are

not unheard of. Thedrug-related violence is

generally in the north of the country near the

borderwith theUSA, but please check the

ForeignOffice advice before travelling.

www.evo.co.uk 181

AS IT’S ISSUE 190, andbeing a fan of numerical symmetry,

I thoughtwe’d have aquick look at route 190 inMexico.

This is perhaps better knownas the course of theCarrera

Panamericana, arguably the greatest road race ever run.

Itwas held for just five years in the 1950s, but nevertheless reached

legendary status due to its length (about 2000miles), speed and the

proliferation of cars disappearing over cliffs.

I was lucky enough todrive a section of the road a fewyears ago (evo

144) in aMercedes SLS (sadly not aMercedes 190), and it remains the

most continuouslywinding andperfectly cambered stretch of tarmac I

think I have ever driven. The scenery is impressive if not spectacular, but

it’s theway the road continues to twist and tip fromapex to apex for

hours on endwithout any sort of break that is so engrossing.

The race began in Tuxtla, butwe started furtherwest inOaxaca and

followed the 190north for a couple of hundredmiles until we reached

Puebla (if you fancy an even longer run you could try starting further east,

in Tehuantepec). Cartographically the 190 is amoreminor road in this

section and so canbe easy tomiss. To behonest, though, if you look on

amaporGoogle Street View then it is obvious that you could choose any

number of roads south ofMexicoCity andhave an equallymemorable

time, as they all appear towriggle like a hookedminnow.

Contrary towhat youmight expect, the 190 is decentlywide,well

surfaced and incredibly sparsely trafficked,which iswonderful. However,

you need to keep inmind that, unlike in the

race, any other vehicle youdo encounter

is likely to be travelling at a fraction of the

speed you are andwill quite possibly have a

large number of passengers both in it and

precariously attached to the outside of it.

A

Henry Catchpole

Features editor

Reader road trip
Island hopping
I’dwanted to visit the Isle of Lewis for years,

not only because I share the samename, but

for its remoteness and scenery too.

Starting fromPerth,wepointedourMX-5

towardsGlenshee. TheA93 andA939were

aperfect start to our trip, before the empty

A835 toUllapool andour ferry to Stornoway.

Days twoand threewere spent exploring

the Isle of Lewis, startingwith theButt of

Lewis at the far north of the island, and

returning to Stornoway via theA858– the

best roadof theweek,winding alongside

lochs,with no traffic (or barriers).

Our third nightwas spent in Carnish, a

hamlet on thewest coastwith a perfect

white beach– the highlight of the trip.

Our next stopwasonBerneray, from

wherewedrove to SouthUist, crossingNorth

Uist andBenbecula, before catching our ferry

to Skye– five islands in oneday!

After exploring Skye,weheadedback

toPerth via theA830 to FortWilliam–an

awesome road– then theA82pastGlencoe. It

was a greatweek on amazing roads–we’ll be

back to Scotlandnext year!

Lewis Craik

Email your road trip story to

henryc@evo.co.uk

Greatdrives:CarreraPanamericana,Mexico

Events calendar
NOVEMBER
November8-10

Roger Albert Clark Rally

www.rogeralbertclarkrally.org

November11

BedfordAutodromeGTCircuit trackday

www.msvtrackdays.co.uk

November14-17

WalesRally GB, NorthWales

www.walesrallygb.com

November22-24

F1 BrazilianGrandPrix, Interlagos

www.gpbrasil.com

Start point: 16.33397, -95.28579 (Tehuantepec)

The road:Mexico 190

Great for:Mercedes SLS AMG or any other junior supercar

Start Finish

Distance: 400 miles
Time: 8 hours

Knowledge

Trips&Travel
The best destinations to visit in your car

HEROICAVERACRUZ

1450

190

150

COATZACOALCOS

TEHUANTEPEC

OAXACA

HUAJUAPAN

ACATLAN

PUEBLA

MEXICOCITY N
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Abarth Punto Evo 149 R £16,852 4/1368 161/5500 184/2250 1155kg 142 7.9 - 132 142 47.1 + Attractive and fun - Needs the Esseesse power upgrade 33342
Abarth 500 Esseesse 129 R £17,207 4/1368 158/5750 170/3000 1035kg 155 7.2 20.4 131 155 43.5 +Aproperly fun, old-school hot hatch - Limited numbers being imported 33332
Alfa RomeoMito Cloverleaf 149 R £18,755 4/1368 168/5500 184/2500 1145kg 149 7.5 - 136 139 47.1 + Great MultiAir engine, impressive ride - Not as feisty as we hoped 33342
Alfa Romeo Giulietta Cloverleaf 144 D £25,510 4/1742 232/5500 251/1900 1320kg 179 6.8 - 150 177 37.2 + Shows signs of deep talent… - …but should bemore exciting 33342
Alfa Romeo 147GTA 187 R ’03-’06 6/3179 247/6200 221/4800 1360kg 185 6.0 15.5 153 - 23.3 +Mk1 Focus RS pacewithout the histrionics - Slightly nose-heavy 33332
Audi A1 1.4 TFSI S Line £21,270 4/1390 182/6200 184/2000 1190kg 155 6.9 - 141 139 47.9 +Audi’sMini rival is an accomplished thing - But not a hugely fun one 33342
Audi A1 quattro 181 R £41,020 4/1984 253/6000 258/2500 1420kg 181 5.7 - 152 199 32.8 +Polished 253bhp all-wheel-drive A1 - Just 19 for UK, PorscheCaymanprice 33334
Audi S3 188 R £31,260 4/1984 296/5500 280/1800 1395kg 216 5.4 12.5 155 162 40.4 + Lots of grip and one of the best-sounding four-pot turbos - Still a little too clinical 33332
Audi S3 106R ’06-’12 4/1984 261/6000 258/2500 1455kg 183 5.6 13.6 155 198 33.2 +Very fast, very effective, very… err, quality - A little too clinical 33332
Audi RS3 Sportback 156 R ’11-’12 5/2480 335/5400 332/1600 1575kg 216 4.5 - 155 212 31.0 +Above, with added five-pot character - Again, see above… 33332
BMW 125iMSport 176D £26,070 4/1997 218/5000 228/1350 1420kg 156 6.4 - 155 154 42.8 +Performance, price, running costs - Dull four-pot soundtrack 33332
BMWM135i 186 R £30,555 6/2979 316/5800 332/1300 1425kg 225 4.8 12.9 155 188 35.3 + Powertrain, noise, chassis, price - Ordinary styling; a limited-slip diff would be nice 33333
BMW 123dMSport 122 R '07-'11 4/1995 201/4400 295/2000 1420kg 144 6.5 17.4 148 138 54.3 + Economical and no slouch - Doesn’t feel special enough 33332
BMW 130iMSport 106R '05-'10 6/2996 261/6650 232/2750 1450kg 183 6.1 15.3 155 - 34.0 + Fantastic engine - Suspension can still get a little boingy 33332
Citroën C1/Peugeot 107/Toyota Aygo 126 R £7995+ 3/998 68/6000 68/3600 790kg 87 14.2 - 98 103 61.4 + Full of character and insurance-friendly - Insurance friendly power 33332
Citroën SaxoVTR 013 R ’97-’03 4/1587 100/5700 100/3500 920kg 110 9.3 - 116 - 36.7 + VTSpoise, half the insurance group - Crampedpedals 33332
Citroën SaxoVTS 020R ’97-’03 4/1587 120/6600 107/5200 935kg 130 7.6 22.6 127 34.9 +Chunky, chuckable charger - Can catch out the unwary 33334
CitroënDS3 1.6 THP 142 R £16,800 4/1598 154/6000 177/1400 1240kg 126 7.2 - 133 155 42.2 +Aproper French hot hatch - Petrolheadsmight find it too ‘designed’ 33332
CitroënDS3Racing 153D ’11-’12 4/1598 204/6000 203/2000 1240kg 167 6.5 - 146 149 - + Faster, feistier version of above - Not as hardcore as its ‘Racing’ tag suggests 33332
Fiat Panda 100HP 132 R '06-'11 4/1368 99/6000 97/4250 975kg 103 9.5 - 115 154 43.5 +Most fun per pound on themarket - Optional ESP can’t be turned off 33334
Fiat Punto Evo Sporting 141 D £14,500 4/1368 133/5000 152/1750 1155kg 117 8.5 - 127 129 50.4 +Great engine, smart styling - Dynamics don’t live up to the Evo name 33342
Ford Sportka SE 084R ’03-’08 4/1597 94/5500 100/4250 934kg 102 9.5 - 108 - 37.2 + Big fun in a little package - Could handle evenmore power 33332
Ford Fiesta 1.0T EcoBoost 125PS 181 D £15,445 3/999 123/6000 125/1400 1091kg 115 9.4 - 122 99 65.7 + Three-pot engine is surprisingly feisty - Struggles to justify the premiumprice 33322
Ford Fiesta ST 184R £16,995 4/1596 179/5700 214/1500 1088kg 167 7.4 18.4 137 138 47.9 +Chassis, price, punchy performance - Not as powerful as key rivals 33334
Ford Fiesta STMountune 188D £17,594 4/1596 212/6000 236/2750 1088kg 198 6.6 - 140 138 - +One of the bestmid-sized hatchesmade even better - Badge snobbery 33333
Ford Fiesta Zetec S 123D ’08-’13 4/1596 118/6000 112/4050 1045kg 115 9.9 - 120 134 48.7 +Genuinely entertaining supermini - Grown up compared to Twingo/Swift 33332
Ford Fiesta Zetec SMountune 132 R ’08-’13 4/1596 138/6750 125/4250 1080kg 130 7.9 - 120 134 48.7 +As above, with a fantastically loud exhaust… - …if you’re 12 years old 33332
Ford Fiesta ST 075D ’05-’08 4/1999 148/6000 140/4500 1137kg 132 7.9 - 129 - 38.2 +Great looks, decent brakes - Disappointing chassis, gutless engine 33322
Ford Fiesta ST185Mountune 115 R ’08 4/1999 185/6700 147/3500 1137kg 165 6.9 - 129 - - + Fiesta ST gets the power it always needed -OTT exhaust note 33332
Ford Fiesta Zetec S 020R ’00-’02 4/1596 102/6000 107/4000 976kg 106 10.2 - 113 - 38.2 + Better than you’d ever believe - No-one elsewill believe it 33332
Ford Focus 1.6T Zetec S 165D £20,695 4/1596 179/5700 199/1900 1333kg 136 7.8 - 138 139 47.1 + The fastest, keenestMk3 Focus yet - TheMk1’s sparkle is still absent,though 33342
Ford Focus ST 188 R £21,995 4/1999 247/5500 265/1750 1362kg 184 6.5 16.8 154 169 - +All-round cracking hot hatch. Good value, too - There’s a bit of torque-steer 33334
Ford Focus STMountune 187 D £23,220 4/1999 271/5500 295/2750 1362kg 202 5.7 - 154+ 169 - +Great value upgrade - Steering still not as feelsome as that of some rivals 33334
Ford Focus ST 119 R ’05-’10 5/2522 222/6000 236/1600 1392kg 162 6.7 16.8 150 224 30.4 +Value, performance, integrity - Big engine compromises handling 33332
Ford Focus STMountune 137 R ’08-’11 5/2522 256/5500 295/2500 1392kg 187 5.8 14.3 155 224 - + ST takes extra power in its stride - You probably still want an RS 33334
Ford Focus RS 188R ’09-’11 5/2522 300/6500 324/2300 1467kg 208 5.9 14.2 163 225 30.5 +Huge performance, highly capable fwd chassis - It could be the last RS… 33333
Ford Focus RS500 181 R ’10-’11 5/2522 345/6000 339/2500 1467kg 239 5.6 12.7 165 225 - +More power and presence than regular RS - Pricey 33333
Ford Focus RS 053R ’02-’03 4/1998 212/5500 229/3500 1278kg 169 5.9 14.9 144 - - + Someare great - Someare awful (somake sure you drive plenty) 33332
Ford Escort RSCosworth 157 R ’92-’96 4/1993 227/6250 224/3500 1304kg 176 5.8 - 143 - 24.5 + The ultimate Essex hot hatch - Ultimate trophy for tea leaves 33332
Ford Puma 1.7 095R ’97-’02 4/1679 123/6300 116/4500 1041kg 120 8.6 27.6 122 - 38.2 + Everything - Nothing. The 1.4 isworth a look too 33333
Ford Racing Puma 128R ’00-’01 4/1679 153/7000 119/4500 1174kg 132 7.8 23.2 137 - 34.7 + Exclusivity - Expense. Standard Pumadoes it sowell 33332
HondaCivic Type-R 102 R ‘07-’11 4/1998 198/7800 142/5600 1267kg 158 6.8 17.5 146 215 31.0 + Looks great, VTECmore accessible - Steering lacks feel, inert balance 33342
HondaCivic Type-RC’shipWhite 126D '09-'10 4/1998 198/7800 142/5600 1267kg 158 6.6 - 146 - 31.0 + Limited-slip diff awelcome addition - It’s not available on standard car… 33332
HondaCivic Type-RMugen 144R '09-'11 4/1998 237/8300 157/6250 1233kg 195 5.9 - 155 - - + Fantastic on road and track - There’ll only be 20, and it’s a tad pricey… 33333
HondaCivic Type-R 075 R ’01-’05 4/1998 197/7400 145/5900 1204kg 166 6.8 16.9 146 - 31.7 + Potent and great value - Looks divide opinion, duff steering 33332
Kia ProceedGT 186D £19,995 4/1591 201/6000 195/1750 1448kg 141 7.4 - 143 171 291 +Good chassis, appealing price - Thrashy engine 33342
Lancia Delta Integrale 011 R ’88-’93 4/1995 210/5750 220/3500 1350kg 158 5.7 - 137 - 23.9 +One of the finest cars ever built - Demands love, LHDonly 33333
Mazda 2 1.5 Sport 132 R £13,495 4/1498 102/6000 101/4000 1030kg 107 10.4 - 117 135 48.7 + Fun and funky - Feels tinny after aMini 33342
Mazda 3MPS 137 R £23,995 4/2261 256/5500 280/3000 1385kg 188 6.3 14.5 155 224 29.4 +Quick, eager and very good value - The steering’s iffy 33342
Mercedes-Benz A250 ‘by AMG’ 173 D £29,025 4/1991 208/5500 258/1200 1370kg 154 6.5 - 149 148 46.3 +Mercedes builds a proper hot hatch - But denies it amanual gearbox 33332
Mercedes-Benz A45AMG 188R £37,845 4/1991 355/6000 332/2250 1480kg 244 4.3 10.6 155 161 40.9 + Blisteringly quick everywhere - Not as rewarding as some slower rivals 33332
MGMetro 6R4Clubman 181 R ’84-’87 6/2991 250/7000 225/6500 1000kg 254 4.5 - 140 - - + Themost extremehot hatch ever - Engine noise, heat soak, fivempg 33333
Mini One £13,460 4/1598 97/6000 113/3000 1070kg 92 10.5 - 116 127 52.3 + Perfect power-to-grip ratio - HUGE speedo, slow car 33332
Mini Cooper 185 F £14,900 4/1598 120/6000 118/4250 1075kg 113 9.1 - 126 127 52.3 + Brilliant ride and composure; could be all theMini you need - You’ll still buy the ‘S’ 33334
Mini Cooper S 149 R £18,180 4/1598 181/5500 177/1600 1140kg 161 7.0 - 142 136 48.7 +Newengine,Mini quality - Lacks old car’s direct front end 33334
Mini Cooper SD 158D £18,870 4/1995 141/4000 225/1750 1150kg 125 8.0 - 134 114 65.7 +Aquick dieselMini with impressivempg - But noCooper S alternative 33332
Mini JohnCooperWorks 184 R £22,460 4/1598 208/6000 206/2000 1160kg 182 7.2 16.7 148 165 39.8 +A seriously rapidMini - Occasionally just a little unruly 33334
Mini JohnCooperWorks Coupe 164R £23,800 4/1598 208/6000 206/2000 1175kg 180 6.3 - 149 165 39.8 + The usual raucousMini JCWexperience - Butwith a questionable ‘helmet’ roof… 33332
Mini JohnCooperWorksGP 181 R £28,790 4/1598 215/6000 206/2000 1160kg 188 6.3 - 150 165 39.8 + Brazenly hyperactive - Toomuch for some roads and some tastes 33334
Mini Cooper SWorks (Mk2) 111 R ’07-’08 4/1598 189/6000 199/1750 1130kg 170 7.6 18.0 145 - - +Cracking hotMini - Expensivewith option packs included 33334
Mini Cooper SWorksGP 144R ’06 4/1598 215/7100 184/4600 1090kg 200 6.5 - 149 - 32.8 + Storming engine, agility - Tacky styling ‘enhancements’ 33333
Mini Cooper S (Mk1) 077 R ’02-’06 4/1598 168/6000 155/4000 1140kg 143 7.8 19.9 135 - 33.6 + Strong performance, quality feel - Over-long gearing 33334
Mitsubishi Colt Ralliart 132 R £14,229 4/1468 147/6000 155/3500 1060kg 141 7.4 - 131 161 40.9 +Price, handling, performance - Its looks are a little odd 33342
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Thrill-free zone3 Tepid33 Interesting333 Seriously good3333 A truly great car33333

N=newentry thismonth. * = grey import. Entries in italics are for cars no longer on sale. Issueno. is for ourmost
recentmajor test of the car (D=Driven,R=Road test or group test, F= Feature).You can order back issueswhere
still available – call 0844 8440039.Price is on-the-road includingVATand delivery charges.Weight is the car’s kerb

weight as quoted by themanufacturer.bhp/ton is the power-to-weight ratio based onmanufacturer’s kerbweight.0-60mph and
0-100mph figures in bold are independently recorded, all other performance figures aremanufacturers’ claims.CO2g/km is the
official EC figure andECmpg is the official ‘Combined’ figure or equivalent.
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Nissan JukeNismo 184R £20,395 4/1618 197/6000 184/2400 1306kg 153 7.7 19.5 134 159 40.9 +More than the sumof its parts - Not enough to add up to a pukka hot hatch 33342
Nissan SunnyGTi-R ’92-’93 4/1998 220/6400 197/4800 1269kg 176 6.1 - 134 - 25.1 +Nissan’s Escort Cossie -Make sure it’s a good one 33332
Peugeot 106Rallye (Series 2) ’97-’98 4/1587 103/6200 97/3500 865kg 121 8.8 - 121 - 34.0 +Bargain no-frills thrills - Not asmuch fizz as original 1.3 33332
Peugeot 106Rallye (Series 1) 095R ’94-’96 4/1294 100/7200 80/5400 826kg 123 9.3 - 118 - 35.6 + Frantic, thrashy fun - Needs caning to extract full potential 33333
Peugeot 106GTI 16v 034R ’97-’04 4/1587 120/6600 107/5200 950kg 128 7.4 22.2 127 - 34.9 + Fine handling supermini - Looks its age 33334
Peugeot 208GTI 184 R £18,895 4/1598 197/5800 203/1700 1160kg 173 6.8 17.9 143 139 47.9 +Agile chassisworkswell on tough roads - Could bemore involving 33332
Peugeot 205GTI 1.9 095R ’88-’91 4/1905 130/6000 119/4750 910kg 145 7.9 - 124 - 36.7 + Still scintillating after all these years - Brittle build quality 33333
Peugeot 306GTI-6 020R ’93-’01 4/1998 167/6500 142/5500 1215kg 139 7.2 20.1 140 - 30.1 +One of the great GTIs - They don’tmake them like this anymore 33333
Peugeot 306Rallye 095R ’98-’99 4/1998 167/6500 142/5500 1199kg 141 6.9 19.2 137 - 30.1 + Essentially a GTI-6 for less dosh - Limited choice of colours 33333
Renaultsport Twingo 133 175 R ’08-’13 4/1598 131/6750 118/4400 1050kg 127 8.6 - 125 150 43.5 +Renaultsportexperienceforpocketmoney-OptionalCupchassisgivesbouncyride 33332
Renaultsport Clio 200Turbo 184R £18,995 4/1618 197/6000 177/1750 1204kg 166 6.9 17.9 143 144 44.8 + Faster,more refined, easier to drive -Wemiss the revvy nat-asp engine andmanual ’box 33332
Renaultsport Clio 200Cup 154 R ’09-’13 4/1998 197/7100 159/5400 1204kg 166 6.6 16.7 141 190 34.5 + The hot Clio at its best -Why the long face? 33333
Renaultsport Clio 197 Cup 115 R ’07-’09 4/1998 194/7250 158/5550 1240kg 161 6.9 - 134 - 33.6 +Quick, polished and capable - Not asmuch sheer fun as 182Cup 33332
Renaultsport Clio 182 066R ’04-’06 4/1998 180/6500 148/5250 1110kg 165 6.6 17.5 139 - 34.9 + Took hot hatches to a new level - Flawed driving position 33333
Renaultsport Clio 182 Cup 187 R ’04-'06 4/1998 180/6500 148/5250 1090kg 168 6.5 - 139 - 34.9 + Full of beans, fantastic value - Sunday-market upholstery 33333
Renaultsport Clio Trophy 095R ’05-'06 4/1998 180/6500 148/5250 1090kg 168 6.6 17.3 140 - 34.9 +Most fun you can have on threewheels - Just 500were built 33333
Renaultsport Clio 172 Cup 048R ’02-’04 4/1998 170/6250 147/5400 1011kg 171 6.5 17.7 138 - - + Bargain old-school hot hatch - Nervous in thewet, no ABS 33332
Renaultsport Clio V6 255 057 R ’03-’05 6/2946 255/7150 221/4650 1400kg 182 5.8 - 153 - 23.0 + Supercar dramawithout the original’s edgy handling - Uninspired interior 33333
Renaultsport Clio V6 029R ’99-’02 6/2946 230/6000 221/3750 1335kg 175 5.8 17.0 145 - 23.0 +Pocket supercar -Mid-engined handling can be tricky 33332
Renault ClioWilliams 095R ’93-’96 4/1988 148/6100 126/4500 981kg 153 7.6 20.8 121 - 26.0 +One of the best hot hatches ever - Can be fragile like an Integrale 33333
Renault 5GT Turbo 123 R ’87-’91 4/1397 120/5750 122/3750 831kg 146 7.8 - 120 - 28.4 +ClioWilliams’ grand-daddy -Most have been thrashed 33333
RenaultsportMégane 265Cup 188R £25,245 4/1998 261/5500 265/3000 1387kg 191 6.4 14.8 158 190 34.4 + Samepower as limited-edition Trophy; chassis still superb - Not a lot 33333
RenaultsportMégane 250Cup 139 R '09-'12 4/1998 247/5500 251/3000 1387kg 181 6.1 14.6 156 190 34.4 + Fantastic chassis… - …partially obscured by new-foundmaturity 33334
RenaultsportMégane dCi 175 Cup 119 R '07-'09 4/1995 173/3750 265/2000 1470kg 119 8.3 23.5 137 - 43.5 +Adiesel with a genuinely sporty chassis - Could takemore power 33332
RenaultsportMégane Trophy 087 R ’05 4/1998 222/5500 221/3000 1355kg 166 6.7 17.3 147 - 32.1 +Mega grip and traction - Steering needs a touchmore feel 33332
RenaultsportMégane 230R26 102 R ‘07-’09 4/1998 227/5500 229/3000 1345kg 171 6.2 16.0 147 - - + Best hotMégane… until the R26.R - F1 Teamstickers in dubious taste 33333
RenaultsportMégane R26.R 181 R ‘08-’09 4/1998 227/5500 229/3000 1220kg 189 5.8 15.1 147 - - +One of the true hot hatch heroes - Two seats, plastic rearwindows 33333
SEAT Ibiza FR 2.0 TDI 144 R £16,715 4/1968 141/4200 236/1750 1245kg 115 8.2 - 131 123 60.1 +More fun than the petrol FR,manual gearbox option - TheCupra’s notmuchmore 33342
SEAT Ibiza Cupra 183D £18,575 4/1390 178/6200 184/2000 1259kg 144 6.9 - 142 139 47.9 + Punchy engine, unflappable DSG - Lacks engagement 33322
SEAT Leon FR TDI 184 184D £22,075 4/1968 181/4000 280/1750 1350kg 136 7.5 - 142 112 64.2 + Performance, sweet chassis, economy, comfort - Boorish engine 33322
SEAT Leon FR+ 163D ’11-’12 4/1984 208/5300 206/1700 1334kg 158 7.2 - 145 170 38.7 +As quick as aGolf GTI 5dr but £4K cheaper -Misses the VW’s completeness 33332
SEAT LeonCupra R 139 R ’10-’12 4/1984 261/6000 258/2500 1375kg 193 6.1 14.0 155 190 34.9 + Bold car, blinding engine - Lacks the character of its rivalmega-hatches 33342
SEAT LeonCupra 105 R '07-'11 4/1984 237/5700 221/2200 1375kg 175 6.3 - 153 190 34.0 +Great engine, composure - Doesn’t have adjustability of old Cupra R 33332
SEAT LeonCupra 20v T 020R ’00-’06 4/1781 178/5500 173/5000 1322kg 137 7.7 - 142 - 33.2 + Terrific value - Lacks sparkle of very best hatches 33332
SEAT LeonCupra R 225 067 R ’03-’06 4/1781 222/5900 206/2200 1376kg 164 6.9 - 150 - 32.1 + Cross-country pace, practicality, value - Not as thrilling as some 33332
Skoda Fabia vRS (Mk2) 146D £16,915 4/1390 178/6200 184/2000 1218kg 148 7.3 - 139 148 45.6 +Well priced, wellmade,with great engine andDSG ‘box - Dull steering 33342
Skoda Fabia vRS (Mk1) 077 R ’04-’07 4/1896 130/4000 229/1900 1315kg 100 9.6 - 127 - 55.4 + Fascinatingly fun and frugal hot hatch - A little short on steering feel 33342
SkodaOctavia vRS (Mk3) 187 D £22,990 4/1984 217/4500 258/1500 1350kg 163 6.8 - 154 142 45.6 +Quick, agile, roomier than aGolf - Ride is harsh forwhat could be a family car 33332
SkodaOctavia vRS (Mk2) 163 R ’06-’13 4/1998 197/5100 206/1700 1395kg 143 7.3 - 149 175 37.7 +Drives like aGTI but costsmuch less - Green brake callipers? 33332
Smart FortwoBrabus 110D £15,000 3/999 97/5500 104/3500 780kg 126 9.9 - 96 119 54.3 + Telling people you drive a Brabus - Them realising it’s not a 720bhp S-class 33322
Subaru Impreza STI CS400 146R ’10-’12 4/2457 395/5750 400/3950 1505kg 267 4.6 10.7 155 - - +Cosworth kudos. One of the fastest hatcheswe’ve tested - Pricey. Lifeless steering 33342
Subaru ImprezaWRXS 125D '08-'10 4/2457 251/5400 288/3000 1395kg 180 5.5 - 130 270 - +An improvement over the basicWRX - Still not theWRXwewanted 33342
Subaru Impreza STI 330S 124 R '08-'10 4/2457 325/5400 347/3400 1505kg 219 4.4 - 155 - - +Abit quicker than the STI… - …but not better 33332
Suzuki Swift Sport (Mk2) 175 R £13,499 4/1586 134/6900 118/4400 1045kg 130 8.7 - 121 147 44.1 + The Swift’s still a great pocket rocket - But it’s lost a little adjustability 33334
Suzuki Swift Sport 132 R '05-'11 4/1586 123/6800 109/4800 1030kg 121 8.9 - 124 165 39.8 + Entertaining handling, well built - Lacking in steering feedback 33334
Vauxhall Corsa VXR 154R £18,900 4/1598 189/5850 192/1980 1166kg 165 6.8 - 140 172 38.7 + Looks snazzy, punchy engine - Lacks feel, uncouth comparedwith rivals 33342
Vauxhall Corsa VXRNürburgring 164 R £22,295 4/1598 202/5750 206/2250 1166kg 176 6.5 - 143 178 - +VXR getsmore power and a limited-slip diff - But it’s over £3Kmore expensive 33332
Vauxhall Astra GTC 1.6T SRi 164D £20,215 4/1598 178/5500 169/2200 1393kg 130 7.8 - 137 168 39.2 + Three-doorSciroccorival looksgood,driveswell -Non-VXRpetrolengines lack zing 33332
Vauxhall Astra VXR (Mk2) 173 R £26,995 4/1998 276/5500 295/2500 1475kg 190 5.9 - 155 189 - + Better than the car it replaces. Loony turbo pace - Lacks RSMégane’s precision 33332
Vauxhall Astra VXR (Mk1) 102 R '06-'11 4/1998 237/5600 236/2400 1393kg 173 6.7 16.7 152 221 30.7 + Fast and furious - Lacks a little composure and precision 33332
VWUp/SEATMii/SkodaCitigo 171 R £7630+ 3/999 59/5000 70/3000 854kg 70 14.1 - 99 105 62.8 +Accomplished city car is dynamically sound… - …but predictably slow 33332
VWPoloGTI 154 R £18,935 4/1390 178/6200 184/2000 1184kg 153 6.8 - 142 139 47.9 +Modern-daymk1 Golf GTI gets twin-clutchDSG - It’s a little bit bland 33342
VWGolf GTD (Mk7) 188D £25,285 4/1968 181/3500 280/1750 1377kg 134 7.5 - 143 109 67.3 + Pace, fuel economy, sounds good for a diesel - Lacks the extra edge of theGTI 33332
VWGolf GTI (Mk7) 188 R £25,845 4/1984 217/4500 258/1500 1351kg 163 6.5 - 152 138 47.1 + Brilliantly resolved -Mégane 265 beats it as a pure drivers’ car 33334
VWGolf GTI (Mk6) 172 R ’09-’13 4/1984 207/5300 207/1700 1318kg 160 6.4 16.5 148 170 38.7 + Still a very accomplished hot hatch - 207bhp isn’t a lot anymore 33332
VWGolf GTI Edition 35 168R ’12-’13 4/1984 232/5500 221/2200 1318kg 179 6.5 - 154 189 34.9 +Mk6GTI gets the power it craves - Expensive compared to the standard car 33334
VWGolf R (Mk6) 140D ’10-’13 4/1984 266/6000 258/2500 1521kg 178 5.5 - 155 199 33.2 +Great engine, tremendous pace and poise - High price, ACConly optional 33334
VWGolf GTI (Mk5) 102 R '05-'09 4/1984 197/5100 207/1800 1336kg 150 6.7 17.9 145 - - +Character and ability: the original GTI is back - Lacking firepower? 33333
VWGolf R32 (Mk5) 087 R '06-'09 6/3189 246/6300 236/2500 1510kg 165 5.8 15.2 155 - 26.4 + Traction’s great and you’ll love the soundtrack -We’d still have aGTI 33332
VWGolf R32 (Mk4) 053 R ’02-’04 6/3189 237/6250 236/2800 1477kg 163 6.4 16.3 154 - 24.6 +Charismatic - Boomy engine can be tiresome 33332
VWGolf GTI 16v (Mk2) ’88-’92 4/1781 139/6100 124/4600 960kg 147 7.9 - 129 - 26.6 +Arguably the best all-roundGolf GTI ever -We’d be splitting hairs 33333
VWGolf GTI (Mk1) 095R ’82-’84 4/1781 112/5800 109/3500 840kg 135 8.1 - 112 - 36.0 + The car that started it all - Tricky to find an unmolested one 33332
Volvo C30T5R-Design 122 R ’08-’12 5/2521 227/5000 236/1500 1347kg 165 6.6 16.9 149 203 32.5 +Good-looking, desirable Volvo - Lacks edge of best hatches. Avoid auto 33342
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Car

Our Choice
RenaultsportMégane265Cup. You’ll struggle to find a front-
drive chassis more sublime than the 265 Cup’s. Poised, flattering
and entertaining too, when combined with the 261bhp turbo engine
it enables the Mégane to set a searing cross-country pace.

Best of the Rest
BMW’s M135i feels like a bargain at £30k, and it’s rear-wheel drive
too, of course. At close to half themoney, themid-sized Fiesta ST
(left) is an absolute riot, especially in Mountune form,while if it’s a
junior hatch you’re after, the Suzuki Swift Sport is a belter.

Thrill-free zone3 Tepid33 Interesting333 Seriously good3333 A truly great car33333Ratings
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Alfa Romeo 156GTA 045R ’02-’06 6/3179 247/6200 221/4800 1410kg 180 6.3 - 155 - 23.3 +Noise, pace and individuality - Front-drive chassis can’t keep up 33322
Alpina B3 Biturbo 188D £54,950 6/2979 404/5500 442/3000 1535kg 267 4.2 - 190 177 37.2 +Understated appearance,monster performance - E90M3 is better on the limit 33334
Alpina D3 (E90) 120R ’08-’12 4/1995 211/4000 332/2000 1495kg 143 6.9 - 152 - 52.3 + Excellent chassis, turbodiesel oomph - Rather narrowpowerband 33342
Alpina B5 Biturbo 149 D £75,150 8/4395 533/5200 538/2800 1845kg 293 4.5 - 198 244 26.9 + Big performance and top-line luxury - Driver not really involved 33342
Alpina B5 S 118 D ’07-’10 8/4398 523/5500 535/4750 1720kg 309 4.5 - 197 - 23.0 +Quicker andmore exclusive than the E60M5 - Suspension has its limits 33334
Alpina B7 Biturbo 134 D £98,800 8/4395 533/5200 538/2800 1965kg 276 4.6 - 194 230 28.5 +Massive performance and top-line luxury - Feels its weight when hustled 33332
Aston Martin Rapide S 182 D £149,995 12/5935 550/6000 457/5000 1990kg 281 4.9 - 190 332 19.9 + Performance, soundtrack, looks - Small in the back, brakes lacking 33334
Aston Martin Rapide 141 R ’10-’13 12/5935 470/6000 443/5000 1990kg 240 5.2 - 188 355 - + Better than its DB9 sibling - More a 2+2 than a proper four-seater 33334
Audi A4 2.0 TFSI quattro £31,220 4/1984 208/4300 258/1500 1535kg 138 6.4 - 153 159 41.5 +A goodmatch for its German foes - No longer any naturally aspirated options 33342
Audi S4 (Mk3) 166D £39,020 6/2995 328/5500 324/2900 1685kg 198 4.9 - 155 190 34.9 +Great powertrain, secure chassis - The newRS4 is here now… 33332
Audi S4 (Mk2) 073D '05-'08 8/4163 339/7000 302/3500 1700kg 206 5.4 - 155 - - + Effortless V8, agile handling - Lacks ultimate finesse of class leaders 33342
Audi RS4Avant (Mk3) 173 D £55,525 8/4163 444/8250 317/4000 1795kg 251 4.6 - 174 249 26.4 + Looks, value, quality, noise, balance - Harsh ride, unnatural steering 33332
Audi RS4 (Mk2) 088R '06-'08 8/4163 414/7800 317/5500 1650kg 255 4.5 10.9 155 - - +A leap on for fast Audis, superb engine - Busy under braking 33333
Audi RS4Avant (Mk2) 105 R ’07-’08 8/4163 414/7800 317/5500 1710kg 246 4.6 - 155 - 20.6 + 414bhp at 7800rpm! - Everyone thinking you’remarriedwith kids 33333
Audi RS4 (Mk1) 024R ’00-’02 6/2671 375/6100 325/2500 1620kg 236 4.8 12.1 170 - 17.0 + Effortless pace - Lacks finesse. Bendswheel rims 33332
Audi RS2 101 R ’94-’95 5/2226 315/6500 302/3000 1595kg 201 4.8 13.1 162 - 18.0 + Storming performance (thanks to Porsche) - Try finding one 33332
Audi S6 091 D '06-'11 10/5204 429/6800 398/3000 1910kg 228 5.2 - 155 299 22.4 + Even faster, and discreetwith it - VerymutedV10 33342
Audi RS6Avant 183D £76,985 8/3993 552/5700 516/1750 1935kg 290 3.9 - 155 229 28.8 +Amighty ground-coverer - Is that all youwant? 33342
Audi RS6 124 D '08-'10 10/4991 572/6250 479/1500 1985kg 293 4.5 - 155 331 20.3 + Looks and drives better than estate version - M5 still looks tempting 33334
Audi RS6Avant 116 R '08-'10 10/4991 572/6250 479/1500 2025kg 287 4.3 9.7 155 333 20.2 + Theworld’smost powerful estate - Power isn’t everything 33332
Audi RS6Avant 052R ’02-’04 8/4172 444/5700 413/1950 1865kg 242 4.8 11.6 155 - 19.3 + The ultimate estate car? - Numb steering 33332
Audi RS7 187 D £83,495 8/3993 552/5700 516/1750 1920kg 292 3.9 - 155 229 28.8 + Stonking performance, great looks - Numbdriving experience 33322
Audi S7 171 D £62,330 8/3993 414/5000 406/1400 1945kg 216 4.6 - 155 225 - + Looks and drives better than S6 it’s based on - Costs £8000more 33342
Audi S8 164D £78,225 8/3993 513/5800 479/1700 1975kg 264 4.1 - 155 237 27.7 +Quicker andmuchmore economical than before - Butstill underwhelmingtodrive 33342
Audi S8 088D '06-'10 10/5204 444/7000 398/3500 1940kg 232 5.1 - 155 - 21.4 +V10 engine, ceramic brakes, fantastic gearbox - Light steering 33332
Audi Q7 V12 TDI 124D ’08-’12 12/5934 493/3750 737/1750 2635kg 190 5.1 12.2 155 298 25.0 +Undeniably quick, relatively economical - A tad ostentatious 33342
Bentley Continental Flying Spur 185D £140,900 12/5998 616/6000 590/1600 2475kg 253 4.3 - 200 343 19.0 +More power than old Flying Spur Speed - Feels itsweight; engine sounds dull 33332
Bentley Continental Flying Spur 080D ’05-’12 12/5998 552/6100 479/1600 2475kg 226 4.9 - 195 396 16.6 +Performance, wonderful interior - Have you seen petrol prices? 33332
Bentley Continental Flying Spur Speed 141 R ’08-’12 12/5998 600/6000 553/1750 2440kg 250 4.6 - 200 396 16.6 + 600bhp; surprisingly fun handling - Could look a bitmore like it goes 33332
BentleyMulsanne 178F £225,900 8/6752 505/4200 752/1750 2585kg 198 5.1 - 184 393 16.7 +Drives like amodern Bentley should - Shame it doesn’t look like one too 33332
BMW320d 168R £28,410 4/1995 181/4000 280/1750 1495kg 123 7.4 - 146 120 61.4 + Fleet-friendly newThree is economical yet entertaining - It’s a tad noisy 33332
BMW328i 165D £29,400 4/1997 242/5000 258/1250 1430kg 172 5.8 - 155 149 44.8 +New-age four-pot 328i is great all-rounder -Wemiss the six-cylinder soundtrack 33334
BMW330dMSport 180D £36,610 6/2993 254/4000 413/2000 1540kg 168 5.6 - 155 129 57.6 +Great engine, fine handling, good value - Steering confusesweightwith feel 33334
BMWM3 (E90) 123 R '08-'11 8/3999 414/8300 295/3900 1605kg 262 4.9 10.7 165 290 22.8 + Every bit as good as the E92M3 coupe -No carbon roof 33333
BMWM3CRT (E90) 179 R '11-'12 8/4361 444/8300 324/3750 1580kg 285 4.4 - 180 295 - + Saloon chassis +weight savings +GTS engine = best E90M3 - Just 67weremade 33333
BMW335iMSport (E90) 134 R '05-'11 6/2979 302/5800 295/1300 1535kg 200 5.6 - 155 196 31.0 + Stunning drivetrain, controlled chassis - Looks a bit steady 33332
BMW528i 164D £34,020 4/1997 242/5000 258/1250 1710kg 144 6.2 - 155 152 41.5 + Four-pot 528 is downsizingnear itsbest -You’llmissthestraight-sixsoundeffects 33332
BMW535i 141 D £39,370 6/2979 302/5800 295/1200 1685kg 182 6.1 - 155 185 34.9 +New5-series impresses… - But onlywith all the chassis options ticked 33322
BMWM5 (F10M) 165 R £73,375 8/4395 552/6000 501/1500 1870kg 300 4.3 - 155 232 28.5 + Twin-turbocharging suits all-newM5well - Can feel heavy at times 33333
BMWM5Touring (E60) 105 R ’07-’10 10/4999 500/7750 383/6100 1780kg 285 4.8 - 155 - 19.3 + Brilliant at ten tenths - Feels slightly clumsywhen pottering 33333
BMWM5 (E60) 129 R ’04-’10 10/4999 500/7750 384/6100 1755kg 289 4.7 10.4 155 - 19.6 +Close to being the ultimate supersaloon - SMGgearbox feels old-tech 33334
BMWM5 (E39) 110 R ’99-’03 8/4941 394/6600 369/3800 1795kg 223 4.9 11.5 155 - - +Magnificent V8-engined supersaloon -We’d be nit-picking 33333
BMWM5 (E34) 110 R ’92-’96 6/3795 340/6900 295/4750 1653kg 209 5.9 13.6 155 - - + TheGodfather of supersaloons - The family can come too 33333
BMWM5 (E28) 182 R ’86-’88 6/3453 282/6500 251/4500 1431kg 200 6.2 - 151 - - + The original storming saloon - Understated looks 33333
BMWM6GranCoupe 184D £97,490 8/4395 552/6000 501/1500 1875kg 299 4.2 - 155 232 28.5 + Enormous performance, stylish looks - Price tag looks silly next to rivals, M5 included 33332
BMWX6 xDrive 50i 118 D £58,420 8/4395 408/5500 442/1750 2190kg 186 5.4 - 155 292 22.6 + Stunningly good to drive -Will youwant to be seen arriving? 33332
BMWX6M 134D £86,220 8/4395 547/6000 502/1500 2305kg 241 4.7 - 171 325 20.3 + Fast, refined and comfortable - But it definitely lacks theM factor 33422
BMW750i 174 D £71,355 8/4395 449/5500 480/2000 2020kg 226 4.7 - 155 199 - +Well specced, impressively refined - Lags far behind theMercedes S-class 33422
Bowler EXRS 180R £186,000 8/5000 550/6200 461/2100 1800kg 310 4.2 - 155 - - +Outlandish all-terrain supercar - Vast suspension travel takes some getting used to 33334
Brabus Bullit 119 R c£330,000 12/6233 720/5100 811/2100 1850kg 395 3.8 - 217 - - + Seven hundred and twenty bhp - Three hundred thousand pounds 33333
Cadillac CTS-V 148 R £67,030 8/6162 556/6100 551/3800 1928kg 293 3.9 - 191 365 18.1 + It’ll stand out amongM-cars andAMGs - But the noveltymightwear off 33332
Chrysler 300CSRT8 096D '06- '11 8/6059 425/6000 420/4800 1965kg 220 4.9 - 168 337 20.2 + Looks, supple ride, composed chassis - Toomuch understeer, slow ‘box 33342
FordMondeo 2.0 EcoBoost TitaniumX £28,115 4/1999 237/ n/a 251/ n/a 1569kg 153 7.5 - 153 179 36.7 + Terrific chassis, sweet engine - Peoplewill still want anAudi 33332
FordMondeo ST220 043D ’02-’07 6/2967 223/6150 204/4900 1550kg 146 6.8 - 151 - 27.7 +Muscular engine, fine chassis - Hotted-up repmobile image 33342
Ford Sierra RSCosworth 4x4 ’90-’93 4/1993 220/6250 214/3500 1305kg 159 6.6 - 144 - 24.4 + Fast and furious - Try finding a straight one 33334
Ford Sierra RSCosworth ’86-’90 4/1993 204/6000 204/4500 1220kg 169 6.2 - 143 - - + RoadgoingGroupA racecar - Don’t shout about the power output! 33333
HondaCivic Type-R * 108D '07-'10 4/1998 222/8000 158/6100 1252kg 180 5.9 - 150 - - + Screaming engine, razor-sharp chassis - Specialist import only 33333
HondaAccord Type-R 012 R ’99-’03 4/2157 209/7200 158/6700 1306kg 163 6.1 17.4 142 - 29.4 +One of the finest front-drivers of all time - Lack of image 33334
Infiniti M37S 150D £45,225 6/3696 316/7000 265/5200 1765kg 182 6.2 - 155 235 27.7 + Stands out from the crowd -Not as involving as some rivals 33342

Our Choice
BMWM5.The turbocharging of BMW’s M-cars met with
scepticism, but the current M5’s 4.4-litre twin-turbo V8 feels a
perfect fit. It’s a brutally fast car, and there are clever (and useable)
adjustable driving modes. It looks cool, too. The best big saloon is
now even better.

Best of the Rest
Mercedes’ AMG department is on a roll right now: the 6.2-litre
C63 is superb as either saloon or estate, likewise the E63, which
is now in its second turbocharged iteration. Jaguar’s showy
XFR-S (left) has a particularly impressive chassis, while Lexus’s
tail-happy IS-F remains a wonderfully alternative choice.

Thrill-free zone3 Tepid33 Interesting333 Seriously good3333 A truly great car33333Ratings
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Jaguar XF 3.0 V6 Diesel S 145 D £41,860 6/2993 271/4000 443/2000 1695kg 162 5.9 - 155 159 47.1 + Sweet handling plus diesel economy - But we’d still have the R 33332
Jaguar XF Sportbrake 3.0 V6 Diesel S 177 D £44,360 6/2993 271/4000 443/2000 1695kg 153 6.1 - 155 163 46.3 + Looks and drives better than the saloon - Pity there’s no Sportbrake R… 33332
Jaguar XF 3.0 V6 Supercharged 178 D £47,570 6/2995 335/6500 332/3500 1695kg 201 5.7 - 155 224 29.4 + Fast, comfortable, refined - Bland engine, poor economy compared to diesel V6 33322
Jaguar XFR 181 D £65,415 8/5000 503/6000 461/2500 1800kg 284 4.8 10.2 155 270 24.4 + Brilliant blend of pace and refinement - Doesn’t sound as special as it is 33334
Jaguar XFR-S 187 R £79,995 8/5000 542/6500 502/2500 1912kg 288 4.4 - 186 270 24.4 + XF gets turned up to 12 - Except for the soundtrack 33334
Jaguar XJ 3.0 V6 Diesel 148 D £56,265 6/2993 271/4000 442/2000 1700kg 162 6.0 - 155 167 46.3 + A great Jaguar - But not as great as the Supersport… 33332
Jaguar XJ Supersport 163 R £91,770 8/5000 503/6000 461/2500 1795kg 285 4.7 - 155 270 24.4 + Superb handling, monster performance - Opinion-dividing looks 33334
Jaguar XJR 054 R '03-'09 8/4196 400/6100 408/3500 1665kg 244 5.0 - 155 - 23.0 + Genuine 7-series rival - 2007 facelift didn’t help middle-aged image 33332
Lamborghini LM002 016 R ’86-’89 12/5167 450/6800 369/5200 2700kg 169 - - 130 - - + Craziest 4x4 ever, Countach V12 - Craziest 4x4 ever… 33332
Lexus IS-F 151 R £58,416 8/4969 417/6600 372/5200 1714kg 247 4.7 10.9 173 270 24.4 + Shockingly good Lexus - The M3’s available as a (second hand) four-door too 33334
Lotus Carlton 170 R ’91-’93 6/3615 377/5200 419/4200 1658kg 231 4.8 10.6 176 - 17.0 + The Millennium Falcon of saloon cars - Every drive a work-out 33333
Maserati Quattroporte S 184 D £80,095 6/2979 404/5500 406/1750 1860kg 221 5.3 - 177 242 26.9 + Tempting alternative to V8 - Feel-free steering, secondary ride lacks decorum 33332
Maserati Quattroporte V8 179 D £108,160 8/3798 523/6800 479/2250 1900kg 280 4.7 - 191 274 23.9 + Performance, sense of occasion - Lacks the charisma and edge of its predecessor 33332
Maserati Quattroporte S 137 R ’08-’12 8/4691 425/7000 361/4750 1990kg 216 5.1 12.1 174 365 18.0 + A QP with the bhp it deserves - Grille is a bit Hannibal Lecter 33334
Maserati Quattroporte Sport GTS 141 R ’08-’12 8/4691 433/7000 361/4750 1990kg 221 5.1 - 177 365 18.0 + The most stylish supersaloon - Slightly wooden brakes, unforgiving ride 33332
Maserati Quattroporte 085 R ‘04-’08 8/4244 394/7000 333/4500 1930kg 207 5.1 - 171 - 17.9 + Redefines big-car dynamics - Don’t use auto mode 33334
Maserati Quattroporte Sport GTS 113 D '07-'08 8/4244 396/7000 339/4250 1930kg 208 5.5 - 167 - - + Best Quattroporte chassis so far - More power wouldn’t go amiss 33334
Mercedes-Benz 190E 2.5-16 185 F ’89-’92 4/2498 201/6750 177/5500 1360kg 147 7.2 - 142 - 24.4 + M-B’s M3 alternative - Not as nimble as the Beemer 33332
Mercedes-Benz C63 AMG 151 R £56,965 8/6208 451/6800 442/5000 1655kg 277 4.4 9.7 160 280 23.5 + Monstrous pace and extremely engaging - M3’s just a little better… 33333
Mercedes-Benz C55 AMG 088 R ’04-’08 8/5439 367/5250 376/4000 1635kg 228 5.2 - 155 - 23.7 + Furiously fast, commendably discreet - Overshadowed by M3 and RS4 33332
Mercedes-Benz E63 AMG 187 D £73,745 8/5461 549/5500 531/1750 1770kg 315 4.2 - 155 230 28.8 + Power, response and accuracy in spades - A little lacking in originality 33334
Mercedes-Benz E63 AMG 165 R ’11-’13 8/5461 518/5250 516/1750 1765kg 298 4.2 - 155 230 28.8 + Turbo engine doesn’t dilute E63 experience - Sometimes struggles for traction… 33334
Mercedes-Benz E63 AMG 096 D '06-'09 8/6208 507/6800 464/5200 1765kg 292 4.5 - 155 - 19.8 + Brilliant engine, indulgent chassis - Vague steering, speed limits 33332
Mercedes-Benz E55 AMG 052 R ’03-’06 8/5439 476/6100 516/2650 1760kg 271 4.8 10.2 155 - 21.9 + M5-humbling grunt, cosseting ride - Speed limits 33332
Mercedes-Benz E55 AMG ’98-’02 8/5439 354/5500 390/3000 1642kg 219 5.5 - 155 - 23.0 + Dragster disguised as a limo - Tyre bills 33342
Mercedes-Benz S63 AMG 148 D ’10-’13 8/5461 536/5500 590/2000 2040kg 267 4.5 - 155 244 26.9 + Massive torque, massively reduced emissions - Massive car 33334
Mercedes-Benz S65 AMG 098 R £165,120 12/5980 604/4750 737/2000 2185kg 281 4.4 - 155 334 19.8 + God’s own supersaloon - Unholy price and thirst 33334
Mercedes-Benz CLS63 AMG 178 R £81,905 8/5461 518/5250 516/1700 1795kg 293 4.4 - 155 231 28.5 + Monster performance, 549bhp an option - Not as desirable as a Bentley or Aston 33334
Mercedes-Benz CLS63 AMG 099 R '06-'11 8/6208 507/6100 464/2650 1905kg 270 4.5 - 155 345 19.5 + Beauty, comfort, awesome performance - M5 has the edge on B-roads 33334
Mercedes-Benz ML63 AMG 176 R £83,655 8/5461 518/5250 516/1750 2270kg 232 4.7 - 155 276 23.9 + Great engine, surprisingly good dynamics - £85K buys a Boxster and an ML350… 33334
Mercedes-Benz G63 AMG 172 D £123,140 8/5461 537/5500 560/2000 2475kg 220 5.4 - 130 322 - + It exists; epic soundtrack - Ancient chassis, silly price 33322
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-300 SST 118 R £31,349 4/1998 290/6500 300/3500 1590kg 185 5.2 13.9 155 256 26.2 + Evo gets twin-clutch transmission - Not as exciting as it used to be 33342
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-360 122 D £38,559 4/1998 354/6500 363/3500 1560kg 231 4.1 - 155 328 19.9 + Ridiculously rapid new Evo - A five-speed gearbox?! 33332
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-330 SST 134 R '08-'12 4/1998 324/6500 322/3500 1590kg 207 4.4 - 155 256 - + Great engine and gearbox combo - It still lives in the shadow of the Evo IX 33332
Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-400 181 R '09-'10 4/1998 403/6500 387/3500 1560kg 262 3.8 - 155 328 - + Most powerful factory Evo ever… - …about X grand too much when new 33342
Mitsubishi Evo IX FQ-340 088 R ’05-’07 4/1997 345/6800 321/4600 1400kg 250 4.3 10.9 157 - - + Gives Porsche drivers nightmares - Points. Lots of 33333
Mitsubishi Evo IX MR FQ-360 181 R ’05-’07 4/1997 366/6887 363/3200 1400kg 266 3.9 - 157 - - + Well-executed engine upgrades - Prison food 33333
Mitsubishi Evo VIII 055 R ’03-’04 4/1997 276/6500 289/3500 1410kg 199 5.1 - 157 - - + The Evo grows up - Brakes need beefing up 33334
Mitsubishi Evo VIII MR FQ-300 057 R ’03-’05 4/1997 305/6800 289/3500 1400kg 221 4.8 - 157 - 20.5 + Extra pace, extra attitude - Extra money 33334
Mitsubishi Evo VII 031 R ’02-’03 4/1997 276/6500 282/3500 1360kg 206 5.0 13.0 140 - 20.4 + Terrific all-rounder - You tell us 33333
Mitsubishi Evo VII RS Sprint 041 D ’02-’03 4/1997 320/6500 327/6200 1260kg 258 4.4 - 150 - - + Ruthlessly focused road weapon - For the truly committed 33333
Mitsubishi Evo VI RS Sprint 011 R ’99 4/1997 330/6500 323/3000 1255kg 267 4.5 11.8 145 - - + Lighter, keener, quicker than regular Evo - A little uncompromising 33334
Mitsubishi Evo VI Mäkinen Edition 181 R '00-'01 4/1997 276/6500 275/2750 1365kg 205 4.6 - 150 - - + Our favourite Evo - Subtle it is not 33333
Porsche Panamera 4S 186 D £85,721 6/2997 414/6000 383/1750 1870kg 225 4.8 - 177 208 31.7 + Strong performance and typically fine Porsche chassis - Misses characterful V8 of old ‘S’ 33342
Porsche Panamera GTS 168 D £91,239 8/4806 430/6700 383/3500 1920kg 228 4.4 - 179 251 26.4 + Sharper chassis; more urgent and vocal V8 - A BMW M5 is £17K less… 33332
Porsche Panamera Turbo 137 R £104,758 8/4806 493/6000 516/2250 1970kg 254 3.6 8.9 188 270 24.6 + Fast, refined and dynamically sound - It still leaves us cold 33342
Porsche Panamera Turbo S 159 D £123,776 8/4806 542/6000 590/2250 1995kg 276 3.7 - 190 270 24.6 + Pace, excellent ergonomics - Steering feel, ride 33342
Porsche Cayenne S Diesel (Mk2) 185 D £59,053 8/4134 377/3750 627/2000 2195kg 174 5.7 - 156 218 34.0 + Supercar levels of torque; impressive all-round performance - GTS drives better 33342
Porsche Cayenne GTS (Mk2) 173 D £68,117 8/4806 414/6500 380/3500 2085kg 202 5.6 - 162 251 26.4 + Dynamically the best SUV on sale - At two tons, it’s still no sports car 33334
Porsche Cayenne Turbo (Mk2) 144 D £89,324 8/4806 493/6000 516/2250 2170kg 231 4.7 - 173 270 24.6 + Greener, faster, better - Odd rear styling, numb steering 33334
Porsche Cayenne Turbo S (Mk2) 184 D £107,784 8/4806 542/6000 553/2250 2215kg 249 4.5 - 175 270 24.6 + Near-identical power and torque to a Zonda C12S - In an SUV 33332
Porsche Cayenne Turbo (Mk1) 104 R '06-'10 8/4806 494/6000 516/2250 2355kg 213 4.7 11.4 171 - 19.0 + Appears to defy physics - Still cracks mirrors at 50 paces 33334
Range Rover Evoque Coupe Si4 160 D £41,510 4/1999 237/6000 251/1900 1670kg 144 7.0 - 135 199 - + Striking looks, sporting dynamics - Hefty price, and petrol version is auto-only 33332
Range Rover Sport V8 Supercharged 186 D £81,550 8/4999 503/6000 460/2500 2310kg 221 5.0 - 155 298 22.1 + Deceptively quick and capable sports SUV - It’s still got a weight problem 33332
Range Rover Sport V8 Supercharged 135 D ’09-’12 8/5000 503/6000 461/2000 2590kg 200 5.9 - 140 348 19.0 + Thumpingly fast and hugely comfortable - It’s no Cayenne in the corners 33342
Range Rover SDV8 180 D £78,120 8/4367 334/3500 516/1750 2360kg 144 6.5 - 140 229 32.5 + Lighter, more capable, even more luxurious - Diesel V6 model feels more alert 33332
Range Rover V8 Supercharged 134 D ’09-’12 8/5000 503/6000 461/2000 2710kg 189 5.9 - 140 348 19.0 + Fast, comfortable, luxurious - Big, heavy, thirsty 33342
Rolls-Royce Ghost 186 D £200,500 12/6592 563/5250 575/1500 2360kg 242 4.7 - 155 317 20.8 + It’s quicker than you think - It’s more enjoyable driven slowly 33332
Rolls-Royce Phantom 054 R £276,275 12/6749 453/5350 531/3500 2560kg 180 5.7 - 149 377 18.0 + Rolls reinvented for the 21st Century - The roads are barely big enough 33332
Subaru WRX STI 151 D ’10-’13 4/2457 296/6000 300/4000 1505kg 200 5.1 - 158 243 26.9 + Fast Subaru saloon returns - Without the blue paint and gold wheels 33334
Subaru Impreza WRX GB270 109 D '07 4/2457 266/5700 310/3000 1410kg 192 5.2 - 143 - - + Fitting final fling for ‘classic’ Impreza - End of an era 33334
Subaru Impreza STI 090 R ’05-’07 4/2457 276/6000 289/4000 1495kg 188 5.3 - 158 - 25.9 + Stunning to drive - Not so stunning to look at 33332
Subaru Impreza STI Spec C * 084 D ’05-’07 4/1994 320/6730 311/3500 1350kg 240 4.3 - 157 - - + Lighter, faster, fiercer - The need for self-restraint 33333
Subaru Impreza RB320 105 R ’07 4/2457 316/6000 332/3750 1495kg 215 4.8 - 155 - - + Fitting tribute to a rallying legend - Too hardcore for some? 33334
Subaru Impreza WRX STI PPP 073 R ‘03-’05 4/1994 300/6000 299/4000 1470kg 207 5.2 12.9 148 - - + A Subaru with real edge - Bit too edgy in the wet 33334
Subaru STi Type RA Spec C * 067 R ’03-’05 4/1994 335/7000 280/3750 1380kg 247 4.3 11.1 160 - - + Best Impreza since the P1 - Lost its throbby flat-four voice 33333
Subaru Impreza WR1 067 R ’04-’05 4/1994 316/5800 310/4000 1470kg 218 5.3 13.1 155 - - + Most powerful official UK Impreza until RB320 - Spec C is better 33334
Subaru Impreza Turbo 011 R ’98-’00 4/1994 215/5600 214/4000 1235kg 177 5.4 14.6 144 - 27.2 + Destined for classic status - Thirsty 33333
Subaru Impreza P1 067 R ’00-’01 4/1994 276/6500 260/4000 1283kg 219 4.9 13.3 150 - 25.0 + Ultimate old-shape Impreza - Prices reflect this 33333
Subaru Impreza RB5 (PPP) 187 R ’99 4/1994 237/6000 258/3500 1235kg 195 5.0 14.1 143 - - + Perfect blend of poise and power - Limited numbers 33333
Subaru Impreza 22B 188 R ’98-’99 4/2212 276/6000 265/3200 1270kg 220 5.0 13.1 150 - - + The ultimate Impreza - Doesn’t come cheap 33333
Vauxhall Insignia VXR SuperSport 189 D £29,749 6/2792 321/5250 321/5250 1825kg 179 5.6 - 170 249 26.6 + A 170mph Vauxhall - Should be a more engaging steer 33342
Vauxhall Vectra VXR 102 D '06-'09 6/2792 276/5500 262/1800 1580kg 177 6.1 - 161 - 27.4 + Great engine, effortless pace, good value - Numb steering, lumpy ride 33332
Vauxhall VXR8 GTS 160 R £49,615 8/6162 425/6000 406/4600 1831kg 236 4.9 - 155 320 20.9 + Oversteery and characterful. Available as a pick-up too! - Nearly M3 saloon money 33332
Vauxhall VXR8 Supercharged 113 R '07- '11 8/5967 533/6000 568/4400 1831kg 296 4.5 - 180 - - + The Lotus Carlton reinvented - Doesn’t have polish of best Europeans 33332
Vauxhall VXR8 Bathurst S 148 R '09 8/6162 564/6000 527/4000 1866kg 307 4.6 10.7 155 - - + A tauter VXR8. Bonkers pace, brilliant noise - Gearchange still rubbish 33334
Volvo S60 Polestar 179 D £40,160 6/2953 324/5250 354/5250 1716kg 192 5.5 - 155 231 28.5 + Capable of swift, smooth progress - Swift and smooth doesn’t mean fun 33322

WhyWouldyou?

Although a little underwhelming when first
launched, as the Evo X evolved under the FQ
banner – FQ-300 (290bhp), FQ-330 (324bhp),
FQ-360 (354bhp) and the super-rare FQ-400
(403bhp) – we were gradually won over.
Whattopay

Prices start at £11k for a regular Evo X. £14-15k gets
an early FQ-300. Low-mileage FQ-330s are £18k+.

Whattolookoutfor

In standard tune, or with a small power increase,
the aluminium-block B11T engine (new for the
Evo X) is generally reliable. The timing chain can
stretch as early as 40,000 miles; fitting a new
one will cost £800. Replacing the clutches on the
optional SST (twin-clutch) transmission costs £1k
plus 12 hours’ labour; wear depends on how hard
the car has been driven. (Full guide, evo 186.)

pocket

buying guide

Mitsubishi Evo X
Years2008-2013Engine In-line4-cyl,

1998cc, turboPower354bhp@6500rpm
Torque363lb�@3500rpm0-62mph4.1sec
Topspeed 155mph(spec is for FQ-360)
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Alfa Romeo 8C Spider 161 R '09-'11 8/4691 450/7000 354/4750 1675kg 273 4.5 - 181 - - + Beauty meets beast. They hit it off - Good luck trying to buy one 33334
Ariel Atom 3.5 Supercharged 180 D £38,000 4/1998 310/8400 169/7200 550kg 573 2.7 - 155 - - + As mad as ever - Rain 33333
Ariel Atom Mugen 165 R £55,000 4/1998 270/8300 188/6000 550kg 499 2.9 - 150 - - + Perfect engine for the Atom’s chassis - Only ten being made 33333
Ariel Atom V8 500 165 R £146,699 8/3000 475/10,500 284/7750 550kg 877 3.0 5.8 170 - - + An experience unlike anything else on Planet Car - £150K for an Atom 33333
Ariel Atom 3 245 113 D ’08-’12 4/1998 245/8200 155/5200 500kg 498 3.2 - 150 - 33.0 + The Atom just got a little bit better - Can still be a bit draughty… 33334
Ariel Atom 3 Supercharged 138 R ’09-’12 4/1998 300/8200 162/7200 550kg 554 3.3 - 155 - - + It’s brilliant - It’s mental 33333
Ariel Atom 2 300 Supercharged 123 R '03-'09 4/1998 300/8200 162/7200 550kg 554 3.3 - 155 - 28.0 + Makes your face ripple - …like Clarkson’s 33333
Ariel Atom 1 015 R ’99-’03 4/1796 125/5500 122/3000 496kg 256 5.6 18.0 115 - - + Amazing styling, huge fun - As practical as a chocolate teapot 33332
Aston Martin V8 Vantage Roadster 130 R £95,080 8/4735 420/7000 346/5750 1710kg 250 4.7 - 180 328 20.4 + Sportiest, coolest drop-top Aston in years - Starting to feel its age 33332
Aston Martin V8 Vantage S Roadster 161 R £105,080 8/4735 430/7300 361/5000 1690kg 258 4.6 - 189 299 21.9 + Sounds amazing, looks even better - Still not the best drop-top in its class 33334
Aston Martin V12 Vantage Roadster 175 R £151,080 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1760kg 294 4.4 - 190 - - + As good as the coupe, with amplified V12 rumble - Just a smidgen shakier 33334
Aston Martin DB9 Volante 150 D £143,080 12/5935 470/6000 443/5000 1815kg 263 4.6 - 190 368 18.2 + Consummate cruiser and capable when pushed - Roof-up wind noise 33334
Aston Martin DBS Volante 133 D ’09-’12 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1810kg 286 4.3 - 191 388 17.3 + A feelgood car pa r excellence - It’s a bit of a heavyweight 33332
Audi TTS Roadster 122 D £38,025 4/1984 268/6000 258/2500 1455kg 187 5.6 - 155 189 34.9 + Effortlessly quick - Long-term appeal open to question; not cheap either 33332
Audi TT RS Roadster 133 D £48,140 5/2480 335/5400 332/1600 1510kg 225 4.7 - 155 212 31.0 + Terrific engine… - …is the best thing about it 33342
Audi TT Roadster (Mk1 225bhp) 016 R ‘00-‘06 4/1781 225/5900 206/2200 1395kg 164 6.9 20.0 150 - 30.4 + Winner on the King’s Road - Trails Boxster on the open road 33342
Audi S5 Cabriolet 130 D £46,500 6/2995 328/5500 325/2900 1875kg 178 5.6 - 155 199 33.2 + Gets the S4’s trick supercharged engine - Bordering on dull 33332
Audi RS5 Cabriolet 179 D £68,985 8/4163 444/8250 317/4000 1920kg 235 4.9 - 155 249 26.4 + Pace, looks, interior, naturally aspirated V8 - Not the last word in fun or involvement 33342
Audi RS4 Cabriolet 094 D '06-'08 8/4163 414/7800 317/5500 1845kg 228 4.9 - 155 - - + That engine - Wibble wobble, wibble wobble, jelly on a plate 33322
Audi R8 V8 Spyder 186 D £101,360 8/4163 424/7900 317/6000 1660kg 259 4.8 - 187 337 19.6 + More delicate and subtle than the V10 - The V10 sounds even better 33333
Audi R8 V10 Spyder 185 R £122,460 10/5204 518/8000 391/6500 1720kg 306 4.1 - 194 349 19.0 + Sensational for the money - Not quite a rival for the 458 and 12C Spiders 33333
BAC Mono 189 R £101,940 4/2261 280/7700 206/6000 540kg 527 2.8 - 170 - - + The most single-minded track car available - That means no passengers… 33334
Bentley Continental GTC V8 168 R £136,250 8/3933 500/6000 487/1700 2470kg 207 4.9 - 187 254 25.9 + Arguably the world’s best topless GT - Still no sports car 33332
Bentley Conti GT Speed Convertible 187 D £168,000 12/5998 616/6000 590/1700 2495kg 251 4.1 - 202 347 19.0 + Effortless performance, style - Running costs a tad on the high side 33334
Bentley Continental Supersports 147 D ’10-’12 12/5998 621/6000 590/2000 2395kg 263 3.9 - 202 388 17.3 + Fast, capable and refined - Coupe does the Supersports thing better 33332
Bentley Continental GTC Speed 131 D '09-'11 12/5998 600/6000 590/1750 2485kg 245 4.5 - 200 396 17.0 + A great convertible just got better - Optional carbon brakes a necessity 33334
BMW Z4 sDrive 20i (Mk2) 164 D £29,715 4/1997 181/4800 199/1250 1470kg 125 6.8 - 142 159 41.5 + The Z4 has grown up… - …and got fat 33342
BMW Z4 sDrive 35i (Mk2) 186 D £39,935 6/2979 302/5800 295/1300 1505kg 204 5.2 - 155 219 30.1 + Looks, hard-top versatility, drivetrain - Clumsy chassis is upset by ragged surfaces 33342
BMW Z4 3.0si (Mk1) 094 D '06-'09 6/2996 265/6600 232/2750 1310kg 205 5.7 - 155 - 32.9 + Terrific straight-six - Handling not as playful as we’d like 33332
BMW Z4 M Roadster 091 R '06-'09 6/3246 338/7900 269/4900 1410kg 244 4.8 - 155 - 23.3 + Exhilarating and characterful, that engine - Stiff suspension 33334
BMW M Roadster 002 R ’98-’02 6/3246 325/7400 258/4900 1375kg 240 5.3 - 155 - 25.4 + Fresh-air M3, that motor, hunky looks - M Coupe drives better 33342
BMW 335i SE Convertible 102 D £40,580 6/2979 302/5800 295/1300 1735kg 177 5.8 - 155 205 32.1 + Looks good, great to drive, fantastic engine - A bit shaky 33332
BMW M3 Convertible (E93) 119 D £59,075 8/3999 414/8300 295/3900 1810kg 232 5.3 - 155 297 22.2 + M DCT transmission, pace, slick roof - Extra weight blunts the edge 33332
BMW M3 Convertible (E46) 035 D ’01-’06 6/3246 338/7900 269/5000 1655kg 207 5.3 - 155 - 23.3 + That engine - Gets the wobbles on British B-roads 33332
BMW M6 Convertible 098 D '06-'10 10/4999 500/7750 384/6100 1930kg 264 4.8 - 155 352 19.2 + Composure, grip, power, comfort - Steering lacks feel at low speed 33334
BMW Z8 026 R ’00-’03 8/4941 400/6600 369/3800 1585kg 256 4.8 11.1 155 - 14.4 + M5-powered super-sportster - M5’s more fun to drive 33322
Brooke 260 Double R 094 R £34,995 4/2261 260/7500 200/6100 550kg 480 3.9 - 155+ - - + Fast, dynamic, well built - No roof, looks not for everyone 33342
Caterham 7 Roadsport 125 105 R £22,995 4/1595 125/6100 120/5350 539kg 235 5.9 - 112 - - + New Ford-engined model is just great - Bigger drivers need SV model 33334
Caterham 7 Roadsport SV 175 140 D £30,995 4/1999 175/7000 139/6000 555kg 321 4.8 - 138 - - + The Caterham for everyday use, R300 engine - Loses intensity of R300 33334
Caterham 7 Supersport 165 R £24,495 4/1595 140/6900 120/5790 520kg 273 4.9 - 120 - - + One of the best Caterhams is less than £20K… - …if you build it yourself 33333
Caterham 7 Supersport R 180 D £27,995 4/1999 180/7300 143/6100 535kg 342 4.8 - 130 - - + The best road-and-track Seven yet - Impractical, noisy, uncomfortable 33334
Caterham 7 Superlight R400 105 R £35,995 4/1999 210/7800 152/5750 525kg 406 3.8 - 140 - - + R400 reborn with (lots of) Ford power - Slightly hesitant low-rev pick-up 33332
Caterham 7 Superlight R500 123 R £42,495 4/1999 263/8500 177/7200 506kg 528 2.9 - 150 - - + Better power-to-weight ratio than a Veyron - Until you add the driver 33333
Caterham 7 620R 187 R £49,995 4/1999 311/7700 219/7350 545kg 580 2.8 - 155 - - + Banzai on track, yet still relevant on the road - £50k for a Seven? 33333
Caterham CSR 260 Superlight 094 R £44,995 4/2261 256/7500 200/6200 565kg 460 3.8 - 155 - - + Brilliant for high days, holidays and trackdays - Wet Wednesdays 33334
Caterham Levante 131 R £115,000 8/2398 550/10000 300/8500 520kg 1074 4.8 8.2 150 - - + Twice the power-to-weight ratio of a Veyron! - Not easy to drive slowly 33334
Caterham 7 Superlight R300 150 R ’09-’12 4/1999 175/7000 139/6000 515kg 345 4.5 - 140 - - + Possibly all the Caterham you need - They’re not cheap 33333
Caterham 7 R300 068 R ’02-’06 4/1796 160/7000 130/5000 500kg 325 4.7 - 130 - - + Our 2002 Trackday Car of the Year - Not for wimps 33333
Caterham 7 R400 068 R ’03-’06 4/1796 200/7500 150/5750 490kg 415 3.9 - 140 - - + Race-car with a number plate - Your missus will leave you 33333
Caterham 7 R500 068 R ’99-’06 4/1796 230/8600 155/7200 460kg 510 3.6 8.8 146 - - + Fine for the Nürburgring - Hard work around the Bullring 33334
Caterham 7 R500 Evolution 069 R ’04 4/1998 250/8000 190/4000 460kg 552 3.9 8.1 150 - - + Madder than Mad Jack McMad - Er, it’s a bit mad 33334
Chevrolet Corvette C6 083 D ’04-’13 8/6162 430/5900 424/4600 1460kg 300 4.3 - 186 316 21.2 + Corvette performance - Convertible dynamics, electronics 33342
Donkervoort D8 GTO Performance 185 R £130,000 5/2480 375/5500 350/1750 695kg 548 2.8 - 168 - - + There’s nothing else like it - Pricey for a car with a five-cylinder engine 33333
Ferrari California 171 D £152,154 8/4297 483/7750 372/5000 1705kg 290 3.8 - 193 299 - + Revised with sharper performance and dynamics - We’d still take a 458 Spider 33334
Honda S2000 118 D '99-'09 4/1997 237/8300 153/7500 1260kg 191 6.2 - 150 - 28.2 + An alternative and rev-happy roadster - The Boxster’s better 33332
Jaguar F-type V6 186 R £58,520 6/2995 335/6500 332/3500 1597kg 213 5.3 - 161 209 31.4 + Beautiful, enjoyable, responsive - Noticeably junior to the V6 S 33332
Jaguar F-type V6 S 183 R £67,520 6/2995 375/6500 339/3500 1614kg 236 4.9 - 171 213 31.0 + Better-damped and more rounded than the V8 S - A Boxster S is £20k cheaper 33334
Jaguar F-type V8 S 183 R £79,985 8/5000 488/6500 461/2500 1665kg 298 4.3 - 186 259 25.5 + Wilder than the V6 S - Could be too exuberant for some 33334
Jaguar XK 5.0 Convertible £71,465 8/5000 380/6500 380/3500 1621kg 238 5.3 - 155 264 25.2 + Basic XK gets extra power… - …but loses some of its GT refinement 33332
Jaguar XKR Convertible 130 R £84,965 8/5000 503/6000 461/2500 1725kg 296 4.6 - 155 292 23.0 + Gains Jag’s fantastic new V8 - Loses sporting ground to its main foes 33332
Jaguar XKR-S Convertible 167 R £103,465 8/5000 542/6500 502/2500 1725kg 319 4.2 - 186 292 23.0 + Loud and mad; most exciting Jag in years - It’s also the most expensive in years 33334
Jaguar XK 089 R '06-'09 8/4196 294/6000 303/4100 1635kg 183 6.6 - 155 - 25.0 + Every bit as good as the XK coupe - 294bhp still only just enough 33334
Jaguar XKR '06-'09 8/4196 414/6250 413/4000 1705kg 247 5.0 - 155 - - + First Jag sports car for years - Overwrought detailing 33334
Jaguar XKR 004 R ’97-’06 8/3996 370/6150 387/3600 1750kg 215 5.4 12.8 155 - 15.6 + Hurricane-in-the-hair motoring - A danger to toupes everywhere 33332
KTM X-Bow GT 183 D c£74,000 4/1984 281/6400 310/3200 875kg 326 4.1 - 144 189 34.0 + Extraordinary ability, now in a more road-friendly package - Price 33334
KTM X-Bow R 165 R £64,850 4/1984 296/5500 295/3300 818kg 368 3.6 - 144 - - + Sharper handling, more power - Pity it’s not even lighter, and cheaper 33332
KTM X-Bow 138 R ’08-’12 4/1984 237/5500 229/2000 818kg 294 3.8 - 137 - - + Mad looks; real quality feel - Heavier and pricier than you’d hope 33332

Our Choice
AudiR8Spyder. The Spyder boasts supercar looks,
presence and performance, yet you really could drive one
every day. The V8 has a sweet engine and great dynamics,
but if money’s no object, we’d be seriously tempted by the
equally brilliant V10.

Best of the Rest
The mk3 Porsche Boxster S is a brilliant all-rounder, while the
Lotus Exige S Roadster counters with a more focused driving
experience. Jaguar’s F-type also impresses in both V6 S (left)
and V8 S forms. Mazda’s MX-5 is best for budget rear-drive fun,
but for the ultimate thrills, get a Caterham 620R or Ariel Atom.

‘As we leave the urban crawl of Stuttgart, our besuited driver
is struggling to get his head round the idea that we want to
take this near-three-ton monster to the Nürburgring. But hey,
what we have here is the most powerful road car this side of
an Enzo. Up front is a 5.5-litre twin-turbo V12 pumping out a
ridiculous 542bhp and a seriously useful 664lb ft of torque.

I take the wheel once at the Ring and soon find the
Maybach could understeer for Germany, but it picks up
so much speed on the straights that corner entry speed
requires serious concentration. Overall, though, I’m amazed
at the car’s ability – it really is a quite tidy handler. Can I
make a late nomination for Track Car of the Year?’

Whowould bemad enough
to take a 6.17-metre-long

limo out on theGreenHell?
That’ll beHarryMetcalfe…

PAST

master Maybach 62 Issue 059, September 2003
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If you appreciate control, style and performance, our caliper,
disc and brake kit upgrades are designed for you.

We draw on our race pedigree to reduce brake system weight,
improve track day durability and provide precise control with
no fade. Braking confidence guaranteed.

Upgrade to AP Racing brakes and clutches for ultimate control.

T: +44 (0) 24 7663 9595 E: roadtech@apracing.co.uk

Experience ultimate control in the urban playground.

ROAD CAR
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Lotus Elise 1.6 144D £29,050 4/1598 134/6800 118/4400 876kg 155 6.0 - 127 149 45.0 +New 1.6 Elise is light and fantastic - Smaller engine could put someoff 33333
Lotus Elise 1.6 Club Racer 183 R £28,450 4/1598 134/6800 118/4400 852kg 160 6.0 - 127 149 45.0 + Even lighter, evenmore focused - A touch pricey for a stripped-out Elise 33333
Lotus Elise S 172 R £37,150 4/1798 217/6800 184/4600 924kg 239 4.2 - 145 175 37.5 +New supercharged Elise boasts epicgripandpace-£37Kbefore(pricey)options… 33333
Lotus Elise SClub Racer 189D £35,600 4/1798 217/6800 184/4600 905kg 244 4.2 - 145 175 37.5 + Purist approach intensifies ability -Lightest,option-freespecrequirescommitment 33333
Lotus Exige S Roadster 186 R £52,900 6/3456 345/7000 295/4500 1166kg 301 4.0 - 145 236 28.0 + Like the hard-top Exige S, butmore road-friendly -BoxsterS isabetterall-rounder 33333
Lotus Elise R 068R '04-'11 4/1796 189/7800 133/6800 860kg 223 5.6 13.9 150 196 34.4 +Most thrillsome Elise yet - Blaring engine note 33333
Lotus Elise SC 131 R '08-'11 4/1794 218/8000 156/5000 870kg 254 4.5 11.4 148 199 33.2 +All the usual Elisemagic - Supercharged engine lacks sparkle 33334
Lotus Elise S 1.8 104R ’06-’10 4/1794 134/6200 127/4200 860kg 158 6.3 18.7 127 - 37.2 + Brilliant entry-level Elise - Precious little 33333
Lotus Elise S2 111S 049R ’02-’04 4/1796 156/7000 129/4650 860kg 197 5.1 - 131 - 40.9 +A genuinely useable Elise - Air-con? In an Elise? 33333
Lotus Elise S2 Sport 135 040D ’03 4/1796 135/6200 129/4850 726kg 189 5.4 - 129 - - +One of our fave S2 Elises - Brakes needmore bite and pedal feel 33333
Lotus Elise S2 Sport 190 044R ’03 4/1796 190/7800 128/5000 710kg 272 4.7 12.1 135 - - + Fabulous trackday tool - Pricey 33334
Lotus Elise S1 126 R ’96-’00 4/1796 118/5500 122/3000 731kg 164 6.1 18.5 126 - 39.4 +Amodern classic - A tad impractical? 33333
Lotus 2-Eleven Supercharged 123 R '07-'11 4/1796 252/8000 179/7000 670kg 382 3.8 - 150 - - + Impressive on road and track - Not hardcore enough for some 33333
Lotus 2-ElevenGT4 138 R '09-'11 4/1796 266/8200 179/7200 670kg 403 3.7 - 155 - - + evo Track Car of the Year 2009 - It’s a 76-grand Lotuswith no roof 33333
Lotus 2-Eleven 126 R '07-'11 4/1796 189/7800 133/6800 720kg 267 4.3 - 140 - - +Not far off supercharged car’s pace - Pricey once it’smade road-legal 33334
Lotus 340R 126 R ’00 4/1796 190/7800 146/5000 658kg 293 4.5 12.5 126 - - +Hardcore road-racer… - …that looks like a dune buggy fromMars 33333
Lotus Elan SE 095R ’89-’95 4/1588 165/6600 148/4200 1022kg 164 6.7 - 137 - 21.0 +Awesome front-drive chassis - Rather uninvolving 33332
Lotus Elan Sprint 126 R ’71-’73 4/1558 126/6500 113/5500 720kg 178 6.6 - 122 - - + Sensational chassis, properly quick - Affording amint one 33333
Maserati GranCabrio 142D £98,315 8/4691 434/7000 332/4750 1980kg 223 5.3 - 176 358 18.3 +As good to drive as it is to look at - Lacks the grunt of some rivals 33334
Maserati GranCabrio Sport 161 D £103,910 8/4691 444/7000 376/4750 1980kg 228 5.1 - 177 377 19.5 + Looks, performance, cruising ability - Brakes could be sharper 33334
Maserati GranCabrioMC 185D £111,710 8/4691 454/7000 383/4750 1973kg 234 4.9 - 179 337 19.5 +Most powerful GranCabrio yet - TheGranCabrio is starting to show its age 33332
MazdaMX-5 1.8i SE £18,495 4/1798 124/6500 123/4500 1155kg 109 9.9 - 121 167 39.8 + BasicMX-5 offers ESP-less fun - But you’ll probablywant the 2.0’s power 33332
MazdaMX-5 2.0i Sport Tech 170 R £21,595 4/1999 158/7000 139/5000 1173kg 144 7.6 - 132 181 36.2 +Handles brilliantly again - Less thanmacho image 33334
MazdaMX-5 1.8i (Mk3 v1) 091 R '05-'09 4/1798 124/6500 123/4500 1155kg 108 9.3 - 122 - - +Gearchange, interior - Lost someof the charmof oldMX-5s 33342
MazdaMX-5 1.8i (Mk2) 017 R ’98-’05 4/1839 146/7000 124/5000 1065kg 140 8.6 - 123 - 32.5 +Affordable ragtops don’t getmuch better - Cheap cabin 33333
MazdaMX-5 1.6 (Mk1) 131 R ‘89-’97 4/1597 115/6500 100/5500 971kg 120 9.0 - 114 - - + The original and still (prettymuch) the best - Less than rigid 33333
Mercedes-Benz SLK350Sport 161 R £44,600 6/3498 302/6500 273/3500 1465kg 209 5.5 - 155 167 39.8 + Best non-AMGSLK yet - Still no Boxster-beater 33342
Mercedes-Benz SLK55AMG 186R £55,335 8/5461 416/6800 398/4500 1615kg 262 4.6 - 155 195 33.6 +Quicker andmore economical than ever - Needs to be sharper, too 33322
Mercedes-Benz SLK55AMG 087 R '05-'10 8/5439 355/5750 376/4000 1575kg 229 4.9 - 155 - 23.5 + Superb engine, responsive chassis - Nomanual option, ESP spoils fun 33332
Mercedes-Benz SLK55AMGBlack 110 R '07-'08 8/5439 394/5750 383/3750 1495kg 268 4.9 11.2 174 - - +AMGgets serious - Dull-witted 7G-Tronic auto box, uneven dynamics 33342
Mercedes-Benz SL500 169D £83,490 8/4663 429/5250 516/1800 1710kg 255 4.6 - 155 212 31.0 +Wafty performance, beautifully engineered - Lacks ultimate sports car feel 33332
Mercedes-Benz SL63AMG 171 D £110,785 8/5461 530/5500 590/2000 1770kg 304 4.3 - 155 231 - +Monster performance, lighter than before - Still heavy, steering lacksconsistency 33334
Mercedes-Benz SL65AMG 183D £168,285 12/5980 621/4800 737/2300 1875kg 336 4.0 - 155 270 24.4 +Chassis just about dealswith the power - Speed limits 33332
Mercedes-Benz SL63AMG 117 D ’08-’13 8/6208 518/6800 464/5200 1970kg 278 4.6 - 155 328 20.0 +More focused than old SL55AMG - Lost someof its all-round appeal 33332
Mercedes-Benz SL55AMG 070R ’02-’07 8/5439 493/6100 516/2650 1955kg 256 4.6 10.2 155 - - +As fast as aMurciélago - Not asmuch fun 33334
Mercedes-Benz SL65AMG 071 D ’04-’'10 12/5980 604/4800 737/2000 2035kg 302 4.1 - 155 - - +Gob-smacking performance - Gob-smackingly pricey 33334
Mercedes-Benz SLSAMGRoadster 167 R £176,985 8/6208 563/6800 479/4750 1660kg 345 3.7 - 197 308 21.4 + Loses none of the coupe’s talents - But (understandably) losesthegullwingdoors 33333
Mini JohnCooperWorks Convertible 130 R £24,950 4/1598 208/6000 206/1850 1230kg 172 6.9 - 146 169 38.7 +AmanlierMini cabrio. As hardcore as the hatch… - …which is still better 33332
Morgan 3Wheeler 177 R £30,000 2/1990 80/5300 103/3250 525kg 155 6.0 - 115 - - +Quirky, characterful, brilliant - Unnatural brake feel; you’d better not be shy 33334
Morgan Plus 8 171 R £85,200 8/4799 362/6300 370/3600 1100kg 334 4.4 - 155 - - +Hilariousmix of old looks and newmechanicals-Refinementisdefinitelyold-school 33332
MorganAero SuperSports 145 R £126,900 8/4799 362/6300 370/3600 1180kg 312 4.2 - 170 - - +As above, with a V8 and targa top - It’s proper supercarmoney 33332
MorganAero 8 105 R '02-'08 8/4799 362/6300 361/3400 1100kg 334 4.5 - 170 - 25.2 +Glorious sound, viewover bonnet, dynamics - Awkward-looking rear 33332
Nissan 370ZRoadster 143 R £36,495 6/3696 326/7000 269/5200 1554kg 213 5.5 - 155 262 25.2 + The Zed’s old-school character remains intact - Its purposeful looks don’t 33332
Nissan 350ZRoadster '04-'09 6/3498 309/6600 264/4800 1600kg 196 5.8 - 155 - 24.8 +Drives just like the coupe - But doesn’t look as good 33332
Porsche Boxster (981) 172 R £38,237 6/2706 261/6700 206/4500 1310kg 202 5.4 - 164 192 34.5 +Goes& looks better; cleanest Boxster ever - Steeringnowelectric tohelpcutCO2 33333
Porsche Boxster S (981) 186 R £45,384 6/3436 311/6700 265/4500 1320kg 239 5.1 - 173 206 32.1 + Boxster steps out of 911’s shadow - But gets 911’s less appealing new steering 33333
Porsche Boxster (987) '05-'12 6/2893 252/6400 214/4400 1335kg 192 5.9 - 163 221 30.0 + Second-gen Boxster’s as brilliant as ever - It’s a typically Porsche redesign 33333
Porsche Boxster S (987) 161 R '05-'12 6/3436 306/6400 265/5500 1355kg 229 5.3 - 170 223 29.7 +As above, butwithmore power - Lighter steering than before 33333
Porsche Boxster Spyder (987) 188 R ’10-’12 6/3436 316/7200 273/4750 1275kg 252 5.0 - 166 221 29.1 + Lighter,more driver-centric Boxster - Collapsed-brolly roof not themost practical 33333
Porsche Boxster (986) 049R ’99-’04 6/2687 228/6300 192/4700 1275kg 182 6.3 - 155 - 29.1 + Still an impeccable sports car - Very little 33333
Porsche Boxster S (986) 070R ’99-’04 6/3179 260/6200 228/4700 1320kg 200 5.5 - 164 - 26.9 +Added power is seductive - As above 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera Cabriolet (991) 183 R £82,072 6/3436 345/7400 288/5600 1450kg 242 5.0 - 178 217 30.7 +Brilliantengine - Doesn’t quite have the ‘magicatanyspeed’characterofprevious 911s 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera SCabriolet (991) 171 R £92,108 6/3800 394/7400 324/5600 1465kg 273 4.6 - 187 229 29.1 +All-newopen911drives just likethecoupe -Whichmeansthesameartificialsteering 33334
Porsche 911 TurboCabriolet (997) 139D ’07-’12 6/3800 493/6000 479/1950 1645kg 305 3.8 - 194 275 24.1 + Absurdly quick and capable drop-top -We’d still take the coupe 33334
Porsche 911 TurboCabriolet (996) 060R ’03-’05 6/3596 414/6000 413/4600 1700kg 250 4.7 - 185 - - + Faster than you'll ever need it to be - Just the image thing again 33334
Radical SR3 SL 174 R £69,850 4/2000 300/6000 265/4000 795kg 383 3.0 - 161 - - +Our 2011 Track Car of the Year, and it’s road-legal - You’ll need towrap upwarm 33333
Radical SR8LM 138R ’09-’12 8/2800 460/10,500 260/8000 680kg 687 3.2 - 168 - - + Fastest car around theNordschleife - Convincing people it’s road legal 33333
Renault Sport Spider 183 R ’96-’99 4/1998 148/6000 136/4500 930kg 157 6.5 - 131 - - + Rarity, fabulous unassisted steering feel - Heavier than you’d hope 33332
Tesla Roadster 131 R ’08-’12 ACmotor 248/4500 273/0-4500 1283kg 196 5.0 14.3 120 - - + If this is the future, it’s going to be fun - Limited range, high price 33332
ToyotaMR2 187 R ’00-’06 4/1794 138/6400 125/4400 975kg 141 7.2 21.2 130 - 38.2 + Tight lines, taut dynamics -Minimal luggage space 33334
TVRTamora 070R ’01-’07 6/3605 350/7200 290/5500 1050kg 338 4.5 - 160 - - +Well-sorted soft-top TVR - Awkward styling 33332
TVRTuscanConvertible 091 R ’05-’07 6/3996 365/6800 315/6000 1100kg 337 3.8 8.1 195+ - - + Spirit of theGriff reborn -Over 195mph?Really? 33334
TVRChimaera 5.0 007 R ‘93-’03 8/4988 320/5500 320/3750 1060kg 307 4.6 - 167 - 26.4 +Gorgeous noise, tarmac-rippling grunt - Details 33332
TVRGriffith 4.3 068R ’92-’93 8/4280 280/5500 305/4000 1060kg 268 4.8 11.2 148 - - + The car thatmade TVR. Cult status -Mere details 33334
TVRGriffith 500 009R ’93-’01 8/4988 320/5500 320/3750 1060kg 307 4.8 11.2 167 - 22.1 +Gruff diamond - A few rough edges 33334
Vauxhall VX220 023R ’00-‘04 4/2198 145/5800 150/4000 875kg 168 5.6 - 136 - 34.4 +Absurdly goodVauxhall - The badge? 33334
Vauxhall VX220 Turbo 066R ’03-’05 4/1998 197/5500 184/1950 930kg 215 4.7 - 151 - - +Nothing comes close for themoney -Marginal everyday usability 33333
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Has your car warranty expired?
Call today on freephone

0800 030 4569
Or get a quote now at

www.warrantywise.co.ukThe UK’s Best Used Car Warranty
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Alfa Romeo Brera 3.2 V6 120 R '08-'11 6/3195 256/6300 237/4500 1532kg 170 6.9 - 155 260 - + Brera made better for UK roads - Steering lacking some feel 33332
Alfa Romeo 4C 189 D £45,000 4/1742 237/6000 258/2200 895kg 269 4.5 - 160 157 41.5 + Carbonfibre tub, mini-supercar looks - Hot hatch engine, clunky gearbox 33334
Alfa Romeo 8C Competizione 120 R '07-'09 8/4691 450/7000 354/4750 1585kg 288 4.1 - 181 - - + Looks, exclusivity, noise, balance - They’re all sold 33334
Alpina B3 Biturbo (E92) 108 R ’07-’13 6/2979 355/5500 369/3800 1570kg 230 4.8 - 177 - 29.1 + Alpina’s M3 alternative - Too refined for some 33334
Alpina B3 GT3 (E92) 176 D £66,950 6/2979 402/6000 398/4500 1535kg 266 4.4 - 186 224 - + Alpina’s M3 GTS alternative - Auto gearbox frustrates when pressing on 33334
Aston Martin V8 Vantage 169 D £84,995 8/4735 420/7000 346/5750 1630kg 262 4.7 - 180 328 20.4 + 2012 upgrades keep the V8 Vantage on song - Starting to feel a little dated, though 33332
Aston Martin V8 Vantage S 168 R £102,500 8/4735 430/7300 361/5000 1610kg 271 4.5 - 189 299 21.9 + Keener engine, V12 Vantage looks - Slightly sluggish auto only 33334
Aston Martin V12 Vantage 146 R ’09-’13 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1680kg 308 4.4 9.7 190 388 17.3 + The car we hoped the V8 Vantage would be - Erm, a tad thirsty? 33333
Aston Martin V12 Vantage S 189 R £138,000 12/5935 565/6750 457/5750 1665kg 345 3.7 - 205 - - + The best car Aston Martin currently makes - Old-school automated ’box 33333
Aston Martin V12 Zagato 181 F £396,000 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1680kg 308 4.2 - 190 388 17.3 + The looks, the noise, the way it drives - It’s three times the price of a V12 Vantage 33333
Aston Martin DB9 178 R £131,995 12/5935 510/6500 457/5500 1785kg 290 4.6 - 183 368 18.2 + Better than the old DB9 in every respect - Automatic gearbox could be quicker 33333
Aston Martin DB9 146 D ’10-’12 12/5935 470/6000 443/5000 1760kg 271 4.6 - 190 368 18.2 + Ride & handling improved for 2010 model - Rapide makes 2+2 seating pointless 33334
Aston Martin DBS 142 R ’07-’12 12/5935 510/6500 420/5750 1695kg 306 4.2 - 191 388 17.3 + Stupendous engine, gearbox, brakes - Pricey. Can bite the unwary 33334
Aston Martin DB7 Vantage 010 R ’00-’05 12/5935 420/6000 400/5000 1770kg 241 4.9 11.2 185 - 18.6 + DB7 with near-supercar pace - Handling lacks edge 33342
Audi TT 2.0 TFSI 155 R £27,140 4/1984 208/4300 258/1600 1295kg 163 6.3 15.7 152 154 42.8 + Front-driver loses nothing to quattro TTs - Steers like a computer game 33332
Audi TTS 119 D £35,905 4/1984 268/6000 258/2500 1395kg 195 5.4 - 155 184 35.8 + Usefully quicker TT; great drivetrain - Still steers like a computer game 33332
Audi TT RS 158 R £46,160 5/2480 335/5400 332/1600 1450kg 235 4.4 11.1 155 209 31.4 + Sublime 5-cylinder turbo engine - Rest of package can’t quite match it 33332
Audi TT RS Plus 185 D £49,245 5/2480 355/5500 343/1650 1450kg 249 4.3 - 174 209 31.4 + Stonkingly fast cross-country - Shockingly expensive for a TT 33332
Audi TT Sport (Mk1) 081 D ’05-’06 4/1781 237/5700 236/2300 1390kg 173 5.7 - 155 - 30.3 + Deliciously purposeful interior, crisp chassis - Numb steering 33332
Audi S5 189 D £43,395 6/2995 328/5500 325/2900 1675kg 199 4.9 - 155 190 34.9 + Supercharged V6 makes S5 cleaner and faster - Poor body control 33322
Audi RS5 £59,150 8/4163 444/8250 317/4000 1715kg 245 4.5 - 155 246 26.9 + Brilliant engine and improved chassis - Still not as exciting as you’d hope 33342
Audi R8 V8 168 R £92,710 8/4163 424/7900 317/4500 1560kg 276 4.1 9.9 188 332 19.9 + Finally, a true 911 alternative - Exclusivity comes at a price 33333
Audi R8 V10 181 D £113,810 10/5204 518/8000 391/6500 1620kg 325 3.9 8.4 194 346 19.0 + Real supercar feel - The V8 is £20k less, and still superb 33333
Audi R8 V10 Plus 183 R £125,810 10/5204 542/8000 398/6500 1570kg 351 3.8 - 198 346 19.0 + An R8 fit to take on the 458 and 12C - Firm ride may be too much for some 33333
Audi R8 GT 169 F ’10-’12 10/5204 552/8000 398/6500 1520kg 369 3.6 - 199 - - + Everything we love about the R8 - Not as hardcore as we wanted 33333
Audi Quattro 20V 019 R ’90-’91 5/2226 220/5900 228/1950 1329kg 146 6.2 18.2 143 - 19.1 + Modern classic - Buy wisely to avoid big bills 33333
Bentley Continental GT V8 178 R £123,850 8/3993 500/6000 487/1700 2295kg 221 4.6 - 188 246 27.0 + A proper drivers’ Bentley with decent economy - W12 suddenly seems pointless 33334
Bentley Continental GT 152 D £135,760 12/5998 567/6000 516/1700 2320kg 248 4.6 - 198 384 17.1 + 200mph in utter comfort - Weight, thirst 33332
Bentley Continental GT Speed 177 D £151,100 12/5998 616/6000 590/2000 2320kg 258 4.0 - 205 338 19.5 + 205mph in utter comfort - Feels nose-heavy in slow corners 33332
Bentley Continental Supersports 137 R £170,100 12/5998 621/6000 590/2000 2240kg 282 3.7 - 204 388 17.3 + A thoroughly impressive car… - …rather than a fun and involving one 33332
BMW 135i M Sport 113 R ’08-’12 6/2979 302/5800 295/1300 1455kg 211 5.3 - 155 198 33.2 + Fast, fun, £20K cheaper than an M3 - You really want the 1-series M Coupe 33332
BMW 1-series M Coupe 188 R ’11-’12 6/2979 335/5900 369/1500 1495kg 228 4.8 - 155 224 - + Character, turbo pace and great looks - Came and went too quick 33333
BMW 435i M Sport Coupe 189 D £41,435 6/2979 302/5800 295/1200 1510kg 203 5.4 - 155 169 35.8 + Better balance than 3-series saloon - Can feel characterless at lower speeds 33334
BMW 335i M Sport Coupe (E92) 095 D ’06-’13 6/2979 302/5800 295/1300 1525kg 201 5.2 12.2 155 196 33.6 + Eager engine, exploitable chassis - Slightly unadventurous styling 33334
BMW M3 (E92) 162 R ’07-13 8/3999 414/8300 295/3900 1580kg 266 4.3 10.3 155 290 22.8 + Fends off all of its rivals - …except the cheaper 1-series M 33333
BMW M3 GTS (E92) 171 R '10-'11 8/4361 444/8300 324/3750 1530kg 295 4.3 - 193 295 - + Highly exclusive, one of the most focused M-cars ever - Good luck trying to find one 33333
BMW M3 (E46) 066 R ’00-’07 6/3246 338/7900 269/5000 1495kg 230 5.1 12.3 155 - 23.7 + One of the best BMWs ever - Slightly artificial steering feel 33334
BMW M3 CS (E46) 088 R ’05-’07 6/3246 338/7900 269/5000 1495kg 230 5.1 - 155 - 23.7 + CSL dynamics without CSL price - Looks like the standard car 33333
BMW M3 CSL (E46) 060 R ’03-’04 6/3246 355/7900 273/4900 1385kg 260 5.3 12.0 155 - - + Stripped-down road-race M3 - Standard brakes barely adequate 33333
BMW M3 (E36) 148 R ’93-’98 6/3201 321/7400 258/3250 1460kg 223 5.4 12.8 157 - 25.7 + Performance, image - Never quite as good as the original 33332
BMW M3 (E30) 165 R ’86-’90 4/2302 212/6750 170/4600 1165kg 185 6.7 17.8 147 - 20.3 + Best M-car ever! Race-car dynamics for the road - LHD only 33333
BMW Z4 M Coupe 097 R '06-'09 6/3246 338/7900 269/4900 1420kg 242 5.0 - 155 - 23.3 + A real drivers’ car - You’ve got to be prepared to get stuck in 33334
BMW M Coupe 005 R ’98-’03 6/3246 325/7400 258/3250 1375kg 240 5.1 - 155 - 25.0 + Quick and characterful - Lacks finesse 33332
BMW 640d 165 D £62,080 6/2993 309/4400 465/1500 1790kg 175 5.5 - 155 144 51.4 + Great engine and economy, excellent build - Numb steering, unsettled B-road ride 33332
BMW M6 (Mk2) 178 R £93,820 8/4395 552/6000 501/1500 1850kg 303 4.2 - 155 232 28.5 + Mighty ability, pace, technology - There are more exotic badges at this money 33333
BMW M6 (Mk1) 106 R '05-'10 10/4999 500/7750 384/6100 1635kg 311 4.8 10.0 155 342 19.8 + Awesome GT, awesome sports car - SMG gearbox now off the pace 33334
Chevrolet Camaro 148 R £35,025 8/6162 426/5900 420/4600 1769kg 245 5.1 - 155 329 20.0 + Looks like a Transformer made real - We’d prefer it in robot mode 33322
Chevrolet Corvette C6 116 D £49,033 8/6162 430/5900 424/4600 1461kg 300 4.3 - 186 316 21.2 + A Corvette with no apologies needed - Still left-hand drive only 33334
Chevrolet Corvette Z06 099 R £66,403 8/7011 505/6300 469/4800 1418kg 363 3.9 8.5 198 350 19.2 + 8.5 to 100, brakes, price - Not quite the road-racer we expected 33334
Ford Shelby GT500 * 178 R c£60,000 8/5812 662/6500 631/4000 1747kg 385 3.5 - 202 - - + Huge performance for the money - Putting it to use takes nerve 33322
Ginetta G40 R 165 R £29,950 4/1999 175/6700 140/5000 795kg 224 5.8 - 140 - - + A race-compliant sports car for the road - Feels too soft to be a hardcore track toy 33332
Ginetta G60 165 D £68,000 6/3721 310/6500 288/4500 1080kg 292 4.9 - 165 - - + Reborn Farbio GTS boasts great engine and good looks - The ride still needs work 33332
Honda CR-Z GT 144 R £20,820 4/1497 122/6100 128/1500 1198kg 103 9.9 - 124 117 56.5 + The first hybrid with sporting intent - No match for a good diesel hot hatch 33342
Honda Integra Type-R (DC2) 095 R ’96-’00 4/1797 187/8000 131/7300 1101kg 173 6.2 17.9 145 - 28.9 + Arguably the greatest front-drive car ever - Too raw for some 33333
Honda Integra Type-R (DC5) * 037 R '01-'06 4/1998 217/8000 152/7000 1250kg 176 7.1 16.7 140 - - + Sharp looks, massive grip - Lost a little of the DC2’s magic 33332
Honda NSX 188 R ’90-’05 6/3179 276/7300 224/5300 1410kg 196 5.5 - 168 - 22.8 + ‘The useable supercar’ - 270bhp sounds a bit weedy today 33334
Honda NSX-R * 051 R ’02-'03 6/3179 276/7300 224/5300 1270kg 221 4.4 - 168 - - + evo Car of the Year 2002 - Honda never brought it to the UK 33333
Hyundai Veloster Turbo 176 D £22,120 4/1591 184/5500 195/1500 1313kg 142 8.2 - 133 157 40.9 + The usual Hyundai value, with added fun - Styling might be too quirky for some 33342
Infiniti G37S Coupe 127 R £38,247 6/3696 316/7000 265/5200 1706kg 188 5.8 13.8 155 246 26.9 + Softer 370Z delivers sharp-driving swing at the Germans - Bland looks 33342
Jaguar XK 5.0 130 D £65,430 8/5000 380/6500 380/3500 1585kg 244 5.2 - 155 264 25.2 + Fine car for the likes of us - Jag buyers may not like the harder edge 33332
Jaguar XKR 168 R £78,930 8/5000 503/6000 461/2500 1678kg 305 4.6 - 155 292 23.0 + Fast and incredibly rewarding Jag - The kids will have to stay at home 33334
Jaguar XKR-S 168 R £97,430 8/5000 542/6500 502/2500 1678kg 328 4.2 - 186 292 23.0 + The most exciting XKR ever - It’s nearly £100,000 33334
Jaguar XKR ’98-’06 8/4196 400/6100 408/3500 1735kg 234 5.2 - 155 - 22.9 + Extra grunt of 4.2-litre motor - Lacks feedback 33334
Lotus Exige S (V6) 171 R £53,850 6/3456 345/7000 295/4500 1176kg 298 3.8 - 170 236 - + Breathtaking road-racer; our joint 2012 Car of the Year - Doubts over Lotus’s future 33333
Lotus Exige S 105 R '06-'11 4/1796 218/7800 158/5500 930kg 238 4.5 - 148 199 33.2 + Lightweight with a hefty punch - Uninspiring soundtrack 33333
Lotus Exige Cup 260 139 D '10-'11 4/1796 256/8000 174/6000 890kg 293 4.0 - 152 199 31.1 + Feels like a race car, yet works on the road - Pricey for a four-pot Exige 33334
Lotus Exige (series 2) 068 R '04-'08 4/1796 189/7800 133/6800 875kg 219 4.9 - 147 - 32.1 + Highly focused road and track tool - Lacks visual impact of S1 33333

Our Choice
Porsche911GT3.PDK, electric steering, a new engine
with zero racing pedigree… Yes, we were nervous about
the new GT3 before its arrival. Thankfully, it’s still fully
deserving of the badge, although you’ll now need a healthy
disregard for your licence to feel it truly come alive.

Best of the Rest
The Carrera 4S is our pick of the ‘regular’ 911s, while the new
Cayman S is right up there with it. The Lotus Exige S (left) is a
proper road racer for £53k and our joint 2012 Car of the Year.
Audi’s R8 is another gem, especially in V10 Plus form. And, of
course, we wouldn’t dare not mention the Nissan GT-R…

WhyWouldyou?

Because it’s a true supercar from the old school,
with a 570bhp+ V12 that can trace its roots back
to the Miura. Yet because the Murciélago was
developed under Audi, it’s pretty robust too.
Whattopay

£80-95k should buy you a good example of
an early car. LP640s (2006 onwards) start at
around £120k, SVs (from 2009) at £200k.

Whattolookoutfor

Listen for timing chain rattle – the tensioner
guides are prone to wear around 20-30,000
miles, and a top-end rebuild will set you back
£10-12k. A heavy clutch pedal means a worn
clutch; clutches can last 30k miles if treated
with respect, although e-gear clutches wear in
half that. Non-original wheels can upset the 4wd
system, so avoid. (Full guide, evo 187.)

pocket

buying guide

LamborghiniMurciélago
Years 2001-2011 Engine V12, 6192cc

Power 570bhp@ 7500rpm
Torque 479lb �@5400rpm

0-62mph 4.0sec Top speed 205mph
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Thrill-free zone3 Tepid33 Interesting333 Seriously good3333 A truly great car33333Ratings
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Lotus Exige (series 1) 067D ’00-’01 4/1796 192/7800 146/5000 780kg 247 4.6 - 136 - - + Looks and goes like Elise racer - A tad lacking in refinement 33333
Lotus Evora 138 R £52,500 6/3456 276/6400 258/4700 1382kg 203 5.6 13.6 162 217 30.3 + Sublime ride and handling. Our 2009 car of the year - Pricey options 33333
Lotus Evora S 168R £61,500 6/3456 345/7000 295/4500 1430kg 245 4.6 - 172 229 28.7 +A faster and better Evora - But onewhich sparswith the Porsche 911… 33333
Lotus Esprit Sport 350 005R ’99-’00 8/3506 350/6500 295/4250 1299kg 274 4.3 9.9 175 - 22.0 +Designed for trackwork but brilliant on the road - Limited edition 33332
Maserati GranTurismo 114 R £82,190 8/4244 399/7100 339/4750 1880kg 216 5.5 12.7 177 330 19.8 + Striking, accomplishedGT - Doesn’t spike the pulse like anAston or 911 33332
Maserati GranTurismoSport 188 R £90,750 8/4691 454/7000 383/4750 1880kg 245 4.8 - 185 331 - + The best everydayGranTurismo yet - Starting to get long in the tooth 33334
Maserati GTMCStradale 160R £110,045 8/4691 444/7100 376/4750 1770kg 255 4.6 - 187 337 19.6 + Brilliant blend of road racer andGT -No rear seats 33334
Maserati Coupe 064R ’03-’07 8/4244 390/7000 333/4500 1680kg 237 4.8 - 177 - 17.6 +Glorious engine, improved chassis - Overly sharp steering 33332
Maserati GranSport 073 R ’04-’07 8/4244 400/7000 333/4500 1680kg 239 4.8 - 180 - - +Maser Coupe realises its full potential - Very little 33334
MazdaRX-8 122 R '03-'11 2R/1308 228/8200 156/5500 1429kg 162 6.5 16.4 146 299 24.6 +Nevermind the quirkiness, it’s a great drive -Wafer-thin torque output 33334
Mercedes-Benz C63AMGCoupe 162 R £57,165 8/6208 451/6800 442/5000 1655kg 277 4.4 10.3 186 280 23.5 +Mercedesmakes a proper two-doorM3 rival - C63 saloon looks better 33333
Mercedes-Benz C63AMGBlack 171 R £98,765 8/6208 510/6800 457/5200 1635kg 317 4.1 - 186 286 - + TheC63 turned up to 11 - Too heavy, not as fiery as Black Series cars of old 33334
Mercedes-Benz CLK63AMG 092D '06-'09 8/6208 481/6800 464/5000 1755kg 278 4.6 - 155 - 19.9 + Power, control, build quality - Lacks ultimate involvement 33334
Mercedes-Benz CLK63AMGBlack 106R '07-'09 8/6208 500/6800 464/5250 1760kg 289 4.2 - 186 - - +AMGgoes Porsche-hunting - Dull-witted gearshift spoils the party 33334
Mercedes-Benz CL63AMG 150D £115,660 8/5461 536/5500 590/2000 2010kg 271 4.5 - 155 244 26.9 +Presence, pace,monster engine - Stiff ride, stiff competition 33332
MorganAeroMax 097D £110,000 8/4799 362/6300 370/3600 1180kg 312 4.1 - 170 - - +Weird and utterlywonderful - They’re all sold 33334
Nissan 370Z 180R £26,995 6/3696 326/7000 269/5200 1520kg 218 5.4 - 155 248 26.7 +Quicker, leaner, keener than 350Z -Not quite a Cayman-killer 33334
Nissan 370ZNismo 186D £36,995 6/3696 339/7400 274/5200 1535kg 224 5.2 - 155 248 26.7 +More controlled,more polished,more fun -More expensive 33332
Nissan 350Z 107 R '03-'09 6/3498 309/6800 264/4800 1532kg 205 5.5 13.0 155 - 24.1 +Huge fun, and great value too -Honestly, we’re struggling 33334
NissanGT-R (2012MY/2013MY) 187 R £76,610 6/3799 542/6400 466/3200 1740kg 316 2.8 - 196 275 24.0 +GT-R is quicker and better than ever - But over £20Kmore than its launch price 33333
NissanGT-R (2010MY) 152 R '10-'12 6/3799 523/6400 451/3200 1740kg 305 3.0 - 194 279 23.5 +More powerful version of the original - But they’re notworlds apart to drive 33333
NissanGT-R (2008MY) 125 R '08-'10 6/3799 473/6400 434/3200 1740kg 276 3.8 - 193 - - +Our 2008Car of the Year, now from just £35K - Youwon’t see 20mpg often 33333
Nissan Skyline GT-R (R34) 009R ’99-’02 6/2568 276/7000 289/4400 1560kg 180 4.7 12.5 165 - 20.1 + Big, brutal, and great fun - Very firm ride 33332
Nissan Skyline GT-R (R33) 019 R ’97-’99 6/2568 276/6800 271/4400 1540kg 182 5.4 14.3 155 - 22.0 +Proof that Japanese hi-tech canwork (superbly) - Limited supply 33334
NobleM400 089R ’04-’06 6/2968 425/6500 390/5000 1060kg 407 3.5 - 185 - - +Devilishly fast - DemonTweeks interior 33334
NobleM12GTO-3R 070R ’03-’06 6/2968 352/6200 350/3500 1080kg 332 3.8 - 170 - - + The ability to humble exotica - Flawed driving position 33332
Peugeot RCZ 1.6 THP 200 155 R £23,595 4/1598 197/5500 202/1700 1421kg 141 7.3 18.1 147 155 42.1 + Distinctive looks, highly capable handling - Could be a bitmore exciting 33332
PorscheCayman (981) 185 F £39,694 6/2706 271/7400 214/4500 1310kg 210 5.7 - 165 192 34.4 +Very enticing for themoney in basic spec - Youmight still want the power of the ‘S’ 33334
PorscheCaymanS (981) 181 R £48,783 6/3436 321/7400 273/4500 1320kg 247 5.0 - 176 206 32.1 + TheCayman comes of age - Erm… 33333
PorscheCayman (987) 131 R ’11-’13 6/2893 261/7200 221/4400 1330kg 199 5.8 - 165 221 30.1 + Extra power, just as involving - Still lacks the desirability of other Porsches 33334
PorscheCaymanS (987) 132 R ’06-’13 6/3436 316/7200 273/4750 1350kg 237 5.2 - 172 223 29.7 + Still want that 911? - Yeah, us too 33334
PorscheCaymanR (987) 158 R ’11-’13 6/3436 325/7400 273/4750 1295kg 255 4.7 - 175 228 29.1 + Total handling excellence - Styling additions not to all tastes 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera (991) 168 R £71,449 6/3436 345/7400 288/5600 1380kg 254 4.7 - 179 212 31.4 + 911 becomes cleaner and cleverer - But someof its character’s goneAWOL 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera S (991) 168 R £81,242 6/3800 394/7400 324/5600 1395kg 287 4.4 - 188 224 29.7 +As above, butwith supercar pace - Electric steering robs it of some tactility 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera 4 (991) 177 D £77,924 6/3436 345/7400 288/5600 1430kg 245 4.5 - 177 219 30.4 +A touchmore engaging than 2wd991 - Still stand-offish compared to 997 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera 4S (991) 179 R £87,959 6/3800 394/7400 324/5600 1445kg 277 4.5 - 185 234 28.5 + The best 991-generation Carrera - Choose your spec carefully 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera (997.2) '08-'11 6/3614 341/6500 288/4400 1415kg 245 4.9 - 180 225 29.4 + Faster and greener than themk1 997 - Lost a little of the 911magic 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera S (997.2) 121 R '08-'11 6/3800 380/6500 310/4400 1425kg 271 4.7 - 188 242 27.4 + Poise, precision, blinding pace - Feels a bit clinical 33334
Porsche 911 Carrera S (997.1) 070R ’04-’08 6/3824 350/6600 295/4600 1420kg 246 4.6 10.9 182 - 24.5 + evoCar of the Year 2004; like a junior GT3 - Tech overload? 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera 4S (996) 051 R ’02-’05 6/3596 316/6800 273/4250 1470kg 218 5.1 - 174 - - + Second best 996 only to theGT3 - Very little 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera (996 3.4) 008R ’98-’01 6/3387 300/6800 258/4600 1320kg 230 4.6 - 173 - 28.0 + evoCar of the Year 1998; beautifully polished - Some like a bit of rough 33333
Porsche 911 Carrera (993) ’94-’97 6/3600 285/6100 251/5250 1372kg 211 5.2 - 168 - 25.0 +More character than 996 -Harderwork at speed 33334
Porsche 911 GT3 (991) 187 R £100,540 6/3799 468/8250 324/6250 1430kg 332 3.5 - 196 289 23.0 + Spoiler alert! Yup, it’s our 2013 Car of the Year - You haven’t read the full test yet 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 (997.2) 182 R ’09-’11 6/3797 429/7600 317/6250 1395kg 312 4.2 9.2 194 303 22.1 + Even better than the car it replaced - Give us aminute… 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (997.2) 152 R ‘10-’11 6/3797 444/7900 317/6750 1370kg 329 4.0 - 193 314 - + evoCar of the Year 2010 - Looks and noise are slightly OTT 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 RS4.0 (997.2) 187 R '11-'12 6/3996 493/8250 339/5750 1360kg 368 3.8 - 193 326 - + evoCar of the Year 2011 - Unforgiving on-road ride 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 (997.1) 182 R ‘07-’09 6/3600 409/7600 298/5500 1395kg 298 4.3 9.4 192 - - + Runner-up evoCar of the Year 2006 - Ferrari 599GTBs 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (997.1) 105 R '07-'09 6/3600 409/7600 298/5500 1375kg 302 4.2 - 193 - - + evoCar of the Year 2007 - A chunkmoremoney than the brilliant GT3 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 (996.2) 082R ’03-’05 6/3600 375/7400 284/5000 1380kg 272 4.3 9.2 190 - - + evoCar of the Year 2003 - Chassis is a bit too track-focused for some roads 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 RS (996.2) 068R ’03-’05 6/3600 375/7400 284/5000 1330kg 286 4.2 9.2 190 - - + Track-biased version of above - Limited supply 33333
Porsche 911 GT3 (996.1) 182 R ’99 6/3600 360/7200 273/5000 1350kg 271 4.5 10.3 187 - 21.9 + evoCar of the Year 1999 - Porsche didn’t build enough 33333
Porsche 968Club Sport 019 R ’93-’95 4/2990 240/6200 225/4100 1335kg 183 6.1 15.7 149 - - +One of the all-time greats - Lots have been driven very hard 33333
Renault Alpine A610 187 D ’91-’95 6/2975 247/5750 258/2900 1420kg 177 5.4 13.8 166 - 21.0 +Overlooked, bargain-price French 911. Try one - R5 interior 33332
Rolls-RoyceWraith 189D £237,111 12/6592 624/5600 590/1500 2360kg 269 4.4 - 155 327 20.2 + Brilliant atwafting; quicker than you’d expect - Not themost engaging drivers’ car 33342
Subaru BRZ 170R £24,995 4/1998 197/7000 151/6400 1230kg 163 7.6 - 140 181 36.2 + Finechassis, greatsteering-Weakengine, not the slide-happy car they promised 33332
ToyotaGT86 174 R £24,995 4/1998 197/7000 151/6400 1275kg 157 7.6 - 140 181 36.2 +More fun than its cousin (above) - Same lack of torque, poor interior quality 33332
Toyota Celica GT-Four ST205 187 R ’94-’99 4/1998 239/6000 223/4000 1496kg 162 5.2 - 143 - - +Criminally overlooked homologation special - Finding one 33334
TVRT350C 057 R ’03-’07 6/3605 350/7200 290/5500 1100kg 318 4.7 10.0 175 - - + Looks, engine - Unsupportive seats; chassis lacks ultimate polish 33332
TVRSagaris 099D ’05-’07 6/3996 406/7500 349/5000 1078kg 383 3.7 - 185 - - + Looks outrageous - 406bhp feels a touch optimistic 33334
TVRTuscan S (Mk2) 076R ’05-’07 6/3996 400/7000 315/5250 1100kg 369 4.0 - 185 - - + Possibly TVR’s best ever car - Aerodynamic ‘enhancements’ 33334
TVRCerbera Speed Six 004R ’98-’04 6/3996 350/6800 330/5000 1130kg 315 5.0 11.4 160+ - - +Accomplished and desirable - Check chassis for corrosion 33334
Vauxhall Monaro VXR6.0 079D ’05-’07 8/5967 398/6000 391/4400 1677kg 241 5.1 - 180+ - - + Improved chassis and steering, 180mph - Looks a bit snouty 33332
VWSciroccoGT 2.0 TSI 155 R £24,705 4/1984 207/5300 207/1700 1373kg 153 6.1 15.8 149 172 38.2 +Golf GTI price and performance - Interior lacks flair 33332
VWScirocco R 181 R £31,135 4/1984 261/6000 258/2500 1352kg 196 5.8 - 155 189 34.9 +Great engine, grown-up dynamics - Perhaps a little too grown-up for some 33332
VWCorradoVR6 095R ’92-’96 6/2861 190/5800 180/4200 1237kg 156 6.2 - 143 - 29.5 +One of the great all-rounders - A little nose-heavy 33334
WiesmannGTMF5 127 D £150,000 10/4999 500/7750 383/6100 1380kg 368 3.9 - 193 - - + Striking coupemated to BMWM5’s V10 - Steering a little light 33333
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9ff GT9R 127 D c£450,000 6/4000 1120/7850 774/5970 1346kg 845 2.9 - 260 - - +Above 100mph eats Veyrons for breakfast - EatsM3dust at traffic lights 33333
AstonMartin Vanquish (Mk2) 182 R £189,995 12/5935 565/6750 457/5500 1739kg 330 4.1 - 183 335 19.6 +Amuch better car than theDBS it succeeds - Shame it looks little different, then 33334
AstonMartin Vanquish S (Mk1) 110 R ’05-’07 12/5935 520/7000 425/5800 1875kg 282 4.9 10.1 200 - - +Vanquish joins supercar greats - A tad intimidating at the limit 33333
AstonMartinOne-77 179 R ’10-’12 12/7312 750/6000 553/7600 1740kg 438 3.7 - 220+ - - + The engine, the looks, the drama -Gearbox hatesmanoeuvring; only 77weremade 33333
BMWM1 110 R ’78-’81 6/3500 277/6500 239/5000 1303kg 216 5.8 - 161 - - + Early supercar icon - A bit under-endowed these days 33334
Bugatti Veyron 16.4 134 R ’05-’11 16/7993 1000/6000 922/2200 1950kg 521 2.8 5.8 253 596 11.4 + Superbly engineered 4wdquad-turbo rocket - Er, lacks luggage space? 33333
Bugatti VeyronGrand Sport 133 R c£1.4m 16/7993 1000/6000 922/2200 1990kg 510 2.6 - 253 596 11.4 +Warp speed and ferocious noise sans-roof - Ridiculous brolly/roof thing 33333
Bugatti Veyron Super Sport 151 R c£2.0m 16/7993 1183/6400 1106/3000 1838kg 654 2.5 - 268 539 12.2 + Theworld’s fastest supercar - Limited to 258mph for usmeremortals 33333
Bugatti VeyronGrand Sport Vitesse 185 R c£1.7m 16/7993 1183/6400 1106/3000 1990kg 604 2.6 - 254 539 12.2 + Theworld’s fastest convertible - Limited to 258mph for usmeremortals 33333
Bugatti EB110 078R ’91-’95 12/3500 552/8000 451/3750 1566kg 358 3.4 - 212 - - + Superbly engineered 4wdquad-turbo rocket - It just fizzled out 33334
Caparo T1 138 R £301,975 8/3499 575/10,500 310/9000 689kg 848 3.8 6.2 205 - - +Absolutely staggering performance - Absolutely staggering price tag 33334
Chevrolet Corvette ZR1 133 R £106,605 8/6162 638/6500 603/3800 1528kg 424 3.8 7.6 205 355 18.8 +Huge pace and character - Take plenty of brave pills if there’s rain 33342
Ferrari 458 Italia 183 R £178,526 8/4499 562/9000 398/6000 1485kg 384 3.2 6.8 202 307 20.6 +An astounding achievement, looks fantastic - There’ll never be amanual 33333
Ferrari 458 Spider 185 R £198,971 8/4499 562/9000 398/6000 1530kg 373 3.3 - 198 275 23.9 +A458 that sounds and feelsmore organic - Er, 4mph slower? 33333
Ferrari F430 163 R '04-'10 8/4308 483/8500 343/5250 1449kg 339 4.0 - 196 - 18.6 + Just brilliant - Didn’t you read the plus point? 33333
Ferrari F430 Spider 095R '04-'10 8/4308 483/8500 343/5250 1520kg 326 4.1 - 193 - 18.6 + Berlinetta dynamics, 8000rpmwith the roof down - Looks? 33333
Ferrari 430 Scuderia 121 R '07-'10 8/4308 503/8500 347/5250 1350kg 378 3.5 7.7 198 - 15.7 + Successful F1 technology transplant - Likes to shout about it 33333
Ferrari 360Modena 163 R ’99-’04 8/3586 394/8500 275/4750 1390kg 288 4.5 9.0 183 - 17.0 +Worthy successor to 355 - Not quite as involving as it should be 33334
Ferrari 360Challenge Stradale 068R ’03-’04 8/3586 420/8500 275/4750 1280kg 333 4.1 - 186 - - + Totally exhilarating road-racer. It’s loud - It’s very, very loud 33333
Ferrari F355 F1 Berlinetta 163 R ’97-’99 8/3496 374/8250 268/6000 1350kg 281 4.7 - 183 - 16.7 + Looks terrific, sounds even better - Are you kidding? 33333
Ferrari F12 Berlinetta 182 R £239,736 12/6262 730/8250 509/6000 1630kg 455 3.1 - 211 350 18.8 + 730bhp isn’t toomuch power for the road -We’d rather have anAventador (just) 33333
Ferrari 599GTB Fiorano 101 R '06-'12 12/5999 611/7600 448/5600 1688kg 368 3.5 7.4 205 415 15.8 + evoCar of the Year 2006 - Banks are getting harder to rob 33333
Ferrari 599GTO 161 R '11-'12 12/5999 661/8250 457/6500 1605kg 418 3.4 - 208 - - +One of the truly great Ferraris - Erm, the air con isn’t very good 33333
Ferrari 575MFioranoHandling Pack 169 R ’02-’06 12/5748 508/7250 434/5250 1730kg 298 4.2 9.6 202 - 12.3 + Fiorano packmakes 575 truly great - It should have been standard 33333
Ferrari 550Maranello 169 R ’97-’02 12/5474 485/7000 415/5000 1716kg 287 4.3 10.0 199 - 12.3 + Everything - Nothing 33333
Ferrari Testarossa 185 R ’84-’91 12/4942 385/6300 361/4500 1506kg 260 5.8 - 171 - - + The ultimate ’80s supercar - Intimidating handling; needs big roads 33334
Ferrari FF 164 R £227,107 12/6262 651/8000 504/6000 1880kg 347 3.7 - 208 360 15.4 + Four seats and 4WD, but a proper Ferrari - Looks divide opinion 33333
Ferrari 612 Scaglietti F1 090R '04-'11 12/5748 533/7250 434/5250 1840kg 294 4.3 9.8 199 470 13.8 +Awesomely capable grand tourer - See above 33333
Ferrari Enzo 156 R ’02-’04 12/5998 650/7800 485/5500 1365kg 484 3.5 6.7 217+ - - + Intoxicating, exploitable - Cabin detailing falls short of Zonda or F1 33333
Ferrari F50 186R ’96-’97 12/4699 513/8500 347/6500 1230kg 424 3.9 - 202 - - + Still the best drivers’ Ferrari - The F40 looks better 33333
Ferrari F40 186R ’87-’92 8/2936 471/7000 426/4000 1100kg 437 4.1 - 201 - - + Brutally fast - It’s in the dictionary under ‘turbo lag’ 33333
Ferrari 288GTO 064R ’84-’85 8/2855 400/7000 366/3800 1160kg 350 4.9 - 189 - - + Painfully beautiful, rarer than the F40 - You are joking? 33333
FordGT 188R ’04-’06 8/5409 550/6500 500/3750 1583kg 353 3.7 - 205 - - +Our 2005Car of the Year - JC had one. Reckoned it didn’t handle… 33333
Gumpert Apollo 110 R £275,000 8/4163 690/6300 675/4000 1200kg 584 3.0 - 220+ - - + Stupendous perfomance, ‘Apollo’ - High price, ‘Gumpert’ 33334
Hennessey VenomGT 180R £900,000 8/7000 1244/6500 1155/4000 1244kg 1016 2.5 - 275 - - + 0-200mph in 14.5sec, and it handles too - Looks like an Exige 33333
Jaguar XJ220 157 R ’92-’94 6/3498 542/7200 475/4500 1470kg 375 3.7 - 213 - - + Britain’s greatest supercar… - …until McLaren built the F1 33332
Koenigsegg Agera R 180R £1,080,000 8/5000 1140/7100 885/2700 1435kg 807 2.9 - 273 - - +As fast and exciting as your body can handle - It’s Veyronmoney 33333
KoenigseggCCX 094R ’06-’10 8/4700 806/6900 678/5700 1180kg 694 3.9 7.7 241 - - + Sweden’s greatest supercar - Sweden’s only supercar 33333
KoenigseggCCXREdition 118 R ’08-’10 8/4800 1004/7000 796/5600 1280kg 797 2.8 - 254+ - - +One of theworld’s fastest cars - Spikey power delivery 33333
Lamborghini Gallardo LP550-2 176 F £166,784 10/5204 542/8000 398/6500 1380kg 399 3.9 - 199 315 16.0 + Themad rear-driven Lambo is back! - Gallardo not feeling as fresh as the 458 33333
Lamborghini Gallardo LP560-4 180D £164,444 10/5204 552/8000 398/6500 1410kg 398 3.7 - 202 325 16.0 + Still amissile fromA to B - Starting to show its age 33332
Lamborghini LP570-4 Superleggera 152 R £178,560 10/5204 562/8000 398/6500 1340kg 426 3.5 - 202 325 20.6 +A reminder of howgreat theGallardo is - LP560-4 does as good a job 33334
Lamborghini Gallardo 094R ’06-’08 10/4961 513/8000 376/4250 1520kg 343 4.3 9.4 196 - - +On a full-bore start it spins all fourwheels. Cool - Slightly clunky e-gear 33334
Lamborghini Gallardo Superleggera 104 R '07-'08 10/4961 522/8000 376/4250 1420kg 373 3.8 - 196 - - + Lighter,more agile - Grabby carbon brakes, clunky e-gear 33332
Lamborghini Aventador LP700-4 182 R £247,000 12/6498 690/8250 509/5500 1575kg 445 2.9 - 217 370 17.7 +Most important new Lambo since theCountach - Erm…expensive? 33333
Lamborghini Aventador Roadster 184 R £294,665 12/6498 690/8250 509/5500 1625kg 431 3.0 - 217 370 17.7 + Sensational engine and styling - Awee bit on the thirsty side 33333
LamborghiniMurciélago 089D ’01-’06 12/6192 570/7500 479/5400 1650kg 351 4.0 - 205 - - +Gorgeous, capable and incredibly friendly - V12 feels stressed 33333
LamborghiniMurciélago LP640 093R '06-'11 12/6496 631/8000 487/6000 1665kg 385 3.3 - 211 - 21.3 +Compelling old-school supercar - You’d better be on your toes 33333
Lamborighini Murciélago LP670-4 SV 186R '09-'11 12/6496 661/8000 487/6500 1565kg 429 3.2 7.3 212 - - +A supercar in its truest, wildest sense - Be prepared for stares 33333
Lamborghini Diablo GT 016 R ’99-’00 12/5992 575/7300 465/5500 1490kg 392 4.1 8.3 211 - 12.5 + Briefly theworld’s fastest production car - Theymade only 80 33333
Lamborghini Diablo 6.0 019 R ’00-’02 12/5992 550/7100 457/5500 1625kg 343 3.8 - 200+ - - + Best-built, best-looking Diablo of all - People’s perceptions 33334
Lamborghini Countach 5000QV 184R ’88-’91 12/5167 455/7000 369/5200 1488kg 311 4.2 10.0 182 - 13.7 + Still the definitive supercar - Visibility, pract- oh hell, who cares? 33333
Lexus LFA/LFANürburgring 161 R ’10-’12 10/4805 552/8700 354/6800 1480kg 379 3.7 - 202 - - +Absurd and compelling supercar - Badge and price don’t quitematch 33333
MaseratiMC12 079 R '04-'05 12/5998 621/7500 481/5500 1445kg 437 3.8 - 205 - - + Rarer than an Enzo - The Ferrari’s better 33332
McLaren 12C 187 R £176,000 8/3799 616/7500 442/3000 1434kg 435 3.1 - 207 279 24.2 + Staggering performance, refinement - Engine noise can be grating 33333
McLaren 12C Spider 185 R £195,500 8/3799 616/7500 442/3000 1474kg 425 3.1 - 207 279 24.2 +Nodiscernible dynamic compromises - Requires commitment to come alive 33333
McLaren F1 186 R ’94-’98 12/6064 627/7500 479/4000 1137kg 560 3.2 6.3 240+ - 19.0 + Still themost single-minded supercar ever - There’ll never be another 33333
Mercedes-Benz SL65AMGBlack 131 R '09-'10 12/5980 661/5400 737/2200 1876kg 358 4.0 8.1 199 - - + Bonkers looks, bonkers speed - Bonkers £250Kprice 33332
Mercedes-Benz SLSAMG 159 R £168,395 8/6208 563/6800 479/4750 1620kg 335 4.1 8.4 197 308 21.4 +Great engine and chassis (gullwing doors too!) - Slightly tardy gearbox 33333
Mercedes-Benz SLSAMGBlack 182D £229,985 8/6208 622/7400 468/5500 1550kg 408 3.6 - 196 321 20.6 + Stunning engine, superb body control - Appetite for expensive tyres 33334
Mercedes-Benz SLRMcLaren 073 R ’04-’07 8/5439 617/6500 575/3250 1693kg 370 3.7 - 208 - - + Zonda-pace, 575-style drivability - Dreadful brake feel 33332
NobleM600 186R c£200,000 8/4439 650/6800 604/3800 1198kg 551 3.8 7.7 225 - - + Spiritual successor to the Ferrari F40 - It’s a bit pricey 33333
Pagani Huayra 185 R c£1m 12/5980 720/5800 737/2250 1350kg 542 3.3 - 224 - - +Our joint 2012 Car of the Year - Engine isn’t as nape-prickling as the Zonda’s 33333
Pagani Zonda 760RS 170R £1.5m 12/7291 750/6300 575/4500 1210kg 630 3.3 - 217+ - - + Themost extremeZonda ever - The last Zonda ever (probably) 33333
Pagani ZondaC12S 096R ’01-’05 12/7291 555/5900 553/4050 1250kg 451 3.6 - 197 - - + evoCar of the Year 2001 - Harry’s sold his long-termer 33333
Pagani Zonda F 186 R ’05-’06 12/7291 602/6150 575/4000 1230kg 497 3.6 - 214 - - + Everything an Italian supercar ought to be - Looks a bit blingy next to aCarrera GT 33333
Pagani ZondaCinqueRoadster 147 D '09-'10 12/7291 669/6200 575/4000 1400kg 485 3.4 - 217+ - - + The best Zonda ever - Doesn't comeup in the classifieds often 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo S (991) 188 R £140,852 6/3800 552/6500 553/2200 1605kg 349 3.1 - 197 227 29.1 + Still unrivalled as an everyday supercar - At times disguises the thrills it can offer 33332
Porsche 911 Turbo (997.2) 140R ’09-’13 6/3800 493/6000 479/1950 1570kg 319 3.2 7.3 193 272 24.4 + The Turbo at the very top of its game - TheGT3’s cheaper… 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo S (997.2) 159 R ’10-’13 6/3800 523/6250 516/2100 1570kg 339 2.9 6.8 196 268 24.8 +As above, withmore power - TheGT3’s even cheaper… 33334
Porsche 911 GT2 RS (997.2) 157 R ’10-’13 6/3600 611/6500 516/2250 1370kg 453 3.5 - 205 284 - +More powerful than aCarrera GT. Handles, too - Erm… 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (997.1) 094R '06-'09 6/3600 472/6000 457/1950 1585kg 303 4.0 8.7 193 - 22.1 +Monster cornering ability - A bitwoolly on its standard settings 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (996) 017 R ’00-’06 6/3600 420/6000 413/4600 1540kg 272 4.1 10.0 189 - 21.0 + evoCar of the year 2000; the 911 for all seasons -We can’t find any reasons 33333
Porsche 911 GT2 (996) 072 R ’04-’06 6/3600 475/5700 457/3500 1420kg 339 4.0 - 198 - - + Later revisionsmade it evenmore of a star - Care still required 33333
Porsche 911 Turbo (993) 066R ’95-’98 6/3600 408/5750 398/4500 1502kg 276 3.7 - 180 - 19.4 + Stupendous all-weather supercar - It doesn’t rain enough 33333
Porsche 911 GT2 (993) 003R ’96-’99 6/3600 430/5700 398/4500 1290kg 339 3.9 - 184 - - +Hairy-arsed homologation special - Harrywon’t buy one 33333
PorscheCarrera GT 186R ’04-’06 10/5733 604/8000 435/5750 1380kg 445 3.8 7.6 205 - - + Still feels ahead of its time -Needsmodern tyres to tame its spikiness 33333
Porsche 959 149 R ’87-’90 6/2850 444/6500 369/5000 1450kg 311 3.7 - 197 - - + Tech showcase, still a great drive - Limited choice of colours? 33333
Ruf Rt 12 097 R c£155,000 6/3746 641/7000 641/3500 1530kg 426 3.3 - 219 - - + Beautifully executed carwith truly immense power - Needs care 33333
Ruf CTR3 126 R c£357,000 6/3746 691/7600 656/4000 1400kg 501 3.2 - 235 - - + The best 911 that Porsche nevermade - But not the best looking… 33333
Ruf CTR ‘YellowBird’ 097 R ’87-’89 6/3366 469/5950 408/5100 1170kg 345 4.1 - 211 - - + A true legend -We can’t all drive like Stefan Roser 33333
Spyker C8Aileron 141 D £191,000 8/4163 400/6800 354/3500 1425kg 285 4.5 - 187 - - +Most convincing Spyker yet - Its rivals are quicker 33334

Our Choice
Ferrari 458 Italia.A huge step on from the F430 it
replaced. The lack of a manual gearbox is a shame, but the
scintillating 4.5-litre V8 and snappy seven-speed twin-
clutch transmission result in a car that’s markedly quicker
than its V8 predecessors.

Best of the Rest
Pagani’s awesome Huayra (left) was our joint Car of the Year
in 2012. Ferrari’s fastest-ever road car, the F12, is on a whole
new level to its rivals technologically, but Lamborghini’s
Aventador has it licked for visual drama. The updated McLaren
12C,meanwhile, remains tantalisingly close to greatness.
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Radical SR8LM(fastest car) 1:13.6 127.8 138 Dry

CaparoT1 (fastest supercar) 1:14.8 130.9 131 Dry

Ferrari 458 Italia 1:19.3 120.0 159 Dry

Gumpert Apollo S 1:19.4 120.4 119 Dry

McLarenMP4-12C (Corsa tyres) 1:19.6 121.2 159 Dry

Caterham Levante V8 1:19.6 118.6 131 Dry

Porsche 997 GT2 RS 1:19.9 122.3 158 Dry

Lotus 2-Eleven GT4 1:20.1 113.2 138 Dry

CaterhamSuperlight R500 1:20.2 115.7 119 Dry

McLarenMP4-12C 1:20.6 120.9 159 Dry

NobleM600 1:20.8 121.8 159 Dry

Porsche997GT3RS4.0 (fastest coupe) 1:21.0 118.2 160 Dry

Lamborghini Murciélago LP670-4 SV 1:21.3 121.1 134 Dry

Ariel Atom3 Supercharged 1:21.5 113.6 119 Dry

KTMX-Bow (300bhp) 1:21.5 112.7 138 Dry

Ferrari 430 Scuderia 1:21.7 117.2 121 Dry

Porsche 997.2 GT3 RS (3.8) 1:21.9 116.8 150 Dry

Lamborghini Gallardo LP560-4 1:22.5 119.1 122 Dry

Brooke Double R 1:22.5 113.2 119 Dry

Lamborghini Murciélago LP640 1:22.9 116.7 143 Dry

Porsche Carrera GT 1:23.3 115.2 119 Dry

Porsche 997.2 GT3 1:23.3 114.5 138 Dry

Porsche 997 Turbo S 1:23.5 117.5 146 Dry

Porsche 997 GT2 1:23.5 115.1 119 Dry

Nissan GT-R (2008MY) 1:23.6 113.1 119 Dry

Porsche 991 Carrera 1:23.6 112.5 182 Dry

Porsche 991 Carrera Cabriolet 1:23.9 112.3 183 Dry

Porsche 997 Turbo 1:24.1 113.5 136 Damp

Lotus 340R (190bhp) 1:24.2 110.0 135 Dry

Porsche Boxster S (981) 1:24.2 109.3 183 Dry

CaterhamSuperlight R300 1:24.3 101.5 138 Dry

Maserati GranTurismoMCStradale 1:24.5 115.1 160 Dry

Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG 1:24.6 115.7 146 Dry

Porsche Boxster Spyder (987) 1:24.7 107.7 167 Dry

Ferrari California 1:25.0 111.8 134 Dry

KTMX-Bow 1:25.0 105.0 123 Dry

BMWE92M3Coupe 1:25.1 109.1 162 Dry

Mercedes-Benz SL65 AMGBlack 1:25.2 108.6 131 Dry

Jaguar F-type V8 S 1:25.2 111.2 183 Dry

Audi RS5 1:25.4 108.8 162 Dry

Audi R8 Spyder V8 1:25.5 107.0 167 Dry

Porsche Cayman R 1:25.5 106.8 158 Dry

AstonMartin V8 Vantage Roadster 1:25.6 109.1 183 Dry

BMWM5(F10) (fastest saloon) 1:25.7 112.0 165 Dry

AstonMartin V12 Vantage 1:25.8 110.9 146 Dry

Mitsubishi Evo X FQ-400 1:25.9 107.5 138 Dry

BMW 1-seriesMCoupe 1:25.9 106.4 158 Dry

Mitsubishi Evo X RS 360 1:26.1 106.6 153 Dry

RenaultsportMégane265Trophy (fastest hot hatch) 1:26.1 105.3 166 Dry

Audi TT RS 1:26.3 107.2 149 Dry

AstonMartin DBS 1:26.4 109.5 143 Dry

Porsche Panamera Turbo 1:26.5 109.2 137 Dry

Jaguar XJ220 1:26.7 111.7 131 Dry

Mercedes-Benz E63 AMG 1:26.8 104.9 165 Dry

PorscheCayenneTurbo (fastest 4x4) 1:26.9 107.4 158 Dry

Lotus Evora 1:27.1 104.2 145 Dry

Nissan 370Z 1:27.1 104.0 158 Dry

Porsche Panamera S 1:27.3 102.4 165 Dry

Mercedes-Benz C63 AMGCoupe 1:27.7 111.0 162 Dry

Lotus Elise SC 1:27.7 104.6 131 Dry

Vauxhall VXR8 Bathurst S 1:27.8 106.1 131 Dry

BMWE46M3CSL 1:27.8 105.4 153 Dry

RenaultsportMégane R26.R 1:27.8 103.3

Audi RS6Avant (fastest estate) 1:27.9 111.0 121 Dry

Jaguar XFR 1:27.9 108.1 137 Dry

Lexus IS-F 1:28.1 106.4 151 Dry

Porsche Boxster S (987) 1:28.1 105.4 120 Dry

SubaruWRXSTI 1:28.3 101.6 157 Dry

SEAT Leon Cupra R 1:28.7 102.4 162 Dry

Bentley Continental Supersports 1:29.2 105.8 149 Dry

Lotus Elise Club Racer 1:29.2 95.5 162 Dry

RenaultsportMégane 250Cup 1:29.9 101.4 156 Dry

HondaNSX 1:30.1 101.3 145 Dry

Nissan 370Z Roadster 1:30.3 100.1 173 Dry

VWScirocco 2.0 TSI 1:30.4 98.9 155 Dry

Ford Focus RS (Mk2) 1:30.8 101.8 131 Dry

Vauxhall Astra VXR (Mk2) 1:31.4 100.9 174 Damp

Renaultsport Clio 200Cup 1:31.9 97.2 144 Dry

VWGolf GTI (Mk6) 1:32.4 99.3

N =newaddition this

month.Reddenotes the car

is the fastest in its class.

Key

TRACK MAP

WestCircuit facts
N Location Bedford Autodrome
NOpened 1999
N Length 1.85 miles (2.98 kilometres)

N Direction Anti-clockwise
N Left turns 9
N Right turns 6

Knowledge

TrackTimes
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BOOK NOW
PERFORMANCECARSHOW.COM

CALL 0844 581 1239

AUTOCAR SUPERCAR DISPLAY High-performance

machines. PISTONHEADS HEROES The very best

performance cars ever built. HAND BUILT BRITISH

SPORTS CAR Best of British Engineering. LIVE

ACTION ARENA UK’s largest indoor race &

motorsport arena.

TICKETS INCLUDE ACCESS TO AUTOSPORT INTERNATIONAL

/PerformanceCarShow @UK_PCS
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Lexus had a cLear choice when it came to

deciding what sort of dials and gauges the drivers of its LFA
supercar should see beneath the arc of its exquisite carbonfibre
steering-wheel rim: functional or fancy. Fortunately, being a
Japanese company that had allotted amore or less open-ended

budget and nine years of development time to the realisation of its £350,000
statement two-seater, it could choose both. And the result, for some, was as
mesmerising as the sound of the LFA’s extraordinary naturally aspirated 4.8-litre
V10 closing in on its 9000rpm red line.

Not even Ferrari had a road car with quite such a scintillating 9.0k soundtrack,
so making it the focus of the driver’s attention was a natural starting point for
chief engineer Haruhiko Tanahashi and his team. The LFA’s race car-like appetite
for revs, and their rapid-fire disposal, in part informed what sort of display was
needed – no conventional rev counter would be able to live with the unloaded
V10’s ability to go from idle to 9000rpm in 0.6sec. The LFA’s would, and it would
be at the centre of amoving stage.

Thin Film Transistor (TFT) representations of analogue dials were already

commonplace in the latest generation of passenger jets, but rare in the
automotive industry. Lexus could have bundled together a number of TFT
screens, made them look pretty, and left it there. But the team had ambition far
beyond that. With design and programming help from Gran Turismo video game
wizardsPolyphonyDigital, it setaboutcreatinga thingof fascinatingbeauty,with
a number of kinetic elements that lookedmore like cinemaCGI special effects.

From start-up, the display appears to consist of one large rev counter with a
glowing, 3D luminescence and a digital speedo and gear indicator at its centre.
This is flanked by two wings of ‘virtual’ auxiliary gauges. It is a living, all-but
breathing, thing. Switch through the LFA’s drivingmodes – fromAuto, via Normal
to Sport – and the display’s numbers, by stages, become bigger and bolder until,
in Sport, the dial face changes from black to white and the red line moves to the
top of the dial calibration. As the LCD digital needle approaches, the whole dial
gets bathed in red (or yellow or green if you prefer).

Amazing enough. But cooler still is the way the big dial smoothly, electrically
eases across the display area when you call up the main menu. Until someone
invents a holographic head-up display, nothing beats that.L

Lexus LFA instruments
by DAV ID V IV IAN
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Porsche 911
Turbo – full UK test
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Wise about warranties

Has your Car Warranty expired?
Take out an extended car warranty with Warrantywise and you’ll benefit from the UK’s highest level

of used car warranty cover - bar none.

Many thanks to Lynne and Gemma for

their help, and in changing me from a

pessimist to optimist.

Mr Stallard

Customer Testimonials

This was my second successful claim within a

two month period and was handled efficiently

with minimum of input from me.

Mr Birtwhistle

Thanks for your courteous and efficient service,

Taking out your warranty was one of the best

things I ever did.
Miss Reyburn

We cover more parts of your car than any of our competitors and include unlimited repairs up to the

retail price of your vehicle, cover for wear & tear, no contribution to pay on repairs and recovery

expenses as standard. We also cover you throughout the EU and pay for the garage labour charges

too!

Quentin Willson has been instrumental in the design of the Warrantywise car warranty, so you can

be sure it’s genuinely on the side of the consumer. We don’t use complicated insurance jargon and

everything is completely transparent, just as you’d expect from Quentin.

Designed by Quentin Willson

Call us on 0800 030 4569 for a quote today

warrantywise.co.uk
or go online for an instant quote, just enter your reg at:

Here are some of the recent repair costs

we’ve covered for our customers.

Visit warrantywise.co.uk/paid to see how much we’ve paid

out for your car!

Warrantywise cover is available for vehicles up to 12 years old & 120,000 miles at warranty inception and all cover levels include unlimited repairs up to the retail price of your vehicle and no mileage restrictions. If calling from a mobile please call our landline number 01254 355100, or email us at sales@warrantywise.co.uk Terms&ConditionsApply.

Thank you for dealing with this claim in such a

fair way. It was impressive.

Mr Swain

Our Warranty Plans Include:

Cover for failure due to Wear & Tear

No exclusions for betterment or
consequential damage

Unlimited mileage

Roadside Assistance & Recovery
administered by the Automobile
Association

Vehicle Hire with Enterprise

    

http://warrantywise.co.uk
http://warrantywise.co.uk/paid
mailto:sales@warrantywise.co.uk
http://www.warrantywise.co.uk/happy
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